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Preface and acknowledgements

This is a book about changes in cultural classifications and hierarchies in Europe
over the last half-century. We investigate cultural change through a crucial institution in cultural mediation capable of deciding what is good and valuable culture
and art: the culture sections in ‘quality’ European newspapers. We show how classifications and hierarchies of culture have changed and the ways in which many key
trends – such as globalization and commercialization of culture – are intertwined
with the post-1960s transformation towards increased cultural heterogeneity and
loosening of the old distinctions between ‘high’ and ‘popular’. These trends and
questions uncovered in the book have been widely discussed, but often also taken
for granted, in contemporary cultural sociology. Thus, by bringing the temporal
processes to the fore of cultural sociological research, the book aims to provide an
empirically grounded and comprehensive analysis of these cultural changes.
Utilizing media data is a means of resolving the persistent problem of cultural
sociology interested in temporal processes: the lack of good quality longitudinal
data. In fact, the book has grown, at least partly, from the frustration towards
the common situation in studies of cultural tastes and consumption: even if
many, if not all, of the most interesting themes and debates revolve essentially
around trends and processes, studies are usually impotent in analysing them due
to their cross-sectional design. In the context of this study, newspapers and their
special pages devoted to arts and culture offer a useful data source since the cultural content in these pages reflects changes in dominant cultural classifications
and hierarchies.
The book is based on a research project ‘Cultural Distinctions, Generations
and Change’, started in 2013 and led by Semi Purhonen, first at the University
of Helsinki and since 2014 at the University of Tampere, Finland. The project
has been essentially a collective and international endeavour, a fact that is
reflected in the content of this book and in the team of its authors. Collecting
and coding, not to speak of analysing and interpreting, the multilingual newspaper data made it clear from the start. Thus, it was both natural and serendipitous that the original, Finnish, team including Semi Purhonen, Riie Heikkilä,
Tina Lauronen and Jukka Gronow, was complemented by Irmak Karademir
Hazır and Carlos J. Fernández Rodríguez during 2014.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Newspapers and the study of
changing cultural hierarchies

Prologue: the day that sealed the status of rock as art?
John Lennon was murdered on 8 December 1980. Lennon, the ex-Beatle and
one of the most popular and renowned rock musicians worldwide, was coming
home late on a Monday evening, when Marc David Chapman shot him in front
of his home in New York City. The death of John Lennon was instant news,
and in the following days and weeks a global media event took place, marked by
mass mourning by fans and evaluations of Lennon’s music, career and personality by critics and journalists (Fogo, 1994; Elliot, 1999). The news was widely
reported the next day, but it was on the following day, Wednesday 10 December
1980, when the press published the first proper obituaries and remembrances on
Lennon. On that day, among many other media outlets, several broadsheet
newspapers across Europe devoted significant space to writings about John
Lennon in their culture and arts sections.
The Guardian in the UK published two articles on Lennon on the first page
of its ‘Arts Guardian’ section. Several pictures of Lennon accompanied the
articles that shared a brief vignette: ‘Honest, sardonic, passionate, bitter, funny,
harsh, idealistic – Guardian writers remember John Lennon’. The articles presented obituary-style personal reminiscences about Lennon’s career and characteristics as a person. The first article, titled ‘They are Going to Crucify Me …’,
describes Lennon as ‘unpredictable, but with a genius for popular song that
kept re-emerging in his work despite his sometimes childish excesses’
(GU/10/12/80_10a).1 The second article, titled ‘The Cruel and Uncompromising Working Class Hero’, refers to his ‘genius’, ‘intelligence’ and ‘extraordinary
character’ and states that Lennon was the ‘Ernest Hemingway of rock music’
(GU/10/12/80_10b). Thus, the articles predictably painted a very strong picture
of Lennon as an artist and a genius, although also as a contradictory person. Of
course, obituary as a writing genre is emotional and allows the use of an exceptional number of superlatives (Johnson, 2006), but similar types of characterizations of Lennon – as an ingenious yet ambivalent character and a true artist – have
been subsequently repeated, elaborated and debated in countless articles and
monograph-length studies (e.g. Wiener, 1984; Norman, 2008).
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Similar articles with essentially similar types of characterizations of Lennon
were also published on 10 December 1980 outside the UK, in other major European newspapers. Le Monde in France covered ‘La mort de John Lennon’ with a
large ensemble of articles starting on the front page of the newspaper and continuing in the culture section.2 Le Monde approached Lennon in a very artistically oriented style, even calling him ‘the master singer of the sixties, the pope of
rock, our assassinated Mozart’ (LM/10/12/80_1). Interestingly, a few Beatles’
song lyrics were quoted in full as French translations, and the qualities of
Lennon as a musician were emphasized along with praising the songs written by
him as ‘the most important ones of the rock movement, those which have modified the behaviour, mentality, gests and appearances of the young generation of
the entire world’ (LM/10/12/80_24).
In Spain, the leading broadsheet newspaper El País had two full pages on Lennon’s death in its culture section. The first page was compiled by a correspondent
of the newspaper and concentrates on the event as a piece of news (the exact
surroundings are described in great detail; EP/10/12/80_40). Then comes a long
part about Lennon as a person and the history of the Beatles. Two smaller and
more personal articles complete the compilation. A personal memory from a
1964 Beatles concert in Belfast emphasizes the genius-like character and
working-class origins of Lennon and the band (‘four guys who, more than talent,
had genius, genius as musicians, as poets, and who in the variety of their art
touched all ranges of emotion’; EP/10/12/80_41b). Finally, there is a column, a
kind of homage to Lennon, which discusses the death very dramatically, as something that ‘killed an entire generation, our generation’ (EP/10/12/80_41a). The
column is written in a ceremonial style with several words in Latin (primus inter
pares, requiescat in pace).
Lennon also received attention in the leading newspapers of smaller European countries. In Sweden, Dagens Nyheter wrote both a news piece describing
in detail the tragic events of 8 December and, in the culture section, a more
comprehensive account of Lennon’s career (DN/10/12/80_24 and 25). Compared to the articles published in The Guardian, Le Monde and El País, the tone
of the articles is perhaps more mundane, and it is not very evaluative or focused
on Lennon’s talents or unique art. One part in this section, however, includes
reminiscences of contemporaries. Three Swedish journalists talk about their
memories and impressions of Lennon, concentrating on Lennon’s political
significance and symbolic status as the voice of the 1960s generation. The most
polemic statement goes: ‘It is logical: the ideals of the 60s are dead, so why not
kill the guy who started the party?’ (DN/10/12/80_24).
In Finland, an even smaller Nordic country than Sweden, the leading newspaper Helsingin Sanomat remained silent about Lennon in its culture section of
the day. At the beginning of the newspaper, however, was a mention of the
largish obituary of Lennon, published among other obituaries.3 Besides two pictures, the obituary includes first a brief news section on Lennon’s death and
then starts listing his qualities. Helsingin Sanomat mentions that Lennon was
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‘one of the few personalities and experimentalists of rock music’ and that he had
‘moved the emphasis of rock from America to Europe’ (10 December 1980,
p. 18). After that starts the worship, which is interestingly focused on distinguishing the exquisite talent of Lennon from that of the more mundane and
uninteresting talents attributed to the other members of the Beatles. ‘The
Beatles was a trailblazer; Lennon was its brain. Ringo and George were mere
extras; Paul McCartney was at his best in prettyish ballads, but John Lennon
was the insatiable experimentalist who pushed the music of the Beatles further’
(Helsingin Sanomat, 10 December 1980, p. 18).
At the other end, on the south-eastern border of Europe, the Turkish newspaper Milliyet also reported the murder of John Lennon. Similar to Helsingin
Sanomat in Finland, Milliyet did not cover Lennon in its culture section but in
another part of the newspaper of the day, namely, in a ‘lifestyle’ themed supplement. A nearly half-page long and illustrated article on Lennon appeared on
the cover page of the supplement (MIL/10/12/80_Yaşam_1). The article is most
of all a detailed news story about the tragic events, but it also reports reactions
to Lennon’s murder from other countries, for instance how ‘all radios in the
world […] played his songs. Belgrade’s radio station in Yugoslavia played Beatles
songs after announcing his death and also broadcast his previous interviews’ and
that ‘the murder has been condemned in Japan as well. The recording companies stopped their ongoing agendas and began to publish old Beatles records
again’ (MIL/10/12/80_Yaşam_1).
What do these newspapers’ reactions to Lennon’s murder tell us, and why
have we bothered to start this book with a close look at them? Obviously,
Lennon was almost a perfect case for the European press: he was very widely
beloved and an international superstar; he had a long and interesting career
behind him; he was living an interesting life; he was from a global centre, the
UK, and operated in a global lingua franca, English. Moreover, he died in a
mediatically spectacular and non-self-inflicted way (unlike many of his fellow
dead rock stars of the time). These are all examples of factors playing a role in
the wide coverage on Lennon, but none of them weakens the illustrative power
of the case of Lennon’s death, which captures the diverse, intersecting dimensions of the cultural transformation we will study in this book. Thus, instead of
analysing the case of Lennon’s death in itself – or the surrounding fuss –
further,4 we argue that it crystallizes and resonates with a host of key themes,
dimensions and questions that are of great interest to sociologists of culture and
anyone interested in cultural change in the Western world over the last half-
century. These themes and dimensions of cultural change are precisely the
themes and questions this book will address.

The themes of this book
The first of the themes concerns the transformation in cultural hierarchies and
the changes in what is seen as prestigious and legitimate culture; what is counted
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as valuable and distinctive culture and how the boundaries and tensions between
‘high’ and ‘low’, or ‘art’ and ‘entertainment’, have been shifting (Bourdieu, 1984;
DiMaggio, 1987; Baumann, 2007). The question is, on the one hand, about the
legitimization of popular culture but also, on the other hand, about the popularization of traditional highbrow arts. The elevation of the status of popular culture
to a level comparable with the highest arts is clearly seen in how John Lennon
was characterized in the European newspapers immediately after his death: as a
rock star who was also – and perhaps even primarily – a serious artist or even a
genius, comparable to Mozart or Hemingway.
Second, and to specify the first theme, Lennon’s murder invites us to probe
deeper into the issue of the process nature, or temporal trajectory, of the shift in
cultural legitimacy. Even if it would be exaggerating to argue that Lennon’s
murder was a proper ‘turning point’ in the legitimation process of rock music, or
popular culture more widely, it is still useful to consider what stage this process
was at 1980 (cf. Regev, 2013: 105–122; Varriale, 2016). Considering the rather
long period from the breakthrough of popular culture in the 1950s and 1960s
until the present, or the 2000s, the time of Lennon’s death in 1980 arguably
represents some sort of a hinge or bridge period between the old and the new
times, during which popular music was consolidating its status as ‘art’. Perhaps
not coincidentally, the period was also largely the same as when the academic
(including sociological) study of popular music started to institutionalize
(Bennett, 2016).5 Moreover and relating to the temporal perspective, remembrances of Lennon exemplify the power of retrospective consecration (Schmutz,
2005). Death offers a perfect moment of punctuation from which to look back
and codify the canon – in this case, to write the history of rock music (Jones
and Jensen, 2005).
The third question raised by the case of Lennon concerns the boundaries –
and boundary crossing – between art forms and genres. John Lennon was ‘not
only’ a rock star, although his main merits are usually seen in widening the conception of pop music and bringing pop music to the level of serious art, characterized by complexity, adventurousness, intellectual content, seriousness and an
attempt to constantly renew itself (cf. Moore, 1997; van Venrooij and Schmutz,
2010). But Lennon was also more: by the 1960s, he had already published books,
including poems, short stories and drawings. Together with the Beatles, Lennon
had been involved in making films. And via Yoko Ono, Lennon had been
involved in performance art and other collaborative projects. Thus, Lennon
embodied the possibility to cross over the boundaries of art forms and cultural
genres, often seen as a pivotal feature of increased tolerance and the loosening
of cultural classifications (DiMaggio, 1987; Peterson and Kern, 1996).
John Lennon, the rock star, was a global celebrity and a brand. Thus, the
fourth theme, which can be substantiated with his life and career, is cultural
globalization, the supposedly accelerated geographical mobility of cultural
products and influences across national borders (Appadurai, 1996; Tomlinson,
1999; Janssen, Kuipers and Verboord, 2008). Born in Liverpool, starting his
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international career in Hamburg, marrying a Japanese-born woman and living
and dying in New York City – Lennon’s personal life also exemplifies global and
cosmopolitan tendencies. Most importantly, however, Lennon’s murder as a globally recognized incident and its subsequent media reception provide a helpful
point of reference as it allows the posing of the question of how the same event
was reacted to at the same time in various parts of the world.
John Lennon was a millionaire and a former member of the most popular and
commercially successful band of all time. Therefore, the fifth theme exemplified
and embodied in his career and music is the significance of the commercial
aspect and the potential tension between commercialism and popularity on one
hand and aesthetic quality and artistic autonomy on the other. Clearly, one of
the ambivalences and contradictions of Lennon as an artist that was referred to
in the newspapers’ obituaries is due to this charged dimension between ambitious artist and popular entertainer. Using Pierre Bourdieu’s (1993, 1996) terms,
the picture created from the media reception of Lennon’s life and music suggests
that Lennon managed to walk the line between the ‘field of large-scale cultural
production’ and the ‘field of restricted cultural production’. Or, at least, he was
capable of preserving his credibility in the latter (art field), despite his success in
and the main area being the former (the field of popular culture).
Sixth, John Lennon, the ‘working-class hero’ and a politically active, rebellious and anti-war figure, exemplifies and embodies – besides the troubled relationship between commercialism and artistic autonomy – the similarly troubled
and ambivalent relationship between politics and artistic autonomy, the role
played by politics in artistic work and aesthetic evaluations. If commercialization has been seen as challenging the autonomy of the arts, the same goes for
the forces brought to bear on the arts by means of politics and the politicization
of the arts (Bourdieu, 1993). Even if there are opinions that may valorize or
even expect political commitment from artists and art to be ‘socially relevant’,
‘critical’ or ‘progressive’ (e.g. Rancière, 2004), there is a strong consensus that if
politics are given too strong a role in cultural life, the autonomy of the arts is in
serious peril. Even if the role of politics as a threat to the autonomy of the arts
has been quite weakly pronounced during recent decades in Western countries,
it is enough to go back to 1970s Francoist Spain or the 1980s Soviet bloc countries, not to speak of Turkey, oscillating between Western openness and Middle
Eastern religiously driven regimes, to see the power of politics shaping culture
and the arts – all of them also historical contexts where John Lennon and like-
minded rock musicians have been considered dangerous and every now and
then ended up being censored.
Seventh, an additional dimension to the previous themes is whether the
format and means of reporting about arts and culture – the layout and use of
illustrations, the size and type of articles and even the ways of writing and stylistic features of the text – have changed over time. One thing to notice from the
coverage of Lennon’s murder was, for instance, that there appeared to be clear
similarities among articles published by different newspapers. Surely, by 1980,
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there were news agencies that had just put the stories forward, which were
therefore repeated in more or less the same formats in all newspapers (regarding
news details such as ‘how many bullets’ and ‘fell in front of the doorstep’ but
also notions such as the ‘voice of the generation’ and a ‘rebel who fought for
peace’). Thus, some of the material in the Lennon coverage looks as if it has just
been digested and shuffled a tiny bit by the newspapers’ editorial staffs. However,
apart from that, Lennon’s case invites us to explore more broadly the ways in
which cultural content has been ‘packaged’ (Verboord and Janssen, 2015) in
the cultural pages of European newspapers.
Eighth, and finally, elaborating on the fourth question of globalization and
the ways in which Lennon’s murder was received in various parts of Europe, the
case of Lennon can be used to raise an overarching question of cross-cultural
variation among the media representations regarding all the previous themes
and dimensions. To what degree do media outlets reflect their respective
national contexts and ‘evaluative repertoires’ (Lamont and Thévenot, 2000) in
their reception and writings of culture? Are there society-level structural characteristics that can help in understanding the systematic differences of cultural
coverage in the media along national borders (cf. Hallin and Mancini, 2004)?
Of course, there is a danger to be avoided of going to a level too low in inspecting (and finding) variation between differently located media. In a single case,
it is hard if not impossible to say whether a difference – such as the Swedish
Dagens Nyheter’s reporting about Lennon’s murder in a more descriptive,
mundane and non-evaluative tone compared to the reporting in the French Le
Monde – is in any important sense a meaningful finding. However, if differences
such as these are systematically repeated in dozens or hundreds of cases, there is
obviously a more solid ground for trying to find substantial reasons and interpretations for the patterned variation among newspapers published in different
national contexts.

Aims and definitions
Instead of focusing any longer on the case of Lennon, or on rock and the field of
music alone, this book will explore these themes – the processes of the heterogenization, legitimization, popularization, globalization and commercialization
of culture as well as the changing nature of the link between arts and politics
and questions of how cultural content has been ‘packaged’ and to what degree
there is cross-cultural variation with respect to all these issues – by covering all
forms of art and culture discussed in European newspapers’ culture sections from
1960 to 2010. This is done by means of a systematic content analysis of a dataset
covering fifty years – which happens to include the day two days after Lennon’s
murder and thus the previously cited articles – from the major European newspapers already mentioned: The Guardian (in the UK), Le Monde (in France),
ABC and El País (in Spain), Dagens Nyheter (in Sweden), Helsingin Sanomat
(in Finland) and Milliyet (in Turkey).
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The underlying question behind all these themes and processes is how cultural classifications and hierarchies have changed over the research period
between 1960 and 2010. There is a broad consensus that cultural classifications
and hierarchies are neither natural nor eternal; they are social products that are
continuously being made and remade (see e.g. Bourdieu, 1984; Janssen, 1999;
Lena and Peterson, 2008). Moreover, the period since 1960 has been marked by
rapid social change in Western societies, including the six countries in which
our newspapers are published. Thus, and as already shown by previous studies on
cultural change (e.g. Peterson and Kern, 1996; Janssen, Verboord and Kuipers,
2011; Schmutz, 2016), it is expected that cultural hierarchies and ways of
valuating and evaluating arts and culture have profoundly changed over this
period.
We are particularly interested in two aspects regarding the trends in how cultural classifications and hierarchies have changed. The first concerns cross-
cultural variation. It has been argued widely that cross-national differences in
cultural classifications are related to cross-national differences in social structural features (DiMaggio, 1987; Lamont, 1992; Janssen et al., 2008). While there
are plenty of possible indicators of societal-level factors shaping cultural classifications according to socio-geographical boundaries, there are also organizational
(or field-level) factors concerning the newspapers themselves, on the one hand,
and the art world or cultural domains (their ‘inner’ trajectories outside the
newspaper coverage), on the other. All of these play a role in how classifications
and hierarchies represented on the pages of our newspapers may vary. The
second aspect of special interest deals with differences among art forms, cultural
domains and genres. Do the ways in which hierarchies have changed vary
among these? To what degree do the changes apply to the articles on traditional
highbrow arts, on one hand, and popular culture, on the other hand? And are
the relationship and balance between ‘highbrow’ and ‘popular’ at the heart of
the transformation of cultural hierarchies and, if so, in which ways?
Before going into the topic of why we have chosen to study the cultural
transformation through newspapers, it is important to emphasize three aspects.
First, our primary focus is on the varying amount of value given to different
forms of art and culture – either through the disproportional space assigned to
such cultural forms or, more directly, in the ways that such forms of culture are
valuated and evaluated. Thus, the question is about what is considered as prestigious and distinguished culture and thereby counted inside the ‘content’ of
legitimate culture. These questions are directly related with the boundary drawn
between ‘high’ and ‘popular’ culture and whether its symbolic strength has
faded. Consequently, the other key processes we will analyse, such as cultural
globalization or commercialization, are not considered as independent but
rather as supplementary dimensions to this major concern of how cultural hierarchies have changed. Thus, they are not analysed separately from, but intertwined with, the context of the post-1960s cultural change and the
transformation in the content of legitimate culture this has brought about.
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Second, in this book, we use the term ‘highbrow’ culture and ‘popular’
culture as value-neutral and empirically fixed concepts (cf. Gans, 1974). This is
because we want to examine what exactly has happened to the forms of art and
culture conventionally defined under these categories and, most of all, whether
the cultural forms traditionally considered as ‘popular’ have gained legitimacy
and if the traditional ‘highbrow’ arts have become popularized. By ‘highbrow’,
we refer to the classical art forms such as opera, ballet, classical music, the visual
arts, poetry and literary fiction, which have been associated with the upper
echelons of society and considered widely to be the most prestigious of all arts in
the Western world for at least three centuries and especially since the late eighteenth century.6 By ‘popular’ culture, we mean broadly all forms of art and
culture that are not included in the (conventionally defined) highbrow arts.
Hence, the meanings of ‘highbrow’ and ‘popular’ thus defined receive their
meanings vis-à-vis each other. Even though popular culture has a long history
(Burke, 2009), the major and most visible part of it, in the view of this study,
emerged and grew due to mass-mediated distribution channels during the second
half of the twentieth century, such as pop and rock music, television, film,
comics and video games. When referring to these specific forms of popular
culture as distinguished from more traditional folk culture, we might highlight
the notion by the word ‘emergent’ or call them ‘pop culture’ instead of ‘popular
culture’. While being aware of the normative roots and problems associated with
these concepts, especially the concept of ‘highbrow’, we follow a research tradition in which it is customary to use them in this instrumental manner, providing a conventional shorthand for clusters of art forms falling inside these two
categories.7
Third, it is equally important to clarify what this book is not about. Most
importantly, our aim is not to explain causally why these cultural trends have
happened.8 At best, we can observe associations between the indicators of transformation in the newspapers and society-level factors of the nations in which
the newspapers are published. However, there are a variety of factors and levels
involved in the processes (including, as already mentioned, not only factors at
the societal level but also at the organizational levels concerning newspapers
and the art world), many of which we cannot control for or separate from each
other. These associations are, accordingly, far from explanations, and should be
interpreted with appropriate caution. Moreover, apart from technical difficulties, on a more profound level, the problem is that ‘cultural hierarchy is
always multicausal’ (Baumann, 2007: 176). Thus, instead of causal analysis, we
focus on documenting and describing the trends, taking into account their multiple dimensions and interrelationships among the dimensions. Thus, we see
value in describing and exploring the change in its own right (cf. Savage and
Burrows, 2007; Savage, 2009).
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Why study cultural change through newspapers?
The media, as an institution, plays a key role in how different cultural classifications and hierarchies appear, spread, become legitimized and are debated
(Janssen, 1999). For this reason, widely circulated ‘quality’ newspapers, with
their pre-defined sections devoted to arts and culture, provide useful data (e.g.
DiMaggio, Nag and Blei, 2013; Janssen et al., 2011; Verboord, Kuipers and
Janssen, 2015). Moreover, sociologists interested in cultural change often
encounter a lack of suitable datasets enabling the tracking of long-term trends
over several decades and across a variety of national contexts; using newspaper
data is a means to overcome this problem.
Specialized sections on arts and culture were established in many major European newspapers around the middle of the twentieth century (Jaakkola, 2015).
Especially during the golden age of print media – the latter part of the twentieth
century – quality newspapers were among the key institutions of cultural mediation, attributing symbolic value to cultural forms and objects by framing them
as valuable enough to be showcased as ‘art’ (Bourdieu, 1993; Janssen, 1999; Verboord et al., 2015).9 The content in quality newspapers ‘reproduces representations current among public intellectuals’ and thereby ‘provides clues as to what
elites are thinking’ (DiMaggio et al., 2013: 573). More specifically, as for the
culture sections, the space allocated to varying cultural domains can be considered a proxy of their prestige: ‘The (relative) amount of newspaper space for
information on art, particular art forms, or specific works and producers is indicative of their cultural status at a given point in time’ (Janssen, 1999: 300).
The contents of culture sections are based on socially legitimized experts’
aesthetic selections (Janssen et al., 2011), thus exposing the existing hierarchies
of respective time periods.10 Moreover, newspapers are unique forums for
opinion-making. As DiMaggio and his colleagues put it, ‘press coverage both
reflects and represents one stream of influence in the formation of elite and
public opinion’ (2013: 547). Therefore, cultural journalists and critics are significant cultural intermediaries – both gatekeepers who select what will be showcased and tastemakers who define what counts as ‘good’ taste.11 Thus, the
cultural content in newspapers provides an excellent lens through which one
can investigate cultural change.
The concept of cultural intermediary, originally championed by Bourdieu
(1984) and recently a topic of intense debate (Matthews and Smith Maguire,
2014), is revealing in clarifying the role of cultural journalists. The concept provides an empirically grounded perspective on the multitude of processes in
which social groups, labelled as cultural intermediaries, ‘perform critical operations in the production and promotion of consumption, constructing legitimacy
and adding value through the qualification of goods’ (Matthews and Smith
Maguire, 2014: 1). For Bourdieu, cultural intermediaries are most of all ‘taste
makers and need merchants’ from specific occupational groups that are instrumental in matching the correspondence between cultural production and
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consumption (i.e. supply and demand): ‘producers of cultural programmes
on TV and radio or the critics of “quality” newspapers and magazines and all
the writer-journalists and journalist-writers’ (Bourdieu, 1984: 325; see also
Hesmondhalgh, 2006; Smith Maguire, 2014).
Lately, this view has been heavily criticized because the mediation of cultural
forms – the creation of symbolic value and participation in the legitimation of
cultural products – can be seen as a much broader process, performed by a range
of occupations and not just those Bourdieu imagined (Negus, 2002; McFall,
2014; see also Karpik, 2010). Overall, cultural mediation is itself a complicated
process in which many different kinds of actors take part, and subsequently it
might become hard if not impossible to distinguish who the cultural intermediaries are and who are not. Luckily, even if this critique might be well justified,
from the point of view of this study, it is important that nobody likely disagrees
with the notion that cultural journalists and reviewers are ‘for sure’ cultural
intermediaries who create and attribute symbolic value to cultural objects, even
if there would be many others as well.

Cultural stratification: beyond the consumption/
production divide
The concept of cultural intermediary invites us to pose a question concerning
the relationship between cultural production and consumption,12 which is
directly relevant for this book, as it has implications as to what we can and
cannot say based on our newspaper data and what the information derived from
the newspaper culture sections is really indicative of.
While cultural intermediaries, in the traditional sense at least, indeed
mediate culture and thus operate between the fields of cultural production and
consumption, we approach our main question of how cultural classifications and
hierarchies have changed from the perspective of cultural stratification, which is
a framework that does not highlight the difference between production and
consumption.13 On the contrary, and despite the fact that the studies of the
consumption and the production of culture have mostly been separated in
recent sociological research (Wright, 2015: 119), the fundamental starting point
– explicitly stressed by some foundational works of the tradition (DiMaggio,
1987; Bourdieu, 1993, 1996) – is that the perspective of cultural stratification
should involve both production and consumption. Theoretically, consumption
and production are two sides of the same coin, and they are incomplete or even
meaningless if taken independently from each other as separate phenomena
(Marx, 1973: 88–94; Bourdieu, 1993, 1996). Especially when looked at from a
long-term historical perspective, consumption and production ‘must’ correspond
with each other. For example, in The Rules of Art, when discussing the formation of the literary field and the role of authors and consumers in it (and critics
in a mediating position between the two), Bourdieu highlights the correspondence between cultural producers and consumers by writing that it is:
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a coincidence so miraculous that it may appear as the product of a deliberate adjustment of the supply to the demand. While cynical calculation is
obviously not absent, particularly at the ‘commercial’ pole, it is neither
necessary nor sufficient in order to produce the harmony observed between
producers and consumers of cultural goods.
(Bourdieu, 1996: 162)
The consumption side of cultural stratification – including tastes, cultural practices and lifestyles; the ways in which they enjoy varying amounts of prestige
and legitimacy; and whether they are systematically organized (or not) according to social cleavages (Bourdieu, 1984; Bennett et al., 2009) – is dependent on
the availability of cultural products and thus the production of culture. The production side – referring to artists, cultural industries and producers responsible
for creating cultural objects – is equally obviously dependent on the consumers
of culture and the ‘markets of symbolic goods’ (Bourdieu, 1993, 1996). Meanings, classifications, aesthetic standards and valuations attributed to cultural
objects, however, can be seen as made by all actors on both sides (cf. Negus,
2002; Karpik, 2010), even if some specific groups working as professional cultural intermediaries (such as cultural journalists) are particularly influential in
this process. Moreover, the hierarchies and distinctions of culture do not
concern the world of symbols alone; they translate into the classifications,
boundaries and characterizations of social groups and people.14 This two-way
transposability of cultural hierarchies into social groupings, identities and attitudes (and vice versa) highlights the relevance of cultural classifications and
hierarchies at the level of individuals and consumption. The argument can be
summarized with regard to Bourdieu’s famous concept of cultural capital, which
clearly has its main reference point on the side of individuals and consumption:
cultural capital ‘presupposes the existence of institutions with the power to
establish authoritatively the value of different forms of culture: in effect, to
create and to defend boundaries among varying kinds of aesthetic […] products
and practices’ (DiMaggio, 1991: 21).
Besides Bourdieu, it has indeed also been Paul DiMaggio (1987, 1991, 1992)
who has forcefully suggested that analysing cultural stratification should be done
by going beyond the dichotomy between cultural consumption and production.
DiMaggio’s (1987) idea of artistic classification systems – originally meant for
analysing relationships among art forms and genres but lately more often
adapted for purposes of cross-national comparisons of entire nations – started
from a social system perspective inspired by classical sociology and steers towards
making comparisons over time or across cultural contexts. DiMaggio proposed
the framework explicitly in order to advance analyses on ‘the relationships
between social structure, patterns of artistic production and consumption, and
the ways in which artistic genres are classified’ (1987: 440–441). Moreover,
DiMaggio maintains, ‘analysis of change in the cultural economy requires
attention both to individual and collective action and to institutions of cultural
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production and consecration’ (DiMaggio, 1991: 134; emphasis in original). Put
simply, DiMaggio distinguishes among four dimensions: differentiation, hierarchy, universality and boundary strength, and his already classical thesis goes
that in Western societies, the trend has recently been that ‘artistic classification
systems are becoming more differentiated and less hierarchical, classifications
weaker and less universal’ (DiMaggio, 1987: 452). This thesis is a crucial starting point for analyses of this book.
Taken together, it follows from the above discussion of cultural stratification
comprising both cultural production and consumption that the information
derived from widely circulated quality newspapers’ culture sections, at least
when used in large amounts to reveal macro-level trends, is reflective of the
dominant classifications and hierarchies in a culture at a given point in time.
Furthermore, these dominant cultural classifications reflect characteristics of
both cultural production and consumption: on one hand, what cultural objects
are produced for the markets, from which cultural journalists as intermediaries
gate-keep, filter and select certain products to be discussed in the newspapers
and thus grant them value and legitimacy (the side of cultural production); on
the other hand, what the educated middle classes, the main audience of quality
newspapers, value and consider potential objects of consumption in the first
place, through and channelled by the taste-making processes by cultural journalists (the side of cultural consumption).15

Data and the comparative setting
We investigate the post-1960s cultural change through quality European newspapers’ culture sections. These newspapers come from six European countries,
ranging from two Nordic countries (Helsingin Sanomat from Finland and Dagens
Nyheter from Sweden) to two large Western European countries (Le Monde from
France and The Guardian from the UK) and, finally, two Mediterranean countries (ABC and El País from Spain and Milliyet from Turkey). Together the
newspapers form a comparable, European-level dataset through which to inspect
cultural trends and changes.
The newspapers were selected from these particular countries for several
reasons.16 On the one hand, the countries differ in many dimensions relevant to
this study: size of the country (e.g. in terms of population, language area,
economy and the cultural industries, in particular; Janssen et al., 2008); location
of the country in the global cultural system along the dimension between centre
and periphery (Appadurai, 1996); cultural and journalistic traditions (Jaakkola,
2015); political histories and events (Fishman and Lizardo, 2013); media system
model (Hallin and Mancini, 2004); and cultural policy regimes (Looseley,
2011). Nevertheless, we should not be too surprised that these countries are not
too dissimilar, despite having distinct and different collective histories and
traditions, with Turkey perhaps being an exception, as a nation located
between Europe and the Middle East. The inclusion of Northern and Southern
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Europe – with Turkey literally at the border of Europe – will allow us to question the limits and variations of post-1960s cultural changes, which are usually
observed as general trends only on the basis of large and central-positioned
European countries and the United States (e.g. Janssen et al., 2011; Schmutz,
van Venrooij, Janssen and Verboord, 2010). Enlarging the coverage towards
national contexts that are positioned farther away from the core of Europe in
many regards (e.g. the level of integration to globalization and the history of
democratization) will accentuate the cross-cultural differences and eventually
allow us to analyse the cultural transformation more thoroughly.
When selecting the time-frame for the study – from 1960 to 2010 – it was
essential, first, to have a period long enough to allow for tracing trends over
several decades. Second, one of the key issues was to choose the first time point
before the apparent rise of the popular youth culture of the 1960s (Marwick,
1998) to allow grasping the nature of the transformation of cultural hierarchies
fully in its many dimensions. Third, one decade earlier, in 1950, there would
have not been clearly identifiable culture sections in all of the newspapers. It is
an important principle that by concentrating on ‘explicit’ culture sections, we
can let the newspapers decide on our behalf what counts as culture and what is
valuable enough to be included under the culture section.
Samples of the culture sections of these newspapers were collected at ten-
year intervals, including volumes from six time points (1960, 1970, 1980, 1990,
2000 and 2010). The sample included 18–21 editions of each newspaper per
year, amounting to 711 editions altogether. Next, the data was coded, following
a pre-defined coding system, into a statistical matrix according to the principles
of quantitative content analysis (Neuendorf, 2002; Krippendorff, 2004a). The
coding process involved a team of eleven members and lasted through all of its
stages about one year. The unit of our content analysis is an individual article,
and the final sample includes 13,161 articles. The data includes only articles
with journalistic content published in culture sections – both the core cultural
pages inside the newspaper as well as thematic cultural supplements that have
been increasingly published since the 1990s (about supplements, see Box 7.1
and Appendix Table B.1). The details of the data collection, sampling procedure and coding process are reported in Appendix A.
All the selected newspapers are major national leading papers – quality or
even ‘elite’ papers in contrast to tabloids (cf. Jaakkola, 2015; Verboord et al.,
2015) – sharing a comparable level of circulation, albeit published in different
geographical and cultural regions in Europe. Additionally, they tend to be
politically moderate social-democratic or centre-left (with the exception of
the Franco-era ABC). Table 1.1 provides some basic information about the
newspapers.
Helsingin Sanomat, founded in 1889, has a moderate social-democratic tendency and is Finland’s most widely read newspaper, with almost no national competition (Jaakkola, 2015). Helsingin Sanomat set the model for choosing the
other newspapers. The Guardian has many UK competitors but is similar to
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Table 1.1 Basic information about the newspapers included in the study
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Helsingin Sanomat in both its moderate centre-left voice and circulation levels
(Taylor, 1993). Dagens Nyheter is the biggest quality newspaper in Sweden and
more or less shares the centre-left political leanings of the other newspapers
(Hadenius, 2002). Le Monde, together with its main competitor, the politically
centre-right Le Figaro, is the most widely read newspaper in France and from the
two options fits with purposes better because of the previously mentioned newspapers’ moderate leftist political tendencies (Eveno, 2004). In Spain, El País,
founded just after the end of Franco’s right-wing dictatorship in 1976, is a
logical counterpart to the other selected newspapers. However, for the period of
1960 to 1970, with no comparable alternative available, we had to use the monarchist, right-wing (albeit relatively ‘liberal’ compared to many other publications of the era) ABC, the most influential Spanish newspaper at the time
(Olmos, 2002).17 For Turkey, we chose Milliyet because it is the most widely circulated newspaper, published without interruption between 1960 and 2010
(many of the competing newspapers that in 2010 had a larger circulation level
than Milliyet were only established in the 1990s or 2000s). The other alternative, Hurriyet, has had wide readership but it was considered a middle-market
newspaper aiming to entertain its readers. Milliyet’s archive was also in much
better shape in the National Museum and recently has been made available
online for the period between 1950 and 2007. Moreover, Milliyet is a politically
centred paper that falls in line with the rest of the sample (Şenyapılı, 1971;
Topuz, 2003).
Table 1.2 presents the distribution of the data across years and among newspapers. The way our sample is distributed by year for each newspaper reveals
how the culture sections have been structured and changed in terms of volume
(as reflected in the number of articles).18
Overall, the data is quite evenly distributed both in terms of years and newspapers, albeit with some exceptions. The total number of articles generally
increased towards the 2000s. In the sense of pure volume, the newspapers fall
into two categories: larger (ABC/El País, Dagens Nyheter, Helsingin Sanomat) and
smaller (The Guardian, Le Monde, Milliyet). Moreover, the Nordic papers, Helsingin Sanomat and Dagens Nyheter, differ from both the Central European and
Southern European cases in the amount of journalistic attention given to
culture in 1960. In the case of Milliyet, there was quite a dramatic increase in
2010, while in the case of El País there was a clear decrease in 2010 compared to
2000 or 1990. It is clear that these changes in the volume of articles published
in the culture sections of the individual newspapers are the result of both social
and organizational factors. For instance, the shrinking cultural content in El
País in 2010 can be seen as reflecting the major economic crisis faced by the
country a couple of years earlier, whereas the 2010 increase in Milliyet was
mostly due to the paper’s editorial reorganization, which is also evidenced in the
culture section’s title change from ‘culture’ to ‘cultural life’.
When interpreting the findings, we must remember the nature and context
of quality European newspapers and their culture sections. These are a kind of

Total

1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

(182)
(475)
(311)
(540)
(955)
(305)

21.0 (2,768)

1.4
3.6
2.4
4.1
7.3
2.3

ABC/El País

(355)
(478)
(309)
(430)
(433)
(517)

19.2 (2,522)

2.7
3.6
2.3
3.3
3.3
3.9

Dagens Nyheter
(258)
(145)
(144)
(403)
(348)
(441)

13.2 (1,739)

2.0
1.1
1.1
3.1
2.6
3.4

The Guardian
(399)
(392)
(334)
(479)
(572)
(660)

21.5 (2,836)

3.0
3.0
2.5
3.6
4.3
5.0

Helsingin Sanomat
(186)
(397)
(306)
(237)
(490)
(294)
14.5 (1,910)

1.4
3.0
2.3
1.8
3.7
2.2

Le Monde

(87)
(128)
(134)
(130)
(260)
(647)
10.5 (1,386)

0.7
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
4.9

Milliyet

Table 1.2 Breakdown of the data by year and newspaper (percentage of total and number of articles)

(1,467)
(2,015)
(1,538)
(2,219)
(3,058)
(2,864)
100.0 (13,161)

11.1
15.3
11.7
16.9
23.2
21.8

Total
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‘home court’ of classical highbrow arts through which many people follow the
arts even when they lack interest in them otherwise (cf. Jaakkola, 2015; Janssen
et al., 2008, 2011). Put differently, quality European newspapers’ culture sections should provide a relatively conventional and conservative arena for
different forms of art and culture to be represented and discussed as the attention received there – and the legitimacy of the content published on those pages
– are strongly guarded by journalists and intellectuals.
Furthermore, it is important to stress that we do not claim that our newspapers,
selected from six European countries, are nationally representative cases and thus
that they directly and without problems express national differences. Indeed, the
newspapers, and the cultural classifications of which the newspapers are indicative
of, are embedded in specific European contexts with their own socio-historical
and structural characteristics, which the newspapers’ content reflects. But, as
already mentioned, there are also several other influential factors to consider. We
will expand on and discuss in detail these comparative aspects – as well as their
implications for further analyses in the book – in Chapter 2 when analysing the
transformation of the content of the culture sections in our newspapers.
Given their potential as a longitudinal and comparative data source for the
purposes of not only media scholars but also cultural sociologists and anyone
interested in the study of changing cultural hierarchies, newspaper cultural
pages remain surprisingly understudied. A major exception, however, is a recent
large-scale Dutch research project (e.g. Janssen et al., 2008, 2011), which has
been a major source of inspiration for our own study.19 This book contributes to
this previous work on changes in the valuation of culture through its visibility
in quality newspapers and thus provides our answer to the call to ‘uncover
further national or longitudinal differences’ (Janssen et al., 2011: 161).

Approach and methods
The most general-level methodological guideline that we follow in this book is
that we combine both structured and less-structured elements in our approach
as well as aiming to be both thorough and comprehensive. The latter feature is
due to the nature of the book. Besides a careful study of how newspaper culture
sections and thereby cultural hierarchies have changed over the fifty years
(where the aim is to be empirically thorough), this is at least as much a book
that addresses and discusses a number of key theoretical questions and debates
of contemporary cultural sociology (where the aim is to be thematically comprehensive and broad in scope). These themes and processes are the core of the
book. Here, it is worth underscoring that we do not want to pretend that we can
‘solve’ or give final answers to these major concerns. On the contrary, we want
to practise an upfront approach when confronting theoretical problems or issues
that arise from our empirical analyses.
Comprehensiveness is seen from the empirical coverage of the study as well:
from the longitudinal time-frame of half-century; from the cross-cultural
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comparative setting including newspapers from six countries; and from the
variety of art forms and cultural domains – ranging from popular music and classical music to literature, theatre, film, television, the visual arts and, for
instance, cultural policy – that are touched upon in the course of this book.
Typically, studies in cultural sociology on similar themes, no matter how fine-
grained and sophisticated, have concentrated on one national setting alone and
remained temporally limited as they are based on cross-sectional data (e.g.
Bennett et al., 2009). Also the few monograph-length studies including cross-
national comparisons have utilized cross-sectional data (e.g. Chan, 2010). At
the same time, the studies addressing temporal processes have concentrated on
single art forms or cultural fields within one national context (e.g. Baumann,
2007 on film in the United States).
The first part of the general guideline, aiming at the interplay between structured and less-structured elements, has to do with the methodological approach
of the book (in the conventional sense) but also including a presentational
means of reporting. Most importantly, we employ a multilingual, mixed-methods
approach, including both quantitative and qualitative content analysis (see e.g.
Schrauf, 2016). Thus, the elements put in dialogue in the empirical analyses
include a host of statistical analyses (and more concretely, tables and figures) on
one hand and qualitative close readings of rich illustrations quoting the newspapers from different decades and national contexts on the other. An additional
feature is the typographically separated ‘boxes’ dispersed throughout the book,
which, by operating at a different level of narrative from that of the main body
text, provide small snapshots and excursions about specific topics of interest.
The quantitative analyses are mostly presented in the format of simple cross-
tabulations and line charts presenting trends over time.20 The purpose is to be as
clear and efficient as possible in statistical reporting. The main focus of quantitative analyses is on differences in the attention paid to various forms or genres
of culture and the arts – for instance, the relative amount dedicated to music
compared with other art forms and, within the field of music, the relationship
between classical music and pop music. The data originally included forty-nine
variables, of which less than half (twenty) are used in the analyses of this book.
We will introduce the variables and their categories at the points in the chapters where they are used (see also Appendix A). The time point (year) and the
newspaper are the two most important independent variables throughout the
book. The key variables measuring the cultural content include, for instance,
the primary cultural area (or art form) of the article, the music subgenre (in the
case of all articles on music) and the national origin of the cultural product discussed in the articles. Besides these content-related variables, there are many
variables on the format and structure of the articles and the newspapers, such as
the article type, length, illustration and the number of cultural pages in the
newspaper issue. In addition, variables measuring the textual features of the
articles (such as the amount of ‘cultural references’ mentioned or whether
the text is written in the first person) are also included.
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In addition to quantitative analysis using standard statistical techniques, our
mixed-methods approach includes qualitative analysis. ATLAS.ti software,
which was used in the coding process, allowed us to go back from the statistical
matrix to the articles themselves and delimit the data by different criteria into
particularly characterized subsamples for close reading. For instance, when we
wanted to read all the theatre reviews of a certain length from one particular
newspaper and one particular year, or all the classical music articles including
the ‘commercial dimension’ (i.e. explicit mentions of money or other economic
indicators), creating subsamples was easy. The process of close reading the subsamples proceeded inductively but, informed with the topics and theories at
hand in the relevant chapter, focused on the identification of the recurrent
and most important themes, or frames, included in the selected articles.21
Qualitative close reading is warranted to complement, illustrate and ease interpreting macro-level quantitative analyses of the entire data. However, it also
provides a means to investigate questions that remain hidden behind the quantitative trends (e.g. how evaluations and aesthetic judgements are articulated,
the tone of the texts, etc.).
Finally, we do not use the entire dataset in all of our analyses. Rather, we
have decided case by case in which analyses we use all the data or whether we
should delimit the material for the purposes of particular analyses. This principle applies to both quantitative and qualitative analyses and will be reported
in the relevant places before each analysis. As will be revealed, the Turkish Milliyet will be excluded from some of the analyses for reasons that will be discussed
in Chapter 2. Similarly, some of the qualitative analyses have been conducted
by concentrating on certain newspapers only (e.g. the analysis comparing pop-
rock and classical music aesthetic evaluations in Chapter 3 uses articles that
have been published in two newspapers, the Finnish Helsingin Sanomat and The
Guardian from the UK). These decisions for selecting the material for close
reading have been made to increase the resolution and precision of the analysis
on one hand (this reason also applies in cases where the data has been limited
in quantitative analyses); on the other hand, they have been made under the
practical limitations of conducting the analysis (such as work economy and the
languages involved).

Outline of the book
Besides this introductory chapter, the book includes seven main chapters,
divided into three parts. Part I, ‘The Shift in Cultural Legitimacy’, includes two
chapters (Chapters 2 and 3); Part II, ‘Dimensions of the Transformation’,
includes three chapters (Chapters 4, 5 and 6); and Part III, ‘The Place and
Space of Culture’, includes the remaining two chapters (Chapter 7 and the concluding chapter, Chapter 8).
The thematic focus of the book is directly reflected in the structure of the
book, as each of the main chapters will be devoted to one of the ‘big’ themes
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and processes. The aim is also that all chapters will work as relatively independent ‘mini studies’ in regard to the respective questions they are focused on,
albeit obviously they have their places, and reasons to be included, in the larger
context of the book’s structure.
Thus, Chapter 2 asks whether the content of legitimate culture has become
more open and heterogeneous and focuses on the expansion of popular culture
and the corresponding decline of classical highbrow arts. Chapter 3 goes on to
probe how the hierarchy between highbrow and popular culture has been articulated and whether it has changed, conceptualizing the transformation into two
simultaneous processes: one concerning the legitimization of popular culture
and the other concerning the popularization of traditional highbrow culture.
Chapter 4 tackles cultural globalization: how the distinction between local and
national culture versus global and international culture is expressed and how it
is intertwined with the transformation of the content of legitimate culture.
Chapter 5 focuses on the commercialization of culture and asks how the autonomy of aesthetic assessments from commercial influences varies temporally and
cross-nationally. Similar to the chapter on commercialization, Chapter 6 investigates the changing relationship between aesthetic assessments and politics. It
also pays special attention to two extremely interesting and important – and
extreme – cases of national political histories, that of the Francoist dictatorship
and the subsequent rapid transition to democracy in Spain and that of a young
republic’s challenges with Westernization, neoliberalization and military interventions in Turkey. Chapter 7 asks how the journalistic means of the ‘packaging’ of arts and culture have changed and whether our newspapers’ culture
sections support the claims about a ‘crisis of cultural journalism’ and journalistic
popularization in the ways in which arts and culture are reported. Finally,
Chapter 8 concludes the book by summarizing its main findings and discussing
selected key issues in the study of changing cultural hierarchies.

Notes
1 The Guardian, 10 December 1980, p. 10. When referring to the newspaper data that
we will analyse throughout this book, we use the following type of code for each
newspaper page: GU/10/12/80_10a. The first letters refer to the newspaper (in this
case, ‘GU’ is The Guardian), and the next numbers refer to the date (day/month/
year), followed by the page number (here, 10) and a letter (here, a) specifying the
article clockwise from the top left, if more than one article from the same page is
referred to. In addition, if the article was published in a supplement, the name of the
supplement is indicated in the code by using suitable letters before the page number.
The data is described in detail in Chapter 1 as well as in Appendix A. A comprehensive list of references for all newspaper articles quoted in the book is presented in
Appendix Table B.7.
2 All quotes from Le Monde – as well as the subsequent quotes from the Spanish ABC
and El País, the Swedish Dagens Nyheter and the Finnish Helsingin Sanomat – have
been translated into English by Riie Heikkilä, unless otherwise noted. Quotes from
the Turkish Milliyet have been translated by Irmak Karademir Hazır.
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3 Helsingin Sanomat, 10 December 1980, pp. 3 and 18. This obituary of Lennon in Helsingin Sanomat is not included in our main newspaper data as it was published outside
the culture section of the issue.
4 There is a substantial body of previous literature on the life and death of John
Lennon, including the study by sociologist Fred Fogo (1994) on the ‘social drama’
created in the reception of Lennon’s murder. Fogo’s study is faithful to the common
interpretation according to which the death of Lennon received its importance from
symbolizing a dramatic end of the era starting in the 1960s and the hopes and dreams
of the 1960s generation. To our knowledge, there are no previous studies focusing on
the aftermath of Lennon’s death from the point of view of the legitimization of rock
music or the transformation of cultural hierarchies.
5 The first monograph-length book on ‘rock sociology’ was Simon Frith’s The Sociology
of Rock (1978), followed by its updated version three years later (Frith, 1981). Other
important contributions of the time include, for instance, American sociologists’
affirmations that popular culture is also, indeed, culture in its own right (Peterson,
1977) and Birmingham school’s cultural studies on the meaning of pop music in
youth cultures (e.g. Hebdige, 1979). Cf. Baumann’s emphasis on the parallel ‘link
between academic film study and the intellectualization of film in reviews’ in the
1960s (2007: 174).
6 For the history of the demarcation between ‘high’ and ‘popular’ arts, see, for example,
DiMaggio, 1982b; Levine, 1988; DeNora, 1995; Peterson, 1997.
7 The previous body of literature that could be referred to here is huge, as most studies
on the cultural omnivore (Peterson, 2005; Karademir Hazır and Warde, 2016), taste
patterning (van Eijck, 2001), arts participation (Katz-Gerro, 2002; DiMaggio and
Mukhtar, 2004) and even ‘emerging forms of cultural capital’ (Prieur and Savage,
2011) rely on the conventionally defined categories of ‘highbrow’ and ‘popular’.
8 The identification of causal determinants for the cultural trends we are interested in
is clearly too challenging a question, which would probably also require a different
kind of research design (and different data). It is always possible to refer, in the spirit
of sociologists’ pet narratives, to the large-scale processes of modernization and post-
industrialization or, more concretely, to the demographic shifts after the Second
World War or the massification of higher education since the 1960s and so on.
Besides being rather unspecific, most probably it would not solve the question of
causal order. Thus, it remains outside the scope of this study whether (and which of
these) societal processes are really capable of ‘explaining’ the post-1960s transformation of cultural hierarchies. We will return to this question at the end of the book in
Chapter 8.
9 Obviously, the Internet and other digital devices have recently become significant
competitors of traditional print newspapers. It is yet unknown what this means for
newspapers’ and traditional critics’ authority as cultural mediators (Verboord, 2010).
While this new situation does affect our data, it does so only regarding 2010, the last
year in our sample.
10 Besides socially legitimate experts’ aesthetic selections, there may also be other
factors affecting cultural coverage in newspapers, most of all commercial factors
driven by strategic interest in advertisement revenue (which we will touch upon in
Chapter 5). While acknowledging that it can be considered as a limitation of our
measurement strategy that we are unable, in technical terms, to disentangle the relative strengths of these factors, we hold that, as an institution, the essence of culture
sections in quality European newspapers is built on the idea of telling the readers
what ‘art’ and ‘culture’ are.
11 See, for example, Bourdieu, 1984, 1993; Smith Maguire and Matthews, 2014; Janssen
and Verboord, 2015. For a classic account emphasizing the role of ‘mass media
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gatekeepers’ in cultural production, see Hirsch, 1972. For an early and brilliant
account of the concept of ‘tastemakers’, see Lynes, 1955.
One can question the fixed and one-dimensional understandings of both categories,
consumption and production, and rather highlight the complexity and interrelatedness of both (see e.g. Warde, 1992). Recently, a popular way to do this has been using
the concept of ‘prosumption’ (Ritzer and Jurgenson, 2010).
We define cultural stratification as referring to the ways in which cultural objects –
including equally concrete cultural products and works of art as well as cultural practices and people’s tastes – are classified relationally and granted varying amounts of
value and the degree to which symbolic hierarchies thus constructed relate to social
divisions (see e.g. Bourdieu, 1984; DiMaggio, 1987; Janssen, 1999; Lizardo, 2010;
Lamont, 2012).
On the ways how this can happen and approaches to study it, see, for example, van
Rees, Vermunt and Verboord, 1999; Lamont and Molnár, 2002; Ollivier, Gauthier
and Truong, 2009; Lizardo and Skiles, 2016.
Of course, this does not mean that it would not be ideal to have data more comprehensively from all sides of cultural stratification: from the consumption, production
and mediation of culture. Under the current circumstances of data scarcity, especially
when it comes to the period from 1960 to 1980, we have to rely on data on cultural
mediation only.
As always, some of the reasons were very practical. When starting the project, the
original team happened to have good contacts in each country, which greatly facilitated the study. Moreover, Riie Heikkilä, who was the key person for collecting the
data and carrying out the most comprehensive qualitative analyses, is fluent in five
out of the six languages involved in the study (all except Turkish).
In most of the subsequent quantitative analyses in the book, ABC (1960–1970) and
El País (1980–2010) are merged under the same category ‘ABC/El País’ of our newspaper variable, with the assumption that the reader remembers the two Spanish
papers covering different decades of the research period.
Later in the book, we will return to this question of the size of the culture sections in
the newspapers in Chapter 7. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the number of the
articles does not equal the size of the cultural coverage in the newspapers, as the size
of the articles varies from very small to full-page or even multiple-page articles. To
address this, we run the analyses presented in the book in many alternative ways,
including adjusting the number of articles by our variable measuring article size,
which should reflect better the newspaper coverage understood literally as space on
the newspaper pages than the mere number of articles (cf. Janssen, 1999). However,
the overall result was that the distributions and trends we are interested in were
essentially the same irrespective of taking into account the article size (see also
Purhonen et al., 2017: 35–37). There were only two specific occasions – on which we
will report briefly in Chapter 2 and Chapter 7 – where we observed a notable difference. Otherwise, we will present all of our analyses without adjusting the number of
articles by article size.
The Dutch project ‘Cultural Classification Systems in Transition’, began in 2003 and
led by Professor Susanne Janssen at the Erasmus University Rotterdam, conducted an
extraordinarily extensive quantitative examination of cultural coverage in Dutch,
German, French and American quality newspapers from 1950 to 2000 (see e.g.
Janssen et al., 2008, 2011; van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010). Our study, and this
book as part of it, has followed the example of the Dutch project mostly in terms of
data collection. However, the projects are also distinct in a number of ways, for
instance with regard to country selection (with the exception of France, the nations
included in these studies are different) and methodology used (our mixed-methods
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approach extensively utilizes qualitative close reading of the newspaper articles, in
addition to quantitative analysis).
20 Because also very small differences in the proportions can be statistically significant
due to the large sample size, we do not report tests of statistical significance. Overall,
we focus on interpreting substantial differences in terms of magnitude, all of which
are also statistically significant (e.g. when using chi-square tests).
21 Here, we have been inspired by recent contributions in cultural sociology employing
the qualitative analysis of media outlets, such as the study of gourmet food writing by
Johnston and Baumann (2007) and Varriale’s (2016) study on pop music criticism.

Part I

The shift in cultural
legitimacy

Chapter 2

The transformation
On the rise of popular culture and
the decline of classical highbrow arts

Introduction
A strong tradition in sociology has argued that classical ‘highbrow’ arts – such as
classical music, poetry, opera and so on – play a key role in structuring lifestyles,
signalling cultural capital and creating and maintaining cultural inequalities in
contemporary Western societies.1 Highbrow arts have been seen as exemplary
cases of legitimate culture, and their consumption and appreciation as prime
indicators of cultural capital in Western contexts for a variety of reasons. Not
only do the highbrow arts enjoy substantial public funding and other allocated
resources, they are also strongly institutionalized, most notably in higher education institutions (i.e. curricula, professorships, etc.) but also through ceremonies
and museums, as well as canons, prizes and criticism (DiMaggio and Useem,
1978; DiMaggio and Mukhtar, 2004; Daenekindt and Roose, 2015). Additionally, their prestigious status as a potential cultural asset or a high-status signal is
widely recognized (Lamont and Lareau, 1988). It is against this background that
Bourdieu (1984) famously argued that cultural and social hierarchies are homological (e.g. that a taste for highbrow arts is strongly dependent on class),2
resulting in a situation in which the command of legitimate culture contributes
to the reproduction of inequality.
However, cultural hierarchies and classifications vary historically and cross-
nationally. Thus, legitimate culture – what counts as ‘high’ and ‘low’ – is not a
universal, unchanging entity (e.g. Bourdieu, 1984; Janssen, 1999; Lamont,
2012). Consequently, many recent discussions of cultural sociology have
revolved around the question of whether the content of legitimate culture has
changed. More precisely, it has been suggested that the classical highbrow arts
may no longer be considered to be the main, or at least the sole, element of
legitimate culture. Instead, legitimate culture itself may have become more
heterogeneous and inclusive, combining items from both highbrow and popular
culture.
This chapter presents an analysis of changes in the coverage of culture in
major European newspapers from 1960 to 2010. Employing a content analysis of
the newspapers, we examine how culture sections have changed in terms of art
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forms and cultural domains covered. As cultural coverage in quality newspapers
is an indicator of cultural legitimacy, the analysis reveals whether and how the
‘content’ and composition of legitimate culture has transformed during the
research period. More precisely, we ask whether the content of cultural coverage
has become more heterogeneous and open and whether the newspapers embedded in different European contexts differ in this respect. By providing a bird’seye view on the long-term trends in cultural coverage, this chapter sets the
scene for subsequent chapters in this book, which will complement this analysis
through qualitative close reading and highlighting additional dimensions of the
transformation of cultural hierarchies.
This chapter begins by revisiting previous literature that suggests a change in
the condition of legitimate culture. Next, we discuss the comparative dimensions of our analysis, as we are interested in exploring the geographical and cultural limits of post-1960s cultural transformation towards increased openness
and heterogeneity. The following empirical analysis begins by exploring the cultural coverage in newspapers. To assess heterogeneity, we first ask whether the
coverage of emerging popular art forms has increased at the expense of coverage
of established arts. Then, we turn our attention to some of the most established
and largest art forms – particularly literature and music – and ask whether the
transformation has primarily taken place within these domains. Finally, opposite
emerging popular culture, we inspect change from the perspective of classical
highbrow arts and ask whether their coverage, indicative of their role as a status
marker, has declined.

The opening up of legitimate culture: theoretical
perspectives
There are numerous and partly overlapping discussions on, and ways to conceptualize, the processes that might be behind changes in cultural hierarchies over
the latter part of twentieth century. Perhaps most famously, this trend of ‘opening
up’ and increasing the heterogenization of legitimate culture’s content is conceptualized as the rise of the cultural omnivore (Peterson, 1992, 2005; Peterson and
Kern, 1996). The premise behind omnivore scholarship is that contemporary
Western societies have become so differentiated that the exclusiveness of highbrow arts is not compatible with the ethos of the time (Peterson, 2005; Peterson
and Rossman, 2007; cf. also Lahire, 2011). Thus, high-status groups have started
to appreciate broad repertoires of taste, whereas low-status groups’ tastes are narrower and univorous (for a review, see Karademir Hazır and Warde, 2016). While
this does not necessarily contradict Bourdieu’s model (if omnivorousness is taken
as a new form of cultural capital yielding various benefits; Lizardo and Skiles,
2012), it nevertheless implies that the concept of legitimate culture has widened
and become more heterogeneous. However, it is worth noting that, despite
omnivorousness being perhaps the ‘most well-documented empirical generalization in the sociology of cultural taste’ (Fishman and Lizardo, 2013: 214), there is
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no theoretical agreement on the definition of such an eclectic taste profile
(Warde, 2015). In fact, the empirical findings on omnivorousness regarding
change over time are also ambiguous. For instance, a recent longitudinal study in
the United States shows that the proportion of cultural omnivores decreased in
the 2000s, contrary to expectations (Rossman and Peterson, 2015).
Omnivorousness, however, is only one way to approach post-1960s cultural
transformation. There are plenty of intertwined perspectives and research strands
that conceptualize the transformation and its key elements: the increased heterogenization of legitimate culture and the two sides of that process, the rise of
popular culture and the decline of traditional highbrow culture’s status. Studies
analysing cultural participation longitudinally ask whether audiences of highbrow arts are shrinking and ageing, thus causing the ‘meltdown’ of highbrow arts’
status as a means for distinction (DiMaggio and Mukhtar, 2004; van Eijck and
Knulst, 2005; Donnat, 2011). However, while problems renewing highbrow audiences have been reported widely and are corroborated by the findings of countless cross-sectional studies (e.g. Bennett et al., 2009; Chan, 2010; Coulangeon,
2017), it is important to note that, despite its wide resonance, DiMaggio and
Mukhtar’s seminal study analysing data from the United States from 1982 to
2002 found no unambiguous evidence to support meltdown theory. Instead, they
concluded that: ‘the decline of fine arts as a form of cultural capital in the U.S. is
taking place more slowly than many observers had predicted, if indeed it is taking
place at all’ (DiMaggio and Mukhtar, 2004: 192). In France, Donnat (2011)
reports considerable stability in the rates of cultural participation in highbrow
activities, using perhaps the most systematic and longest longitudinal data available on the subject, covering 1973 to 2008.
A more recent discussion on the emerging forms of cultural capital argues
that distinctions and hierarchies are increasingly developing within the realm of
popular culture (Prieur and Savage, 2011, 2013; Friedman, Savage, Hanquinet
and Miles, 2015; Savage et al., 2015). According to the argument, the aforementioned processes (albeit sceptical about the value of the concept of a cultural omnivore), have created a situation in which the distinctions made by
privileged fractions of society are ‘linked to a knowing, distanced or verbalised,
appropriation of culture and to the so-called cosmopolitan attitudes and preferences’ (Prieur and Savage, 2013: 263). Other recent formulations include the
contention by Friedman et al. that:
the descriptive claim made through the idea of emerging cultural capital is
that actually the content of elite culture is being remade, even if it might take
many decades of generational replacement for these new practices to
become definitively dominant [emphasis in original].
(Friedman et al., 2015: 3)
On the other hand, Savage et al. adopt a more cautious view regarding the
current status of highbrow arts: ‘ “Old style” – what we have called “highbrow”
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– cultural capital is still very much with us, but is increasingly confined to an
older age group’ (2015: 125).
One related stream of research on cultural transformation deals with the
legitimation of popular culture via intellectualization and aestheticization (e.g.
Regev, 1994; Baumann, 2001; Schmutz, 2016; see Chapter 3). It highlights how
new forms of culture can be transformed ‘from entertainment to art’ (Baumann,
2007) by extending the high-art criteria of evaluative practices (van Venrooij
and Schmutz, 2010) or by other processes of ‘artification’ (Heinich and Shapiro,
2012). Then again, studies and debates on the commercialization of culture (see
Chapter 5) probe whether changes in the balance of established arts and popular
culture result from competition between commercial legitimation and aesthetic
legitimation, in which commercial values might take over artistic values and
the autonomous status of the arts.3
An intersecting line of research focuses on the role of cultural globalization
and aesthetic cosmopolitanism (Tomlinson, 1999; Janssen et al., 2008; Regev,
2013; see Chapter 4). Classical highbrow arts – the core content of traditional
legitimate culture – have represented a European cultural canon, which has
been challenged by global flows and influences, especially the emergence of
popular world culture. The most notable example of this is the ‘poprockization’
of music throughout the world: the growing influence of American and British
pop-rock music and its local adaptations, which is conceptualized as ‘expressive
isomorphism’ standardizing national peculiarities in world culture (Regev, 2013;
Varriale, 2016). Finally, technological changes, especially digitalization, may
play a role in the increase of cultural heterogeneity, as the proliferation of distributable and portable cultural forms and their easy consumption – distinct
from traditionally ceremonial methods of consuming highbrow culture such as
visiting concerts or museums – are clearly factors behind the present ‘cultural
abundance’ (Wright, 2011, 2015; Leguina, Arancibia-Carvajal and Widdop,
2017).
Undoubtedly, these myriad aspects of the heterogenization of legitimate
culture could be considered to be parts of a more general sociological narrative
about changes in the Western world over the latter part of the twentieth
century, in which there has been a shift from traditional and unquestionable
authority to more flexible and plural authorities, be they aesthetic authorities or
other types of rules of conduct. This shift can be called, for instance, ‘informalization’ (Wouters, 2007) or ‘expressive revolution’ (Martin, 1981).
However, as important and interesting as these discussions are, they are not
problem-free. Particularly, the discourse on the decline of the status of highbrow
culture is often unspecific and impressionistic, to the point that affirmations can
be made without specific references or empirically grounded evidence. Most
importantly, strong claims about changes over time are often made based on
cross-sectional data alone. In other words, the decline has often been assumed
rather than empirically shown, which stems from a persistent lack of good-
quality longitudinal datasets allowing for analysis of the changes in the status of
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highbrow arts over a long period. Moreover, not enough is known about the
differences between specific art forms or about variations across geographical
and cultural contexts. It is hardly convincing that all highbrow art forms would
be declining at the same rate or in the same ways irrespective of cultural
context. Indeed, highbrow culture or arts have been treated mostly as an undifferentiated chunk, without distinguishing between specific art forms. The claim
has mostly been that ‘highbrow’ has decreased in significance (e.g. Prieur and
Savage, 2013; Friedman et al., 2015; Savage et al., 2015).
Furthermore, a paradox remains: there is no consistent evidence that the
position of highbrow culture has declined if measured by participation rates,
public funding or other institutional recognition, which are all key indicators of
high cultural legitimacy. Participation rates for highbrow cultural activities have
remained relatively stable during recent decades (DiMaggio and Mukhtar, 2004;
Donnat, 2011; Heilbrun and Gray, 2001; Roose and Daenekindt, 2015). Most
importantly, highbrow participation has continued to be strongly stratified
according to social cleavages, particularly education, occupational class and
income (e.g. Bennett et al., 2009; Purhonen, Gronow and Rahkonen, 2011).
Additionally, public funding for the arts, especially state funding, has increased
significantly in many Western countries over the latter part of the twentieth
century, and even if trends began slowing in the United States and in some
other countries in the late 1980s, there have not been significant cuts in public
funding for the arts during the past few decades apart from very recent cases in
the Netherlands, the UK and Spain (Council of Europe, 2016; Heilbrun and
Gray, 2001; Klamer, Petrova and Mognosa, 2006; Lewis and Rushton, 2007).4
Finally, highbrow arts have also largely preserved their institutional role in
school curricula (Daenekindt and Roose, 2015). Of course, new cultural forms
have begun competing with highbrow arts for public funding and institutional
recognition, but this does not automatically weaken the status of highbrow arts.
Overall, these observations suggest that there are no clear, unambiguous
signs of the dissolution or ‘deinstitutionalization’ of highbrow arts’ legitimacy
(DiMaggio, 1991; Daenekindt and Roose, 2015). Moreover, these observations
highlight the need for empirical and, most importantly, longitudinal analyses, to
shed new light on cultural legitimacy and processes affecting it over the last
decades from various angles. It is this task that we focus on by analysing quality
European newspaper data.

Comparative dimensions and expectations
Our analysis is guided by the expectation that, between 1960 and 2010, the
conception of legitimate culture has indeed opened in terms of forms and genres
discussed in newspaper culture sections, revealing the dwindling dominance of
classical highbrow arts. We should be able to track this trend through the
increased heterogeneity of cultural content caused by the appearance of emerging popular art forms that have gained space at the expense of traditional and
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established art forms, through the shift in the volume of articles from highbrow
to popular inside the most established arts (e.g. in music, from classical music to
pop-rock music), and through the declining trend of newspaper coverage of
conventional highbrow arts in general.
Moreover, we expect to find significant variation in the thoroughness and
timing of the opening of cultural content among the newspapers studied,
because the newspapers are embedded in different European contexts characterized by specific cultural, historical and socio-political features, in addition to
differences in newspapers’ institutional and field-level (organizational) characteristics.5 But how exactly do we expect our European newspapers (from
Finland, France, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and the UK) will differ from each other
in the supposed increase in heterogeneity and openness of cultural content?
Which society-level dimensions do we expect to reflect these differences?6
First, we must pay attention to the different locations in the global and
Western-dominated cultural system, our expectation being that the opening
happened earlier and more thoroughly in central countries (Appadurai, 1996;
Janssen et al., 2008). It is widely recognized that cultural flows and new orientations gain popularity in centres first and only afterwards trickle down to peripheries (e.g. Janssen et al., 2008, 2011). According to this dimension, the UK and
France represent the centre, whereas Spain, the Nordic countries (among which
Sweden is clearly closer to the global cultural centres than Finland) and especially Turkey are examples of more peripheral locations in the global cultural
system. This dimension of centre-periphery can be understood in terms of
national levels of cultural production and consumption (see Appendix Tables
B.4 and B.5), besides countries’ sizes and development trajectories (see Appendix Table B.2). For instance, the UK has been a global superpower of pop
culture since the 1960s, and Sweden is a relatively small country that has been
successful in exporting pop music (Seabrook, 2015). The cultural role of Finland
has been much more modest in global cultural flows. The differences are also
well pronounced in capital-intensive fields of cultural production, such as the
film industry. France, Spain and the UK have internationally recognized film
production industries, and all of them have been classified as ‘major producer’
countries in the context of the global film industry (Crane, 2014). In contrast,
film production in countries such as Turkey (classified as ‘medium producer
country’), which has a strong national film industry but practically no cultural
exports, or smaller countries and language areas such as Sweden (a ‘minor producing’ country) and Finland (falling outside classification due to its small film
industry) are much more limited and have not received particular international
success (Crane, 2014; cf. Appendix Table B.4).
Second, we assume that different media system models play a significant role
behind the differences across the newspapers. Hallin and Mancini (2004), in
their influential work on media system models, distinguish among four dimensions: structure of media markets (e.g. newspaper circulation rates; see Appendix Table B.3 on differences in newspaper industry and readership), political
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parallelism (degree to which newspapers and audiences are segmented by political opinions), professionalization of journalism (to what degree journalists are
autonomous and acknowledge the ideals of their public service profession) and
the role of the state in media systems (state regulations, ownership, funding,
etc.). Based on these dimensions, Hallin and Mancini classify different nations
into three ideal-typical models of media systems: the Mediterranean Polarized
Pluralist model, the North/Central European Democratic Corporatist model and
the North Atlantic Liberal model. The countries included in this study fall
almost perfectly into these three categories: the UK represents the liberal model
country; Finland and Sweden represent the democratic corporatist model; and
France, Spain and Turkey represent the polarized pluralist model.7 Our expectation is that the opening happened earlier and more thoroughly in market-
oriented liberal model countries than in democratic corporatist or polarized
pluralist models. Based on Hallin and Mancini’s (2004) classification, we cannot
expect the democratic corporatist and polarized pluralist models to be different
regarding the thoroughness and timing of the opening of legitimate culture.
However, what can be expected is that the polarized pluralist model – due to its
characteristics regarding the least autonomous journalists, strong state intervention and strong instrumentalization of journalism under the pressures of political
and commercial constraints (Hallin and Mancini, 2004: 34–37; cf. Chapters 5
and 6) – produces the most volatile and unstable cases of cultural changes
becoming articulated in newspaper culture sections. We expect that this is the
case with Spain and Turkey, which are marked by late democratization, whereas
France, which is somewhere between the polarized pluralist and democratic corporatist models (Hallin and Mancini, 2004: 70), is arguably more stable.
Third, different cultural policy regimes have a strong influence on the
dynamics of cultural fields and hierarchies (Looseley, 2011; Katz-Gerro, 2015).
According to this dimension, our countries can be divided into two groups (cf.
Mulcahy, 2003). The first includes those countries (France, Finland and
Sweden) with significant state funding for established high arts. The second
includes countries (Spain, the UK and Turkey) where traditional art forms have
not been as heavily state subsidized (ACE, 1998; Council of Europe, 2016; on
cultural policy differences, see Appendix Table B.6). As both newspaper
coverage and public funding are institutionally anchored indicators of cultural
legitimacy, we expect that newspapers embedded in countries where highbrow
arts have been heavily state subsidized have experienced the opening of legitimate culture later and faced less decline in highbrow art coverage than other
newspapers (cf. Janssen et al., 2011). This suggests that France and the Nordic
countries might have adopted new cultural forms later than the other countries.
Taken together, these three society-level dimensions suggest that the newspapers under scrutiny can be ordered according to how their national contexts
have facilitated cultural opening so that the UK’s The Guardian represents the
earliest opening and the Turkish Milliyet the last. Whereas the UK’s national
context facilitates a thorough and early cultural transformation in terms of all
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three dimensions (a global centre with a liberal media system model and cultural policy), Turkey’s context is almost the opposite (a peripheral position in
the global cultural system combined with a polarized pluralist media system
model amenable to volatile changes and a centralized albeit weak cultural policy
system from the point of view of arts funding). Among the other newspapers, we
expect Finland’s Helsingin Sanomat to be the second latest (published in a small
and peripheral country with a Nordic media system model and cultural policy),
whereas it is more difficult to differentiate the expected order between France’s
Le Monde, Spain’s ABC/El País and Sweden’s Dagens Nyheter, all of which
should be placed between The Guardian and Helsingin Sanomat. While the media
system model differentiates the national contexts behind Le Monde, ABC/El
País and Dagens Nyheter, it does not suggest any clear hypothesis regarding
increased heterogeneity. Moreover, the position in the global cultural system
and the cultural policy model point to divergent directions: France is arguably
the most central and largest of the three countries, but French cultural policy
has been famously state driven and protectionist regarding foreign influences
(cf. Mulcahy, 2003; Looseley, 2011). Sweden also represents a strong cultural
policy model, but Sweden’s place in the global system is not as central as
France’s. Spanish cultural policy has not been as strongly state subsidized as in
France or Sweden (cf. Bonet and Négrier, 2010), but the country is clearly in a
more peripheral position compared to France.

Towards increased heterogeneity? The persistent
dominance of the most established arts
To start the analysis of the cultural coverage of our newspapers and the supposedly increased heterogeneity in the content of their culture sections, we first
calculated the distributions of each article’s primary cultural area. Table 2.1
shows how they have changed over time. Cultural areas are ordered according
to their total size (Table 2.1, last column).
Our key variable here – the primary cultural area discussed in the articles –
was coded into twenty-one categories ranging from the most established and
classical art forms (music, literature, etc.) to more popular and modern areas of
culture, such as film or computer games (cf. Janssen et al., 2011; Jaakkola, 2015).
Because an article may include a discussion on multiple cultural areas, the
coding system defined the ‘primary cultural area’ of the article as the cultural
area mentioned first, preferably deducible from the headline of the article itself.
The variable also included cultural areas other than conventional art forms (e.g.
cultural policy), hence the use of the term ‘cultural area’. Table 2.1 shows all
categories.
The overall largest primary cultural area is music, covering one-fifth of all
articles in the data. Music is followed by literature, film, television, theatre and
the visual arts. All other cultural areas represent only a tiny proportion of
articles. Already this is very informative about the supposed increase of
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Table 2.1 Primary cultural area discussed in the articles by year (percentages)
1960
Music
Literature
Film
Television
Theatre
Visual arts
Science, society,
philosophy
Cultural policy
Opera
Dance
Radio
Media/journalism
Cabaret, musical
show
Photography
Architecture
Design
Comics
Fashion
Multimedia/video
Computer/
console games
Other
Total
(N)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

12.8
18.7
10.8
2.9
20.1
6.9
3.9

17.8
10.6
11.4
7.5
18.1
7.2
4.7

21.3
19.8
9.5
6.4
10.1
6.1
3.8

21.4
18.2
11.0
8.0
9.4
7.5
3.2

18.8
20.5
14.3
14.4
5.8
6.1
2.2

24.8
18.6
12.4
18.8
4.0
4.2
2.0

20.0
17.9
12.0
11.0
10.0
6.2
3.1

2.0
4.1
1.2
4.0
2.2
1.0

4.1
2.8
2.5
3.3
1.0
2.2

4.9
2.4
2.4
2.4
1.3
0.9

3.8
3.4
2.9
0.9
1.0
1.4

2.2
1.5
2.3
0.6
1.9
0.6

2.3
1.4
2.1
0.5
1.6
0.6

3.1
2.4
2.3
1.6
1.5
1.1

0.4
0.9
1.2
0.2
0.5
0.0
0.0

0.3
0.9
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.0

0.9
1.3
0.3
0.3
0.0
0.1
0.0

1.3
1.1
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2

1.6
1.1
1.1
0.6
0.3
0.6
0.0

1.2
0.8
0.5
1.0
0.9
0.4
0.2

1.1
1.0
0.7
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.1

6.2

4.5

5.7

3.8

3.5

1.7

3.9

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
(1,430) (1,988) (1,519) (2,185) (2,980) (2,802) (12,904)

heterogeneity in cultural content. Traditional and established art forms clearly
dominate the coverage, whereas many emerging areas of popular culture, such as
comics, fashion, multimedia or computer games (the smallest area, with only
twelve articles in the entire dataset), have not yet made their breakthrough into
the cultural pages. From the emerging cultural areas, only film and television
have coverage comparable to the most established art forms. However, it would
be erroneous to consider even the smallest of the rising trends as insignificant,
as they represent the first steps in legitimization of their respective art forms (see
Box 2.1 on computer games).
Interpreting Table 2.1 from a temporal point of view indicates stability rather
than major transformation. Some emerging areas were literally non-existent in
the culture sections of earlier decades, and they remain very marginal, even in
the 2000s. The prevalence of most of the largest areas has been rather stable.
In fact, there are only two very clear cases of cultural areas that have experienced a major transformation in their newspaper coverage during the five
decades considered: television, with its dramatically increased coverage (see Box
3.2), and theatre, with its equally dramatic decrease (see Box 2.2).
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Box 2.1 Computer games: legitimate culture?
The term ‘computer games’ refers to video games played on personal computers (PC),
using the equipment of the PC itself. The golden era of computer games started in
the mid-1980s, tightly linked to the enormous proliferation of PC purchases.
While they are a much smaller domain of culture than cinema, computer
games – as written about in the press – seem to share many of the features of the
evolution of writing on other initially popular art forms that later gained cultural
legitimacy. According to Baumann’s (2007) work on the artistic legitimation of
cinema in the United States, there were three crucial elements behind the elevation of cinema’s status from mere entertainment to art. Cinema needed, first, an
‘opportunity space’ (referring to favourable demographical and technological
changes, such as increasing numbers of university graduates and the emergence of
a more popular media – television – as a new competitor to films); second, suitable
institutional changes (such as the creation of cinema festivals and academic institutions studying cinema); and third, the birth of a discourse of cinema as art (performed by film critics). In our data, there are only twelve articles with the first
cultural area coded as ‘computer and console games’. The amount is indeed marginal, but it shows the first steps towards the legitimation of computer games in a
conservative, traditionally very highbrow-inclined mainstream media. It is also
significant that all the articles were published in Dagens Nyheter and El País, both
of which are early openers in terms of popular culture.
Referring to and challenging the general belief that gaming is negatively associated with social competences (cf. Kowert, 2015), a Dagens Nyheter article from
1990 on computer games shows early optimism associated with the educational
qualities of computer games. The article displays a drawing of a child wearing a
helmet and playing at the computer, while, in front of him, an airplane smashes
out from within the screen and disappears into space. It is labelled ‘90s cultural
revolution. Today’s youth is not more intelligent than their parents, they just
have a different way of thinking. Forget Aristotle and Descartes, bring on Basic
and Pascal!’ (DN/06/12/90_B1). The article emphasizes that all the ‘scary propaganda’ about new technologies is exaggerated, and that, in fact, they will teach
children to cooperate and facilitate learning skills such as flying or driving.
The few computer games reviews resemble reviews of other cultural domains.
For instance, a review on Conquest of Camelot (DN/06/12/90_B2a) uses expressions such as ‘impressive work’ and ‘not only dramatics but also humour’, which
could be drawn from any review on literature or theatre. Details such as sets and
costumes are also mentioned. Another review, published on the same page as the
Conquest of Camelot review, of a sci-fi game called Rymdresa (Space trip)
(DN/06/12/90_B2b) is written by Swedish Academy member Kirsten Ekman,
another sign of legitimacy. The article uses traditional review elements, and again
asks whether parents and teachers should be worried. The answer reflects the fact
that computer games are treated like most highbrow cultural domains: ‘the game
thus has all the qualifications for being able to bring young people valuable cultural capital’ (DN/06/12/90_B2b). By 2000, some journalists were calling themselves ‘computer game critics’ (DN/15/05/00_B3), emphasizing further the
legitimation of the field.
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In the 1990s and 2000s, articles only reviewed computer games assessed as
‘good’ by newspaper editorial staff. Nevertheless, by 2010, an important boundary
was drawn between entertainment and art. There are listings of the best games of
the season, stressing the different statuses of popularity and real quality. The main
division is between ‘pure toys – games with plastic parts that have become a more
and more essential part of pre- and afterparties’ and ‘games that can be categorized
as artistic works … In the best games we are able to feel like co-narrators, not only
listeners, spectators or readers’ (DN/11/09/10_Kultur20).
The only El País article on computer games is an almost full-page report about
Peacemaker, a videogame created by the Israeli student Asi Burak. From the first
paragraph, it is clear that it is a highly legitimate videogame: ‘In videogames, there
are two groups: the one of large productions such as Call of Duty or GTA, visually
attractive but without any kind of message, and another one that tries to change
the mentality of people’ (EP/11/06/10_EP3_6). Peacemaker clearly is ranked in
this second group: it is designed to make people understand the complexities of
the conflict between Israel and Palestine and grasp that solving it is a demanding
compromise (It is mentioned that the ex-leader of Israel’s intelligence service
Mossad played the game live on television and lost immediately). The article
shows a tolerant and legitimizing discourse towards videogames as platforms for
bringing forward knowledge and democracy, and in a quote from Asi Burak, games
are compared to newspapers as a medium for enhancing understanding: ‘What
people liked the most was that they learned more about the conflict playing than
reading about it in newspapers for years’ (EP/11/06/10_EP3_6).
While computer games are still a small cultural domain in the quality press,
they have gained both ‘opportunity space’ (technological and digital advances) and
suitable institutional changes (there are a wide range of museums and exhibitions
dedicated to computer or video game art, and ‘game studies’ have made it into
several universities worldwide) (cf. Baumann, 2007). There are also clear traces of
legitimizing discourse, which raises artistically valuable games above other, more
mundane ones: distinctive audio-visual aesthetics, identifiable authors and a meaningful message are ways to elevate ‘art games’ above others (Parker, 2013).

Besides analysing the relative sizes of primary cultural areas as proportions
based on number of articles, we also calculated size-adjusted proportions of all
cultural areas, to better capture the actual coverage, understood as literal space
given to each cultural area in the culture sections.8 The only notable difference
compared to the results in Table 2.1 was that in terms of size-adjusted proportions, literature is the largest cultural area (its proportion increases from 17.9
per cent in Table 2.1 to 20.3 per cent) and music is only the second largest (its
proportion declines from 20.0 per cent to 16.3 per cent). In other words, the
coverage of literature is actually larger than the coverage of music, irrespective
of the fact that there are more articles on music, the reason being that articles
on literature are, on average, longer than the articles on music.
To find out whether the newspapers are different in their cultural content,
Table 2.2 presents the six largest cultural areas discussed in each newspaper.

Literature
22.4

Music
15.2

Film
14.7

TV
9.6

Visual arts
7.9

Other
6.7

76.5

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

ABC/El País

71.9

Cultural policy
6.3

TV
8.4

Film
11.1

Theatre
11.3

Literature
13.0

Music
21.8

Dagens Nyheter

82.9

Visual arts
5.3

TV
7.0

Film
11.1

Theatre
13.4

Literature
19.7

Music
26.4

The Guardian

75.8

TV
4.1

Film
6.8

Visual arts
8.5

Theatre
13.1

Literature
18.4

Music
24.9

Helsingin Sanomat

77.8

TV
6.1

Visual arts
6.8

Theatre
10.3

Music
14.1

Film
16.9

Literature
23.6

Le Monde

Table 2.2 Six largest cultural areas discussed in the articles by newspaper (percentages)

88.2

Visual arts
3.3

Radio
4.9

Literature
6.9

Film
12.8

Music
16.3

TV
44.0

Milliyet

77.1

Visual arts
6.2

Theatre
10.0

TV
11.0

Film
12.0

Literature
17.9

Music
20.0

Total
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The result suggests a considerable stability in the largest primary cultural areas
discussed in articles across newspapers.
Similarities among newspapers are evident regarding the dominant position
of music and literature. Film, theatre and the visual arts are usually among the
top-six cultural areas. A very small peculiarity is the category of ‘other’, ranked
sixth in ABC/El País (reflective of the coverage of bullfights, especially in earlier
decades).9 Another special case is cultural policy in Dagens Nyheter, similarly
ranking at sixth (see Box 6.1). The only major exception from the striking conformity is represented by Milliyet, as nearly half its cultural articles cover television.10 The next most popular items in Milliyet, music and film, are in
accordance with the overall pattern. Furthermore, Milliyet is the only newspaper
with wide coverage of radio. It is no surprise that Milliyet diverges from the other
newspapers, as television viewing became typical in average middle-class
Turkish households relatively late in the 1980s, allowing radio to remain the
main broadcast medium (Çaplı and Dündar, 1995).
As seen in Table 2.1, emerging cultural areas have not really challenged the
dominant position of more established art forms in cultural pages. It is still
worthwhile to examine the trends of some emerging cultural forms in separate
newspapers. This reveals some main characteristics of each newspaper. Figure
2.1 presents the proportions of articles on films, radio, a group of ‘small and
emerging’ cultural forms and politics, society and the media.
The proportion of film articles was relatively stable across the years, comprising around 12 per cent of all articles. Figure 2.1 reveals, however, that the
trend of film articles has been slightly increasing in El País, The Guardian, Helsingin Sanomat and Le Monde. Meanwhile, in Dagens Nyheter, the proportion has
been slightly declining, and, in Milliyet, has had notably low levels since 1980,
compared to 1960 and 1970. There are also clear differences in the total level of
film coverage (shown also already in Table 2.2): Helsingin Sanomat having the
least and Le Monde the most.
Second, radio coverage was not only a small but also clearly a declining cultural area. Figure 2.1 shows that in the Spanish newspapers and Helsingin
Sanomat radio has never had proper coverage inside the culture sections. The
other extreme is Milliyet, which had substantial coverage on radio until 1980.
Dagens Nyheter and Le Monde also had regular radio coverage in 1960 and 1970,
after which coverage almost disappeared. In The Guardian, radio coverage
experienced a small revival in 1980, after which it declined again.
The group of ‘small and emerging’ art forms in Figure 2.1 includes the following six popular culture domains that could be expected to increase their prominence since the 1960s: comics, computer/console games, design, fashion,
multimedia/video and photography. Together, their share is 3.1 per cent of all
articles (n = 395), and the proportion has indeed increased in the entire data
from 2.3 per cent in 1960 to 4.1 per cent in 2010. However, when observing
each newspaper separately, the trend is, in most cases (especially in ABC/El
País, Dagens Nyheter, Helsingin Sanomat and Le Monde) more clearly increasing,
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Figure 2.1 Articles on film, radio, small emerging art forms and society, policy
and media by year, separately on each newspaper (percentages).

from 1–2 per cent in 1960 to 4–6 per cent in 2010. However, in The Guardian,
1960 was the peak year with 5.9 per cent and ever since the proportion of these
small popular cultural forms has been below 2 per cent. Thus, as expected, The
Guardian seems to be the earliest newspaper to give emerging areas space, but its
interest in writing about them decreased over the following decades.
Finally, society, policy and media coverage (Figure 2.1) shows the extent to
which culture sections have published articles on socio-politically oriented
topics without any conventional art form.11 In total, 7.7 per cent of all studied
articles primarily discuss society, policy and media, and this trend has been
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relatively stable. When looked at newspapers separately, two of them stand out:
ABC published more articles on society, policy and media between 1960 and
1970 than El País has published since 1980; and Dagens Nyheter has published
substantially more articles on society, policy and media than the other newspapers since 1980. These cases and the dynamics of the interrelationship
between socio-political and cultural content published in the culture sections in
these newspapers, will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
Our results indicate the persistence of the dominance of most established art
forms in cultural coverage. Next, we shall examine more closely changes in the
largest and most established art forms: literature and music.

Transformations inside the established arts:
literature and music
Expectedly, literature and music were the two largest primary cultural areas discussed in quality European newspapers’ culture sections. Because of obvious
variety in the various types of literature and music, both art forms were further
coded for subgenres. Both literature and music were coded into nine categories,
and the classifications were not intended to be all-encompassing but representative of the most theoretically interesting genres (cf. e.g. Peterson, 2005;
Schmutz et al., 2010; Janssen et al., 2011; Berkers, Janssen and Verboord, 2014).
It has been noted that, in quality newspapers’ culture departments, the typical
division between classical music and popular music ‘is supported by a relatively
clear division of work between classical music journalists and reviewers, on one
hand, and popular, world music, folk music etc. journalists and reviewers, on the
other hand’ (Jaakkola, 2015: 142). The division is not so straightforward in the
case of literature and other art forms: ‘there is often no equivalent stable division of work organization between followers of prose and poetry, painting and
photography, or serious drama and more popular or experimental forms of performances’ (Jaakkola, 2015: 142). Indeed, the case of music is particularly useful
as it enables us to measure the relative amount of space dedicated to traditional
high culture and more recent popular cultural forms within perhaps the most
established and institutionalized art form in modern Western society (Frith,
1996; Peterson and Kern, 1996; Roy and Dowd, 2010). In contrast, typical
genres of literature do not directly follow the division between highbrow and
popular (even if genres such as romance and thriller are often considered less
legitimate than other novel types; see e.g. Bennett et al., 2009). Against this
background, it is likely that music will show clearer trends than literature.
Table 2.3 shows how the proportions of literature genres evolved from 1960
to 2010. The nine genres involve different forms of fiction and non-fiction.
Novels have always been the most common topic for literature coverage, and
their coverage proportion is very stable. Articles on poetry and plays have
decreased, especially in the 2000s. Whodunit/thrillers, a genre that clearly
represents popular culture in literature, has been covered very little throughout
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Table 2.3 Articles on different literature genres (of all articles on literature)
by year (percentages)
1960
Novels
Poetry and plays
Whodunit/thriller
Other fiction
(Auto)biography
History
Science/nature
Philosophy/religion
Other non-fiction
Total
(N)

37.6
16.3
5.3
10.2
4.9
9.0
1.6
2.4
12.7

1970
38.6
12.9
3.0
8.9
6.4
5.9
5.4
2.5
16.3

1980
38.1
11.6
1.3
5.0
5.3
11.3
7.9
4.0
15.6

1990
36.7
17.3
1.3
9.3
10.1
6.9
3.7
4.3
10.4

2000
38.1
10.9
3.1
6.9
8.0
7.7
4.0
3.1
17.3

2010
42.7
8.0
4.7
6.0
13.4
5.0
3.3
3.1
13.8

Total
38.9
12.2
3.2
7.4
9.0
7.4
4.2
3.3
14.4

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
(245) (202) (302) (376) (549) (515) (2,189)

the years, and the category shows no increase. For non-fiction, articles on
(auto)biographies have grown over time. In 2010, biography was the second-
largest book genre behind novels discussed in culture sections. There are no
unambiguous trends among other non-fiction books (history, science/nature,
philosophy/religion or other non-fiction).
Figure 2.2 shows how the newspapers differ regarding major changes in literature coverage when divided into highbrow genres of literary fiction (novel,
poetry and plays and other fiction) (see Janssen et al., 2011) and all non-fiction
genres.12 The difference between the coverage of literary fiction and non-fiction
has been the most stable and widest in ABC/El País (with changes to the newspaper after democratization not affecting this result) and Helsingin Sanomat. In
Dagens Nyheter and Le Monde, the proportion of articles on literary fiction have
been declining (and the proportion of articles on non-fiction correspondingly
rising), which has led to literary fiction and non-fiction coverage being more or
less equal (in the case of Le Monde since 1980 and in the case of Dagens Nyheter
since 2010). The Guardian shows a relatively even distribution of articles
between literary fiction and non-fiction beginning in 1960, but with a new gap
emerging in favour of literary fiction in the 2000s. Finally, Milliyet shows no systematic trends. Articles on literary fiction have generally been published more
than non-fiction articles, but volatile changes are due to a very limited number
of articles being published in literature in the first place. Milliyet published only
ninety-one articles on literature in the studied period in our sample, whereas
the newspaper with the second-smallest number of articles on literature (Dagens
Nyheter) has published them more than three times as often (281 articles).
To test whether the heterogeneity of musical coverage has increased, we
focus on the music field and investigate how music coverage is divided according to genre and how it has changed over time (Table 2.4). Similar to the
articles covering literature, articles discussing music were coded into nine
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Figure 2.2 Articles on literary fiction and non-fiction (of all articles on literature) by year, separately on each newspaper (percentages).

categories: Western classical/art music; pop & rock music (with a wide definition including rock, heavy metal, punk, indie, etc.); electronic dance music; rap
and hip-hop; jazz; world music; traditional folk music; domestic hit music (such
as chansons in France and schlagers in Nordic countries); and other. Following
categorizations in previous studies, opera (which was originally coded as a separate primary cultural area) was included within the category of classical music
(Janssen et al., 2011).
Two genres, classical music and pop & rock, differ from the rest of the sample
by size. Almost 44 per cent of all music articles cover classical music, and almost
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Table 2.4 Articles on different musical genres (of all articles on music) by year
(percentages)
1960
Classical music
(including opera)
Pop and rock
Jazz
Domestic hit music
World music
Traditional folk
Electronic dance
music
Rap and hip hop
Other
Total
(N)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

83.9

61.5

45.8

50.9

33.4

22.8

43.6

1.6
2.7
4.7
0.4
2.4
0.0

14.7
7.5
4.2
0.5
4.7
0.2

26.6
12.2
4.3
1.0
3.5
0.0

24.7
11.7
2.0
2.9
2.7
1.3

35.8
9.1
2.8
7.1
2.6
4.0

47.1
7.1
4.3
4.4
1.9
4.9

29.7
8.7
3.6
3.4
2.9
2.4

0.0
4.3

0.0
6.8

0.0
6.6

0.7
2.9

1.8
3.4

3.5
4.0

1.4
4.4

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0
(255) (429) (395) (546) (650) (773) (3,048)

30 per cent focus on pop & rock. While their proportions are relatively similar,
they have opposite trajectories: pop & rock coverage has increased dramatically,
while classical music coverage has sharply decreased. Jazz, with 9 per cent
coverage, and some other smaller genres (e.g. domestic hit music, traditional
folk music, world music) have remained relatively stable over time, notwithstanding the fact that world music was fairly unrepresented until 1990 and jazz
saw a clear rise from 1960 to its height in 1980–1990 (see Box 3.1). Electronic
dance music and rap and hip-hop are small but emerging music styles that have
been considered increasingly often in the 2000s as valuable enough to be given
space in quality newspapers’ culture sections.
For further analyses, we merged the genres of electronic dance music and rap
and hip-hop into the category of pop & rock music. This resulted in a wider
genre of ‘pop-rock’ (Regev, 2013), which reflects the gamut of pop music styles
that have attracted young people in Western countries since the 1950s and
1960s, a meaningful category and genre of music in itself (Frith, 1996; Regev,
2013; Varriale, 2016). Altogether, pop-rock accounts for one-third of all music
articles, and there has been a significant and steady increase in its proportion, as
shown in Table 2.4. But how has this proportion evolved between 1960 and
2010 in each of the six newspapers? Are there significant differences in the
victorious trajectory of pop-rock?
Figure 2.3 answers these questions by contrasting the rise of pop-rock with
the decline of classical music separately in the case of all newspapers. This
allows us to inspect the moments when pop-rock articles outnumbered classical
music articles in each newspaper. The increase in the prevalence of pop-rock
articles has occurred in different ways across the newspapers. This is expected,
since previous research also shows that the ‘size and timing of the shifts towards
greater attention to popular music’ (Schmutz, 2009b: 305) has varied between
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Figure 2.3 Articles on classical music and pop-rock (of all articles on music) by
year, separately on each newspaper (percentages).

countries, even if the main trend is clear. However, the differences are not
entirely similar to our expectations.
First, while pop-rock coverage increased clearly in all newspapers, there are
also significant differences in its overall level, with The Guardian, Helsingin
Sanomat and Le Monde in particular, having published fewer articles on pop-
rock than ABC/El País, Dagens Nyheter and Milliyet. As for trends over time,
Milliyet surprisingly shows the earliest opening, but we should note that Western
classical music never had a status in Turkey similar to other European countries.
Thus, we cannot expect classical music to have attracted more journalistic
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attention in earlier decades. The high and volatile proportion of pop-rock
articles is due to the fact that the main category against which pop-rock is analysed has been so marginal in Turkey. Only 16 per cent of all articles on music
in Milliyet are on classical music, while the proportion across the data is 44 per
cent. Dagens Nyheter and ABC/El País interestingly turned their attention to
pop-rock music earlier than The Guardian, Helsingin Sanomat and Le Monde. In
the latter group of newspapers, pop-rock did not begin to outnumber classical
music until the 2000s.13
Taken together, while the trends in literature subgenres show stability, the
trends in music genres show fundamental transformation. Thus, literature and
music, as the two largest art forms, signify entirely different roles in the context
of post-1960s cultural transformations: continuity versus change. Our genre-
specific examination of literature and music coverage also has methodological
implications for the next section, in which we focus on the supposed decline of
highbrow arts. In other words, the analysis clearly shows via cultural coverage in
Milliyet (see Figures 2.2 and 2.3 in particular) that the categories of highbrow
and popular are not well suited to understanding the dynamics of cultural hierarchies in Turkey. Indeed, the very Western and European classical highbrow
arts never had a canonized and strong position in the cultural history of Turkey
(Belge, 1996).14 Therefore, Milliyet has not been included in the data used in
the following analyses on the decline of highbrow cultural coverage. We will
return to this decision at the end of this chapter (see also Box 2.3 on the historical background of the Turkish case).

The decline of classical highbrow arts
We examine our data on the culture sections of quality European newspapers for
highbrow arts covered from 1960 to 2010 to specify and bring systematicity to
debates on the decline of the status of highbrow arts. In the analysis, when singling out highbrow arts, we follow the classification by Janssen et al. (2011), in
which highbrow arts include architecture, ballet and modern dance, classical
music (including opera), literary fiction, theatre and the visual arts.15 This conventional operationalization of ‘highbrow’ comes close to the original
eighteenth-century conception of ‘fine arts’, which included only poetry, painting, sculpture, architecture and music, ‘as opposed to crafts and popular arts
(shoemaking, embroidery, storytelling, popular songs etc.)’ (Shiner, 2001: 5).
Moreover, the category of popular culture against which the highbrow arts are
viewed includes all other cultural forms but excludes those primary cultural
areas that are not proper art forms (science, society, philosophy; cultural policy;
media/journalism; and other).
Table 2.5 shows varied trends in the coverage of highbrow arts. Architecture
and dance have had very little coverage during the period under examination,
and there is no clear trend in their coverage. Classical music, opera included, is
the largest of the art forms, or equal with theatre. However, its coverage is in
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Table 2.5 Articles on popular culture and highbrow arts by year (percentages)
1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

Popular culture
Highbrow arts

37.3
62.7

43.9
56.1

47.5
52.5

51.8
48.2

64.2
35.8

63.4
36.6

53.7
46.3

Classical music
Theatre
Literary fiction
Visual arts
Ballet/modern dance
Architecture

16.4
23.8
11.9
8.3
1.2
1.0

16.0
21.5
6.6
8.7
2.4
1.0

14.6
12.6
13.4
7.7
2.4
1.7

14.0
10.3
12.1
7.7
2.9
1.2

7.9
6.6
11.4
6.6
1.8
1.4

8.2
5.3
13.9
5.9
2.4
0.9

12.1
12.0
11.6
7.3
2.2
1.2

Total
(N)

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
(1,189) (1,617) (1,195) (1,866) (2,518) (2,018) (10,403)

decline: there is an evident drop after 1990, but otherwise there is no clear
trend. Literary fiction has been a substantial category in terms of size during the
period studied, but there is no trend. Theatre shows the clearest trend in terms
of coverage: overall, it is a large area; and in the 1960s and 1970s, it was the
most-covered area by far. After 1970, theatre coverage faced a dramatic
decrease, from more than 20 per cent to only 5 per cent (see Box 2.2 on the case
of ‘shrinking’ theatre). The visual arts show only a slight decreasing trend.
Next, we examine whether trends across newspapers are consistent if specific
highbrow art forms are inspected separately by exploring the two largest categories of highbrow arts after classical music and literary fiction, which we
already discussed, according to year and newspaper: theatre and the visual arts.
From Figure 2.4, we see that theatre shows a consistent decline across newspapers. The decline has been the most dramatic in Helsingin Sanomat and Le
Monde, two newspapers that had the widest theatre coverage in the earliest
decades. In the case of the visual arts, we see a mild declining trend in all papers
except Dagens Nyheter, in which the proportion of articles on the visual arts
actually increased after 1970. Dagens Nyheter was different in this respect
because it clearly published more visual arts coverage than any other newspaper.
In 2010, all the papers were similar in terms of the proportion of visual arts
articles.
Despite the art-form-specific differences, an evident general trend can be
seen from Table 2.5 in the proportions of the categories of popular and highbrow arts: when calculated together, the coverage of highbrow arts declined
from almost two-thirds in 1960 to just over one-third of all articles in the 2000s.
Thus, it makes sense to calculate all highbrow art articles together and analyse
more closely how this composite measure of the proportion of highbrow arts has
changed and whether the newspapers are different in that respect (Table 2.6).
There are significant differences between newspapers. Most importantly,
Helsingin Sanomat has far more highbrow content than other newspapers.
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Box 2.2 The shrinking theatre
Theatre is in all senses an essential element of highbrow art, but little is known
about how its reporting and evaluation has changed over time. In this section, we
use Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian to briefly outline key dynamics of theatre
coverage from 1960 to 2010. These newspapers differ from each other in that,
while theatre articles in Helsingin Sanomat have declined both in relative and
absolute terms (from 101 published in 1960 to only twenty-four published in
2010), the decline in The Guardian has been purely relative (the number of
theatre articles published in 1960 and 2010 remaining almost identical, at forty-
two and forty-three, respectively).
In earlier decades, most theatre articles published in both newspapers were
short, providing, especially in Helsingin Sanomat, only very descriptive information
on the plays. Despite the decline in the numbers of articles over time, those published have rich, evaluative content. A clear rise in theatre article length happened after 1990, which, in the case of Helsingin Sanomat, has meant more
informative and evaluative articles. In The Guardian, coverage been rather elaborate over the entire period, focusing on various aspects of productions.
In Helsingin Sanomat, the reviewers often positioned themselves as professional
figures with expertise that audiences lack. This hierarchical tone in reviews is
noticeable across decades, especially in articles written by male critics. Popular
recognition in the form of audience approval has not been considered important
in reviews; in fact, when audience and critic responses do not match, it is implied
that the distinction between art and entertainment can only be noticed by a
trained eye. The Guardian’s coverage is similar in this sense.
From theatre coverage, it seems as if all parties involved (critics, producers,
actors) have been aware that an effort must be made to renew theatre in order to
keep up with the increasingly dynamic and cosmopolitan cultural field. From the
1980s onwards, the critics of Helsingin Sanomat began to express interest in novelties, for instance in the use of new technology in theatres (e.g. video installations)
and dissolving the boundaries between different art forms. Similarly, in The
Guardian, new kinds of projections were discussed in reviews, and, in most cases,
reviewers were happy with the results. In this atmosphere of renewal, perhaps the
harshest critiques were directed towards classical plays. For instance, in Helsingin
Sanomat, Dario Fo and Franca Rame’s Donna is reviewed negatively for having an
outdated historical expression:
Maybe the horribleness of the issue would have reached the desired historical
dimension, if it was whispered. Now the spectator can peacefully be
enchanted by the outdated theatre expression in his chair and forget the
previous parts as funny specialities.
(HS/26/09/80_22)
Similarly, in The Guardian, a play is appreciated because the director was able to
create something more than a ‘museum piece’ by adapting it to ‘present-day sensibilities, thus bringing the centuries, but without altering the substance or spirit of
classical dramatic type’ (GU/09/07/60_3).
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The decline in audience numbers and the impact of reduced public funding is
a noticeable theme in both newspapers. Commercial expectations are contrasted
with the quality and authenticity of the theatre play in many instances. Reviewers
acknowledge bitterly that the market shapes many decisions in the theatre world.
The same theme is easily noticeable in Helsingin Sanomat, especially with a focus
on the fate of publicly funded theatre companies. For instance, a 1990 article
expresses serious concerns over the management and marketing of the Turku city
theatre: ‘The worst scenario is that there is no city theatre in Turku in this form
when the autumn season 1991 begins’ (HS/31/05/90_B8). Another article reports
the financial problems of a children’s theatre company: ‘Last spring, we found out
that the losses are going to be massive. The deficit is at least a million in total’
(HS/17/10/00_B6). In The Guardian, this topic is sometimes discussed in relation
to political shifts in a broader sense, or, more specifically, by questioning the consequences of losing public money and autonomy. For instance, a critic mentions
how the chief executive of Britain’s largest commercial sponsor of performing arts
felt the right to express his ‘concerns’ over the ‘extravagant’ use of actors in a production of Il Trovatore by the Royal Shakespeare Company (GU/31/05/90_26).
The political dimension, in general, is surprisingly common in theatre coverage;
as we will show in Chapter 6 in light of the quantitative data, the articles on
theatre evinced a strong increase a political dimension in the 2000s and 2010s.
To sum up, the theatre coverage of Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian suggests that the decline in one of the most established domains of highbrow culture
is indeed acknowledged by cultural journalists. The explicitly recognized decrease
led reviewers to show some tolerance towards ‘renewal’ attempts and to keep the
economic pressures on the agenda. Especially in the 2000s and 2010s, this often
translated into a quest for the extraordinary and an approving attitude towards
different extra art elements, as, for instance, in the following excerpt of an enthusiastic review on a play: ‘It begins in a patchwork Bedouin-style tent where you
are offered tea and a choice of three stories. The whole thing is pleasingly ritualistic’ (GU/14/06/10_36).
Despite a decline in their numbers and relative coverage, the articles on
theatre maintain an articulated language and rich content both in Helsingin
Sanomat and The Guardian. It shows that, while theatre may be ‘shrinking’, to
paraphrase the title of a theatre review in The Guardian (GU/02/11/90_37a), it is
still a respectable cultural field, even to the degree that theatre critics have seen it
necessary to fight for its position.

The Guardian and Le Monde come next, and Dagens Nyheter and El País have
the least highbrow content. Notwithstanding these differences in the level of
highbrow content, the shape of the declining trend is relatively consistent
across the newspapers. The most notable differences include Helsingin Sanomat
experiencing a very late (albeit dramatic) change in the 2000s. The difference is
sharp compared to Dagens Nyheter, which had a similarly low level of highbrow
coverage from 1970 onwards – a level which Helsingin Sanomat declined to in
2010. Perhaps surprisingly, The Guardian shows the least clear declining trend
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Figure 2.4 Articles on theatre and the visual arts by year, separately on each
newspaper (percentages).

overall, having remained the most loyal to highbrow content between 1960
and 2010.
It is important to note that the decline observed in highbrow arts is most of
all a relative decline rather than an absolute one (see the last two rows in Table
2.6). The overall cultural content in newspapers has expanded so heavily during
the studied period that the coverage of highbrow arts, while stable in absolute
terms, can only account for a decreasing portion of total cultural coverage
(see Figure 2.5). Moreover, if examined field by field and calculated from the
whole content of culture sections, as shown in Table 2.5, the relative decline is
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Table 2.6 Articles on highbrow arts by newspaper and year (percentages)
1960
66.4
53.0
60.2
72.5
58.0

ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde
Total
(N)

1970

1980

54.0
34.8
66.9
76.4
59.0

49.6
43.5
54.9
64.5
48.3

1990

2000

39.2
38.3
43.5
73.8
42.5

29.3
34.2
41.0
49.5
29.9

2010

Total

31.2
30.1
45.9
37.4
36.0

(N)

39.3 (929)
37.9 (785)
48.8 (817)
59.4 (1,529)
44.0 (758)

62.7 56.1 52.5 48.2 35.8 36.6
(745) (907) (627) (899) (901) (739)

46.3

(4,818)

Note
Total N = 10,403, of which 53.7 per cent (n = 5,585) were articles on popular culture.
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Figure 2.5 The proportion of articles on highbrow arts and popular culture
(left) and the absolute number of articles on highbrow arts and
popular culture (right) by year.

dramatic only in the case of theatre (and, to a lesser degree, classical music).
Thus, the decline of the status of highbrow culture is best understood as a relative decline that has taken place under the circumstances of the expansion of
popular culture and the subsequent ‘cultural abundance’ (Wright, 2011, 2015).
Here, our findings parallel previous research showing that participation in
highbrow culture has remained relatively stable, while the consumption of
popular, commercial culture has dramatically increased since the 1960s (Roose
and Daenekindt, 2015; Donnat, 2011). While this does not contradict the idea
that popular culture is an increasingly important area in games of cultural distinction (Prieur and Savage, 2011, 2013), the rise and abundance of popular
culture may nevertheless mask the sustained significance of highbrow arts.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, we have engaged with literature that suggests a change in the ways
culture and art have been classified and valued in recent decades (DiMaggio,
1987; Peterson and Kern, 1996; Baumann, 2007; Janssen et al., 2011). To
explore the heterogenization and opening of the content of legitimate culture
empirically, and to track trends in a longitudinal manner, we used European
newspaper data. We consider newspaper culture sections to be a valuable
medium for achieving this goal, especially when set against our focus on quality
newspapers, as much of the literature is particularly concerned with high-status
groups’ tastes and practices (cf. Janssen et al., 2011: 159). Moreover, for decades,
print media has been a crucial institution of cultural mediation, capable of
attributing symbolic value by framing certain cultural forms as ‘culture’ and ‘arts’
when including them systematically in their culture sections and supplements.
The results suggest an opening of the content of legitimate culture, albeit not
as straightforward one as one might have expected. First, established art forms
hold their mainstream position, while most of the emerging popular forms are
validated at a slower pace than expected. Thus, established cultural forms (literature, music, etc.) are still the backbone of the arts and culture content of newspapers, despite the proliferation of other cultural forms in recent years. However,
film and television rank among major cultural domains, so they have managed to
cross over validation boundaries (cf. Baumann, 2007; Lavie and Dhoest, 2015).
Second, of the two major and most established art forms, only music has
experienced a radical transformation, whereas the other, literature, shows
considerable stability. Attention to pop-rock music (Regev, 2013) has almost
exponentially increased, whereas the coverage of classical music is in sharp
decline. This finding echoes Schmutz et al.’s (2010) analysis of the United
States, France, Germany and the Netherlands (see also Schmutz, 2009b). When
evaluated with this study, it is easier to suggest that the opening of culture via
the diversification of legitimate musical genres resonates on a wide geographical
level across Europe.
Third, highbrow arts have declined in coverage, but not across all highbrow
arts. The coverage of some art forms decreases (most of all theatre and, to some
extent, classical music), whereas other forms maintain their position (e.g. literary fiction and, to lesser degree, the visual arts). While differing in their
overall highbrow coverage, newspapers show relatively stable trends. Rather
than declining in absolute terms, we argue that the changing status of the highbrow arts is best understood as a relative decline, caused by the post-1960s
expansion of popular culture.
These findings challenge expectations about the order in which quality European newspapers manifest the timing and thoroughness of the opening of legitimate culture content, highlighting the complexity of factors shaping newspapers’
cultural coverage. When the evolution of the proportions of emergent popular
art forms over time is used as a proxy for cultural opening, the newspapers can
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be placed in the following order of approximate openness: (1) ABC/El País,
Dagens Nyheter, (Milliyet), (2) Le Monde, (3) The Guardian and (4) Helsingin
Sanomat. However, when the between-genre evolutions within an established
art form, in this case classical versus pop-rock music, is taken as a proxy for cultural opening, the order is slightly different: (1) Dagens Nyheter, ABC/El País,
(Milliyet), (2) The Guardian, (3) Le Monde and (4) Helsingin Sanomat. Finally,
when assessed based on declining trends of classical highbrow arts, an analysis
from which we exclude Milliyet, the order of openness is approximately as
follows: (1) Dagens Nyheter, ABC/El País, (2) Le Monde, (3) The Guardian and
(4) Helsingin Sanomat. In other words, Dagens Nyheter and ABC/El País consistently rank among the earliest and most thorough openers, whereas Helsingin
Sanomat is placed as the last opener according to all three analyses.
In all cases, the position of The Guardian as a relative latecomer was unexpected, since the UK is more centrally positioned in the global system than
other countries in the sample, its media system is arguably more liberal and it is
not included among the countries where state funding for the established arts is
high. In other words, rather than indicating society-level dimensions, the result
relates to the characteristics and position of The Guardian itself. Moreover, Milliyet can be ranked in the first category in the first two measures, but its position
is parenthetical: the journalistic attention that Milliyet shows to emergent cultural forms and pop-rock today is not part of a gradual opening process, since
Western highbrow culture was never canonized in Turkey (Belge, 1996). Given
this historical background, the journalistic interest shown to such new fields in
Milliyet can hardly be interpreted as a cultural opening in the same sense as in
other newspapers. Rather, Turkey occupies a peripheral position in the globalization scale, and the state’s attempt to Westernize its cultural sphere following
the foundation of the secular republic was never effective enough to heighten
highbrow art forms.16 In that sense, Milliyet demonstrates the geographical and
cultural limits of the Western cultural canon rather than suggesting a trend
towards cultural declassification. Thus, the main lesson taken from Milliyet in
this chapter is that, while Milliyet does not show the same European trends
evident in other newspapers, it can nevertheless be interpreted as indirectly validating the results on the opening of legitimate culture in other European countries. As for a practical implication of this regarding what follows in this book,
Milliyet has not been included in any of the analyses for which the categories of
highbrow and popular are used (see also Box 2.3). Moreover, Milliyet exemplifies
the volatile trends in cultural coverage caused by political and economic constraints, which can be predicted by the polarized pluralist media system model
that is most vulnerable to external pressures limiting the autonomy of journalism (Hallin and Mancini, 2004). Thus, we discuss Milliyet and the case of
Turkey in detail in Chapter 6, which focuses on the relationship between cultural evaluations and politics.
Taken together, our results are divergent when it comes to the three society-
level dimensions discussed: the newspaper’s position in the global cultural
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Box 2.3 Meanwhile, in Turkey: on the socio-political limits of
(Western) cultural transformation
Since the beginning of Ottoman modernization in the late eighteenth century,
cultural forms that originated from or have ties with the Western cultural fields
have been imbued with high symbolic value. To put it in terms of present-day cultural practices, listening to a European band or reading a Western novel have
allowed people to perform cultural distinction, regardless of the possible lower
positions of these practices in their native classification system. Many cultural
activities considered to be popular or middle-brow in the Euro-American contexts
(e.g. going to the cinema, listening to popular music) still mark the taste repertoire of the culturally privileged in Turkey (Rankin, Ergin and Goksen, 2014).
However, Turkish cultural fields have also been situated at the intersection of
Eastern and Western global cultural flows, making it manifest various characteristics ranging from ‘hybridization of the local and the western’ to the ‘revival of
imagined Islamic roots’ (Ger, 2017).
Thus, it is logical that the trends identified in Milliyet’s coverage have turned
out to be quite different from those found in the rest of the sample; Turkey’s cultural and socio-political structure is significantly different from other core European cases. The similarities and differences in temporal trajectories tell an
important story about the margins of the European cultural canon (a systematic
comparison between Milliyet and other newspapers of this study is presented in
Karademir Hazır and Purhonen, 2017).
As evidenced in Chapter 2, Milliyet exhibits the earliest opening to emerging
areas. However, the longitudinal design of the study allows us to see that the
current high interest in popular and emergent forms has not been a product of a
gradual process of opening. This finding is more meaningful when it is contextualized in the history Turkish culture and arts. At the end of the nineteenth century,
established art forms began to arrive in Turkey (then part of the Ottoman Empire)
and conflicted with traditional arts immediately. It is important to note that,
historically, Sunni Islam has not encouraged the development of figurative and
performing arts, which are central elements of European legitimate arts. However,
during Ottoman modernization, many famous artists in these areas were invited to
the palace to teach and to disseminate their art. These attempts were eventually
curtailed by the periods of censorship and popular resistance. For instance, while
‘Western theatre’ was established in 1839 as the new reform movement of the
time, it was pressured and censored after the despotic period following 1884. Even
before the modernization period, the sculptures brought to the palace by Suleiman
the Magnificent were removed soon after his inauguration under the argument
that they facilitated idolatry. The same tension can be observed in the field of
literature. The novel, as a style, was imported from the West in the late nineteenth century but did not cohere well with the oral literature tradition that had
been prominent in the region for so long.
Formed in 1923, the new Republic aimed to develop these established cultural
forms through opening up art schools and institutes, recruiting international staff,
and by establishing publicly funded theatre and opera houses. In line with the modernization agenda, the policies implemented in that period imbued competences in
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such Western cultural fields with high symbolic value. Public policies supported the
field of production of established arts. For instance, in 1934, the first opera was composed to honour the Iranian Shah’s visit to Turkey. New legislation introduced in
the 1950s also expanded the field of theatre by allowing private investors to open
new theatre houses.
The new Republic’s culture and arts policies aimed to fill the category of legitimate arts with forms and genres that did not have roots in the region’s history
(Belge, 1996). Nevertheless, these aspirations of a large cluster of highbrow culture
in Turkey are not reflected in our data on Milliyet: the proportions of articles published between 1960–2010 on opera, theatre, classical music and literature are 0.7
per cent, 3.2 per cent, 2.2 per cent and 3.4 per cent, respectively.
Following the introduction of a new and more liberal constitution in 1961 –
albeit the result of a military coup – political and cultural spheres became more
dynamic. At the same time, Turkey was experiencing significant socio-economic
transformations stemming from high rates of rural-to-urban migration, rapid industrialization and high rates of unionization. All these changes were reflected in the
cultural sphere, especially affecting the literature, cinema and music of the time.
Between 1960 and 1970, many new national awards and festivals, some of which
survive today, were introduced. New genres were being experimented with by
writers, directors and composers of the period. For instance, in the 1970s, ‘Anatolian rock’, a new musical genre mixing rock and Turkish folk sounds and touching
primarily upon social matters, was born, an example of worldwide ‘poprockization’
in which originally Anglo-American rock music was adopted and domesticated
locally as a hybrid form of pop-rock (Regev, 2013: 44).
Using the escalated violent confrontation between different political groups
(mainly the nationalist front and the leftists) as an excuse, the military intervened
in politics via another coup in 1980. This brought close supervision and direct
censorship to the cultural sphere, as well as to the journalistic field. Social and
political elements in the arts, as well as a more cultivated interest in culture and
the arts, began to diminish. Moreover, in the early 1980s, Turkey swiftly moved
from having a state-controlled economy to a liberal one, which facilitated privatization and global investment and trade. All these changes, as well as the intensification of globalization, integrated the field of culture and art to the newly created
free market economy. The cultural sphere, which was once financed by the state
with the hope of creating a national culture, was now left open to privatization.
The state of the Turkish socio-cultural sphere and cultural policy in the last
two decades has mostly been discussed in relation to rising conservatism. Mobilizing voters from a right-wing ideological spectrum ranging from Islamism to
nationalism, the Justice and Development Party has managed to stay in power and
enact what they label a ‘conservative democratic’ political agenda since 2002.
More details as to how politics interferes in cultural classifications and cultural
journalism can be found in Chapter 6. For the purpose of this section, this political shift has been considered to be the periphery taking over the centre (secular,
republican factions), further escalating tensions between secular and Islamist factions. Political aspirations for a neo-Ottoman presence in the region are reflected
in the cultural sphere as well. To begin with, traditional art forms (e.g. marbling)
began to attract more attention, while key political figures spurned some forms of
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modern art on the grounds that they were destructive to authentic Turkish
culture. Some intellectuals argue that conservatives were unable to claim authority over the cultural field, which generated frustration towards art forms known to
be enjoyed by seculars. To challenge the popular view on art being intrinsically
progressive, radical and revolutionary, a number of conservative artists have
debated the possibility of conservative art. In fact, the well-known professor of
literature and bestselling novelist İskender Pala drafted and published a manifesto
listing the principles of a potential conservative art.
While this antinomy and tension between two ideological camps has grown on
many fronts, the boundaries dividing the traditional and the modern have become
fuzzier in the realm of culture. New forms and genres ranging from ‘green pop’
(Islamic pop music) to Islamic anime add further dynamism to Turkish cultural
field, requiring us to refine our understanding of cultural classifications and how
they align with established cultural tensions of the time.

system (Appadurai, 1996); media system models (Hallin and Mancini, 2004);
and cultural policy regimes (Mulcahy, 2003). For instance, European (and even
global) centres of popular culture, such as the UK and France, have, in the cases
of The Guardian and Le Monde, a traditional outlook on culture. In addition,
Finland and Sweden, similar countries both politically and policy-wise, show
clear differences through Dagens Nyheter and Helsingin Sanomat, irrespective of
the fact that both newspapers are embedded in a similar cultural policy regime
and democratic-corporatist media system.
The data nevertheless reflects some structural similarities. For instance, the
peculiar political history of Francoist Spain could be traced through the cultural
coverage of ABC/El País, turning rapidly from a conservative perspective towards
popular culture. Also, the difference between Dagens Nyheter and Helsingin
Sanomat, with Helsingin Sanomat representing the most conservative newspaper
in this sense and Dagens Nyheter being characterised by its early breakthrough of
popular cultural coverage, is again illustrative. Though Helsingin Sanomat and
Dagens Nyheter share similar media system models and cultural policy regimes,
the difference may be due to Sweden’s more central position in the global and
European cultural system, as expected. Moreover, rather than being reduced to
any of the three society-level dimensions considered, the difference could be
better accounted for with field-specific and institutional factors. As for music,
Sweden has deeper roots in the popular music industry (Seabrook, 2015),
whereas, in Finland’s field of music and general culture, the position of classical
music was strong throughout the twentieth century (Korhonen, 2002; see Box
4.1). Furthermore, the difference might be due to generational changes in newspaper culture departments (Hurri, 1993; Jaakkola, 2015).
Thus, it is difficult to demarcate the roles of field-specific characteristics
and society-level characteristics in the shaping of newspapers’ cultural coverage.
It may be tempting to overestimate the role of the latter, whereas the
organizational or field-level factors may sound relevant only when the results
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are not in line with society-level expectations.17 Overall, however, we see that
newspapers are a good source for studying shifts in cultural legitimacy and hierarchies, while different extra-cultural contexts (whether socio-cultural, historical, policy-related, organizational or the results of editorial decisions) also play
a role in what newspapers legitimize and present as art and culture.
Many theoretical perspectives on cultural heterogenization discussed in the
beginning of the chapter offer interpretations and conceptual tools for further
investigations of this situation. For instance, from the point of view of globalization and aesthetic cosmopolitanism, what are the countries of origin of the pop-
rock music that has appeared on cultural pages of newspapers, and how are
different countries of origin related to legitimacy and hierarchies (cf. Janssen et
al., 2008; Regev, 2013)? These questions will be analysed in Chapter 4 on cultural globalization. Furthermore, the key question, in line with debates on
emerging forms of cultural capital and the legitimation processes of popular
culture, would seek to understand, under the circumstances of increased heterogeneity and, in music, the dominance of pop-rock, what the major hierarchies
are and how they are articulated. Is it a matter of extending the high-art criteria
of evaluation to the sphere of popular culture, or are there other bases for
making distinctions (cf. van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010; Prieur and Savage,
2013)? These questions are examined in Chapter 3. It is also clear that the
quantitative content analysis in this chapter is far from exhaustive; rather, it
maps the overall trends that merit closer attention and a qualitative approach.

Notes
1 See, for example, Goffman, 1951; Gans, 1974; DiMaggio and Useem, 1978;
DiMaggio, 1982a, 2012; Ganzeboom, 1982; Bourdieu, 1984; De Graaf, De Graaf and
Kraaykamp, 2000; Katz-Gerro, 2002; and DiMaggio and Mukhtar, 2004.
2 Besides the homology between social positions and cultural practices (or, social and
cultural hierarchies), Bourdieu (1984) posited also a homology in the sense of consistency of tastes and lifestyles across different fields. Habitus is the ‘unifying principle’, or mechanism, behind both parts of Bourdieu’s ‘homology thesis’.
3 See, for example, Bourdieu, 1993; Hesmondhalgh, 2007; Scardaville, 2009; Throsby,
2010; Verboord, 2011; and Schmutz, 2016.
4 Long-term data on the public funding of arts that would be comparable across
different national contexts is notoriously scarce, and the same goes for cross-
nationally comparable data on trends in arts participation over time (Madden, 2005;
Schuster, 2007; Gronow and Southerton, 2010). There have been some attempts to
collect and maintain comparable databases regarding both, of which the most salient
to this study is the Council of Europe’s (2016) web portal ‘Compendium: Cultural
Policies and Trends in Europe’ (see also ACE, 1998; Heilbrun and Gray, 2001;
Klamer et al., 2006). For information on how our research countries differ across
dimensions of cultural participation and cultural policy, see Appendix Tables B.5
and B.6.
5 Again, it should be stressed that we do not consider the newspapers nationally representative cases capable of directly expressing national differences. Besides the societylevel differences that expectedly have influenced the newspapers’ cultural coverage,
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there are organizational-level (newspaper-specific) factors that also play a role.
Therefore, our comparative analysis is not to be taken as cross-national but cross-
cultural.
Previous research, particularly by Janssen et al. (2008, 2011), shows that depictions of
cultural products in different national contexts are largely consistent with country-
specific structural dynamics. For instance, the relatively less open cultural classification system identified in the analysis of German newspapers is in accordance with the
German educational system (conducive to cultural hierarchy), Germany’s journalistic
field (state-dominated media system) and Germany’s cultural policy system (decentralized) (Janssen et al., 2011). Moreover, there seems to be a relationship between
the form of journalistic attention devoted to particular art forms and genres and the
locations of those genres within the wider national cultural hierarchy. For instance,
the increase in popular music reviews, especially rock music, since the 1960s in the
US press granted those genres legitimacy earlier than in other national contexts
(Schmutz et al., 2010).
Only the case of Turkey is somewhat difficult to locate, which is illustrated also by
the fact that the country is not included (or even mentioned) by Hallin and Mancini
(2004, 2012). However, Hallin and Mancini present the polarized pluralist model as
the most applicable outside the countries of their focus (2012: 278). Of course, the
decision to include Turkey under the label of polarized pluralist media is natural
because of geographical proximity (as the label of the model is, after all, the Mediterranean polarized pluralist model).
Our variable ‘size of the article’ measures article size in relation to a newspaper page.
It included the following categories, which were recoded into a numerical weight-
variable: multiple pages (recoded as 1.5), full page (1.0), half page (0.5), quarter of
page (0.25), smaller (0.125) and very small article (0.0625). See Chapter 7.
While it might in the first place appear surprising that bullfighting is covered in the
culture sections, it should be kept in mind that it has long roots in Spain. Fighting
bulls dates back to the Bronze Age as a prehistoric form of bull worshipping, which
has developed in Spain since the twelfth century into a highly canonized art. The
eighteenth century is when its main rules were organized and Plazas de Toros (large
bullfighting arenas) were built in main cities. As an ‘art’, contemporary corridas are
highly canonized: they consist of three distinct stages, each with specific stages and
highly differentiated paraphernalia. In the 2000s, with more general attention
towards animal rights and bullfighting bans, most notoriously in Catalonia in 2010
(overturned since), bullfighting has remained a hot topic in Spain, also from the
point of view of the highbrow/lowbrow divide. While a certain cultural goodwill-
laden middle-class discourse shuns the violent and atavistic side of bullfighting, it
remains a recognized manifestation of Spanish culture, and a spectacle enjoyed by
both popular masses and the rich political elite, with fervent support from both the
centre-right prime minister party and from the monarchy.
It is a well-known fact that television has had a very significant place in people’s cultural practices in Turkey from the very beginning of the state broadcast in 1968. Low
literacy levels and a lack of effectively distributed printed press in rural regions
increased the impact of television broadcasting across the country (Çaplı and
Dündar, 1995). Its centrality to the lifestyles of both the urban and rural population
increased in the 1990s, when private television channels began to initiate broadcasts
individually. Although it is considered to be a middle- to low-brow activity in European contexts, studies in Turkey demonstrate that selective television viewing is an
important element even in the repertoires of the culturally privileged (Arun, 2015).
However, the sudden increase in television news in Milliyet can also be linked to the
foundation of a television channel (Kanal D) by the owners of Milliyet in 1993, which
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then became one of the most popular channels in Turkey. This is an exemplary case
of how both society-level and organization-level factors have shaped Milliyet’s cultural coverage and an example of the instrumentalization of journalism, in this case
through commercial interests (cf. Hallin and Mancini, 2004).
The primary cultural areas of this variable include the following three: science,
society, philosophy; media/journalism; and cultural policy.
Thus, only the category whodunit/thriller is left out of this binary variable.
As we report elsewhere (Purhonen et al., 2017), there is a significant interaction
between year and individual newspapers, signalling that the shape of the rising trend
of pop-rock content is not similar across newspapers. This is due to Milliyet’s deviance
from other newspapers. In fact, if the analysis is re-run excluding Milliyet from the
data, the interaction between year and newspaper is statistically insignificant, which
means that the trends are relatively similar among other newspapers.
With the absence of Western legitimate arts and its hierarchies, the Turkish region
maintained, as in any other society, its own system of legitimacies (cf. Daloz, 2010).
During the mid-nineteenth century, Tanzimat (a period of state reorganization) facilitated the Western-inspired reforms that started over a century ago and began to
change the Ottoman Empire’s visual culture. Until then, Ottoman (legitimate) art,
considered to be a sub-category of Islamic art, was dominant (Shaw, 2011: 3). The
visual arts had a dominant place in this tradition: it involved calligraphy, manuscript
painting, miniature and tezhip art (Ottoman illumination). In addition, Diwan
Poetry, a very ritualistic and symbolic art form common in the Muslim Cultures of
the Middle East and North Africa, was established as a legitimate form in the imperial courts. Many high political figures, including Sultans, were producers of this lyric
poetry. After Tanzimat, the Diwan tradition dwindled giving way to Turkish folk and
European literature. The Latin alphabet reform enacted by the new Republic further
disconnected the newer generations from Ottoman literary tradition. Ottoman classic
music, produced in the Sufi lodges and palaces, had high symbolic value as well. It
evolved into ‘Turkish classical/art music’ after going through a modernization period
in the twentieth century during which the elements of Islam and mysticism were
eliminated. Classical Western art forms began to have more influence and to change
the cultural field of the modernizing empire, and were systematically sponsored by
the reformers of the new Republic. However, the art history of the region is far too
fragmented and turbulent for a single tradition to emerge as the only source of legitimate art forms.
Architecture, opera, theatre and the visual arts are directly derived from the categories of the variable primary cultural area, while in the case of dance, music and
literature, subgenre variables were used to exclude popular genres from these cultural
areas. In the case of dance, only ballet and modern dance were included, whereas folk
dance and other dance types were left out. From nine genres of music, only classical
music was included. Additionally, for literature, only novels, poetry and plays and
other non-fiction were included, leaving out whodunit/thrillers and all non-fiction
genres (see Janssen et al., 2011).
The finding regarding the rise of emergent cultural forms can also relate to the peculiar position of Milliyet in the Turkish media field (Adaklı, 2009). Milliyet was known
to lean into the social democratic tradition, until it was bought by a major industrial
conglomerate in Turkey in the 1980s, which led to a change in the paper’s publishing
style. Moreover, the business group that bought Milliyet established a television
channel in 1993, which has become one of the most popular private channels in
Turkey. It is likely that an important portion of the newspaper’s dramatic increase in
television articles stems from the economic field’s monopoly over media and cultural
journalism (see note 10 in this chapter).
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17 This question has been identified and addressed by previous research (see Schmutz et
al., 2010; Janssen et al., 2011). For instance, Janssen et al. conclude that the differences they observe in cultural coverage in newspapers from the Netherlands,
Germany, France and the United States ‘may be primarily associated with field-level
rather than society-level factors’ (2011: 160).

Chapter 3

Both legitimization and
popularization
How evaluations of pop- rock and
classical music have become
increasingly similar

Introduction
Our examination of the content of quality European newspapers’ culture sections
– reflective of the content of what is considered to be legitimate and valuable
culture – in Chapter 2 paints a twofold picture of the transformation that has
taken place: the rise of popular culture and the decline of classical highbrow
culture. Both processes, most sharply manifested inside the field of music, have
contributed to the increased heterogenization and opening of the content of
legitimate culture. But what is the deeper meaning and sociological significance
of these trends? Our argument, which will be empirically substantiated in the
course of this chapter, is that the essence of the transformation can be captured
by conceptualizing them as two simultaneous processes: the one of legitimization
of popular culture (signalling the trend ‘from entertainment to art’); and the
other of popularization of traditional legitimate culture (signalling the trend
‘from art to entertainment’). Accordingly, if the boundary between highbrow
culture and popular culture has lowered and lost at least some of its strength, it is
not only because popular culture has been increasingly recognized as art (legitimization), but also because highbrow arts have been increasingly treated as
entertainment (popularization). Previous studies have usually concentrated on
one side of the process only, with much more sociological research being done on
legitimation processes of popular culture.1 Both sides are nevertheless important
and corresponding parts in the post-1960s transformation of cultural hierarchies.
How can the processes of legitimization and popularization be analysed? The
main expectation guiding the analysis stems from the nature of the processes
themselves. If there has indeed been a two-way and simultaneous process of
legitimization of popular culture and popularization of highbrow culture, we
should be able to observe from our quality European newspaper data that articles
on highbrow culture and articles on popular culture have become increasingly
similar over the years. In other words, if highbrow culture really becomes popularized, and if popular culture is increasingly given the status of genuine art, they
should start to resemble each other in terms of various indicators. We can
analyse our data from this perspective both quantitatively and qualitatively.
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Most importantly, the expected convergence concerns the ways in which cultural objects are evaluated: how often the newspaper articles include aesthetic
evaluations in the first place and, if they do, have the evaluative principles and
criteria used become increasingly similar (cf. Blank, 2007; van Venrooij and
Schmutz, 2010; Lamont, 2012)? In addition, articles on popular and highbrow
culture could have started to resemble each other also in terms of more technical, format-related features – such as the length of articles or whether articles
are illustrated – that do not directly concern evaluations but rather the journalistic means to represent culture and the arts (cf. Verboord and Janssen, 2015).
One of the main results of Chapter 2 was that, even if the main trends of
declining highbrow arts and rising popular culture were clear (if the space given
to different art forms were calculated together using categories of ‘highbrow’ and
‘popular’), not all highbrow arts have similarly declined and not all popular art
forms have similarly grown in coverage. Therefore, to increase the resolution of
the analysis on whether highbrow and popular culture articles have become
similar, we focus only on articles on music and, particularly, compare articles on
pop-rock and classical music. While we compare these articles in terms of quantitative trends, the main analysis involves a qualitative close reading of all articles
on pop-rock and classical music in two of our newspapers, the Finnish Helsingin
Sanomat and the British The Guardian. The choice to focus on these two particular newspapers is a further means to increase the resolution of the analysis as
well as the sensibility to contextual issues. Furthermore, Helsingin Sanomat and
The Guardian represent a suitable coupling of papers to be compared, both in
terms of the national contexts in which they are published (which are oppositely
located along many of the dimensions important for this study, see Chapter 2)
and in the way the articles on pop-rock and classical music are distributed in
their culture sections (cf. Purhonen and Wright, 2013; Purhonen, Lauronen and
Heikkilä, 2015). Moreover, the amount of explicit evaluative content included
in their articles is very different, as will be shown in this chapter. As seen from
Chapter 2, Helsingin Sanomat had the widest coverage of classical music of all the
newspapers and was the latest opener in terms of breakthrough of pop-rock
content in its pages. The difference from The Guardian regarding these features is
clear, but The Guardian also has a sufficient amount of both pop-rock and classical music coverage to make the comparison balanced. Overall, the qualitative
emphasis is warranted to be able to sensitively observe the ways and tones of
evaluations and valuations. As emphasized by Baumann, ‘because discourse is the
means by which experts participate in art worlds, a special attention to discourse
is essential for understanding cultural hierarchy’ (2007: 178).
The chapter opens with a brief discussion on the concept of cultural legitimacy and what we mean by the processes of legitimization and popularization.
In the next section, we inspect how common the aesthetic evaluative content
in our quality newspaper culture sections is in the first place and how it varies
through time and across newspapers and articles on different art forms. Then we
turn to the quantitative comparisons between pop-rock and classical music
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articles, followed by the qualitative analysis of evaluations in pop-rock and classical music coverage in Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian.

The concepts of legitimization and popularization
In the background of the concepts of legitimization and popularization, both referring to temporal processes, there are obvious, respective root concepts: popularity
and legitimacy. Both of these are arguably very basic dimensions that all research
on cultural stratification must take into account.2 Popularity refers to how
common and widely shared the cultural objects are among which classifications
and hierarchies might be constructed. The dimension of popularity is directly
linked with classical debates on the level of differentiation and universality of cultural classifications within societies (DiMaggio, 1987) as well as the debates on
the individualization and fragmentation of culture (Lahire, 2010) and the contrasting debates on the massification and homogenization of culture (Wilensky,
1964). Sociologists mainly agree that, at least in the Western world and over the
latter part of the twentieth century, the change has been mainly towards higher
differentiation and fragmentation and not universality, which has thus limited the
area of common or mainstream culture shared by almost all members of a society.
The concept of legitimacy, in turn, refers to the varying degrees of symbolic
value and prestige given to cultural objects and the hierarchies constructed
accordingly (cf. Bourdieu, 1984; Lamont, 2012). The most general-level expectation regarding legitimacy (again, in the Western world and since the 1960s) is
that the relative sharpness of legitimacy-related differences is likely in decline,
which would be in line with the discussions on de-hierarchization and the rise
of cultural omnivorousness (DiMaggio, 1987; Peterson and Kern, 1996). Moreover, the level of legitimacy often goes together with the level of popularity: the
most popular cultural objects seldom, if ever, enjoy very high legitimacy because
objects that are ‘too’ popular tend to lose their distinctiveness. Thus, changes in
the level of popularity and legitimacy are often interdependent processes. This
is shown already by the classical ‘trickle-down’ mechanism (Veblen, 1899;
Simmel, 1904) of the melting down of the status of an object along with the
process of increasing popularity and its counterpart, the ‘trickle-up’ mechanism,
in which the cultural object originally typical of the bottom of the social ladder
becomes valued by the higher strata (Trigg, 2001).3
Our way of defining legitimacy is congruent with a broader sociological
approach of the subject, which ‘explicitly distinguishes an object of legitimation
at one level of analysis and a framework of beliefs, values, and norms that actors
in the situation presume are broadly accepted at a more encompassing social
level’ (Johnson, Dowd and Ridgeway, 2006: 56). Furthermore, it is also congruent with, and has its roots in, Bourdieu’s understanding of cultural legitimacy
(Bourdieu, 1984, 1993).4 The polarity between legitimate and illegitimate
culture is, for Bourdieu (1984, 1993), a similarly fundamental binary opposition
for the constitution of the social world as the distinction between the sacred
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and the profane. However, there are also gradual differences in cultural legitimacy and what is legitimate and what is not is continuously debated, particularly in the field of cultural production, which is based on the competition for
cultural legitimacy (Bourdieu, 1993, 1996). Moreover, it is possible to identify
specific processes of legitimization, in which some cultural objects (or styles and
genres, more widely) are made valuable and consecrated by different institutional operations. In fact, Bourdieu distinguishes among three competing principles of cultural legitimacy, based on from whom the recognition and value is
received: ‘the specific principle of legitimacy’ (attributable to other cultural producers, ‘meaning art for artists’); ‘the principle of legitimacy corresponding to
bourgeois taste’ (attributable to dominant classes and ‘bourgeois public’); and
‘the popular’ principle of legitimacy (attributable to the ‘choice of ordinary customers’) (1993: 50–51). Evaluations by cultural journalists can be thought to
primarily represent the category of ‘bourgeois’ principles of legitimacy, but the
three principles can also be seen as evaluative repertoires that can appear and
coexist inside cultural journalists’ writings.5 Often, cultural consecration is done
only retrospectively, for instance, by writing best-of-all-time lists or giving prizes
and awards (Allen and Lincoln, 2004; Schmutz, 2005).
Given our definitions of legitimacy and popularity, it is fairly straightforward
to proceed into defining the processes of legitimization and popularization.6
Legitimization is a process in which the legitimacy of some cultural object, the
perception of being valuable, increases. Popularization is a process in which the
popularity of some cultural object increases, or, more precisely, the image or perception of being ‘popular’ increases, not necessarily the objective level of popularity, which is a different matter. Similarly, in the case of legitimization, the
perception of being legitimate or valuable does not reveal the ‘real’ value of the
object.7 Therefore, legitimization and popularization refer essentially to changes
in the ways in which cultural objects have been received and evaluated (ideally,
in the case of legitimization, from entertainment to art, and in the case of popularization, from art to entertainment). In principle, there might be changes in
the cultural objects or art forms themselves that are partly responsible for the
change of their status (for instance, whether pop music has developed ‘in reality’
into a more complex and challenging art form over the decades, which would be
the intrinsic reason why its status could have been elevated, or whether classical
music has actually become lighter and started to include more entertaining elements, which would have potentially caused its image to be more popularized
than before). However, and as it is difficult to measure changes in cultural
objects themselves, the key from the sociological perspective is whether the cultural objects and art forms have been evaluated and valued differently, using
different repertoires and criteria than before (cf. Baumann, 2001, 2007; see also
Box 2.1 on computer games and Box 3.1 on jazz). In practice, this highlights the
salient role of evaluative discourse around cultural objects and thus the role of
cultural intermediaries (critics, journalists and reviewers) who have produced
that discourse.
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Box 3.1 Jazz: between highbrow and popular music
When discussing legitimate forms of music, the status of jazz is complex. It has
evolved throughout the twentieth century and beyond into a range of different
styles addressed to various audiences. Jazz emerged as the quintessential form of
popular music: in its earliest New Orleans style it represented the epitome of street
music, with its big brass marches, ragtime and blues influences, remaining popular
with big bands. However, in the 1940s, jazz music started to offer more cerebral
and challenging music. Jazz motifs were already present in classical music compositions by Stravinsky or Gershwin, but styles such as bebop, hard bop or free jazz
offered new musical experiences, gaining a new status. Acclaimed by writers such
as Jack Kerouac and Julio Cortázar, jazz quickly became part of the counter-
cultural canon. Moreover, while jazz music is key in the development of music
during the twentieth century, its lasting influence was rarely accompanied by huge
sales, and it has often been considered to be minority music despite charted
success. In this research, and taking into consideration the wide range of music
that fits into this category, jazz has been understood as part of popular music
because, in its beginnings, it was clearly linked to popular tastes; moreover, it is
deeply rooted in the popular background shared by folk music, country and
western or blues. However, jazz has partly succeeded in reaching a higher status.
When looking at the culture sections of the different newspapers, certain patterns are easily observed. In the first place, there are barely any articles covering
jazz from the 1960s and 1970s. The few references are mostly announcements,
particularly in Le Monde, which proves that, at least in France, jazz was widely
played in clubs. In ABC, jazz concerts are announced along domestic music or
cabarets. This is surprising because several jazz classics were published around that
time (e.g. ‘Kind of Blue’, ‘Time Out’, ‘Giant Steps’, ‘Bitches Brew’). There are
some references to jazz in classical music articles, and the views vary depending on
the newspaper. Sometimes jazz is referred to in a subtle highbrow context, as in
the case of The Guardian; however, in Helsingin Sanomat, the boundaries drawn
between classical and popular music are far more evident, and jazz is certainly
included as an example of popular music. As an example, in a concert review of a
Nordic festival of modern music (HS/13/10/70_14), a composition for a jazz group
and a symphony orchestra is excluded from the review and discussed separately in
a different article by a different reviewer because of the jazz influences, making the
division between classical music and jazz very visible. This is an interesting contrast with the US context. In his classic sociological analysis of jazz, Lopes (2002)
argues that jazz music was already clearly highbrow in the United States in the
1950s; in Europe, this did not seem to be the case yet, though different countries
adapted jazz at different paces.
From the 1980s onwards, jazz was covered more regularly. One feature is its
highbrow status, evident in the Spanish and French newspapers. In Le Monde, jazz
appears clearly as a highbrow art; its popular roots are rarely mentioned, and its
evaluation standards follow the pattern of the highbrow genres. The tone of Le
Monde is twofold: it emphasizes the great classics and milestones (e.g. Miles Davis,
Thelonious Monk) but also underlines the improvisation/novelty principle of jazz
(e.g. ‘a new trumpeter plays great classics’; LM/22/04/00_30). What is more,
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almost all the reviews have a positive connotation, emphasizing jazz as an innovative genre. Interesting and worthwhile jazz ‘watches towards tomorrow’
(LM/14/09/10_24) and shows an ‘absence of clichés from noise music typical for
other improvised music styles’ (LM/24/07/10_19). This could be interpreted as a
sign of growing tolerance and an opening of the highbrow canon itself.
The approach of El País is no different, though the intellectual side of jazz is
rarely highlighted. While there are far fewer reviews of jazz than of pop-rock or
classical music, the reviews are professional. In a concert by the Dannie Richmond Group, the reviewer uses specialized vocabulary such as hi hat, chaston or
clusters in their original English forms and relies on name-dropping of musicians
and styles (EP/02/12/80_33). When discussing an album by John Zorn, the
reviewer provides interesting research on obscure Jewish-American explorations
in jazz (EP/07/10/00_Babelia_22). From 2000 onwards, articles on jazz tended to
be longer, giving more space to different excursus. In general, jazz is considered to
be an important form of music: it is historical and highbrow. In this sense, the
lamentations that jazz is being colonized by pop-rock artists and ignorant audiences are logical. This ironic review of the Jazz Festival of San Sebastián is a good
example:
Another thing is whether the audience that goes to a jazz festival to hear
Patti Smith understands where things are going, which I very much doubt.
The evening flew by quickly, with Carter, Mallone & Miller interpreting
Black Orpheus […] and meanwhile the audience were leaving little by little.
(EP/24/07/10_51)
El País jazz reviews are usually approving. For instance, while a review of a
concert by Chucho Valdés considered it to be too pretentious, the reviewer still
paid due respect to the musician, his trajectory and his musical skills
(EP/24/08/00_29). With time, the private life of musicians have gained more
emphasis. For instance, an El País article covering festivals focuses on anecdotes
such as Archie Shepp demanding a pay rise just before turning up at a jazz festival,
or Gato Barbieri being seen drunk (EP/24/07/10_49). These long articles also pay
attention to the background of the festivals, describing the locations, the nightlife
around the concerts and insights into the behaviour of artists and audiences. This
feature is, indeed, also shared with articles on other cultural domains, featuring a
turn towards ‘the emotional’ and ‘the personal’ that implies a significant milestone
in the history of art coverage.

Sociologists have studied widely, albeit with varying conceptualizations,
legitimacy and legitimization processes (see Johnson et al., 2006), but previous
literature that would have analysed popularization in the sense described here is
very limited. Of course, popularization as a concept is widely used, but its
meaning is often unspecific and when used can overlap with other concepts
such as the commercialization of culture, which refers to a social process of
its own (see Chapter 5). Moreover, previous literature on legitimization is
obviously aware of the possibility that legitimacy may also decrease and dissolve
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(e.g. different versions of the trickle-down mechanism; cf. Lynes, 1955), but our
perspective in focusing on culture and the arts is particularly interested in the
possibility of mutual movement between cultural objects labelled as art and
objects labelled as entertainment. Here, the study by van Venrooij and Schmutz
(2010) examining popular music evaluations published in early 2000s in
German, Dutch and US newspapers, renders itself very useful as it compares two
evaluative repertoires used by reviewers, the ‘high art’ and ‘popular’ aesthetic
criteria. What is more, van Venrooij and Schmutz provide a comprehensive list
of these evaluative criteria, which they have used (by calculating points if a
music review used each criterion) in their own quantitative content analysis.
While the analysis performed in this chapter does not follow the same strategy,8
the high art and popular aesthetic criteria by van Venrooij and Schmutz are
summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 ‘High art’ and ‘popular’ aesthetic criteria potentially used in evaluations of popular and classical music
High art aesthetic criteria

Popular aesthetic criteria

1 Context
Does the evaluation locate the music
or musician in its social, cultural,
political or biographical context or,
especially, the context of the history
of classical/popular music (or a more
specific genre)?

1 Negative stance to high art
criteria
Does the evaluation oppose the high
art criteria mentioned in the left
column?

2 Creative source
Is the performer or musician granted
the status of an ‘artist’ or the
‘creative force’ behind the music
(e.g. characterizations such as
‘composer’ or ‘singer-songwriter’)?

2 Participatory experience
Does the evaluation focus on whether
the music attracts its listeners to
participate in the musical experience
(e.g. descriptions of music as
‘irresistible’, ‘hypnotic’, ‘joyful’ or
‘energetic’)?

3 Connection to high arts
Does the evaluation explicitly link or
compare the music or musician with
(conventional and established) forms
of highbrow culture?

3 User orientation
Does the evaluation predict or
suggest which kind of audience will
like the music best (e.g. mentions the
functional uses of the music or
situations particularly suited for
listening to it)?

4 High art criteria
Does the evaluation refer to the
following as sources of value:
4a. originality or innovation;
4b. complexity or ambiguity;
4c. seriousness or intelligence;
4d. timelessness?

4 Oral
Does the evaluation describe the
music by using oral or food-related
metaphors that emphasize mundane,
‘primary’ tastes (e.g. ‘sugary melody’)?

Source: adapted from van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010: 405–406.
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The list of high art and popular aesthetic criteria in Table 3.1 is based on a
more or less consensual view of the main elements that are valued in the high
arts and popular culture. As with any conceptual model, van Venrooij and Schmutz’s classification surely simplifies the complex reality as, in practice, the high
art and popular aesthetic criteria are not necessarily mutually exclusive or clear-
cut.9 However, the value of the classification lies in how it systematizes information from many sources and, in so doing, provides the possibility to formulate
operational definitions for legitimization and popularization. To put it roughly,
in the sense of this classification, the case in which high-art criteria are increasingly used in evaluations of pop-rock signals legitimization, while popular
criteria increasingly being used in evaluations of classical music signals
popularization.10

An aesthetic dimension in the articles published in
culture sections
To start our analysis, we shall first look at how common it is that there are
explicit aesthetic evaluations included in the articles in our quality European
newspaper culture sections. To assess this, we use a variable measuring ‘aesthetic
dimension’, which is defined as ‘explicit judgements on the good or poor quality
of the piece of art treated in the article’. Thus, aesthetic dimension usually
manifests itself through clear artistic judgements shown by adjectives such as
‘good’, ‘bad’, ‘sublime’, ‘innovative’, ‘poetic’ or ‘spectacular’. What this variable
does not indicate is whether the judgements and evaluations are positive or negative; it just measures whether there are clear and manifest aesthetic-normative
judgements. It is also worth noticing that the aesthetic dimension was coded for
all article types, not only for reviews. However, all reviews did not necessarily
include aesthetic dimension thus defined. Notwithstanding the limitations of
such a simple measure, the variable provides the possibility to explore the proportion of aesthetically evaluative content of all journalistic content published
in our newspaper culture sections.11
Table 3.2 presents the proportion of articles including an aesthetic dimension and how this varies across the years in all of our newspapers. Across the
newspapers, an aesthetic dimension can be found in 40.6 per cent of all articles.
Thus, the majority of the cultural coverage in our newspapers does not include
explicit aesthetically normative evaluations. The trend over the years shows
that articles including aesthetic dimension have become slightly more common,
especially since 1990, than they were in 1960 or 1970. However, the newspapers
show major differences in the prevalence of aesthetic dimension. The newspaper that most often included an aesthetic dimension in its cultural coverage is
The Guardian (with more than three out of four articles having the dimension).
The differences among the other newspapers are not particularly remarkable (all
of them have 30–45 per cent articles with aesthetic dimension), except the
Turkish Milliyet, whose articles include the aesthetic dimension strikingly rarely
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Table 3.2 Articles including aesthetic dimension by newspaper and year (percentages)
1960
ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin
Sanomat
Le Monde
Milliyet
Total
(N)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

(N)

47.3
22.3
56.6
33.3

37.1
19.9
73.1
18.6

30.2
35.0
89.6
27.8

32.2
47.7
79.9
27.6

47.2
46.2
81.0
32.7

48.5
52.0
80.7
38.9

40.8 (1,129)
37.9 (956)
77.1 (1,341)
30.9 (875)

28.0
12.6

33.0
11.7

49.0
9.7

61.6
17.7

47.3
30.8

43.9
10.0

44.0
14.9

34.6 29.6 38.2
45.2
46.8
42.7
(507) (596) (587) (1,002) (1,432) (1,224)

40.6

(840)
(207)
(5,348)

Note
Total N = 13,161, of which 59.4 per cent (n = 7,813) did not include aesthetic dimension.

(14.9 per cent). The only year when Milliyet published a roughly comparable
level of articles including explicit aesthetic evaluations is 2000 (30.8 per cent).
The rarity of evaluative content in the cultural coverage of Milliyet therefore
further strengthens the image discussed earlier that Milliyet is distinct from our
other quality European newspapers. Thus, and following the decision taken
already in Chapter 2, Milliyet is excluded from the following analyses that rest
on the division between highbrow versus popular categories. Apart from this,
the newspaper in which the articles including aesthetic dimension have
increased most clearly is the Swedish Dagens Nyheter. Moreover, it is noteworthy that if Milliyet would have not been included in the data presented in
Table 3.2, the proportion of articles having an aesthetic dimension in the last
year would be 52.3 per cent of all articles (compared to 42.7 per cent with Milliyet included). In other words, by excluding Milliyet, the proportion does not
drop from 2000 to 2010 but rather increases steadily after 1970.
Table 3.3 shows how the proportion of articles including aesthetic dimension
varies across articles on different art forms over the years. Popular music and,
especially, classical music articles show increasing trends in the prevalence of
aesthetic dimension. In fact, the proportion of articles including aesthetic
dimension doubles in the case of classical music articles from 1960 and 1970 to
2010. If the trends of classical music and popular music are compared, it can be
seen that the proportion of articles including aesthetic dimension was almost
identical between 1990 and 2000. The last year 2010 marks a difference in
favour of classical music articles, whereas the total level of articles including
aesthetic dimension is very similar in articles on both types of music.
The proportion of aesthetic dimension is more or less stable in the case of
literature, whereas in the case of articles on theatre, the aesthetic dimension
becomes more and more prevalent in the coverage. These results should be
interpreted against the background of how the coverage of these art forms has
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Table 3.3 Articles including aesthetic dimension by art form and year (percentages)
1960
Popular music
Classical music
Literature
Film
Theatre
Television
Visual arts
Other
Total
(N)

37.0
38.9
52.3
28.6
33.2
46.3
39.4
30.0

1970
25.0
38.4
38.0
41.1
37.2
29.7
32.9
16.9

1980
50.8
56.7
44.5
41.9
39.7
54.2
52.2
21.0

1990
58.9
58.5
50.9
54.1
50.0
24.7
51.0
30.9

2000
67.2
66.1
56.2
52.1
52.4
10.3
57.8
37.6

2010
61.3
78.0
52.4
55.4
73.1
29.0
54.4
37.2

37.2
31.2
40.9
46.6
49.1
53.2
(492) (574) (561) (948) (1,323) (1,142)

Total

(N)

57.7 (786)
54.8 (643)
50.8 (1,125)
48.2 (659)
43.7 (545)
23.3 (190)
48.3 (364)
29.4 (728)
44.2

(5,040)

Note
Total N = 11,412, of which 55.8 per cent (n = 6,372) did not include aesthetic dimension.

evolved in size, which was analysed in Chapter 2. That literature’s overall
coverage was relatively stable over the years, and the proportion of articles
including aesthetic dimension does not change substantially from 1960 to 2010,
further highlighting the status of literature as a very consolidated and established, thus stationary, part of the content. The case of theatre is in striking
contrast with the literature: the coverage of articles on theatre was dramatically
declining, while the aesthetic dimension increases significantly at the same
time. Thus, fewer articles on theatre over time are countered by more pronounced content, including explicit aesthetic evaluations. In the case of film,
articles including an aesthetic dimension increased over the first decades, but
plateaued after 1990. In the case of the visual arts, the proportion of articles
including an aesthetic dimension grew during the first decades but remained
rather stable after 1980. Articles on television show the most volatile trajectory
and include the fewest aesthetic dimensions compared to other major art forms.
Overall, these results suggest that the majority of all journalistic content published in quality European newspapers’ culture sections do not include manifest
aesthetical evaluations. These evaluations, however, when viewed through the
variable of aesthetic dimension, are differently presented in different newspapers
and articles on various art forms. Moreover, when the Turkish Milliyet is not
included in the analysis, the overall volume of aesthetic evaluations becomes
more prevalent leading up to the 2000s. Because it is clear that the picture
derived from these analyses using the variable of aesthetic dimension is very
limited, we will next examine more precisely the transformation taking place by
asking whether the articles on pop-rock and classical music have become more
similar over the years.
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Legitimization and popularization: quantitative
approach
To investigate whether highbrow and popular culture articles’ trends converge
over time, in this section, we will compare only classical music and pop-rock
articles. Moreover, we have selected three indicators, which we use when
inspecting the trends. We consider these to be particularly important, both from
the point of view of journalistic ways of presenting and reporting about culture
and, more substantially, from the perspective related to evaluative content.
Article size and use of illustrations are both crucial formal characteristics of
newspaper articles and how they report cultural matters. Whether an article
includes an aesthetic dimension is, in turn, an important feature concerning the
content and tone of the articles; it reveals whether the article is aesthetically
evaluative or not. Besides the pop-rock/classical divide, the period over which
the changes take place and the three indicators in which we are interested, the
following analysis shows the trends regarding three main article types. Separately presenting the results on reviews, feature reports and interviews and,
finally, news stories provides a means to standardize the results given the heterogeneous and multifaceted newspaper content. The analysis also strongly demonstrates the significance of the article type in general. Reviews, the group of
articles inside which most evaluations are found, are very different from news
articles that are by definition more neutral and journalistically oriented. Moreover, reports and features, combined here with interviews, are the article
group featuring the longest articles and may be very different from both reviews
and news.12
The first indicator scrutinized is the size of the article, of which we here
measure long articles, defined as articles that are at least half a page long (Figure
3.1). If long articles were increasingly equally distributed among articles on pop-
rock and classical music, that would be a signal of democratization between
their statuses. Long articles are not only considered to be a more prestigious
article type but also provide more space to thoroughly discuss topics.
Figure 3.1 shows very clearly how strongly article type and size are related
with each other. News stories generally comprise small articles, reviews are
generally somewhat larger and interviews and reports/features are often much
longer (here, at least a half-page). The second thing demonstrated by Figure 3.1
is that the proportion of long articles is increasing in all main article types
towards the present day, but most clearly in the case of interviews and reports/
features. Finally, Figure 3.1 shows that, as for the proportion of long articles,
classical music articles and articles on pop-rock have become increasingly
similar to each other over the years. Classical music reviews have been longer
than pop-rock reviews across the time-span except for 2010, when pop-rock
reviews were at least a half-page long equally as often. News articles show the
same pattern in reverse: long news stories on classical music reached the level of
similar news stories on pop-rock in the 2000s. Finally, long interviews and
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Figure 3.1 At least half-page long classical music and pop-rock articles by year,
separately on main article types (percentages).

reports/features increased dramatically both in the case of pop-rock and classical
music articles (in classical music articles, the change is less systematic, but
nevertheless there is an upward trend). The result is that, in the 2000s, there
was no noticeable difference between pop-rock and classical music interviews
and reports/features in this respect: about 60 per cent of articles for both were at
least half a page long.13
Our second indicator is whether articles are illustrated (Figure 3.2). The
option to have illustrations is a crucial journalistic decision related to how the
topic of the article is presented. Moreover, visualization has been seen as a
major means of popularization in media and communication studies as well as
broader culture (e.g. Hartley, 1992). This is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.2 Illustrated classical music and pop-rock articles by year, separately
on main article types (percentages).

Figure 3.2 not only reveals sharply rising trends in the case of all major
article types, but also that the proportion of illustrated articles is highest in
the case of interviews and reports/features and lowest in the case of news
stories. However, our specific point of interest, whether articles on classical
music and pop-rock converge through time in terms of illustrations, receives
only partial support. Exclusively in the case of illustrated interviews and
reports/features, classical music and pop-rock articles were no different in the
2000s (around 80 per cent of both of them were illustrated). In the case of
reviews and news stories, pop-rock and classical articles remain different (in
both cases, pop-rock articles were illustrated more often than articles on classical music).
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Our third indicator is whether the article includes an aesthetic dimension,
the variable of our focus in the previous section. Even if our analysis already
showed (see Table 3.3) that including an explicit aesthetic dimension does not
strongly differentiate classical music articles from popular music articles, especially during 1980–2000, here we use a more specific measure of popular music –
pop-rock. Moreover, we inspect whether the trends of an aesthetic dimension
converge between pop-rock and classical music articles by examining the main
article types separately.
Figure 3.3 demonstrates, once again, the significance of article type, the
single most important factor in determining whether the article includes manifest aesthetic evaluations or not. Aesthetic evaluations are most common in
reviews and least common in news stories. Interviews and reports/features fall
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Figure 3.3 Classical music and pop-rock articles including aesthetic dimension
by year, separately on main article types (percentages).
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between these opposite poles. Classical music reviews across the research period
almost always include an aesthetic dimension. However, the first few pop-rock
reviews before 1980 did not include an aesthetic dimension as often as one
would expect reviews usually do. After 1980, pop-rock reviews have included an
aesthetic dimension nearly as often as classical music reviews. As for interviews
and reports/features, the trend of including an aesthetic dimension in pop-rock
articles is declining, whereas in classical music the trend is unclear and volatile.
In 1980 and 2000, there were more classical music interviews and reports/features including an aesthetic dimension than in the other four time periods. In
the case of news, the trend is more consistent. An aesthetic dimension appears
rarely but increasingly often, both in pop-rock and classical music news stories.
Most importantly, the difference between the music genres is relatively small.
The analysis in this section suggests that journalistic formats (article length
and illustrations used in interviews and reports/features) have become increasingly similar between articles on classical and pop-rock music. Apart from the
convergence of journalistic formats, since 1980, there have been no major
differences between classical music and pop-rock reviews in the prevalence of
aesthetically normative evaluative content.

Legitimization of pop- rock
In this and the following section, we will present a qualitative analysis of the
evaluations of pop-rock and classical music articles to identify whether our argument about the legitimization of popular culture and popularization of highbrow
culture holds up. This is done by a close reading of all the relevant articles from
Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian. In the case of pop-rock articles, this subsample includes 185 articles from Helsingin Sanomat and 178 articles from The
Guardian. As shown in Chapter 2, pop-rock is perhaps the prime example of an
‘emerging’ popular cultural form that has gradually expanded its coverage, starting from zero coverage in 1960 and becoming one of the most widely covered of
all art forms in the 2000s.
The analysis proceeds by presenting a collection of concrete examples that
are expressive of more general patterns in the subsample following a rough
chronological order starting with pop-rock in Helsingin Sanomat. The next
section focuses on The Guardian and highlights how it is different from Helsingin
Sanomat. By concentrating on the examples, the qualitative approach not only
complements and adds nuance to the quantitative trends, but also makes it possible to focus more closely on how evaluations and aesthetic judgements are
articulated.
Pop-r ock in Helsingin Sanomat
In Helsingin Sanomat in 1960, there were no articles in which the primary
cultural area would be pop-rock. In 1970, there were four such articles. Two of
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them are about Ruisrock, the first big rock festival ever organized in Finland
(HS/23/08/70_22a and 22b). These articles essentially introduce and showcase
rock as a cultural form to readers. The expectation is clearly that readers do not
necessarily know much about rock music and that they might be surprised to
read about Ruisrock in the culture section of Helsingin Sanomat.
The main article, ‘Rock Music Hits like a Tsunami in Turku’, shows amazement at the size of the audience (25,000 per day) and the peacefulness of the
gathering (only one assault occurred and a policeman was interviewed). The
main space of the article, however, is given to a musicologist and a ‘rock author’,
who were speaking in a seminar organized in relation to the festival. Referring
to the United States and Woodstock (obviously one model behind the first
Ruisrock), the experts state that ‘rock culture is a channel by which youngsters
can best express their thoughts about war, life and society’. They also remind
readers that only a part, perhaps a minority, of all young people are interested in
rock, but that it is nevertheless a significant and entirely new cultural form that
should be taken seriously. Finally, they go on to say that, in recent years, ‘The
Rolling Stones have been listened to more than Beethoven over his whole
career’ (HS/23/08/70_22a).
All this contributes to legitimating pop-rock music as an art form. The main
article, which did not include any direct aesthetic evaluations of the event, is
complemented by a smaller sub-article (‘Family and Ivanhoe, Trained Pop Musicians’) discussing the music performed at Ruisrock. The review focuses solely on
the technical aspects of the performances. The main idea is that only the most
experienced musicians (i.e. the two bands referred to in the title of the article)
managed to properly master their instruments and the sound system. The critic
liked both bands also because they featured unusual instruments for a pop-rock
band, such as harp, organ and flute. In fact, it is obvious that the critic was
personally more interested in jazz than rock in the first place, as indicated by
the starting phrase of the article: ‘It is shocking to realize how massive support
and popularity pop music has managed to win itself in such a short time. […]
But let’s make it clear that this applies only to the mass-scale interests’
(HS/23/08/70_22b).
In the Helsingin Sanomat of the 1980s, the position of pop-rock and how it is
usually discussed and reviewed was already very different from 1970. Part of the
articles on pop-rock, however, were published in connection to the ‘youth
section’ of the newspaper, which reflects the low status of rock in Helsingin
Sanomat at the time. A concert review of the UK-based rockabilly band Matchbox, who were playing in Finland (HS/12/04/80_15), is illustrative. The critic
mentions as a positive evaluation that the band is ‘experienced’ and then
describes in detail the feelings evoked during the performance and how the
audience reacted enthusiastically to the most popular songs. Matchbox’s playing
exhibited ‘speed, expressiveness and freshness’. In these respects, all elements
included in the category of ‘popular’ rather than ‘high art’ evaluative criteria,
the critic contrasts the performance by Matchbox with domestic bands and how
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they lack such qualities: ‘It is rare to see in these latitudes an equally excited
and, at the same time, fun action’ (HS/12/04/80_15). The contrast is accentuated by the fact that the same critic negatively reviews two Finnish bands on
the same page below the main article.
The peculiar feature of Helsingin Sanomat is the very limited pop-rock
coverage in 1990.14 Clearly, the fact that major changes in Helsingin Sanomat’s
music coverage – and cultural coverage more generally – happened only after
1990 was not only due to societal changes, general shifts in the zeitgeist or
changes in the ideals of cultural journalism, but also caused by generational
changes inside the culture department (cf. Hurri, 1993). One of the 1990
articles is very provocative (HS/07/01/90_A16) and reveals the lack of interest
towards pop-rock in the newspaper. It is a review of a concert given by the large,
well-known Finnish jazz orchestra UMO, featuring famous domestic pop singers
as their vocalists. The review is clearly written by a jazz expert who adapts a
paternalistic, derisive attitude to pop music and a remarkable scepticism towards
the possibility to successfully combining jazz and pop (cf. Brennan, 2017): ‘It
never came to mind at any stage to seek anything new or special here – that was
not the point. As such, the concert fulfils well the task of an obligatory entertainment’ (HS/07/01/90_A16).
In the 2000s, pop-rock coverage exploded in Helsingin Sanomat to correspond
with the level of the other reviewed newspapers. An interesting article
(HS/07/10/00_B1) from 2000 concerns the Helsinki-based Tavastia Club, the
most well-known, medium-sized venue for rock concerts in Finland, celebrating
its thirtieth anniversary. The full-page article features impressive pictures of
artists who have performed in Tavastia over the years. It reports the history of
the club and interviews the manager. If contrasted against the 1970 account
of the first Ruisrock festival, the article exemplifies a radical transformation.
While the Ruisrock article was introducing rock to the Helsingin Sanomat’s
readers, the article on Tavastia shows how a fully established cultural institution,
which is an obvious and everyday part of the Finnish music scene, celebrates and
remembers itself. In so doing, the article writes the history of Finnish pop-rock
music and thus contributes to its canonization and retrospective consecration.
In 2010, Helsingin Sanomat features one of the most striking examples of personification of aesthetic evaluations (‘Art made Fragile and Caused Goosebumps’; HS/06/01/10_C1). Two full pages are devoted to a collection of small
stories in which two dozen cultural journalists write about where their ‘greatest
art experiences’ occurred in 2009 (the article was published in early January).
Of all the stories, five are related to pop-rock music. The first story is about the
joint concert by Laurie Anderson and Lou Reed in Helsinki (Anderson’s history
as a crossover artist between music and performance art is mentioned). Two
other stories cover pop-rock festivals and the festivals themselves as personal
experiences rather than focusing on any particular performance or artist. Cultural journalists tell their stories as ‘ordinary’ members of the audience – what
touched them individually, not as professional journalists – although one cannot
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entirely avoid the impression that many of their stories on small curiosities are
told in order to pursue distinction. The fundamentally subjectivist nature of art
experience, and the fact that almost anything can be experienced as art, which
seems to be the main message from the compilation, is underlined by the large
illustration focusing on the faces of the rock festival audience members during a
concert, leaving no details of who is performing on stage.
Overall, during the 2000s, Helsingin Sanomat’s pop-rock coverage mostly used
popular and high-art criteria side by side in reviews (e.g. HS/11/06/10_C3). A
very critical review of an album by the Kings of Leon is an amusing example
from the perspective of van Venrooij and Schmutz’s (2010) formulation of
popular evaluative criteria because it mentions many food-related metaphors:
‘songs are sloppily arranged lasagne. […] The musical salad and other side
dishes, not to speak of good red wine, are missing entirely from the table’
(HS/05/11/10_NYT_25). Furthermore, the review even gives direct advice to
the readers: ‘those who look for proper compositions and the dynamics inside
the album need this album as much as teetotallers need pre-Christmas party
season’ (HS/05/11/10_NYT_25).
Pop-r ock in The Guardian
How does the pop-rock coverage in The Guardian differ from that of Helsingin
Sanomat? In terms of quantity, the trends of pop-rock coverage are roughly
similar in these newspapers: in The Guardian, too, it is only from 1980 that the
number of articles starts to rise. However, there is a clear difference regarding
what article types are used for articles on pop-rock. In Helsingin Sanomat, only
24.9 per cent of articles on pop-rock are reviews, whereas in The Guardian the
proportion of reviews is twice as big at 49.2 per cent. Furthermore, The Guardian
has more interviews than Helsingin Sanomat, whereas Helsingin Sanomat has
more news, announcements and lists than The Guardian. Focusing on the sheer
number of all articles thus masks the fact that, because of these substantial
differences in types of the articles, The Guardian has more room to write about
and evaluate pop-rock music than Helsingin Sanomat.15 In practice, this means
that in the case of The Guardian, besides the larger number of reviews, the many
interviews, which were often quite long, turned out to be important for how
pop-rock is evaluated. Long interviews are important for the legitimization of
pop-rock: they deepen the view of musicians as artists by providing contextualizing information about their careers and connections with other musicians,
genres and traditions. Thus, they are instrumental in creating the canon and the
‘official’ history for pop-rock.
Despite all this, close reading of all the articles suggests that the basic ways in
which these evaluations of pop-rock are carried out are more or less similar in
these newspapers. One difference lies in The Guardian’s complex, often ironic
and ‘clever’ way of writing and evaluating music, which typically includes a
respectable number of cultural references, something that Helsingin Sanomat’s
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did not incorporate until the 2000s (and then only rarely). To put it bluntly,
the question is largely of differences in journalistic cultures and pop music criticism in particular, which has been a more serious and intelligent writing genre
in the UK than in Finland.16
More voluminous pop-rock coverage began in 1980. A telling difference
between The Guardian and Helsingin Sanomat is linked to where reviews are published in the newspapers. For instance, a review of Blondie’s concert in Hammersmith (GU/14/01/80_9a) is the lead review on a page otherwise full of
reviews of classical music concerts. This is in stark contrast with the 1980 Helsingin Sanomat, where pop-rock reviews were published in connection with the
youth section of the newspaper. This intra-newspaper spatial division can be
seen as signalling a stronger symbolic boundary separating art and entertainment in Helsingin Sanomat than in The Guardian. As a review, the text is not
unique in how it evaluates Blondie and their performance. Characteristics from
both high art and popular evaluative criteria are used – a feature that became
typical in Helsingin Sanomat only in the 2000s.
In 1980, The Guardian featured two detailed interviews that both represent a
historical look at rock, thus contributing to the retrospective consecration of
rock. The same genre of writing the history of rock appeared in Helsingin
Sanomat only in 2000 (cf. the article about the Tavastia Club). The first interview in The Guardian is about Mike Stoller (‘In Person, the History of Rock’;
GU/05/04/80_10), in which rock is presented as a self-evidently interesting and
valuable form of art to be examined, focusing on aspects such as how ‘classic’
tracks were written and produced. The second interview is about John Lydon
(better known as Johnny Rotten of the Sex Pistols; GU/26/09/80_9a). Even
though its historical point of reference (late-1970s punk rock) is much closer
than was the case in the article on Stoller, the function and tone of the article
is similar: the question is of creating and consolidating the canon. Consequently, even punk is looked back on as a valuable period in the context of
the larger story of the history of rock music.
In The Guardian, pop-rock reaches the full status of a legitimate and ‘unquestionable’ art form in 1980–1990, compared to 2000 for Helsingin Sanomat. The
key demarcating line between ‘good’ and ‘bad’ pop-rock is essentially related to
the tension between commercial and aesthetic values, a key feature in evaluations of pop-rock in Helsingin Sanomat and a theme to which we will return at
the end of this chapter and in Chapter 5. Moreover, in many cases, it is considered to be a merit (a sign of open-mindedness and adventurousness) if pop-
rock music takes influences from other music styles or from other forms of art,
and this tendency increased even further in the 2000s. A good example of this
is a review describing music by Johnny Cash as too predictable while praising
Robert Plant for his adventurousness, as he had used in his music ‘even some
Arabic chanting, just to prove he really is a global music fan’ (GU/15/03/90_24)
(cf. Chapter 4). When the reviewed pop-rock artists are within the limits
of having enough artistic ambition and not being too business-minded, the
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combination of both high art and popular aesthetic criteria is usually used in
evaluations (e.g. GU/12/09/90_38; GU/02/11/90_36).
The pop-rock coverage of The Guardian in 2000 and 2010 more or less
repeats the main lines that could be found already in 1990 (and sometimes even
in 1980). One identifiable difference is that the topics of the articles become
even more unconventional and experimental. It seems that in the 2000s, at
least in the case of longer articles, it was no longer sufficient to write mere
reports or profiles of bands or artists; there needed to be something more extraordinary, some specific point of view or some peculiar feature to make the article
worthwhile. A typical strategy was to include some kind of genre or art form
crossover. Telling examples include an ‘anthropological’ report about ‘pub rock’
as an ‘overlooked art form’ (GU/11/02/10_G2_22) and an article about how the
rock band Waterboys was intending to play a whole concert to the lyrics of poet
W.B. Yeats (GU/12/03/10_FilmMusic_9). This apparent search of something
extraordinary for an article topic can be found also in Helsingin Sanomat in the
2000s (see e.g. HS/18/10/00_B10), but not as strikingly as in The Guardian.

Box 3.2 Television: from medium to an art form of its own
Television is among the youngest of the cultural domains that managed to secure
a considerable space in cultural newspaper sections. The first regularly scheduled
television services in Europe date back to the early twentieth century, but only
after the 1950s did television sets become a widespread household item and a
medium for a popular cultural practice (e.g. Abramson, 2002). Despite its rather
brief history, there have been significant changes in the way television products
were presented and evaluated by the reviewers within the period under study. We
will take the television coverage of The Guardian as a case to capture the subtler
dynamics playing out in this cultural domain. From the early years on, The
Guardian regularly published columns in which television programmes were evaluated in the culture sections in columns such as Mary Crozier (née McManus)’s
‘Television’. Television reporting has also been well established in the case of The
Guardian because of the UK’s strong broadcasting sector. Partly due to the
strength and the scope of the national field, television products evaluated in
The Guardian, especially in earlier decades, were mostly domestically produced.
In the early years, as television was yet to emerge as a cultural domain, there
was not much variety in the programmes available to viewers. This narrow repertoire is reflected in journalistic coverage of television products. Early reviews tend
to focus on, for instance, screenings of operas shown on television or television
adaptations of literature. Resonating with the reviews on established art forms,
these reviews articulately explored various aspects of the programme (e.g. acting,
use of music, directing).
It is important to note that television, especially in its early years, was seen as a
medium to represent different forms of art rather than as an emerging area producing its own products. For instance, while praising the BBC’s decision to air a new
opera, the reviewer suggests that: ‘one must admire the BBC’s determination to
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commission and to perform opera, not the easiest kind of performance for television, but certainly not to be left out if the television is to present a complete
spectrum of the arts’ (GU/20/05/60_11b). Since television is considered to be a
medium, the evaluation of its products mirrors that of the general cultural field;
television products are considered to be worthier of serious evaluation if they are
based on traditional highbrow culture. Reviewers seem to refer to and acknowledge the hierarchies within the art forms and their audiences quite explicitly.
While the previous quote demonstrated that the reviewer expects very little
overlap between television audiences and opera audiences, another reviewer
approves of the television channel for prioritizing aesthetic value during prime
time: ‘The times of showing, too, are a distinct improvement; it is not always
assumed that a story adopted from a serious novel must be shown either very late
or very early, to avoid peak hours’ (GU/15/10/60_5).
Although reviews on television products appear in the culture sections, their
artistic value is rarely discussed elaborately. From the very early years on, reviewers
considered television as a medium to entertain people. Compared to the reviews
of other established cultural forms, the evaluations of television products were
mostly based on personal experience. There is very little reference to products’
popular recognition (in the form of audience response) or professional recognition
(in the form of awards or other official recognitions). Reviewers were reluctant to
situate their analysis in the wider television field by referring to producers’ or
actors’ previous works.
In general, television is treated as a medium that is expected to deliver entertainment to a mass audience. However, this does not mean that all products have
the same value in the eyes of reviewers. On the contrary, there seems to be an
established understanding of good quality television across the decades. One widespread judgement is the low value attributed to American cultural products (cf.
Chapter 4). This devaluation of US products is crystallized in an article titled
‘Block Buster: Nancy Banks-Smith gets a Headache Watching American Imports’,
where it is suggested that:
Out there in Hollywood is a feller called Fred with a foot pump whose job is
to blow up TV films until they squeak. They then have many and variable
uses. You can balance them on the noses of seals. […] What you can’t do is
watch them.
(GU/24/07/80_11)
This sarcastic tone is not unique to the evaluations of programmes considered to
be lowbrow by reviewers. For instance, a reviewer reveals their dissatisfaction by
pointing out that: ‘The weekend’s viewing was hellish. Always is, I hear you cry’
(GU/14/05/90_36), whereas another one suggests, ‘It has to be admitted: one does
get pathetically grateful for anything half way original and decently crafted in this
TV autumn’ (GU/26/09/80_9b).
The number of television channels and programmes has grown dramatically
over time, as has the journalistic coverage and descriptive sections on costumes,
plots or the crews. Compared to reviews published in the earlier years (such as on
screenings of opera and theatre), more recent reviews tend to use criteria that are
less similar to those used in evaluations of highbrow forms. For instance, a review
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on the BBC Young Musicians competition suggests that the judges always made
positive evaluations, which made the programme less entertaining:
And some idiot forgot to give the judges buzzers to get the rubbish ones off.
The audience doesn’t help … There is no standing up, spontaneous cheering,
or shouting ‘off, off, off ’. And they wonder why not as many people watch as
they used to. Duh!
(GU/24/04/10_50)
Our closer reading of the articles demonstrates how television moved from being
primarily a medium for other cultural forms to an independent art form producing
a wide range of its own entertainment products. In the meantime, however, audience response seems to occupy an even more central place in journalistic coverage
of the field.

Popularization of classical music
Classical music coverage exemplifies a trend typical of traditional highbrow arts
more generally: its relative coverage has dramatically dropped because of the
expansion of popular music coverage, but in terms of absolute numbers, the
coverage has remained more or less stable and wide. For the purposes of this
section, we have closely read all the classical music articles from Helsingin
Sanomat (n = 463) and The Guardian (n = 276). The section is organized in a
similar fashion as the previous section on pop-rock, but this time we will start
with The Guardian and later point out how classical music coverage in Helsingin
Sanomat is different from The Guardian’s. Because the rise of pop-rock and the
(relative) decline of classical music represents two sides of the same coin, it is
only logical to analyse both trends using the same newspapers.
Classical music in The Guardian
In terms of the number of classical music articles, The Guardian has never had as
wide a coverage as Helsingin Sanomat. While the trends are largely similar, a
sharp difference, similarly to the case of pop-rock coverage, is that a clear
majority (64 per cent) of classical music articles in The Guardian have been
reviews, whereas in Helsingin Sanomat, the same proportion is only 32.7 per
cent. Overall, there are only very slight signs of increased diversification of
article types of classical music over the years; only interviews emerged as a new
and visible article type in the 2000s. Helsingin Sanomat has published reports
and features on classical music throughout the years, but in The Guardian, it was
another emerging (but still relatively rare) article type in the 2000s.
In 1960 and the following years, The Guardian’s classical music coverage was
dominated by professional expert reviews using high-art criteria and special
terminology in their evaluations. A good example of a critical expert review,
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which is authoritative and keen to detail what went wrong in a live performance,
is a review of a choir concert featuring religious music from Bruckner and Bach.
The reviewer seemed to dislike almost everything in the concert: ‘everything in
the performance – choral singing, solo singing, orchestral playing, and general
musical conception – was at best undistinguished and at worst almost comically
inept’ (GU/07/09/60_7). Another example of how expert reviews may adopt a
headmaster style of ‘correcting’ the mistakes of orchestras and conductors is a
review of a concert featuring Tchaikovsky’s music. The reviewer notes that:
the last movement – two themes repetitively alternated and a presto coda –
is certainly a problem […] [the conductor] could have been rather more
imaginative – a little rubato perhaps in the more lyrical of the two themes,
or at least more tempo variety.
(GU/23/11/70_8)
The Guardian’s early classical coverage, especially between 1960 and 1980, is
marked by a clear tendency to value and support new and experimental music.
An example of this (as well as of abundant usage of expert vocabulary) is a
concert review featuring a new composition by Spanish contemporary composer
Roberto Gerhard. The composition includes accordion in the instrumentation,
which is unusual, and ‘The snatched, sforzando chords, the quick and slow crescendos and diminuendos, even the occasional dynamically level single note,
that Gerhard has written for it here, all immediately catch the ear as new and
fascinating sounds’ (GU/20/05/60_11a). A review of the Cheltenham Festival
exemplifies the tendency to appreciate new influences; the reviewer says that
the ‘Festival’s most valuable function is still the encouragement of [contemporary] British composers’, and the article even includes a positive reference
to popular music (‘the use of jazz rhythms’) (GU/04/07/70_8).
The Guardian’s classical coverage in 1980 was essentially the same as in 1970.
Key themes included supporting and giving space to new music (e.g.
GU/19/03/80_12) and occasional references to jazz and even pop music. Though
rarer, there were still many expert reviews that could be brutal and authoritative.
In terms of format, reviews were brief and often presented in clusters. The
review of a premier concert of a new composition by the British composer Barry
Guy is a telling example of an expert review referring to both other fields of
highbrow art and popular culture. On the one hand, it is ‘an ambitious attempt
at a composition analogous to Samuel Beckett’s radio play Cascando’
(GU/14/01/80_9b). On the other hand, it includes ‘an abundance of fast scuddering string sounds (familiar to anyone who has heard Guy’s double bass
playing in jazz or in other works of his own)’ (GU/14/01/80_9b). Thus, jazz is
referenced in a very subtle and highbrow-related context, and it needs no
special attention (see Box 3.1).
A peculiarity to The Guardian in 1980 is that, while otherwise there are no
long articles, there are three journalistic articles on the availability of classical
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music recordings in different formats. One of them is titled ‘Hello to Good
Buys’: ‘Confused by the abolition of fixed retail prices? You won’t be, if you
follow Edward Greenfield’s sympathetic tour of recent additions at the lower
end of the market’ (GU/13/08/80_8). These articles represent shameless ‘service
journalism’, trying to inform readers about good buys and focusing on different
record companies and their well-priced classical music series: ‘The price is still
only £1.99 […] and though the catalogue has to be limited […] the completely
new issues often present amazing value’ (GU/13/08/80_8). Thus, while the
purpose of these articles is to serve customers, they also adopt the perspective of
the music industry as opposed to music itself, even if the selected recordings are
briefly described and evaluated in the articles.17
There are some evident changes in The Guardian’s classical music coverage
in 1990 compared to earlier years. Most notably, there seem to be more long
articles than before, and there are occasionally pages in the newspaper devoted
only to classical music. Professional expert reviews are still present, and the ways
in which classical music is written about are more journalistic. There are some
profile articles that, rather than concentrating on the music itself, are very
individual-centred (good examples are articles on baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky
and conductor Simon Rattle published on the same page; GU/31/05/90_25a and
25b). This kind of personification can be seen as a popularizing way to write
about classical music. The same is true regarding the article reporting on the
‘best classical music records of the year’ (GU/06/12/90_28), which, by adopting
an article genre that is more frequent in popular cultural journalism, clearly
popularizes classical music (cf. Bourdieu, 1998b). Illustrations and a table summarizing the critic’s picks and labelling them into different categories accompany the text, which starts by emphasizing the personal nature of the selections:
‘If music is about enjoyment, then there is little doubt which new issue of 1990
should be my record of the year, a very personal choice but one to share.’ Even
if the records chosen represent highly legitimate classical music, the format of
the article is very popular.
The most conspicuous features of classical music coverage in the 2000s issues
of The Guardian are the long, even multiple-page profile articles (published in
the supplement G2) and their journalistic orientation. There are still some traditional expert reviews, mostly published in big clusters comprising many tiny
reviews, but the format of the reviews has been standardized among all art forms
and genres (e.g. GU/18/09/00_16; GU/17/10/00_23). The field or genre is mentioned in the heading of the review (e.g. ‘classical’, ‘pop’, ‘theatre’ or ‘comedy’)
and below the heading are the stars that summarize the evaluation (cf. Blank,
2007: 160–162). The changes in the presentation of reviews (the shrinking
format and a uniform layout, besides the system of stars rating) mark a change
from traditional ‘connoisseurial reviews’ (Blank, 2007) to a modern-day ‘list
culture’ rating (Wright, 2015). However, the classical music reviews mostly try
to keep their old style: they still represent professional expert reviews in
some respects. Perhaps the lack of space has caused the use of certain popular
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catchphrases, for example, ‘Outstanding stuff – very highly recommended’
(GU/28/01/00_FridayReview_19).
Long interviews exemplify the person-centred approach. One example is an
article about the Russian pianist Mikhael Pletnev. The subheading reads,
‘Mikhael Pletnev has a passion for fast cars and playing piano so loudly that
audiences fear the instrument will fall apart. Yet in person he refuses to play
superstar’ (GU/16/05/00_G2_14). In contrast to the title, the article clearly
builds the image of a superstar on Pletnev. The article discusses scantly the
music itself; rather, it focuses on the mysterious and reckless personality of
Pletnev and even touches on topical issues of Russian politics, such as Putin and
the war in Chechnya. Everything is written in a plain, human-interest mode
without musical terminology or other ‘difficult’ text features. Overall, the classical music coverage in 2010’s issues of The Guardian is characterized most of all
by the journalistic style, human-interest orientation and other ‘extra art’ elements (cf. Box 2.2). Expert reviews have not disappeared, but they do not use
the special terminology of the previous decades.
Classical music in Helsingin Sanomat
Professional reviews, often written in a ceremonial style and sometimes with a very
authoritative in tone, form the backbone for classical music coverage of Helsingin
Sanomat. Almost all the characteristics of ‘high-art’ evaluative criteria as described
by van Venrooij and Schmutz (2010) are easy to detect in many of the typical
reviews: contextualization of the artist or music, expert vocabulary, focus on technical mastery and so on. Especially in early decades, judgements were harsh and
criticism extremely detailed (cf. Heikkilä and Gronow, 2018). For instance, in a
concert review of a young Finnish singer, it is stated that: ‘one cannot believe
avoiding glissandos, wrong vowels and erroneously pronounced consonants could
be so difficult’ (HS/01/03/60_21). Besides the expert reviews, particular nationalistic emphasis, such as obsessive interest in Jean Sibelius and the continuous following of how Finnish musicians are received abroad, is also a recurring feature in the
classical music coverage of Helsingin Sanomat (see Box 4.1).
In the 1970s’ Helsingin Sanomat, there was still a very tight distinction
between classical and popular music. A good example is a commentary article
about a composition contest organized by a concert hall in Helsinki
(HS/06/05/70_18). The composer Erkki Salmenhaara had complained about the
jury’s decision to welcome ‘light music’18 to the contest, although in a separate
category from the main contest, which was only for classical music. More precisely, Salmenhaara argued that there is no reason to include ‘light music’ at all,
because ‘ “light music” should not be supported by public funding this way’
(HS/06/05/70_18). In the article, the secretary of the jury explains why this
decision was taken. Thus, the article, by reporting the discussion, demonstrates
the symbolic strength of the boundary between ‘serious’ classical music and
‘light music’.
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An article titled ‘Nordic Contemporary Music’ (HS/13/10/70_14) is another
example of the boundary between classical and popular music, this time for jazz
(see also Box 3.1). It is a concert review of a Nordic festival of modern music
held in Helsinki. While praising the Finnish performance and dismissing the
Danish one for being ‘bad avant-garde’, the article ends with a small mention of
the Swedish performance, a composition for a jazz group and a symphony
orchestra: ‘As the composition, regarding all its elements, belongs under the
category of jazz, it is evaluated by my colleague in a separate review’
(HS/13/10/70_14). This decision to exclude the performance from the review
and discuss it in a different article by a different critic makes the boundary
between classical music and popular music (jazz) concrete. In the different
article located on the same page, the jazz critic starts his review with a long
introduction about the history of classical music and jazz and the context of the
idea of combining them, even if they are ‘as such almost completely different
musics’.
The core of the classical music coverage in Helsingin Sanomat in 1970, 1980
and even in 1990 is concert reviews that use professional musicological vocabulary and thus show high expertise. The concert review of the Swedish pianist
Valma Rydström, for example, states that:
The rippling patterns of Chopin’s berceuse in D flat major, the intensive
melody of the F major nocturne, the flickering trills of the B major nocturne, the contrasting colours of the double melody of the bridge of the B
flat minor scherzo – amongst many others, these enjoyable details stick in
one’s mind from the vast repertoire of Chopin.
(HS/18/02/70_14)
In the 2000s, Helsingin Sanomat was no longer publishing reviews using this kind
of specialized and erudite terminology. Moreover, the vocabulary used in Helsingin Sanomat from 1960 to 1990 is arguably even more specialized than the
expert terminology used in The Guardian.
In stark contrast to The Guardian, during the period from 1960 to 1990, in
which classical music dominates the overall music coverage in Helsingin
Sanomat, the attitude towards new or avant-garde modern music is ambivalent.
For instance, in a highly critical article on the international contemporary
music festival, the reviewer argues that most of the performances represented
‘not avant-garde but academia’, that ‘new impulses are conspicuously absent’,
and that one particular performance was ‘a blatant proof of the crisis of contemporary music’ (HS/10/07/70_14).
Indeed, 1990 was the last year when Helsingin Sanomat’s culture section was
clearly dominated by old-fashioned and ‘serious’ highbrow content without
much challenge from popular culture. In this respect, the change from 1990 to
2000 (and 2010) is substantial. Thus, the difference compared to The Guardian
is that, while the most visible change in classical music coverage in both
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newspapers happened between 1990 and 2000, The Guardian in 1990 was
already showing some new tendencies that could be seen in full scale in the
2000s. Another clear difference is that the symbolic boundary between classical
and popular music remained insurmountable for longer in Helsingin Sanomat
than in The Guardian. In The Guardian, positive cross-references between classical and popular music were already being made in 1970 and 1980, compared to
2000 in Helsingin Sanomat.
In 2000, Helsingin Sanomat’s number of reviews decreased from the peak year
1990, and there are some signs of a growing heterogenization of classical music
coverage in terms of article type and style of writing towards a less aesthetically
authoritative and more journalistic and neutral approach. In terms of the layout
and in relation to the coverage of other art forms, classical music articles may
appear in the shadows of popular culture content, and the division between
classical music and jazz and other forms of popular music has been relaxed. In a
concert review of the Radio Symphony Orchestra performing the contemporary
Finnish composer Jukka Tiensuu’s ‘jazz styled composition’ ‘Mood’, references
are made to the ‘classics’ of popular culture such as Buster Keaton. The distinction between high and low may be taken as a topic of play or irony in the
articles (e.g. HS/06/01/10_C1; HS/24/07/10_C2). Interviews that focus on the
personality and the career of one single star musician, often written from a journalistic and neutral, even human-interest, perspective, emerged in the 2000s
(e.g. HS/30/04/00_B4). Moreover, a trend can be seen that long articles were
published on classical music only if there was a unique aspect involved, such as
a topic combining elements from many art forms or exhibiting some sort of
crossover orientation. With these tendencies, Helsingin Sanomat follows in the
footsteps of The Guardian.

The tension between artistic quality and
commercial success in aesthetic evaluations
A crucial issue left out from the above analysis of the legitimization of pop-rock
and the popularization of classical music in Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian
is the relationship between commercial success and popularity vis-à-vis the artistic or aesthetic value of music. Especially in pop-rock evaluations, the key
demarcating line between legitimate and illegitimate seems to be essentially
related to the tension between commercial and aesthetic values: the ambition,
seriousness, originality and authenticity of pop-rock are often presented as being
jeopardized by overly calculative and cynical commercialism. Popularity is not
necessarily bad, but if the business attitude behind the music is too obvious, the
music is to be shunned. This tension is equally strongly pronounced on the
pages of both Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian.
In a review of the Talking Heads album Remain in Light in 1980 in Helsingin
Sanomat (HS/27/12/80_14), the critic forcefully points out that what makes this
band so special is its ability to combine artistic quality and commercial success
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(the idea being that it is difficult and exceptional to do so). Talking Heads are
described as being an original and ‘open-minded experimenter’, and the critic
emphasizes the fact that it demands time and effort to be able to fully understand their music. By praising the band for successfully combining artistic ambitiousness and commercial success, the article thus explicitly discusses the
relationship between aesthetic and commercial valuation. However, it is much
easier to find articles in which an aesthetic evaluation based on the ambivalent
relationship between commercial success and artistic value is negative rather
than positive, such as in the review of Talking Heads. In fact, the limits between
suitable and unsuitable commercialism seem to form the basis for most common
evaluative principles used in deciding whether pop-rock music is good or bad.
Only references to ‘originality’ or the lack of it are comparably usual evaluative
principles in pop-rock reviews in both newspapers from 1980 onwards (e.g.
GU/31/05/90_24; GU/17/11/10_38). In many cases, however, the lack of originality and the wrong type of commercialism are tightly intertwined in critical
evaluations. A telling example is a crushing review of James Blunt’s album in
2010 in The Guardian, which describes it as a ‘shallow, soulless and strangely
cynical […] depressing listen’ (GU/05/11/10_FilmMusic_9).
While commercial success is often presented as at least potentially compromising artistic ambition, and the aesthetic integrity of an artist is often harder to
prove if the artist is very popular, pure and honest entertainment is sometimes
appreciated even from very popular artists. An example of this is a positive
review of Ricky Martin’s 2000 concert in The Guardian, which states that the
concert was good as ‘mere entertainment’ (GU/15/05/00_16). The reason why
the concert was nevertheless good was its difference from boring or cynical
corporate pop; the review suggests that to be popular is not a bad thing, if the
artist is honest and not too commercial in the wrong sense: the concert ‘has a
Michael Jacksonian effect – you don’t want to like him, but can’t help it’
(GU/15/05/00_16). As a result, ‘what threatened to be a corporate-pop ego-fest
turns into a fine time’ (GU/15/05/00_16). Thus, commercialism can be tolerated if it is hidden, or compensated by the right kind of artistic ambition or
authenticity.
Taken together, critical assessments of commercialism in evaluations of pop-
rock have to do with the dominant idea that art, in order to be real art in the
first place, should be autonomous from external constraints, be they economic
or political (we will discuss these in Chapters 5 and 6). According to Regev
(2013), the idea of autonomy from commercialism is even a characteristic
feature of pop-rock’s ideology. An obvious paradox is that pop-rock is ‘hardly
ever created under pure aesthetic circumstances’, and thereby the key ‘aesthetic
ideological question’ for critical discourse about pop-rock is ‘how to define and
find the contours of autonomy within commercial practices’ (Regev, 2013: 72).
The answer, according to Regev and what has been detailed here, is that autonomy can be achieved ‘by musicians whose commercial success allows them to
fight for and negotiate artistic freedom’ (Regev, 2013: 74).19
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However, as pop-rock has been legitimized and received the status of art, and
as the ideology of autonomy is a defining feature of art, it follows logically that
pop-rock, as a young art form, faces ambivalence regarding the relationship
between artistic legitimacy and commercial success. What, then, is this situation in classical music? Put briefly, in classical music evaluations, aesthetic
quality and commercial success are not usually treated as mutually exclusive, but
as logical features of the same package. This can be showcased by an article in
Helsingin Sanomat from 1990 (HS/12/09/90_B9; see also, e.g. HS/19/02/90_B9)
about the German violinist Christian Tetzlaff, which is titled ‘To the Top
Without Success in Competitions’ (the article also demonstrates Helsingin Sanomat’s emphasis on competitions in its classical music coverage; see Box 4.1).
The article includes not only aesthetic evaluations (that Tetzlaff is an outstanding violin player) but also commercial elements (that Tetzlaff is a very successful and popular star violinist). The background reasoning seems to be that
Tetzlaff is successful because of his talent and artistic quality, and high quality as
an artist is also proven by his popularity and success. Thus, success and quality
‘guarantee’ each other.
Therefore, unlike the case in pop-rock music evaluations, in which artistic
quality and popularity were often treated as antithetical (being too popular
might be risky if one wants to be taken seriously as an artist), the aesthetic
quality and success goes more hand in hand in classical music. In classical music
evaluations, aesthetic valuation is rarely if ever based on the ideology that
opposes commercial success. However, even if the quality-versus-success relationship seems to be relaxed, there are limits to the tolerance for commercialism
in classical music: a cynical or wrong kind of calculative commercialism can
corrupt the quality of artists and art. The borderline cases in this respect include
some of the most popular artists of classical music such as the Three Tenors (in
2000, Helsingin Sanomat wrote unsympathetically that you can ‘smell how they
are making money’ during their performances; HS/02/03/00_B13) and, specifically, Luciano Pavarotti (labelled an ‘operatic popster’ by The Guardian;
GU/26/06/90_37). In addition, a similarly suspiciously received classical music
performance by the Vienna Philharmonic was reviewed in 1990 in The
Guardian. The reviewer argued that the conductor had selected a too boring and
comfortable programme and that the performance ‘seemed to reflect the attitudes of a comfortable middle-age’ and ‘leisurely approach’ (GU/02/11/90_37b).
Thus, the difference between pop-rock and classical music clearly shows the
problematic relationship between artistic quality and commercial success in
evaluations in the cultural pages of the studied newspapers. Unlike the case of
pop-rock, it seems as if classical music, as one of the most established art forms,
does not need to be particularly worried about the threat of commercialism to
its artistic value. This question will be further analysed in Chapter 5 (see also
Box 5.1).
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Conclusion
The large-scale macro-level trends that were the starting points for this chapter
were very clear: the cultural coverage in our quality European newspapers show
both the decline of classical highbrow coverage and the rise of popular culture
coverage. We have argued that these trends can be conceptualized as two simultaneous processes marking discoursive shifts in the ways in which culture and
the arts have been evaluated since the 1960s: the legitimization of popular
culture and the popularization of highbrow arts. After first substantiating this
argument theoretically, and after starting empirical analysis by showing the
degree to which our newspaper culture sections include manifest aesthetically
normative content in the first place, we have analysed the twofold process both
quantitatively and qualitatively to identify whether the articles on highbrow
(classical music) and popular culture (pop-rock) have become increasingly
similar through time. Most importantly, informed by the sociology of reviewing
and evaluation (Blank, 2007; Lamont, 2012), research on legitimization (Regev,
1994; Baumann, 2007) and, especially, van Venrooij and Schmutz’s (2010) distinction between ‘high art’ and ‘popular’ evaluative criteria, we focused on
whether and how the evaluations of pop-rock and classical music have changed.
While quantitatively we found evidence for highbrow and popular cultural
articles starting to resemble each other (most importantly in terms of format of
the articles), our qualitative close reading of articles on pop-rock and classical
music revealed and specified the nature of the processes of both legitimization of
popular culture and popularization of highbrow culture. Albeit not straightforward or linear, both processes are very clearly manifested in our quality European newspaper data from 1960 to 2010.
The analysis of pop-rock in Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian revealed a
clear process of legitimization in which pop-rock has built and consolidated its
status as a serious art form over the research period. In earlier years (1970/1980),
there was much focus on the reactions of the audience and the technical
mastery of the musicians, whereas from 1990 onwards, there was a more serious
and specialized writing style, mixing elements from both high art and popular
evaluative criteria (van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010). Diversification of article
types in the 2000s matters: long reports and interviews about artists and musicians have been important for the legitimization of pop-rock. Finally, the basic
ways in which these evaluations are carried out are largely similar in the two
newspapers. However, the key difference between Helsingin Sanomat and The
Guardian is timing. In The Guardian, pop-rock reached the status of a legitimate
art earlier (1980–1990) than in Helsingin Sanomat (2000).
Our similar analysis of classical music from the same two newspapers shows
that the expert reviews that dominated classical music coverage for decades did
not disappear, showing only modest and slow changes (e.g. not as much difficult
terminology used in the 2000s). A more substantial change is that, in the 2000s
(and in The Guardian’s case in 1990), classical music coverage became more
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heterogeneous and journalistically oriented in terms of format and style of
writing, a trend accompanied by increased article length and use of illustrations.
Another feature that emerged in the 2000s is the ‘extra elements’ of classical
music articles (e.g. a person-centred focus and cross-references between art
forms). Overall, the same journalistic means are increasingly used in both classical music and pop-rock articles (e.g. personification, the best-of-the-year lists
and star ratings). All this supports our argument that traditional highbrow
culture is being popularized and treated increasingly similarly to popular culture,
especially in the later years in our data.
However, what the analysis of classical music articles has not shown is that
the evaluative principles themselves would have changed to be more popular or
entertainment-oriented. Rather, the changes are due to the format, perspective
and the ways in which articles on classical music are written and packaged.
Overall, the process of popularization of classical music is perhaps not as apparent as the process of legitimization of pop-rock, but when inspected closely, the
ways in which classical music have been reported upon and represented have
fundamentally changed over the years, even if the traditional format of expert
reviews is still more or less alive. Another major conclusion concerns the oppositional relationship between commercial success and artistic value in pop-rock
evaluations. Apart from extreme cases, the evaluations of classical music are
clearly more tolerant of this relationship than are pop-rock reviews. Unlike in
pop-rock, commercial success and artistic quality are seen in classical music
evaluations as two sides of the same coin.
This chapter has shown that, on the pages of a key institution of cultural
mediation, quality European newspapers’ culture sections, the boundary between
highbrow arts and popular culture has weakened substantially. This is shown,
for instance, through the fact that references made to pop-rock have become
possible in articles on classical music during the research period. This is not only
because popular culture has been increasingly recognized as ‘art’ but also because
highbrow arts have been increasingly treated as ‘entertainment’. The chapters
in Part II will explore further this post-1960s transformation of cultural hierarchies by focusing on additional dimensions: globalization (Chapter 4), commercialization (Chapter 5) and the changing role of the relationship between
culture and politics (Chapter 6).

Notes
1 See, for example, Regev, 1994; Lopes, 2002; Lindberg, Guđmundsson, Michelsen
and Weisethaunet, 2005; Baumann, 2007; Schmutz, 2009a, 2016; van Venrooij,
2009; van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010; and Varriale, 2016.
2 See our definition of cultural stratification in note 13, Chapter 1.
3 In this sense, the ‘trickle-up’ mechanism can actually be seen as a special case of the
more general process of legitimization.
4 Bourdieu’s conception of cultural legitimacy was, in turn, heavily influenced by Max
Weber’s famous definition of the three types of legitimate authority, characterized by
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the fact that the dominated follow the rules and recognize and acknowledge authority ‘automatically’, usually without questioning it, and therefore there is no need to
use force or direct oppression (see Weber, 1978: 215–216).
If the role and position of a cultural journalist is to be a peer to the artist, the evaluations and recognition given come close to ‘specific legitimacy’, whereas in the case
of a cultural journalist who has adapted an orientation towards ‘service journalism’
and accommodates the needs of the readers of the newspaper, recognition represents
‘popular legitimacy’.
Some scholars highlight the process nature of legitimacy and therefore do not distinguish clearly between legitimacy and legitimization (e.g. Johnson et al., 2006).
It is a topic of endless debate whether objects can have any intrinsic value in the first
place. In this sense, popularity is different from legitimacy because the objective level
of popularity is possible to determine empirically. This, however, does not contradict
our emphasis that the strengthening of the image of being popular (in contrast to
being ‘refined’, ‘distinguished’, ‘distinctive’, etc.) is the key to understanding what
‘popularization’ means. One should also remember that the discoursive shift along
the lines of popularization (ideally, ‘from art to entertainment’) does not necessarily
weaken, objectively speaking, the socially restricted nature of those cultural objects
or the arenas in which they are consumed.
The analysis by van Venrooij and Schmutz (2010) uses data from only one time point
and thus does not focus on the question of primary interest here, namely, whether
and how the use of evaluative criteria changes over time. Moreover, this analysis is
quantitative, whereas the analysis here, touching on the issue of using different evaluative criteria, is qualitative. Third, the empirical material studied is different, both in
terms of countries involved in the studies and the type of newspaper material analysed (van Venrooij and Schmutz focused on pop reviews whereas here the analysis
includes all articles on pop-rock and classical music irrespective of article type).
One can point out, for instance, that the emphasis on context as a high art aesthetic
criterion is problematic given the fact that many traditional art discourses (following
the model of ‘pure’ Kantian aesthetics) claim eternal value for works that are typically abstracted from their social and historical contexts in order to be ascribed this
status (e.g. Gronow, 1997).
However, the interpretation cannot necessarily always be so straightforward, especially in the case of legitimization of pop-rock. This is highlighted by one of the
results by van Venrooij and Schmutz (2010), according to which pop reviews using
solely high-art criteria were most common in Germany, which employs the most
hierarchical and universal cultural classification system of the countries included in
their study. At first glance, this sounds contradictory, because it is reasonable to think
that the use of high-art criteria signals legitimization (exemplifying the case in which
pop music is evaluated as real art). However, the fact that reviews use popular criteria
can be interpreted as a sign of legitimization in situations in which newspapers are
willing to provide space to pop music and treat it as valuable without trying to make
it something other than popular culture. In this case, the ‘growth of a secondary discourse about popular music does not exclusively entail the legitimation of popular
music by invoking the “existing parameters of art” but might also have led to the
legitimation of popular aesthetic criteria’ (van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010: 399).
From the longitudinal perspective, it may be expected that pop-rock evaluations on
the pages of quality newspapers would primarily use high-art criteria during the
period when pop-rock is introduced to readers and legitimized as a valuable art form.
Second, it may be expected that it will be possible only later (after pop-rock has consolidated its status as art) for reviews to openly use popular evaluative criteria. In
previous research, some have conceptualized pop-rock’s legitimization as a relatively
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straightforward adaptation to the traditional ideology and ideals of art (Regev, 1994,
2013), whereas others have emphasized the fact that pop-rock is multifaceted in that
both artistic and popular orientations coexist within it (Frith, 1996).
Similar to the cases of ‘commercial dimension’ (Chapter 5) and ‘political dimension’
(Chapter 6), the reasons for defining ‘aesthetic dimension’ as it was done was to facilitate reliability in the coding. It was necessary to try to minimize the subjective interpretative work of coders of the data by selecting objective indicators that determined
whether articles included these dimensions or not. Despite these efforts, albeit not
unexpectedly, the inter-coder reliability levels of our ‘dimension’ variables (aesthetic,
commercial, political) were lower than in other variables used in this book. With
agreement percentages of 77.3 per cent (aesthetic dimension), 80.0 per cent (commercial dimension) and 73.3 per cent (political dimension), the inter-coder reliability of these variables is between ‘acceptable in most situations’ (threshold 0.80)
and ‘appropriate’ (threshold 0.70), thus being suitable at least ‘in some exploratory
studies for some indices’ (Neuendorf, 2002: 145). According to Krippendorff ’s alpha,
a much more strict measure of inter-coder reliability than the agreement percentage,
the dimension variables remain below the satisfactory threshold level (0.67) suggested by Krippendorff (2004a). Nevertheless, an important reason to use these variables has also been to create respective subsamples of the data for close reading that
contain articles that should include aesthetic, commercial or political dimensions. As
for the quantitative analyses, all the results including these variables should be interpreted with necessary caution and considered tentative.
For the significance of different article types in cultural journalism, see, for example,
Jaakkola, 2015; and Verboord and Janssen, 2015. See also Chapter 7.
As can be seen from Figure 3.1, there are no reviews or interviews and reports/features about pop-rock in 1960 that were at least half a page long. Overall, the number
of articles on pop-rock in 1960 and 1970, irrespective of article type, is extremely
limited. We have rerun and plotted the figures in this section (Figures 3.1–3.3) in
many alternative ways, for instance by excluding the year 1960; by merging the year
1960 with the year 1970; and by limiting the number of time points into three by
merging 1960 and 1970, 1980 and 1990, and 2000 and 2010, and the results remain
essentially similar. We ultimately decided to keep the original six time points
untouched. We considered it a strength of the visualization if the case is that, as in
Figure 3.1, there were simply no articles on pop-rock published in 1960 because that
reflects the speed with which pop-rock emerged and made its way to the culture sections of our newspapers. However, it should be remembered that the information on
pop-rock in 1960 and 1970 is based on very few articles.
This is in contrast with some previous studies on the legitimization of popular music
in Finland, arguing that popular music would have already been considered as legitimate art in the early 1980s (e.g. Mattlar, 2015).
This directly reflects the difference in number of articles with an aesthetic dimension
between the newspapers (see ‘An aesthetic dimension in the articles published in
culture sections’, pp. 68–70).
For early rock criticism in the UK, see, for example, Lindberg et al., 2015.
A similar type of service-oriented article series can be found in The Guardian in 2000
(see GU/07/07/00_FridayReview_21).
A direct translation of the word ‘viihdemusiikki’ would be ‘entertainment music’.
The word is commonly used in Finnish to make the distinction between art and
entertainment inside different music genres, but it has a slightly different connotation to the term ‘popular music’.
It can also be noticed that in 1980, the first year when pop-rock coverage was properly covered in our newspaper data, pop-rock was strongly associated with punk rock’s
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ideology of anti-commercialism, the ‘furious disgust with consumption, and the place
of pop culture and Punk itself within it’ (Savage, 2001: xv–xvi). Besides punk, the
request to be anti-commercial has ever since been most visible in indie and alternative rock genres, whereas the case has been different, for instance, in US hip-hop
and rap, in which money and success are valorized openly. Indeed, the demand for
serious artistry and disinterest in money has been predominantly targeted at white,
male pop-rock musicians – the same musicians that have tried hardest to be considered ‘artists’ (cf. the subgenre ‘art pop’).

Part II

Dimensions of the
transformation

Chapter 4

Globalization
On the tension between national and
international culture

Introduction
Culture changes and evolves not only in time but also across the relations
between different spaces. Thus, the geographical fluidity or mobility of cultural
products and influences across national borders – which can be investigated by
focusing on the national origin of cultural products – is one of the key engines
of the dynamics of cultural classifications and hierarchies in national contexts
(Crane, 2002; Janssen et al., 2008). International connectedness, whether measured by trade, migration flows or cultural exchange, is by no means a new historical phenomenon, but there is a broad consensus that globalization has
intensified and reached an unprecedented level in the latter part of the twentieth century and, therefore, especially during our research period from 1960 to
2010. Against this background, it is no wonder that globalization has been one
of the most central and contested concepts in sociological debates in recent
decades. Broadly defined as a ‘rapidly developing and ever-densening network of
interconnections and interdependences that characterize modern social life’
(Tomlinson, 1999: 2), sociologists mostly agree that globalization is not solely
an economic or political phenomenon, but rather a multidimensional process.1
The mechanisms of globalization are surely complex, but one of its cores can be
located in the media, which has been not only a key channel for cultural flows
and the ever-growing number of products of cultural industries (Hesmondhalgh,
2007) but has also facilitated new international and, according to some (Beck,
2000b), even cosmopolitan awareness and identities by creating a ‘global village’
(McLuhan, 1962).
In this chapter, we draw a picture of cultural globalization as it is visible in
our quality European newspaper culture sections. The focus is in the origins of
the cultural products discussed: whether they are domestic or foreign, and from
where exactly the foreign products have originated. Here, we highlight two
aspects: variation among the newspapers on the one hand and variation across
the art forms on the other hand. The national context in which the newspapers
are being published merits attention, as there are reasons to expect that the
balance between national and foreign culture (and inside foreign culture, the
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exact source of it) manifests itself in divergent ways in newspapers published in
different European locations. Moreover, as the question of national origin of
cultural products is supposedly closely related to the themes of cultural legitimacy and hierarchies, we pay attention to the art form of cultural products discussed in the newspapers.
After the analysis of coverage of domestic and foreign culture in our newspapers, we have selected a few special cases for qualitative scrutiny. One of the
most pervasive assumptions of cultural globalization in the twentieth century
has been the supposed ‘Americanization’ of culture: in this chapter, we will find
out how our European newspapers have written about US cultural products
between 1960 and 2010. Furthermore, we examine the articles covering cultural
products that did not originate in the Western world as well as cultural products
described as multinational.
Our general expectation is that, over the half-century of our research period,
the process of cultural globalization has increased and become more thorough
(cf. Janssen et al., 2008). Moreover, the expectation is that culture from abroad
would be increasingly received as positive and associated with high cultural
legitimacy (cf. Wright, Heikkilä and Purhonen, 2013) because increased cultural heterogeneity (and its supposedly increased appreciation) should include a
geographical dimension. Put differently, the ideals of cultural openness and tolerance are strongly related to cosmopolitanism and adventurous interestedness
towards foreign cultures (Peterson, 2005; Ollivier, 2008; Wright et al., 2013).
Overall, we will approach cultural globalization as intertwined with the trends
of the rise of popular culture and the decline of classical highbrow arts (cf.
Chapters 2 and 3).
It is worth emphasizing that our quality European newspapers can be considered to be a relatively critical and conservative arena for discussions of
foreign, and perhaps especially American, culture. The primary audiences of our
newspapers are domestic, and, as previously discussed, these newspapers have
long been the natural source of discourse for classic European highbrow arts.
Therefore, the significance and status of global culture would be very different if
studied through more commercial forms of media, such as tabloid newspapers,
radio or television. Moreover, it is important to note that newspaper attention
and the legitimacy it gives to cultures from various parts of the world are
guarded by journalists and intellectuals (Janssen and Verboord, 2015). Therefore, our quality newspapers’ cultural content provides a quite specific measure
to explore cultural globalization, the results of which will not necessarily be in
line with information about the thoroughness of global culture derived from
sales lists or other means of directly measuring consumption behaviour (cf.
Achterberg, Heilbron, Houtman and Aupers, 2011).
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Perspectives on the globalization of culture
While much of the discussion on globalization has concerned politics, economy
or environmental issues, cultural flows and influences are increasingly important
topics. Cultural globalization, too, is a complex concept; it has various theoretical definitions and perhaps even more numerous empirical approaches. This is
a result not only of the multidimensionality of globalization but also of the multifaceted nature of the concept of culture (e.g. Small, Harding and Lamont,
2010). Cultural globalization has been summarized as a ‘tension between cultural homogenization and cultural heterogenization’ (Appadurai, 1996: 20), or a
dimension of globalization affecting peoples’ identities and experiences in their
everyday lives (Tomlinson, 1999).
There are at least three main ways to conceptualize cultural globalization.
The differentialism paradigm assumes that separate cultures remain different
despite globalizing influences; the convergence paradigm suggests that different
cultures lose their specific characteristics and become blurred and, finally,
uniform; and the mixing paradigm simply argues that different cultural elements
become mixed and result in new global cultural forms (Pieterse, 2003). The differentialism paradigm emphasizes the enduring significance of national cultures,
or, more broadly, of relatively stable similarities and differences between groups
of nations, thus echoing the idea of the possibility of a ‘clash of civilizations’
(Huntington, 1993). The idea of convergence is close to that of the
homogenization of culture, which, in turn, is related to various critical narratives
and concepts such as ‘Americanization’, ‘cultural capitalization’, ‘Westernization’, ‘McDonaldization’, ‘cultural imperialism’, ‘Disneyization’ and ‘Coca-
colonization’ (see e.g. Tomlinson, 1991, 1999; Ritzer and Stillman, 2003;
Bryman, 2004). The third view on cultural globalization, that of hybridization
or mixing, differs radically from the other two. Mixing refers to the dynamic
relationships between global and local, local ways of adapting to global influences and forming new hybrids, as suggested by the idea of glocalization (Appadurai, 1996; Hahn, 2012; Pieterse, 2003). These ideas have been further
conceptualized within world polity theory (Meyer, Boli, Thomas and Ramirez,
1997; Regev, 2013).
A popular and persistent perspective on globalization has been the critical or
negative observation of the homogenization of culture, caused by Western commercial capitalism, which has spread and colonized almost the entire world. An
essential part of these discourses is Americanization, the idea that mass culture
from the United States propagates, colonizes, commercializes and destroys the
cultural diversity and genuine ideals of cultures and arts. However, as with cultural imperialism, Americanization is neither a coherent social-scientific theory
nor a research field or tradition (Crane, 2002; Tomlinson, 1991; though, see
Shor, 2010); it is just a normative, pejorative frame within which to discuss the
phenomenon (Kroes, 1996). According to Kroes, the concept ‘normally serves
in a discourse of rejection to point to the variety of processes through which
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America exerts its dismal influence on European cultures’ (1996: x–xi).
Although ‘Americanization’ has recently been used almost exclusively in this
negative or critical sense, it is worth noting that it is entirely possible to address
and empirically investigate the growing influence of US culture without adopting the normative attitude and without committing to the simplistic critical discourse of Americanization. That is, the global influence of US culture and how
it has evolved is a genuinely interesting empirical question. The supposedly
growing influence of US culture is also an important dimension of cultural globalization: even if the simplistic view of Americanization is to be rejected, it is
hard to disagree that global flows and influences are not proportional between
centres and peripheries.
As well as the diversity of conceptions of cultural globalization, with Americanization as one of its special forms, sociological debates have revolved around
the concept of cosmopolitanism (see e.g. Hopper, 2007; Kendall, Woodward
and Skrbis, 2009). Sociologically, it has been broadly defined as an international
or multicultural way for people to behave and form identities (Hopper, 2007:
158). One of the strongest proponents of the concept, Ulrich Beck (2004), has
distinguished between a normative cosmopolitanism referring mainly to values
and ideals (of openness, tolerance, etc.) and a ‘banal’ cosmopolitanism referring
to everyday interaction with cultural objects produced in (or originating from)
foreign cultures and countries (e.g. ‘ethnic’ dishes and foreign films or songs).
From the point of view of this conceptualization, investigating the newspaper
space given to cultural products from various national origins sheds light on the
mediatic landscapes of ‘banal cosmopolitanism’ within which people live in
those contexts where the newspapers are published.
Against the diversity of theories and concepts, it is not unexpected that
empirical strategies to study cultural globalization are various as well. Significant
research, both quantitative and qualitative, has examined cultural consumption
and tastes from the cosmopolitan point of view, focusing on, for instance,
cosmopolitan cultural knowledge, tastes in world music or tastes based on preferences for foreign cuisines.2 The challenge facing these empirical studies is the
process-oriented nature of cultural globalization, which means that questions
such as whether the globalization of culture is increasing or not should be analysed from a longitudinal perspective.
While good-quality longitudinal datasets on consumption and tastes are
scarce (Gronow and Southerton, 2010), other strategies have been employed to
account for the temporal dimension in the study of cultural globalization. One
such stream of research has been the study of music charts (e.g. Achterberg et
al., 2011; Bekhuis, Meuleman and Lubbers, 2013; Bekhuis, Lubbers and Ultee,
2014; Verboord and Brandellero, 2018). For instance, Bekhuis et al. (2014)
studied the top-100 pop lists in nine Western countries from the early 1970s to
contemporary times, focusing on the geographic origin of the artist and the language used. The main finding was that, after steady growth and years of hegemony, the popularity of global (mostly American) pop music decreased slightly
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during the late 1980s and 1990s in many countries, while domestic popular
music increased in popularity. On the other hand, in their study covering the
period from 1960 to 2010, Verboord and Brandellero (2018) found that pop
charts have clearly become increasingly globalized in Western countries (except
in the United States), and that songs from centrally located countries in terms
of music production are more likely to become popular abroad. Another way to
capture the temporal process of cultural globalization is to focus on longitudinal
media data. Here, the seminal study by Janssen et al. (2008) is exemplary. It
focuses on the changes in the coverage given to domestic and foreign cultural
items (artists, artworks, cultural products) discussed in newspapers from
Germany, France, the Netherlands and the United States from 1955 to 2005.
The results by Janssen et al. (2008) show that globalization in terms of the
coverage of foreign cultural items had increased in the selected European newspapers but not in the United States, and that there were also remarkable differences among the different forms of art.

Box 4.1 Finnish classical music nationalism
Classical music coverage in the Finnish Helsingin Sanomat, the newspaper with the
widest coverage of classical music in our data, exemplifies how articulations of the
distinction and tension between national and international culture may be an
essential element in cultural journalism and aesthetic evaluations. In the case of
Helsingin Sanomat, and particularly concerning classical music – traditionally a
‘strong’ cultural field in Finland with the renowned Jean Sibelius (1865–1957) as
the flagship composer of the country – this distinction seems to be the key without
which it would be impossible to understand the tones and emphases of classical
music coverage. In other words, the classical music coverage in Helsingin Sanomat
is heavily coloured by national sentiments and the special significance of the
Finnishness of music or musicians. This national aspect of Helsingin Sanomat’s
classical music coverage is either totally alien (e.g. The Guardian) or much less
pronounced (e.g. ABC and El País) in other newspapers in our data.
The national focus of classical coverage is seen, first, from the many news
articles that are published about local events from around Finland. Especially in
the first decades of the research period, there were plenty of news stories on local
topics, such as how a classical music school in Kuopio suffered from the need for
new space and had applied for a loan from the City of Kuopio (HS/20/05/60_22).
Accompanied are the many reviews of local concerts such as a concert for the fiftieth birthday of the conductor of the orchestra of the small city of Pori, a concert
that ‘turned out to be a distinguished art event’ (HS/17/04/60_23). Second, and
more importantly, the national focus is evident in articles that somehow relate
Finland to an international context. These can be articles that report and quote
foreign newspapers whenever Finnish composers or musicians have been covered
abroad (the most important topic of this international media monitoring is
Sibelius). In 1960, there was, for example, a report on how The Daily Telegraph in
the UK had written about a new, contested Sibelius biography by an American
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professor (HS/03/05/60_19). There are also articles about different types of music
competitions. Especially important are competitions combining the following key
elements: an international competition, Finnish success and Sibelius. Finally, the
articles relating Finland to an international context include articles discussing
Finland with a nationalistic tone and making either explicit or implicit international comparisons.
A good example of explicit nationalist sentiments is a long report from 1960
titled ‘Lively Finnish Culture by Means of Singing and Music’ (HS/21/07/60_11).
It is about a summer school organized by a Finnish a music education institute, in
which the journalist herself had just participated. The writer describes enthusiastically not only the practices and environment of the Institute, but also Finland
more generally as an exceptional country where artists and ordinary people can
meet. The style is ceremonial, and the brightest star shining above everything else
and making all this possible is, of course, Sibelius. The journalist describes at
length the lectures given by the teaching staff, especially the chief conductor Jussi
Jalas, who had known Sibelius personally and could thus ‘generously sprinkle
treasures to the audience from Sibelius’ own goldmine’:
It emerged to me […] in a nearly visionary clarity how divinely gifted our
people still are, in many ways. […] Show me another country in this wide
world that shares a similar close and inspiring proximity between its most
remarkable artistic personalities and the rank and file.
(HS/21/07/60_11)
Even if the article might be an extreme case in its nationalistic pathos, the obsessive focus on Finnishness and nationalist sentiments are a continuous feature in
Helsingin Sanomat’s classical music coverage. Indeed, the quality of Finnish musicians and composers in an international comparison seems to be one of the major
concerns of classical music critics. An article from 1970 reporting how the British
media received a new Finnish–English production of Sibelius’ Kullervo in London
is a good example (the article summarizes reviews published in The Guardian, The
Times, The Daily Telegraph and The Financial Times; HS/23/11/70_12). Another
article from 1970 reports that a young Finnish pianist managed to perform well in
an international Chopin competition in Warsaw and concludes: ‘Our young
musicians seem to more often and boldly than before participate in different
international competitions. The trend is right and has to be encouraged’
(HS/27/09/70_28).
Because international competitions provide a great means for objectively
testing the international level of Finnish musicians, it is no wonder that competitions receive such thorough coverage, the most important being the Sibelius violin
competition. In fact, the emphasis on competitions is so overwhelming that there
is even one large profile article on German violinist Christian Tetzlaff titled ‘To
the Top Without Success in Competitions’ (HS/12/09/90_B9). The main point of
the article is that Tetzlaff is extraordinary, as he has made it to the ‘top’ without
winning any major violin competitions. While 1990 is the last year in our data
when the Helsingin Sanomat culture section was clearly dominated by serious highbrow content, the monitoring of Finnish musicians’ success abroad continued
strongly in the 2000s, as shown in articles on star conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen in
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Los Angeles (HS/11/09/10_C8) or on Simon Rattle performing Sibelius with the
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra (HS/23/05/10_C1).
Finally, a long article from 2010 summarizes the stability and change of classical music coverage in Helsingin Sanomat over the fifty-year period. The topic, the
Sibelius violin competition, is most traditional, given the history of Helsingin
Sanomat’s classical music coverage. However, the article adopts a meta-level perspective to the competition and posits on the best Sibelius competition winner of
all time. The journalist interviews the ‘surprising winner’, the Russian Pavel
Kogan, who won the competition in 1970. Even if the topic is most traditional for
classical music coverage in Helsingin Sanomat, the article arguably popularizes classical music. While classical music competitions have always been a way to attract
media attention and widen audiences, this article is a sign of its times by bringing
an entertainment element to a highbrow, nationalistically important art form.

Cultural globalization: quantitative approach
In this section, the key variable under scrutiny is the origin of the cultural
product discussed in culture sections. It is used as an indicator of cultural globalization, whether the cultural products discussed in the culture sections of
quality European newspapers originated from home or abroad. The variable consisted originally of fifteen categories: the nine categories presented in Table 4.1
and the six countries of the newspapers studied, now merged into the category
‘other Europe’. In addition to this, the variable used below is also recoded into
the four most significant categories, distinguishing domestic cultural products
from those originating in ‘other Europe’, ‘United States’ and ‘other world’.
Because not all articles in our newspaper data had identifiable cultural products,
the number of cases included in the analyses using the variable ‘origin of the
cultural product’ is lower than the number of total articles (n = 8,088).3
Table 4.1 Origins of cultural products discussed in the articles by year
(percentages)
1960
Domestic
Other Europe
USA
Canada
Other America
Russia/Soviet Union
Asia, Australia,
Oceania
Africa
Multinational
Total
(N)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

48.2
31.8
9.9
0.1
0.7
3.3
1.1

47.8
31.4
9.1
0.1
1.7
3.6
1.3

52.0
26.6
11.1
0.2
2.3
3.0
0.8

42.6
29.1
14.3
0.4
2.5
3.3
2.5

46.3
23.5
14.7
0.5
3.5
1.6
2.7

47.5
21.5
19.1
0.7
1.8
2.3
2.9

47.1
26.2
14.0
0.4
2.3
2.7
2.2

0.1
4.9

0.2
4.8

0.5
3.4

1.0
4.2

1.3
5.9

1.3
2.9

0.9
4.4

100.0
100.0 100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
(822) (1,091) (989) (1,334) (1,985) (1,867) (8,088)
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To answer the question of whether cultural globalization measured in terms
of the relative proportion of foreign cultural products discussed in the studied
culture sections has increased over the research period, Table 4.1 presents the
origins of the cultural products according to year. It shows that the domestic
products clearly dominate the scene, totalling almost half of the articles. The
second largest group is ‘other European’ products with one-quarter of the
articles, and cultural products from the United States is third with 14.0 per cent.
Individually, the rest of the world stays marginal, although together they total
almost the same as the US products.
The most interesting question is whether these proportions have changed
over time. Concerning the possible increase in cultural globalization, the results
are not very clear. The proportion of domestic cultural products remains almost
identical between 1960 and 2010, meaning that there is no straightforward
increase in foreign cultural products. Only in 1980 did the relative proportion of
domestic cultural products surpass foreign ones (52.0 per cent coverage); in
1990, this decreased and recovered in the 2000s to a stable level of slightly
below half of the articles.
More substantial trends over time are found in cultural products originating
from other Europe and the United States. The proportion of other European
products decreased from 31.8 per cent in 1960 to 21.5 per cent in 2010. Meanwhile, the proportion of US cultural products almost doubled from 9.9 per cent
to 19.1 per cent in the same time-frame. Considering cultural products from all
other parts of the world, their article proportions tend to remain both relatively
stable and marginal.
Figure 4.1 presents how newspapers published in different parts of Europe
vary according to their level of globalization and whether the composition of
geographical origins of cultural products discussed in their culture sections has
evolved over time. We expect to find clear differences due to the characteristics
of the national contexts in which the newspapers are embedded. Based on the
seminal study by Janssen et al. (2008), we expect the results to be in line with at
least three society-level factors: cultural centrality of the country, language and
common history. We expect newspapers from culturally central countries with
strong domestic cultural production (The Guardian, Le Monde) to be more self-
sufficient and thus devote more attention to domestic cultural products than
newspapers from more peripheral countries (see Appendix Table B.4). In other
words, we assume that under the circumstances of strong and internationally
successful domestic cultural production, the demand for imported cultural products would be smaller and that the level of cultural globalization measured from
newspaper coverage would be lower. While size of language area should associate positively with successful national cultural production (the more widely the
language of the country is spoken, the larger the markets language-dependent
cultural products abroad), language matters also in the sense of shared (colonial) history and close relations that affect the import and export of cultural
products. Countries and areas with common language and shared history with
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Figure 4.1 Origins of cultural products discussed in the articles by year,
separately on each newspaper (percentages).

old trade contacts in our case are primarily the UK with the United States,
Spain with Latin America and France with Africa. Thus, we expect to see traces
of these special relations in newspapers’ cultural coverage.
Figure 4.1 reveals that domestic cultural products dominate the cultural
coverage in our European newspapers with varying degrees and tendencies. As
expected, the newspapers from the most culturally central countries cover more
domestic cultural products (Le Monde with 50.8 per cent and The Guardian with
48.8 per cent) than newspapers from more peripheral countries (Helsingin
Sanomat, Dagens Nyheter and ABC/El País all have around 43 per cent).
However, Milliyet concentrates the most on domestic cultural products with an
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overall proportion of 62.7 per cent of all articles with identifiable cultural products. This reflects not only the relatively isolated position of Turkey from
Western-dominated global cultural flows, but also the efforts the country has
devoted to culture and arts as a means of building national identity. Only from
1990 to 2000 did Milliyet cover substantially less national culture, and the available space during those years was filled mostly by articles on other European cultural products. These themes will be discussed in detail in Chapter 6 (see also
Box 2.3).
The proportion of domestic cultural products decreased in ABC/El País and
Le Monde, while keeping its position in other newspapers. Leaving aside Milliyet,
other major trends such as declining articles on other European cultural products and the rise of articles on US cultural products are well recognizable across
the newspapers (most mildly in Dagens Nyheter, which shows the strongest
stability in its geographical composition of cultural products discussed). The
only exception is the Spanish newspapers, which show an increase in articles on
other European cultural products. Thus, ABC/El País have compensated for the
decreasing space devoted to domestic cultural products by increasing the space
given to US and other European cultural products. Hence, the Spanish newspapers indicate a trajectory of not only increasing Americanization but also
Europeanization, which in the other newspapers seem to be mutually exclusive.
Similar to Milliyet, the political and national aspects of these trends in ABC/El
País are discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
While the trends (with above-mentioned exceptions) of declining proportions of articles on other European cultural products and rising proportions of
articles on US cultural products are evident, the overall levels and shapes of the
trends vary across the newspapers. Articles on other European cultural products
range from 14.9 per cent in Milliyet to 33.7 per cent in Helsingin Sanomat. In the
case of articles on US cultural products, the range of overall proportions is narrower, from 10.9 per cent in Helsingin Sanomat to 17.5 per cent in The Guardian.
However, these differences across the newspapers in the case of US cultural
products were even smaller in 2010 because the newspapers with the lowest
overall proportions faced the most rapid and recent increase in the proportion
of US cultural products. These findings can be interpreted through the fact that
other European products often represent classical highbrow arts and US cultural
products represent chiefly popular culture, and that new art forms become
common and legitimate earlier in central than peripheral countries. This would
mean that a major part of the globalization processes inspected here overlaps
with the rise of popular culture and the decline of highbrow arts analysed in
Chapters 2 and 3.
Overall, the rest of the world collectively covers almost the same proportion
of cultural products as the United States. There are several differences among
newspapers and the trends are variable because ‘other world’ includes a variety
of locations with specific meanings for each of the newspapers and their respective countries. Connections based on language and shared history are evident.
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Besides The Guardian showing the widest coverage of US cultural products, the
Spanish newspapers cover the largest overall share of cultural products from
‘other world’ (17.9 per cent, with Milliyet having the lowest proportion at 6.8
per cent). This is mostly due to the fact that there are three times more cultural
products in ABC/El País that originate from Latin America (6.8 per cent) compared to the average proportion in the entire dataset (2.3 per cent). This is obviously a result of a common (colonial) history and shared language (discussed
separately in Box 4.2). However, contrary to the expectations based on historical
ties, Le Monde covers only very slightly more African cultural products (2 per
cent) than the entire dataset (0.9 per cent), showing that the routes of cultural
flows on the pages of quality European newspapers are far from equal.4
Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1 give strong reasons to expect that the origin of cultural products is most likely associated with art forms and cultural domains discussed in the articles. To unpack this question, we first investigate if cultural
products of different art forms differ by geographical origin. Our expectation is
that there are remarkable differences among the art forms, for several reasons.
First, we expect that classical highbrow arts more often originate from Europe
and that the rising popular culture originates primarily from the United States.
However, according to the hybridization paradigm, emerging cultural forms
should at some point reach domestic production (Pieterse, 2003; cf. Regev,
2013); thus, we expect to see a rise in the coverage of domestic popular culture.
The other point of view is the transportability of cultural products: on one hand,
mass-produced cultural objects such as music records, films and books are easily
distributable. However, language dependency should mean that, for instance,
abstract art or (most) classical music would be easier to transport across national
and linguistic borders than language-dependent cultural products that need
translation, such as theatre or books.
First, we scrutinize the differences between a classical highbrow art form,
classical music, and a form of popular culture, pop-rock music.5 Figure 4.2 shows
the origin of the cultural product according to the year and the music genre.
The differences are clear: a clear majority (58 per cent) of articles on classical
music discuss music products from Europe, followed by classical music articles
discussing domestic and other world products, while US products represent only
3 per cent of all classical music articles. In pop-rock music, one-third of articles
discuss domestic music and another third of articles discuss US music products,
whereas one-quarter discuss other European products and 11 per cent discuss
music products from other world.
There is a huge difference between classical music articles and pop-rock
articles regarding changes over time. Classical music articles show considerable
stability, whereas pop-rock articles demonstrate transformation. It is no wonder
that, in the case of an emerging art form such as pop-rock, the balance of
geographical origin of cultural products being discussed has changed, in contrast with a traditional art form such as classical music. The very few first articles
on pop-rock discussed either US or British cultural products. During the
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Figure 4.2 Origins of cultural products discussed in the articles by year,
separately on classical music and pop-rock articles (percentages).

proliferation of pop-rock articles in 1970–1980, articles on domestic pop-rock
reached the level of articles on US pop-rock, while the other European products
were discussed more often. Since then, the proportion of articles on other European products has decreased, whereas domestic and, in the 2000s, US pop-rock
products have been discussed increasingly often. These trends are therefore in
line with both domestication (or ‘poprockization’ of national music; Regev,
2013) and increased Americanization of pop-rock coverage.
Four cultural domains other than music are presented in Figure 4.3: literature,
theatre, the visual arts and film. The visual arts are the most abstract domain,
while the others, especially literature, are more language-dependent. Literature
and film are more easily distributed as copies, while theatre and the visual arts
(if displayed at galleries or exhibitions) are more event- or performance-based.
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Figure 4.3 Origins of cultural products discussed in the articles by year,
separately on four art forms (percentages).

Figure 4.3 reveals that literature and theatre are the most domestically dominated art forms by their cultural coverage in quality newspapers. The same is true
of the visual arts, though it shows a clear recent trend towards more international
coverage (2010). Of the four art forms, film is definitely the most international in
its newspaper coverage. Domestic and US films are covered almost as frequently
(around 30 per cent of all articles on film), followed by other European (24 per
cent) and those from elsewhere in the world (15 per cent). Overall, the trends in
the origin of the films discussed are stable, with domestic and US films competing
with each other at the same level of coverage (cf. Crane, 2014). Other European
films are slightly decreasing and other world films slightly increasing in coverage.
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In literature, the proportion of domestic cultural products is 55 per cent and
overall stable (peaking in 1980). The relative proportion of other European products has decreased since 1990, while the coverage of books from the United
States and other world areas have slightly increased. In total, 22 per cent of literary products covered are from other Europe, 14 per cent from other world and
9 per cent from the United States. The overall levels and trends in articles on
theatre are similar. However, articles on domestically originated theatre, which
have dominated theatre coverage throughout the period, clearly increase over
time (52 per cent of all theatre articles). Articles on other European plays (31
per cent overall) decreased over time, and the space given to US or other world-
produced theatre is limited (both with 9 per cent). There was intensified interest
in theatre productions from ‘other world’ in 1990 and 2000, but that trend weakened in 2010. Finally, in the case of articles on the visual arts, the proportion of
domestic products clearly decreased (from 68 per cent in 1960 to 37 per cent in
2010, the total share of domestic products being 53 per cent). Correspondingly,
the proportion of other European products (totalling 27 per cent of all visual arts
articles) increased significantly in 2010. As with literature and theatre coverage,
the proportion of US products in visual arts articles is only 5 per cent. ‘Other
world’ is, however, well represented with 15 per cent of all articles on the visual
arts, and the trend of discussing visual art from outside Europe or the United
States has risen from 10 per cent in 1960 to 18 per cent in 2010.
Finally, we investigate highbrow/popular composition of products from
different geographical origins. In Figure 4.4, cultural products are divided into
highbrow arts and popular culture, and their relative proportions are presented
according to year and origin.6 This demonstrates the degree to which cultural
globalization trends (as understood by geographical origin of cultural products)
overlap with the transformation in the balance between highbrow arts and
popular culture.
In the case of articles on domestic cultural products, the total proportion of
highbrow arts is 47 per cent (popular culture 53 per cent) and popular culture
surpassed highbrow arts in 1980. In other European products, highbrow products
dominated popular culture until the 2000s, when there was no difference
between the two after a dramatic decrease in other European highbrow arts
coverage and a corresponding increase in popular culture coverage. This confirms our expectation. As expected, in the case of US cultural products, articles
on highbrow arts never dominated. Only 20 per cent of US products covered
are highbrow, and the proportion diminished over the period. The slightest
differences between highbrow arts and popular culture are in the products from
other parts of the world; the situation is fifty–fifty. There is a clear decrease of
highbrow culture (from 66 per cent in 1960 to 43 per cent in 2010), but the
proportion of popular culture products surpassed the proportion of highbrow arts
as recently as 2000.
According to these analyses, it is clear that cultural globalization measured
by origins of cultural products is not straightforward or linear. It is strongly
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related to different cultural fields, particularly the division between highbrow/
popular as well as language-dependency and shared histories between specific
nations. Hence, it was not enough to investigate proportions between ‘domestic’
and ‘foreign’ cultural products discussed in the newspapers; their actual geographic origins and cultural, social and historical ties are essential.

Cultural globalization: qualitative approach
The quantitative results showed the levels and trends of cultural globalization in
our data. The next step is to more closely qualitatively explore newspaper
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articles to discover how foreign or international cultural products are discussed
and characterized (for the various meanings and characterizations of national
culture, see e.g. Chapter 6 and Box 4.1). We will concentrate on three different
aspects of globalization, primarily coverage of American cultural products – the
relative proportion of which doubled between 1960 and 2010. Examining
articles on cultural products from ‘other world’ and multinational cultural
coverage, both prominent signs of globalization but too small to be analysed in
depth quantitatively, will further illuminate this topic.
Beyond Americanization: the reception of cultural
products from the United States
As perhaps the largest qualitative analysis of this study, we conducted a close
reading of all articles (over 1,000) covering cultural products from the United
States.7 The aim was to analyse how US cultural products were discussed and
evaluated in quality European newspapers. The two recurrent themes found
were success and creativity. Besides those themes, the focus was in the evaluations made in the articles: whether US cultural products were evaluated
approvingly or negatively.
The theme of success appeared in the articles in two different ways, as linked
either to commercial success or popularity. Commercial success refers simply to
good sales numbers or remarkable incomes: ‘[Charlie Sheen] is paid 1.25 million
dollars per episode’ (HS/05/11/10_NYT_TV5) or ‘[The hit collection of the
Eagles] is the all-time best-selling album of the country with almost 30 million
albums’ (HS/23/12/10_C4). Popularity refers to artists’ abilities to attract
large audiences: ‘[Clark Gable is] one of the great magnets for the public’
(DN/18/11/60_19) or ‘[The trombone player Ashley Slater] always aimed to
reach a bigger audience’ (GU/26/01/00_G2_14).
The themes of success and creativity do not exclude each other, but very
often creativity is seen as a counterforce for (commercial) success in the newspapers. Creativity was represented as multifacetedness, originality and talent,
going against the current, breaking rules, and sometimes being openly political.
American creativity is often framed as positive, a refreshing break from stuffy,
exaggeratedly established, and formal European culture: ‘American music often
has an optimistic and energetic note. […] A kind of European, indented anguish
does not bother the symphonies of Schuman’ (HS/14/11/10_C5). Le Monde
laments that: ‘in France […] the public never even heard about’ popular literary
genres vivid in the Anglo-Saxon world (LM/04/07/70_Livres_8). In a 1980
interview with Dagens Nyheter, after moving to Sweden, the US-born jazz
pianist Steve Dobrogosz summarizes the creative power and attractiveness of his
native culture, in a similar way:
Many [Swedish musicians] would benefit from working in the USA. There,
they have a completely different tempo from here. There, everyone just
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wants to play and play and play … and it’s important to be the best. […]
What I perhaps miss most compared to the USA is the creativity. Almost
no one here dares to experiment, to try new things.
(DN/13/08/80_13)
Besides novelty, originality and enthusiasm, American creativity also appears to
rebelliously resist the establishment or political power. Inside the American cultural scene, this appears as resisting mainstream or commercial mass culture.
This was already visible in the 1960s: ‘In these times in which exceptionally
many failures have left their mark on Broadway, theatre-goers have optimistically headed towards these small and modest theatres known as “off-Broadway” ’
(HS/20/05/60_21). Another big production concentration worth opposing is of
course Hollywood, mentioned several times as a destructive power against artistic creativity and independence: ‘[Hollywood Mavericks] is an essay on the
outsiders who know how to use the system: filmmakers and directors who have
managed to pursue their own, independent vision in the Hollywood context’
(GU/06/10/90_Weekend_44).
These counter-flow artists or productions are mainly discussed approvingly in
the quality European newspapers. While commercial mass productions are not
usually evaluated as art, acting against them is seen as a good, valuable attribute.
The main division in our data can be summarized as a difference between the ‘bad’
mainstream, mass-produced, commercial entertainment lacking any artistic ambitiousness, and the ‘good’ creative, enthusiastic counter-culture, which usually is of
high artistic quality. The ‘bad’ American culture is often treated quite harshly:
Marc Eliot’s unofficial chronicle titled Eagles: Take It to the Limit (1998)
probably won’t change the mental image of the group because it has been
written based on old presumptions – about a populist group that was most
of all some kind of business.
(HS/23/12/10_C4)
Of course, success does not always make cultural products bad. There are discussions on popularity as a reference of quality, and commercial success can be
discussed in a positive way, if it is used for the right purposes, such as making art
accessible for larger audiences. In the earlier years of this study, it could be
enough for a piece of art to be a novelty in Europe to be ‘good’. For instance,
Le Monde describes Johnny Cash as ‘a legendary personality to the pop audience’ and ‘a really popular star in the United States, as well among young
people liking pop music and among the great public of American TV’
(LM/12/11/70_Spectacles_2).
These themes of success and creativity and evaluations related to them
remain almost the same during the fifty-year time-span of the study. There is
one important change related to the acceptability of commercial success:
from 1990 onwards, even very clearly commercial cultural products can reach
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legitimate status, if they are artistically qualified or have authenticity or exotic
novelty for European audiences. For instance, when the television series Friends
was introduced to Spain in 2000, El País mentioned neutrally that the series had
25 million viewers in the United States and that it had won several awards.
However, ‘the most important thing is that it has never succumbed to cheap
sentimentalism or the easy temptation of excessively drawing out the scenes’
(EP/03/01/00_53). Another example of very commercial but also legitimized
American culture is Twin Peaks: the Director David Lynch was praised as ‘the
maker of such brilliant surrealistic art movies as Blue Velvet and Eraserhead’, and
choosing a director ‘with such an original, uncommercial vision’ shows that
‘something’s right in America’ (GU/10/04/90_42).
We have seen that the newspapers’ relationship with America is by no means
unproblematic: the aesthetic value of US cultural products is often defined in
the shadow of commercial values (cf. Box 3.2). Typically, commerciality has
been an automatic sign of ‘bad’ culture, but in the context of a larger wave of
various and overlapping legitimization processes of popular culture and the popularization of (traditional) legitimate culture, commercial success is increasingly
seen as permitted. Chapter 5 will further discuss the commercial aspects of aesthetic evaluations.
Distant and exotic? Cultural products from the ‘other
world’
Our category of the ‘other world’ in our classification of areas refers to beyond
the triumvirate of domestic, other European and US cultural products. According to the original coding, the cultural products and artists falling into this category originate from Canada (n = 32), other America (n = 184), Russia/Soviet
Union (n = 215), Asia/Australia/Oceania (n = 174) and Africa (n = 72). In this
section, we will present specific examples on how culture from the ‘other world’
was represented in newspaper coverage.
To start with a look at the art form composition of cultural products from the
‘other world’, the largest art forms among the Canadian cultural products discussed in the articles are popular music (28 per cent), literature (25 per cent)
and film (9 per cent). The most frequently covered art forms of ‘other America’
(mainly Latin America; see Box 4.2) are literature (37 per cent), popular music
(25 per cent) and film (12 per cent). Russian products are most often classical
music (28 per cent), literature (20 per cent) and theatre (16 per cent). Products
from Asia, Australia or Oceania are mainly literature (26 per cent), film (18 per
cent) and popular music (18 per cent). African cultural products covered most
often include popular music (40 per cent), literature (24 per cent) and film (19
per cent). Thus, literature, popular music and film are the most typical art forms
from the ‘other world’ discussed in quality European newspapers.
Most coverage on cultural products from the ‘other world’ is in no respects
exoticizing; rather, it focuses on the same features as an article on any other
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Box 4.2 Connected by language and cultural ties: the case of Latin
America
When looking at the national background of artists that make it to the culture
sections, it seems evident that there are substantial differences across newspapers.
This is not surprising as each country has experienced different historical paths
and established closer political relations to other territories due to geographical
proximity, cultural affinities and common historical endeavours. In this sense, it
seems logical that certain regions of the world have a more relevant presence than
others in cultural coverage.
The case of Latin America is exemplary. This region, comprising Central and
South America, is formed by countries that belonged (except for Brazil and some
smaller countries) to the Spanish empire until the beginning of the nineteenth
century. While culturally Latin America is an active region with renowned writers
and musicians, cultural coverage on it has not been high in European newspapers.
The only exception is Spain, which shares a common language with most of these
countries. Although the independence of most Latin American countries dates
back 200 years and the intensity of different trade and cultural exchanges was relatively low for most of that period, it is clear that those historical links have been
significant.
Our data shows that, in most of the newspapers, there is barely coverage on
Latin American culture (less than 1 per cent in most). Nevertheless, in the
Spanish newspapers, coverage on Latin America reached a figure of nearly 7 per
cent. In fact, there is a substantial gap between ABC and El País, the coverage of
the latter being much higher. Furthermore, the way Latin American culture has
been covered by Spanish newspapers has changed through time, and it is not only
a matter of figures. For instance, in ABC, Latin American countries are seen from
an interesting perspective, as an old brotherhood with Spain, as a symbolic reference and the motherland (the madre patria) united by language and a common
history. Most of the articles cover history or academic gatherings of Hispanists;
reviews of films and musical events are rare. There is often an emphasis on the
legacy of Spain and the importance of Spanish language. For instance, one article
mentions the excellent impression made by Spanish scholars at an international
conference of discoveries, in which they focus on different aspects of the conquest
of America (see ABC/13/09/60_37). There are also references in the legacy of
Spain, for instance, the struggle to keep Spanish alive in Puerto Rico (see
ABC/13/02/70_48). However, it is also evident that cultural trade with America
is not substantial; this is confirmed by a lesser coverage of Latin American cultural
products, which is also the result of the situation of the country during Franco’s
rule (e.g. nationalism, international isolation, underdeveloped economy).
In El País, the approach is different. Since the 1980s, the newspaper has made
references to the strategic importance of Spanish language and the need to consolidate the links between Spain and Latin America (see EP/14/06/80_30). The
political relations of democratic Spain with Latin American countries are
strengthened through a number of diplomatic initiatives and forums (Cumbres
Iberoamericanas), which paved way for later trade agreements and investments.
The Spanish language started to achieve a higher status, partly because of the rise
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in the number of its global speakers (due to the expansion of population in Latin
American countries), and partly because of the increasing number of the Latin
American immigrants to the United States. The growing influence and the development of communications has helped to shape the views of Latin America,
which was then seen as a modern trade partner rather than a long-lost brother.
From the 1980s onwards, Spanish companies started to invest heavily in Latin
America, and soon Spain became the second biggest investor in the region after
the United States. Since the 1990s, there has been an explosion of coverage
related to the recording industry, with an interest in Spanish music as a possible
magnet for profits.
This is reflected also in cultural field. In the 1980s, cultural exchanges
increased, and Latin American artists and their contributions were reviewed more
regularly. The boom and post-boom writers, films and especially pop-rock music
found space in El País. The United States and its Latino community played an
important role as catalysts of the investment efforts in cultural industries. What
should not be underestimated is the influence of PRISA, the media conglomerate
behind El País, and their business interests, highly representative of the discourse
on Latino music that mushroomed in Spanish media at the turn of the century
(see Box 5.2). In the following article, which also lists exact calculations on
market expectations, we can see how their discourse is framed:
Muxxic Latina will start signing artists from September onwards, to launch
later their careers from the end of this year and the beginning of 2001. This
will be done from their new headquarters in Miami, which is now an
important capital for business and entertainment production.
(EP/07/07/00_42)
This kind of pro-business article is a significant feature in the way music and
artists from Latin America are perceived. In literature and films, however, discourses are different, highlighting classic aesthetic values and cultural commonalities, not unlike other artists from different latitudes. On both ends of the
legitimacy and commerciality ladder, common language and cultural affinities play
a role.

nationality would do (see e.g. LM/25/04/90_18). For Finnish Helsingin Sanomat,
Russia is not only a physical neighbour (which Finland was part of until 1917)
but also a cultural highbrow superpower with enormous quantities of classical
theatre, literature and music; therefore, it is only natural that Russian art is frequently covered. The articles on Russian cultural products focus heavily on
these classics, and usually in a canonizing tone: in a review of Chekhov’s play
Three Sisters, the reviewer mentions that: ‘The performance is like an introduction to Chekhov and to Konstantin Stanislavski’s actors’ methods, born in the
Moscow Art Theatre’ (HS/17/12/00_B5). The coverage of Russia in The
Guardian focuses similarly on almost exclusively highbrow arts: Bolshoi is titled
‘one of the world’s greatest ballet companies’ with an ‘explosive appeal’
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(GU/20/07/10_G2_19). At the same time, the rough times faced by Russian art
has not been forgotten: the review on Bolshoi’s visit to London in 2010 is in
part a subjective reminiscence of their visit in 1986, but also a history of the
turbulent times the world-famous ballet company has gone through.
Another entirely different viewpoint of the coverage of the ‘other world’ is
coverage on African cultural products and artists. The coverage is often formally
similar to that of other nationalities, but specific attention is paid to its diverging context, usually in a highly appreciative tone, as, for instance, when Dagens
Nyheter laments the fact that the main act of a concert of an African artist has
been cancelled, because ‘it is not every day one can hear bhangra and afropop
with influences of taarab in Stockholm’ (DN/05/04/10_Kultur8). Another good
example is a review titled ‘A Liberation Carved in Stone’ on a contemporary
African art exhibition at the London gallery Gimpel Fils (GU/25/04/90_45).
The review resembles the typical canonized way of writing, but there is a strong
political dimension and a contextualization on the movement is included, probably as a polite gesture to readers potentially unfamiliar with movements inside
African art. A small detail of the review reveals that ethnicity, for an ‘ethnic’
artist in the eyes of the majority, might be a feature demanding caution – as
something which is capable of being used ‘wrongly’.
The show’s pieces are unlabeled and arranged in a purely aesthetic scheme
that, as with previous exhibitions of African art, seems to suggest that the
artist should not intrude upon the ‘ethnicity’ of the work. But the range of
the talent in the show is impressive.
(GU/25/04/90_45)
The coverage on the ‘other world’ pictured here does not follow any clear
pattern. This is mostly due to the definition of the category; it combines several
radically different countries and socio-political contexts, some of them Western
(and even Anglo-American), some very peripheral from the point of view of
the average European newspaper. Still, the mere existence of the category can
be considered to be a good proxy for cultural globalization, especially in the
sense of Beck’s (2004) ‘banal cosmopolitanism’. Exotic, ‘new’ cultural items can
serve as tokens of legitimacy, and they surely can bring about an aura of openness and tolerance to culture sections. Perhaps the most important lesson is the
one exemplified by Latin America: cultural ties and affinities are key in understanding globalization, especially, the smallest streams of it.
Beyond domestic and foreign: multinational cultural
products
Sometimes it is not easy to define the origin of an artist or a piece of art. Even the
simple category of domestic versus foreign cultural products is not always clear,
and for the actual origin of a certain product, the definition can be even more
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complicated. The code ‘multinational’ was used every time the cultural product or
artist had roots in several countries (a typical example, in addition to children of
multicultural families, were different international cooperations). In total, 353
articles were primarily discussing cultural products labelled as multinational, constituting only 4.4 per cent of all articles that were coded with the variable ‘origin
of the cultural product’. To investigate these multinational cultural products more
closely, we chose a sample of articles on multinational cultural products from
Helsingin Sanomat (n = 61) and The Guardian (n = 50) for closer reading.
First of all, there was typically no mention of the origin of a cultural product
in an article; the coder looked for information on nationality and generally
found at least one source defining the artist or piece of art as multinational.
Almost half of the articles have no emphasis on the origin of the product. Similarly, it was common to briefly mention multinational origins. Almost one-
quarter of the articles under scrutiny are this kind. For instance, in 1990, The
Guardian states matter-of-factly that the director ‘Andrei Serban defected from
Romania to the United States 20 years ago. Now, in these freer post-Ceausescu
times, the Boston-based director is going back to head the country’s National
Theatre – a post he initially refused’ (GU/14/05/90_37).
An alternative way to introduce the multinational origin of a cultural
product is to relate it to the work of art. This is common in literature, for
example, through emigrants situating novels in the former habitat, such as in
this book review:
Pridencio de Pereda is a previously unknown author for us. He was born in
New York but his parents are Spanish emigrants, and he has strong spiritual
ties to his ‘old’ country. The novel Fiesta, which has now been published in
Finnish […] is an excellent indication about that.
(HS/17/04/60_22)
The importance of emigrant authors of multinational and mixed geographical
origins in literature and art more widely stems from the fact that the ideology of
modern art has particularly valued outsiders’ or strangers’ points of view as a
means to shed new light on the ordinary and the taken for granted. An author
or artist with a multinational background can benefit from a fresh perspective
vis-à-vis the previous or current country. In this sense, multinationalism can be
seen as a virtue of the modern artist, providing unique reflective resources that
would be impossible for mere ‘national’ artists. This is not embodied in one
artist only but also as a virtue also for a collective or an event. A good example
is a review of the exhibition of Jean-Michel Alberola and Iba Ndiaye: ‘Algerianborn Jean-Michel Alberola and Senegalese Iba Ndiaye symbolize for us a strange
culture, something non-European. The colours of their paintings glow from the
“warmth of the South”, and “primitivism” is easily seen in their topics’
(HS/26/01/90_B14). A typical feature of the coverage on multinational artists is
the emphasis on the links between the exotic and domestic: ‘As a painter
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Ndiaye is very European: he keeps drawing as a baseline for painting, and especially the traditions of impressionism and expressionism experience a new renaissance in his colourful canvases’ (HS/26/01/90_B14).
Usually multinational aspects of cultural products and artists are mentioned
as something positive, something that adds to the commonplace topics, something that suits well the cultural goodwill of the potentially middle-class readership of the newspapers studied. Often, what is emphasized in these discourses is
the cosmopolitan air of these multinational cultural products. ‘Styles from seven
countries’, boasts a 1960 The Guardian article covering a design exhibition in
London (GU/30/03/60_6). International cooperation products are valued very
highly throughout the time-span, for instance, the 1970 interview with Dmitri
Tiomkin, the producer of the American-Soviet film Chaykovskiy. Tiomkin pictures the hardships of the project but praises its success: ‘The cooperation was
considered occasionally completely impossible. But now the filming work has
been completed and we are satisfied. MOS-Film gave the best forces to the
work’ (HS/27/01/70_10). The tones of national pride present in some of the
articles on multinational cultural products tell the same story (see also Box 4.1).
This usually overlaps with discourses on cosmopolitanism. For instance, in a
1990 Helsingin Sanomat, there is a review on the exhibition of Asko Sutinen,
introduced as a ‘real cosmopolite’:
Asko Sutinen is a real cosmopolite. He was born in Canada 35 years ago
and received his art education in Australia. […] The material for his
artwork is gathered through travelling and working in Egypt and Greece,
for example. The pieces of this exhibition have been painted in Finland.
(HS/31/05/90_B10)
In a similar tone of appreciation and perhaps even distinction, multinational
roots can be highly acknowledged and considered almost as a guarantee of
quality art. As early as the 1960s, an enthusiastic film review of the French-
Brazilian-Italian Black Orpheus praises exotic samba music and the actors: ‘And
most of all: these colourful performers are truly mesmerizing in their licentiousness and the freshness of their way to put one’s soul into it’ (HS/15/10/60_11).
Finally, and as an important reminder that all multinational art is not necessarily considered to be positively exotic, trouble-free or even valuable, there is
plenty of coverage with discussions on the post-colonial past of several multinational artists and artworks, and on the politics of multinationalism in general.
In a record review on diasporic African music, several essentially political topics
are raised:
There are songs of nostalgia for home, dreams of foreign riches, and reminders of the hardships […] Daara J Family’s Unite 75 and K’naan’s 15 Minutes
Away are both songs about money transfers, and provide a wry, pained
description of what the promised land outside Africa can often be like.
(GU/11/06/10_FilmMusic_12)
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Similarly, multiculturalism can also mean clashing identities and conflicting
political views. A 2010 interview on The Kominas, ‘an American band, even
though we sing in Punjabi’, concentrated on the political and religious clashes
the band members have faced rather than on their music. ‘There are conservative punks or redneck punks who are hard to deal with, but the main problem
we have is with anti-religious punks who cannot see any value in a religious
heritage’, said the spokesperson of the band. ‘It breaks my heart when Muslim
kids come to our shows and then read our lyrics and write back saying they just
can’t come to see us again’ (GU/11/06/10_FilmMusic_4). ‘Multinational’
culture, just like the exotic culture from the ‘other world’, can be used as an
effective frame for creating but also problematizing cultural hierarchies.

Conclusion
This chapter explored in detail the geographical diversity of cultural products
discussed in quality European newspaper culture sections from the point of view
of cultural globalization. Cultural globalization was measured via relative proportion of foreign cultural products discussed in the articles, but the picture is
not black and white. If measured this way, domestically produced cultural products stubbornly dominate newspaper coverage in Europe and the level of cultural globalization has not really increased over the half-century research period.
The latter is due to the ‘foreign’ category, which contains contrasting trends of
the prevalence of cultural products originating from various parts of the world.
Moreover, there are remarkable differences across the art forms discussed in the
articles. A crucial finding combining these two aspects is that classical highbrow
culture has been mostly European, whereas emerging popular culture has been
heavily American. While the latter is increasing, the former is declining. When
scrutinizing the newspapers in the light of the national contexts in which they
are embedded, there are some clear trends: common history and shared language
create a basis for connections that are still visible in cultural exchange and in
the proportions of cultural coverage.
Still, the most important factor with which processes of cultural globalization
seem to be associated is the art form of the cultural product. Mostly this is due
to the remarkable significance of the traditional division between highbrow and
popular arts, but the language-dependency and distributability of cultural products play minor roles in influencing which cultural products of different geographical origins end up being discussed in culture sections of European
newspapers. In line with Janssen et al. (2008), who studied globalization of cultural coverage in Dutch, German, French and US newspapers, we find two
popular and mass-produced cultural domains, film and popular music, to be
international in nature. Similarly, we find also that the visual arts have become
more international over the research period. On the other hand, our results
regarding theatre and literature differ from Janssen et al.’s (2008): in our case,
the coverage of literature was even more domestically dominating than theatre’s
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coverage. These small differences could indicate the significance of different
languages and national contexts on globalization more widely.
In this chapter, we paid special attention to cultural products originating
from the United States and investigated how quality European newspapers write
about them. The two main themes of success and creativity, while occasionally
overlapping, show clear differences in how they are evaluated. Success, especially commercial success, was usually linked to negatively evaluated phenomena such as mass production and loss of artistic independence. Creativity
was seen as a positive feature, connected to novelty, artistic quality and originality. Especially since the 1990s, we have seen a change of discourse in which
commercial success can be covered positively if the artwork was observed
through a legitimizing lens, typically if it was combined with an attitude of cultural goodwill, for instance striving for authenticity.
In the close readings of articles covering ‘other world’ and ‘multinational’ art,
small categories covering cultural products from lesser-known places with few
cultural links to the contexts studied, we found, besides clear traces of colonial
histories, an interesting interplay of cosmopolitanism and the attraction of the
exotic. Cultural products from different parts of the world are usually covered in
tolerant and enthusiastic tones, and there are typically considerate contextualizations to familiarize the reader with the backgrounds. Both the examples of
legitimization of commercial success in the case of coverage of American culture
and the positive tones attached to imported and unfamiliar art reveal that cultural globalization as studied here has happened via the legitimization and inclusion of some selected foreign and exotic items, presented and disseminated
through newspapers.
Analysing newspaper coverage of national origins of cultural products provides only a limited view on cultural globalization. Geographical mobility of
cultural products and their reflection in newspaper cultural coverage is one
obvious indicator of cultural globalization, but it does not illuminate how cultural influences fundamentally exist and operate or how foreign influences are
adapted, adopted, domesticated and merged into national hybrids. Our approach
has its advantages in terms of making globalization processes visible and empirically analysable, but, ideally, it should be complemented by views on how
foreign influences are adapted and used in national contexts (cf. Regev, 2013).
In the context of this book, this fundamental aspect is taken into account by
showing how originally ‘foreign’ (Anglo-American) cultural forms have been
rising and increased their legitimacy and newspaper attention. The prime
example of this is the rise of pop-rock (see Chapter 2), independent of its
national origin, because the music style was originally American. To some
extent, this applies also to other forms of popular culture, for instance, films and
television, which are now mostly domestically produced but might still represent
global commercial popular culture in terms of format and style.
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Notes
1 See, for example, Giddens, 1990; 1999; Robertson, 1992; Held, McGrew, Goldblatt
and Perraton, 1999; Tomlinson, 1999; and Beck, 2000a.
2 See, for example, Lizardo, 2005; Woodward, Skrbis and Bean, 2008; Savage, Wright
and Gay-Cal, 2010; Pichler, 2012; Cappeliez and Johnston, 2013; Meuleman and
Savage, 2013; Regev, 2013; Wright et al., 2013; and Rössel and Schroedter, 2015.
3 Moreover, the origin of the cultural product was not coded, if the article type was an
announcement/list. The variable measuring the origin of the cultural product was
defined as the country of origin of the first-mentioned artist or piece of art in the
article; in many cases, there were several cultural products discussed in the same
article, but only the first one was coded.
4 As a curiosity, in Helsingin Sanomat, 5.1 per cent of articles cover cultural products
from Russia or the Soviet Union, compared to an overall proportion of 2.7 per cent in
the entire dataset.
5 As the following analyses are using the highbrow/popular categories (Figures 4.2, 4.3
and 4.4), Milliyet has been excluded (see Chapter 2 and Box 2.3).
6 Again, we follow here, and in all following analyses using the distinction between
highbrow arts and popular culture, Janssen et al. (2011) in our definitions (see
Chapter 2).
7 See Purhonen, Lauronen and Heikkilä, 2018. The Turkish Milliyet has been excluded
from this analysis.

Chapter 5

Commercialization
On the commercial dimension and
advertisements

Introduction
Despite widespread arguments that cultural journalism has lost at least some of
its autonomy and become part of the market economy (see Janssen, 1999; Jaakkola, 2015), previous research has not explored in detail the commercial dimensions of the cultural content in quality newspapers. This chapter does this by
detecting signs of commercialization not only in articles and reviews written by
cultural journalists but also in the advertisements published in culture sections.
Classical highbrow arts that have long been considered to be more prestigious than popular art forms remain heavily subsidized by national cultural policies, securing their stable position from the pressures of alleged or real
commercialization (Heilbrun and Gray, 2001). While a soap opera or musical
might be economically successful (cf. Scardaville, 2009), within the sphere of
highbrow arts, aesthetic legitimacy has traditionally outweighed economic legitimacy. Economic and aesthetic legitimacy are usually seen as competing, mutually exclusive forces. In contrast, popular arts, such as pop music and cinema,
have from their birth been associated with the pursuit of economic rather than
aesthetic legitimacy. In recent years, however, several scholars have pointed out
that the increasing number of reviews on popular art forms (especially in newspapers, see Janssen, 1999; Schmutz, 2009b) and their legitimizing tone
(Baumann, 2007; Schmutz, 2016) has moved them closer to aesthetic legitimacy. As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, popular culture, especially pop-rock music,
has gained legitimacy recently, through its increasing coverage in quality newspapers and success in developing its own system of symbolic value that has
managed to stay relatively (but far from completely) autonomous from the commercial sphere.
This chapter explores the relationship between artistic and commercial valuation, connected to the complicated relationship between art and money, on
the pages of our quality newspapers. The chapter opens by discussing the tension
between arts and economy and the alleged commercialization of culture, treating these two questions from the perspective of cultural journalism. Next, our
empirical analysis will examine to what degree cultural content, especially
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evaluations, are intertwined with commercial vocabulary and valuation, and
whether there are systematic trends over time. This question is approached both
quantitatively, through the examination of the explicit commercial dimension
(vocabulary using economic indicators) included in the newspaper articles, and
qualitatively, by close reading of articles with a commercial dimension to see
how commercial content is interrelated with aesthetic evaluations. Finally, we
analyse the advertisement content published in the culture sections of our newspapers. As one indicator of the increased commercialization of media outlets
which has been said to be the blurring of boundaries between editorial and
advertisement content (Hallin, 2005: 235), we ask whether the space given to
advertisements published in culture sections is increasing and what kind of
products the advertisements concern. Thereby, our analysis of commercialization will cover elements from both inside and outside the journalistic cultural
content published in quality European newspapers.

From the enduring tension between art and
money to commercialization of culture
Arts and money have always had a special relationship. Notwithstanding the
level of vocation and passion of the artist, full-time, long-lasting artistic work
requires economic resources. The relationship between economic matters and art
has surely been problematic in its own ways across historical models of art patronage, but the relationship has been recognized as particularly pressing in modern
times. After the nineteenth-century introduction of ‘fine arts’, separating arts
from crafts and artists from artisans, and the building of arts markets (Shiner,
2001), funding of the arts has been channelled through three main sources:
private funding (including ‘old-fashioned’ patronage, the non-profit sector,
foundations), public funding (from local government to the state) and commercial markets (including consumers, companies and other for-profit institutions
and cultural entrepreneurs) (Mulcahy, 2003). Since the birth of the modern art
world, or field, the question has been articulated primarily in terms of degree of
autonomy from economic goals and constraints (Bourdieu, 1996). The roots of
the ideology of ‘art for art’s sake’ and the idea that art should be autonomous
from economy (as well as politics; see Chapter 6) can be traced back to the Age
of Enlightenment and the aesthetics of Immanuel Kant (Gronow, 1997); since
the nineteenth century, the field of art has consolidated and accomplished the
relative, albeit fragile, autonomy that has characterized it ever since.
Bourdieu has been perhaps the most forceful voice in arguing that modern
art rests on the idea that art and commercialism are contrasting opposites and,
at the same time, in showing that the ideology of disinterestedness and ‘art for
art’s sake’ is only doxa, masking the subtle and complicated relationship between
the fields of art and economy, which is continuously reworked and maintained.
For Bourdieu, it is intrinsically the autonomy from commercial pursuits that
defines art:
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The opposition between art and money (the ‘commercial’) is the generative
principle of most of the judgements that, with respect to theatre, cinema,
painting and literature, claim to establish the frontier between what is art
and what is not, between ‘bourgeois’ art and ‘intellectual art’, between ‘traditional’ art and ‘avant-garde’ art.
(Bourdieu, 1993: 162)
The complicated relationship between money, funding, economy and the arts,
and the ideology of autonomy, have been constitutive to the distinction
between highbrow arts and popular culture. Highbrow arts can be defined as
‘creator-oriented’ and popular culture as ‘audience-oriented’ (Gans, 1974).
Thus, for highbrow arts, funding from the third main channel, commercial
markets, has traditionally been taboo, whereas the very same funding channel
has characterized popular culture by definition. Bourdieu (1993) conceptualizes
this by talking about two opposite fields of cultural production: ‘large scale production’ and ‘restricted production’. The former operates in the search for profit
and voluminous audiences and tries to satiate a pre-existing demand, thus also
minimizing risks; the latter strives for symbolic capital, ‘a kind of “economic”
capital denied but recognized, and hence legitimate – a veritable credit, and
capable of assuring, under certain conditions and in the long term, “economic”
profits’ (Bourdieu, 1993: 142). According to Bourdieu’s definition (1993), the
‘autonomization’ process of arts refers to a development in which it is able to
break away from the commercial demands and other external influences connected to large-scale production and finally to operate through its own system of
symbolic valuations (see Box 5.1).
Bourdieu shows that the birth of the discourse of an ideally non-commercial
‘art for art’s sake’ and its legitimate status is a complex historical process that
was in turn linked to the inevitable clash between commercial art forms ready
to cater to audience expectations and a competing ‘realist current’ (Bourdieu,
1993, 1996). Furthermore, the distinction between ‘bestsellers with no tomorrow’ and lasting classics relies on the education system that in turn consecrates
and canonizes classics. What Bourdieu calls the ‘pure gaze’, the ability to discern
and appreciate highbrow art in the ‘correct’ way, is inevitably connected to cultural competence and education, which again is linked to class position
(Bourdieu, 1984).
The discourse on the commercialization of culture has particularly been concerned with whether the influences and demands from the commercial funding
typical of popular culture would become more prominent in the highbrow arts.
Different negative scenarios have been presented throughout the twentieth
century, especially the latter half, and this discourse strongly overlaps with the
ideas of the homogenization of culture and cultural imperialism, referred to in
connection with Americanization in Chapter 4. Perhaps the most famous and
extreme version of the discourse is represented by Horkheimer and Adorno
(1969) with their 1944 declamation of the dismal influence of the ‘culture
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industry’ (mass media and popular culture), which threatens to commodify
genuine art altogether.
Here, it is significant to distinguish between the idea that art and commercialism are competing opposites (an empirical generalization of the ideology of
modern art) and the discussions according to which commercialization threatens culture and the arts, which can be understood as a form of cultural critique.
Bourdieu’s work is, perhaps paradoxically, an embodiment of both positions, as
the former (and arguably more substantial) was presented in his major studies
on cultural production, most importantly The Rules of Art (1996), whereas the
latter was voiced in his late political essays, published in collections such as On
Television (1998b). ‘But what is currently happening to the universes of artistic
production throughout the developed world is entirely novel and truly without
precedent’, Bourdieu claimed, perfectly in the spirit of shamelessly presentist
cultural critics, and continued: ‘the hard-won independence of cultural production and circulation from the necessities of the economy is being threatened, in
its very principle, by the intrusion of commercial logic at every stage of the production and circulation of cultural goods’ (Bourdieu, 2003: 67). Bourdieu’s list
of offenders is conventional to cultural critiques: ‘Hollywood films, telenovelas,
TV serials, soap operas, police series, commercial music, boulevard or Broadway
theater, all purpose magazines, and best-sellers produced directly for the world
market’ (Bourdieu, 2003: 69).
What is of special interest here is that both questions can be posed more
specifically in the case of cultural journalism to determine the nature of
structural (and ideological) tension between cultural journalism and economic
goals and constraints and whether cultural journalism has been (or will be)
commercialized.

Autonomy in peril? The commercialization of
cultural journalism
While the tension between consecrated art and commercial success has given
plenty of material for one of the most essential debates in cultural sociology and
especially in the context of cultural hierarchies and legitimization, the fine line
separating ‘real’ culture and commercial culture is also timely in the context of
cultural journalism (Hovden and Knapskog, 2015). Just as in the field of culture,
metadiscourses on cultural journalism foster division between legitimate ‘quality
journalism’ and ‘commercial journalism’. Jaakkola (2015) places commercialization as one of the main five discursive metacritical frames of cultural journalism
together with elitization, popularization, journalistification and professional
‘apathization’. All these are ‘representations of menace; they present potential
instrumentalizations of the idea of autonomous journalism and threats to the
functions of qualified cultural journalism’ (Jaakkola, 2015: 54). Commercialization has also been claimed to skew news towards a more commercially oriented
and trivial tone and simultaneous ‘tabloidization’ to popularize editorial content
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and threaten what could be considered to be quality journalism or ‘real news’
(Franklin, 1997; Magin, 2017).
While there are clear signs of these developments, there is no conceptual
consensus about what commercialization, at least in the field of cultural journalism, really refers to or how it should be measured. While not a direct menace
in the sense of a situation in which journalistic content would be difficult to
separate from commercial content, at least in traditional quality news outlets
(but see Hallin, 2005), some scholars have pointed to the ‘blurring of boundaries’ between proper hard news and content less oriented on immediate news
value; in this ‘soft journalism’, there is an oscillation between information and
entertainment, and lighter human-interest topics such as housekeeping, cooking
and lifestyle (Kristensen and From, 2012). Cultural journalism is traditionally
included in ‘soft’ news (Harries and Wahl-Jorgensen, 2007; Jaakkola, 2015). In
the case of newspapers’ cultural content, ‘service’ or ‘soft journalism’ typically
mixes light topics with straightforward advice for cultural consumers: recommendations on cultural products and phenomena, information on cultural
events and so forth. Even the fact that newspapers increasingly cover and review
newly available and newsworthy cultural products (e.g. new exhibitions, movies
and books) instead of classical topics can be interpreted as an indicator of
service journalism (cf. Kersten and Janssen, 2017).
From the perspective of cultural legitimacy, the greatest threat set forward by
the commercialization of cultural journalism is tied to the possible changes in
aesthetic legitimation and artistic consecration, which in newspapers typically
happens through reviewing. Many scholars have paid attention to the complicated web of influences between critics’ opinions, commercial success of a cultural product and readers’ tastes (sometimes realized as a concrete consumer
choice). While commercial interests can be included in the motives behind
different gatekeepers’ decisions, scholarly findings on the topic are not entirely
clear. For instance, Shrum (1991) concludes that a positive review’s influence is
higher in the realm of more traditional highbrow theatre reviews than for
popular theatre shows. However, the gatekeeping and selecting role of cultural
journalists, resulting in media attention given to different cultural items, is
effective: visibility is even more important than evaluation.
Commercialization of journalism, of course, has historical motivations. For
instance, in the Nordic context, the commercialization of journalism was tied to
commercializing developments in the entire political sphere, which challenged
radically the Nordic media model based on strong professionalism, traditionally
neutral commercial press and strong state intervention (Hallin and Mancini,
2004). These developments were further emphasized by the economic recession in
the 1990s, which brought about a then-unknown business ethos in editorials and
challenged traditional ideological journalistic understandings. Profit was placed
above journalistic legitimacy, and several publishing houses that previously had
concentrated on only newspapers became parts of large media corporations and
conglomerates (Hellman, 2010; see also Box 5.2 on the Spanish music industry).
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Finally, it should be kept in mind that, to a certain extent, the commercial
aspect of journalism is an unavoidable fact, not only because, due to decreasing
circulation numbers, newspapers have a more urgent need of advertising revenue
than ever before (Picard, 2008). More importantly, journalism’s structural position binds it by definition to commercial interests (Bourdieu, 1998a, 1998b,
2005; Champagne, 2005). The field of journalism is more dependent on external forces than any other field of cultural production, thus its relative autonomy
from the pressures of both political and economic constraints is always very
fragile; it is intrinsically subordinated to various laws of supply and demand
(Bourdieu, 1998b: 75; see also Bourdieu, 2005; Champagne, 2005). Hallin
summarizes that:
the distinctive media logic that has developed during the twentieth century
is in fact a complex hybrid influenced by both commercial and strictly ‘professional’ or ‘intellectual’ influences; these two are in many ways in tension with
one another; and the balance is shifting toward the commercial.
(Hallin, 2005: 235)
Finally, cultural journalism occupies a special structural position within
journalism, oscillating between the art field and the field of ‘hard’ journalism,
resulting in a situation in which cultural journalists are ‘doubly dominated’
(Hovden and Knapskog, 2015). Cultural journalism is not fully appreciated in
either field because of its close relationship with both. Bourdieu (2005: 42)
recognizes the special position of cultural journalists by distinguishing, homologously with the opposition between ‘pure’ and ‘commercial’ art in artistic fields,
between ‘the most heteronomous sectors of journalism’ (most notably television) and the ‘purest regions’ of journalism (quality press and, particularly, Le
Monde in French context). The former spreads commercial influences to the
entire field of journalism, the ‘purest journalists’ included, which has made the
field of journalism increasingly commercial, especially since the 1980s and 1990s
(Bourdieu, 1998b).

Box 5.1 The price of art
In many fields of art and culture, it is typical that the monetary value and the presumed or recognized aesthetic value of an object of art are not identical, or their
development does not follow each other. In many cases, the opposite might be more
likely the case. For instance, the fact that a book is a bestseller, or a movie is a
blockbuster, does not guarantee its high value as an object of literature or film art
among connoisseurs or critics. The performance of an author or an actress who earns
millions of dollars is often looked upon by the gatekeepers of culture with suspicion.
On the other hand, a movie that succeeds in gathering only some thousands of spectators or a book whose readers can be counted in hundreds can often receive praise
from critics and art historians or be rewarded with high cultural awards.
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For Bourdieu, the very fact that the criteria of economic success and value and
the artistic success and value of a cultural object do not coincide is the best proof
that aesthetic fields (such as the visual arts and other forms of ‘authentic’ culture)
are autonomous and follow their own standards. In the heteronomous subfield of
production of popular culture, actors are oriented towards external criteria, for
example, sales and economic profits, whereas in the autonomous subfield of
restricted production, actors have a stronger orientation towards internal criteria
of evaluation (see Bourdieu, 1996).
At first glance, the field of visual arts seems to contradict this claim (cf.
Velthuis, 2003). Objects of visual art – paintings, sculptures or items of design –
are often sold for astronomically high sums of money without losing their high
aesthetic value. On the contrary, the high price paid for them can be regarded as
proof of their high and unique aesthetic value.
This seems to be the case in particular of works of classical or older, well-
established art, the creators of which have already established their cultural reputation and value both in art history and in art markets. This explains the
somewhat unexpected fact that the culture sections of newspapers report openly
and without question the high prices sometimes paid for individual works of art at
auction, or write about the extremely high prices that art collectors or museums
have paid for paintings or sculptures.
The following examples come from Dagens Nyheter. On 12 November 1970,
the newspaper wrote a short report about an art auction in which various works of
art had been sold for 1 million Kronas. The journalist stated that: ‘there surely is
loose money in this country’ (DN/12/11/70_12). Similar articles were published
later, with the difference that the prices had risen exorbitantly. For example, a
similar article from 2010 on the most expensive items (this time Swedish Anders
Zorn’s paintings) at the Bukowski auction (DN/23/05/10_Kultur2) shows that this
practice of cultural journalism was not restricted to earlier times.
It seems that in the case of unique and authentic objects of art, such as paintings and sculptures, the mentioning of price – if not the main or sole guarantee of
their aesthetic value – does not diminish or destroy their value. The situation is
different in ‘heteronomous’ fields of art that rely on the techniques of reproduction, often making the price of any single piece of art relatively cheap. To earn
large sums of money, artists and authors must sell to large numbers of customers
and find admirers among various kinds of people. This ‘commodification’ or ‘massification’ can diminish their authenticity and the aesthetic value of their work.
It is probably more common to refer to commercial success in relation to popular
rather than highbrow culture. At the same time, this can raise suspicions about real
aesthetic value. This is particularly true when the reviewer thinks that artists have
mainly aimed at commercial success in their work. These comments can be found in
Dagens Nyheter more commonly from editions of, for instance, popular music rather
than visual art, such as in this contemptuous review of American singer Pat Benatar’s concert: ‘This is American club music. One can find thirteen such groups in a
dozen in LA or NY. They are just as good as they are impersonal. Their attitude to
music comes close to a car salesman’s’ (DN/03/11/80_20).
Thus, building on this idea of the rather blatant reporting of the prices of the
visual arts and our argument concerning the differences in the relaxedness of the
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relationship between commercial success and artistic quality between classical
music and pop-rock music (Chapter 3), it is possible to conclude that the question
of commercialism and aesthetics is far from a simple opposition. To paraphrase
Bourdieu, ‘the markets of symbolic goods’ might be ‘economic world reversed’ at
the level of ideals of ‘true’ art, but in practice, the situation is more blurred. In
most consecrated arts with their singular and unique artworks, with nothing left
to prove to be recognized as legitimate art, the conflict between commercial and
artistic values is more or less resolved (as shown in the case of visual art auctions).
However, popular cultural products targeted to wide audiences (in fields such as
pop-rock music or television) are still struggling with the pressures created by that
conflict and the ideal-level opposition insofar as they are evaluated as striving for
being considered to be genuine art.

Commercial dimension in newspaper data:
quantitative approach
To assess the role of commercial aspects in data from newspaper culture sections, we can use a variable measuring ‘commercial dimension’ in a similar way
as we used the variable of ‘aesthetic dimension’ in Chapter 3. The commercial
dimension is defined as ‘explicit references to money or other economic indicators’.1 Thus, the dimension includes not only references to the cheapness or
expensiveness of something but also commercial success (‘cash magnets’, ‘selling
gold’ or that ‘something has attracted thousands of visitors’), commercial failure
(‘the making of a film turned out to be ruinous’) or a real person’s money (‘the
director was a millionaire’). Defined this way, by means of ‘explicitly’ commercial vocabulary, the commercial dimension covers topics from artistic prizes to
the commercial success or failure of artists or cultural products. The obvious
challenge is that, without any evaluative attribute, articles with a commercial
dimension include both positively and negatively framed stories of commercial
issues, from admirations of millionaire musicians to the lamentations of the economic struggles of highbrow arts. However, the code in any case provides us
with the possibility to examine how profoundly present ‘explicitly’ commercial
or money-related elements are in the journalistic content of culture sections.2
Table 5.1 shows how the commercial dimension varies in our data. The
prominence of the commercial dimension increases only very slightly from the
bottom level of 1960 and 1970; the vast majority of cultural content still ignoring it in the 2000s. The clearest increasing trend is in Le Monde – a fact that did
not go unnoticed by Pierre Bourdieu in his frequent commentary concerning
the increasing commercial elements particularly in Le Monde (see Bourdieu,
1998b). In 2010, the commercial dimension increased considerably in El País.
Excluding Le Monde, the newspapers do not show clear trends. There are clear
differences in the overall level of commercial content in the newspapers. Most
importantly, Dagens Nyheter seems to have more explicitly commercial content
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Table 5.1 Articles including commercial dimension by newspaper and year
(percentages)
1960
ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde
Milliyet
Total
(N)

13.7
24.8
5.8
15.0
5.9
1.1

1970
9.7
19.0
17.2
16.3
9.3
14.1

1980
17.4
27.2
19.4
19.8
8.5
2.2

1990
22.0
32.6
16.1
17.7
16.5
10.8

2000
14.3
29.8
17.5
23.3
16.7
6.2

2010

Total

25.6
31.5
15.4
15.6
22.1
5.6

16.6
27.6
15.1
18.0
13.6
6.3

13.6
13.9
17.0
20.8
18.2
17.9
(200) (281) (261) (462) (558) (513)

17.3

(N)
(459)
(695)
(262)
(511)
(260)
(88)
(2,275)

Note
Total N = 13,161, of which 82.7 per cent (n = 10,886) did not include commercial
dimension.

than the other papers. Perhaps even more strikingly, the Turkish Milliyet has
published far fewer articles including a commercial dimension than other
papers.
If the newspapers did not show particularly impressive trends when the commercial dimension is measured this way, what would the situation be like if they
were scrutinized according to specific art forms? Table 5.2 shows whether the
articles on art forms are dissimilar in the prevalence of commercial dimension
and temporal trajectories.3
Again, there are no clear trends for specific art forms (on the contrary, the
art forms show surprisingly strong stability), but the overall levels in terms of
whether the articles include the commercial dimension vary significantly across
Table 5.2 Articles including commercial dimension by art form and year
(percentages)
1960
Popular music
Classical music
Literature
Film
Theatre
Television
Visual arts
Other
Total
(N)

25.9
10.3
20.5
12.8
11.7
12.2
20.2
14.2

1970
17.9
14.0
15.5
11.7
10.7
9.5
11.4
18.0

1980
14.7
14.0
16.3
18.4
16.6
25.0
20.7
24.0

1990
26.4
18.6
16.3
22.7
13.5
25.9
28.0
24.2

2000
24.0
9.0
16.4
26.1
20.5
9.9
22.3
21.3

2010

Total

20.0
11.3
17.1
24.1
9.3
15.2
27.2
35.0

21.5
13.3
16.9
21.0
13.2
14.7
21.6
22.9

14.7
14.0
18.4
21.5
19.3
21.5
(195) (257) (252) (438) (521) (462)

18.6

(N)
(293)
(156)
(374)
(287)
(165)
(120)
(163)
(567)
(2,125)

Note
Total N = 11,412, of which 81.4 per cent (n = 9,287) did not include commercial
dimension.
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art forms. The only exception is film; articles on films began including the commercial dimension more often leading up to the 2000s; the proportion of articles
on film including the commercial dimension doubled between 1960/1970
(around 12 per cent) and 2000/2010 (25 per cent). Articles on popular music,
films and the visual arts include the commercial dimension most often. Articles
on classical music, theatre and television include the commercial dimension
least often.4
Figure 5.1 presents how commercial and aesthetic dimensions vary
across European newspapers’ cultural content during the years when reviews,
Review
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Figure 5.1 Articles including aesthetic dimension, commercial dimension and
both aesthetic and commercial dimensions by year, separately on
main article types (percentages).
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interviews/reports and news stories are inspected separately. First, Figure 5.1
highlights the importance of article type. Reviews usually include the aesthetic
dimension, interviews and reports include it sometimes and news includes it
very rarely. The commercial dimension, in turn, is most present in profiles and
reports as well as in news, and the trend is increasing towards the present day in
both article types. Almost 40 per cent of all interviews and reports and almost
30 per cent of all news stories have included the commercial dimension since
1990, whereas in the case of reviews, the proportion is only around 10 per cent
and has remained relatively stable over the entire period. Finally, the proportion
of articles including both aesthetic and commercial dimensions, arguably the
most interesting articles from the point of view of how aesthetic and commercial elements (and possibly also evaluative principles) coexist and are interrelated, is expectedly the smallest category. From the main article types, this is
the most prevalent in interviews and reports (12.2 per cent), followed by
reviews (8.0 per cent) and news stories (2.2 per cent) of all news stories. While
the proportion is stable in the case of reviews, in interviews and reports as well
as in news, articles including both aesthetic and commercial dimensions have
slightly increased. It is the articles including the explicit commercial dimension,
and especially articles including it along with aesthetic evaluations, that will be
analysed in more depth.

The role of commercial elements in cultural
coverage: qualitative approach
Our original definition of the ‘commercial dimension’ led to several different
manifestations of the topic in our data. In order to elucidate the content of our
commercial dimension and obtain different perspectives, we formed a qualitative sample for close reading. The opposition between commercial success
and consecrated art being one of the most salient and debated in contemporary
cultural sociology, we chose to make a comparison between the expressions of
the commercial dimension in two domains of music coverage, classical music
and pop-rock, easily understood as Bourdieu’s the ‘two modes of cultural production, “pure” art and “commercial” art’ (Bourdieu, 1993: 166). In addition, and
to add another perspective from an increasingly commercializing cultural
domain, we read all the cinema coverage from Le Monde. We are also keeping in
mind, in line with our analyses in Chapters 2 and 3, that popular culture is in
general developing around itself institutional frameworks and discourses that
treat it in a similar way to the high arts and using the categories of codified,
legitimated art.5
While autonomy from commercial influences is usually understood to be one
of the requirements of at least partial aesthetic legitimacy – for instance,
Schmutz (2016) finds that the autonomous system of symbolic value that
popular music has been able to foster has constituted its aesthetic legitimacy
simultaneously with economic legitimacy – we expect to find similar dynamics
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in our data. For the qualitative analysis, we have closely read all the articles on
classical music with a commercial dimension (n = 173) and all the articles on
pop-rock with a commercial dimension (n = 206). All Le Monde articles on film
(n = 322) were closely read.
The qualitative analysis of this section differs from the one presented in
Chapter 3 in many significant ways. While Chapter 3 concentrates on whether
classical music coverage and pop-rock coverage increasingly resemble each other
during the time-span studied (showing that there were signs of both popularization of the highbrow and legitimization of the popular), this chapter pays closer
attention to the fundamental boundary that the ‘legitimatization’ discourse
especially struggles with: the inevitable commercial side of (especially popular)
music. The subsample used here, articles with explicit commercial dimension, is
different from the subsample analysed in Chapter 3 and is used to accentuate
the differences already found and bring new nuances to the discussion.
Pop-r ock and classical music coverage with a commercial
dimension: cultural goodwill and tensions between art
and money
At first glance, classical music coverage with a commercial dimension seems to
depart from an overly negative stance. Classical music institutions such as music
academies are in constant financial troubles, and classical music events make
perpetual losses that are later covered up by different public operators such as
states and cities. Another oft-mentioned expense is the costly instruments that
are discussed in many articles, usually in amazement: ‘at least half a million’ is
the estimation of the value of a cello played in a 1990 concert by the Finnish
orchestra players directed by the Polish conductor Penderecki (HS/24/02/90_
B3). Swedish opera singers are delighted when they discover that their salary
will rise (DN/05/04/10_Kultur2). It is made clear that classical music is a costly
domain, but these expenses are rarely questioned or further discussed.
Whenever there are many tickets sold for a classical music event, and especially when there has been a full house, it is usually mentioned in a highly positive
light throughout the time-span studied. In a 1990 Le Monde article covering a
three-day Bach concert, it is mentioned that the event gathered together an
amazing 80,000 spectators (LM/01/02/00_34). Lack of audience and empty
concert halls during ‘good’ concerts are highly lamented, usually not from the
commercial perspective of creating economic losses but in a cultural goodwill tone
that emphasizes highbrow culture as something that requires understanding and
knowledge: ‘There were no crowds at the unique event, there were several empty
seats. I never remember our public being this incorrect!’ (HS/31/05/90_B9).
From the 1990s onwards, there is a slight change in the neutral tone of commercial topics in classical music coverage: several articles regret that concert
tickets are excessively expensive, and the rationale of the high price is questioned. After a concert of the Vienna Philharmonic, the dissatisfied reviewer of
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The Guardian posits, ‘Yet where, you might ask, having spent €60 on a ticket,
was the beef, the red meat of the musical experience?’ (GU/02/11/90_37b).
When the same orchestra played in Paris, the Le Monde reviewer paid attention
in the same way to the exorbitant price of the tickets: ‘It was enjoyable while
regretting that … the ticket price (from 180 to 700 F ) is inaccessible to most
melomans’ (LM/02/11/90_11). Clearly classical music has, since the 1990s, been
losing its aura as a cultural domain totally outside of the sphere of economic
exchange and becoming, at least partially, a consumable cultural good that the
consumer is allowed to demand some quality from.
Money has slowly become a more visible topic in classical music coverage
since the 1990s. There are articles on recording contracts and on billboard
success; for instance, when Pavarotti’s version of Nessun Dorma was used as the
theme for FIFA’s World Cup in 1990, The Guardian noted that it ‘has propelled
Pavarotti spectacularly up both singles and LP charts’ and that the ‘World Cup’s
most successful team’ might not be Italy or West Germany, but Pavarotti
himself (GU/26/06/90_37; see also Chapter 3).
In classical music coverage, in contrast to the accounts of pop-rock, the
incomes or personal wealth of classical music musicians is barely even mentioned. One of the few mentions of the remuneration of artists is El País’s
comment that the Soviet pianist Sviatoslav Richter did not accept payment
during his concert in Seville because he wanted to perform (EP/19/02/90_39).
This is highlighted as a heroic fact, and it is a good example of the consecration
of classical music to a level that it is, or cannot, be commercialized or is above
attempts of banal economic exchange. In classical music coverage, popularity
and success are treated mostly as guaranteeing artistic value rather than contradicting it (see Chapter 3); the fact that money is not emphasized fits perfectly
with this discourse.
As shown in the quantitative analysis, in our newspapers, there are more
pop-rock articles than classical music articles which include a commercial
dimension. Apart from this numerical edge over classical music articles with a
money-related aspect, the commercially oriented pop-rock coverage is by definition much more openly commercial than classical music coverage. While classical music coverage seems to dampen conversations on money and reduce them
to comments on the prices of things or prizes received (see e.g. DN/11/02/10_
Kultur7), in the sphere of pop-rock, it is more common to talk about money.
Part of the prevalence of this topic is that, historically, the pursuit of economic legitimacy has been a central ideology of pop-rock music (cf. Schmutz,
2016). An apt definition comes from Le Monde in a 1970 article explanatorily
titled ‘ “Underground” y le pop-music’, a short essay portraying the differences
between these new music genres for the curious but uninformed reader.
Born four or five years ago, ‘underground’ is a voluntarily subterranean
music, a music that is looking for new kinds of sonorous colours, driven by
young Anglo-Saxon musicians who don’t want to enter any system or to
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become commercial. […] Some groups that for long have been situated in
the frontiers of ‘underground’ become popular overnight (Chicago Transit
Authority).
(LM/10/01/70_11)
This quote is a good introduction to the conjectural dynamics of pop-rock
music, a good, original or initially non-commercial enterprise that flirts with the
borders of pop music but can quickly and unfortunately be sucked into the
popular ‘machine’. This fits Bourdieu’s (1993, 1996) idea of the antagonistic
‘opposite poles’: small-scale ‘real art’ and originality and large-scale commerciality and the pursuit of quick economic profit. An excellent example of the limits
between suitable and unsuitable commercialism and a harsh criticism of the
American pop music industry (cf. Chapter 4) is an article on Wilson Phillips,
the bestselling band comprising the daughters of Brian Wilson of The Beach
Boys and of John and Michelle Phillips of The Mamas and the Papas. The
article openly mocks the business-minded American AOR-style rock music: ‘It
sounds like Fleetwood Mac, Toto and Heart, though, regrettably, not at all like
Aerosmith. The songs are by and large stately, medium-paced slabs of flotsam
about love. Pretty awful material’ (GU/31/05/90_24).
While economic success is an important topic in cultural pages, there is a
much deeper level of significance underneath the surface. The most important
and continuously recurrent theme found in commercially oriented pop-rock
coverage is a discourse that acknowledges fully the inevitable commercial side
of pop-rock music but concedes that money has only a secondary, instrumental
role. In this vein, several pop musicians allude to that the profits they get from
pop as merely an instrument for doing something more interesting and artistically fulfilling. For instance, members of the British instrumental rock band The
Shadows, the third most successful act in the UK singles chart ever, comment
in Dagens Nyheter: ‘On the side of it [good record sales], we have the possibility
of experimenting and doing lots of other stuff that perhaps isn’t economically so
giving’ (DN/19/03/80_20). Muse, despite their record-breaking sales numbers
and significant fan base are able to, in their own words ‘still be an independent
band’ (EP/11/06/10_EP3_5).
These discourses have revealed that, although the implicit goals of popular cultural domains to become more popular and commercially successful, within pop-
rock coverage, there is a widely accepted idea that making an economic fortune is
not nor should be the obvious goal of anyone. According to this ideology, money
is, at best, only an instrument and stepping-stone for being able to do interesting
things. It is recognized as a sign of high legitimacy and artistic value to be able to
operate between the commerciality and artistic value of art. Taken to the next
level, artists who were thought to be able to take the best of both poles were
openly praised in the articles (see also Chapter 3). These accounts of musicians
that were successfully combining an openly lucrative attitude and still thought to
make good music include, for instance, Kool and The Gang, one of ‘those blessed
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representors of disco music that have been able to combine commerciality and
music of a high standard’ (HS/27/12/80_14) and Spanish pop singer Loquillo, who
‘seems to be able to take rock to the casinos without losing his street spirit that
saw the light in him ten years ago’ (EP/14/05/90_38).
While commerciality seems to become legitimate when used in an instrumental way, in order to pursue artistically more revered values or when successfully combined with commercial success (e.g. maintaining originality and
artistic values and having a high artistic level despite good sales), it is rarely
received well if there is nothing more than commercial calculatedness in pop
music. The ‘pre-success’ era of now bestselling artists is often remembered in a
longing tone: ‘How would their boogie potpourri sound in its original context,
at a small rock club?’ (HS/03/06/10_C2) asks the reviewer of Helsingin Sanomat
after accusing the AC/DC concert in Finland of being too calculative, commercial, repetitive and therefore without any artistic value.
Finally, along with these legitimizing discourses of defending and accepting
commerciality as an instrument for getting access to symbolically more valuable
art, there has existed since the 1990s a strand of articles concentrating on the
pop-rock music market (usually without referring to concrete names of musicians, though similar types of articles on music markets were published regarding
classical music: e.g. GU/14/06/80_10). There is significant coverage of overt
attempts to create new stars for the growing market. For instance, the new
record label Muxxic Latina, launched by two mediatic megapowers in 2000,
claims that it wants to be ‘extremely selective when catching new talent and
equipping them in order to make them flourish. Our work is not limited to
recording them; we will also promote and commercialize them globally.’
Attributes such as ‘ability to see the market and capacity … to capture new
talents and launch them’ and especially ‘knowing the consumer’s taste’ are key
factors in succeeding (EP/07/07/00_42; see also Box 4.2 on the Spanish music
industry). As expected, artistic values are not discussed.
While money was more often and also more openly discussed in pop rather
than classical music articles, our main finding is that commercialization is
understood in radically different ways in the two different spheres of music.
Classical music coverage utilizes a discreet tone when talking about money:
commercial success is hardly ever expressed to be the explicit goal of classical
music artists, insinuating that the value of classical music is intrinsically non-
monetary. By contrast, in pop-rock articles, money is a more common topic, and
the pursuit of it is allowable at least to some extent but is viewed positively as
an objective only in the discourses of interviewed entrepreneurs, not journalists.
Instead, a discourse emphasizing the calculative commerciality of pop-rock is
fostered, and ‘true legitimacy’ in this case was given to those who were able to
skilfully use commercial profits received from pop music for pursuing artistically
more valuable goals. Echoing the findings of Schmutz (2016), pop-rock clearly
has its own sphere of symbolic value, but it is still overshadowed by commercial
success, which is why overcoming this bridge is highly valued.
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The case of French cinema coverage: the denial of the
commercial
Out of all the cultural domains covered, cinema was the only one that experienced profound commercialization between 1960 and 2010, and Le Monde was
the only newspaper in which the commercial dimension grew notably over time.
In 1960, none of Le Monde’s articles on film had a commercial dimension; in
1970, 5.4 per cent did; in 1980, 8.9 per cent did; in 1990, 13.8 per cent did; in
2000, 24.4 per cent did; and in 2010, 25.9 per cent did. For this section, we read
all the cinema coverage from Le Monde, without distinguishing whether it had
commercial dimension.
In the 1960s, there were few cinema reviews, and evaluation was in general
very scarce. The few examples show that film evaluation did not differ much
from that of other art forms:
I thus saw again Le Passage Du Rhin. Yet, there was no surprise. Not a good
nor a bad one […] a solid, honest, in many ways seducing film, that was a
little bit too systematic to earn my full acceptance.
(LM/10/11/60_12)
From the 1970s onwards, film reviews became longer and more detailed but
did not change significantly in style. A good example is the 1980 review of
American Gigolo, which could have been from any year: ‘As the dark and incredibly sparkling John Travolta corresponds to the image that the American public
has on “Latin lovers”, he was originally supposed to incarnate the hero of this
film – a man who lives from his charms’ (LM/14/06/80_31). Early in the review,
commercial factors are brought to discussion: ‘But the box-office has its
demands, and after having ended up as a victim of a stinging failure (Moment to
Moment), Travolta had to give up his role to Richard Gere’ (LM/14/06/80_31).
The close reading revealed a feature not observable through the quantitative
data, namely, the content of the possible aesthetic dimension; without going
back to the articles, we would not know whether the aesthetic evaluations
would be positive, negative or something in between. In the case of the cinema
coverage of Le Monde, the relationship of the film genre to the tone of the
evaluation is usually extremely clear, and popular movies usually get negative
reviews. For instance, a review on Michael Anderson’s sci-fi mini-series Chroniques Martiennes uses harsh words: ‘What is there left, in this film, of the admirable book of Ray Bradbury?’ (LM/01/01/80_9). This tendency resists time: even
in 2010, the evaluation aspect is essentially the same, with the difference that
titles and subtitles of reviews have become longer and more explanatory and
movies are given stars, from 3 (‘excellent’) to 0 (‘to avoid’).
In Le Monde, cinema has since the 1960s been accepted as highbrow culture
without need for specification; for instance, famous critics are asked to write
essays about it. In 1970, Le Monde wrote a lot about the originally uniquely
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French Union Générale de Cinematographie (French National Film Union)
being sold to private investors. Le Monde expresses clearly and ferociously its
indignation at this, fearing that film production would become less legitimate
and that, in an alarming possible new spirit of commercialization, there would
be fewer quality films.
In the 1980s, the legitimacy of the film sections of Le Monde was in its
heyday: mostly acclaimed ‘quality’ directors (e.g. Mankiewicz, Fassbinder,
Mizoguchi) were discussed, and several art film festivals were covered. References to Cahiers de Cinema, a highly legitimate film review, are common, and
the academic writing style for cinema in Le Monde is crystallized by the use of
footnotes. In general, the cinema coverage of the 1980s in Le Monde comes in
many cases close to philosophical essays and highly sophisticated discussions on
the interpretations of films.
The very highbrow tone of the film sections of the 1980s is further corroborated by explicit mentions that some movies, despite being worthwhile in their
own genres, are popular (‘If we had in Europe an equivalent for the American B
class movies, Rosy la bourrasque would be a dream come true’, LM/24/08/80_9).
There are purely negative reviews on popular films, for instance, Quadrophenia,
which is criticized in an almost moralistic tone for showing violence and drugs,
and some early product placement:
In the week following the première of Quadrophenia, in England scooter
sellers were out of stock, and there was not a single parka coat to be found
in London. […] The film classification board has forbidden this movie for
minors in France. It was the right thing to do.
(LM/04/04/80_20)
After several truly legitimate and non-commercial decades in Le Monde film
coverage, in the 1990s, more popular cinema started to appear in Le Monde:
thrillers, Scorsese movies and so on. Still, the highbrow-oriented style did not
change too much. While the themes and movies covered became more popular,
the tone did not change, and there was a clear, implicit expectation of a cultured, non-commercially oriented reader. There was a strong demand for quality,
for instance, in the following review of an American horror movie: ‘In the end,
we don’t know if we should be thrilled that Hollywood leaves so much creative
freedom to a young director or to mourn the obligation of narration and entertainment imposed to a creator who surely knows better’ (LM/18/10/00_37).
Phenomena such as popularization and Disneyization are heavily criticized, for
instance, in this review on Disney’s Tangled (2010) lamenting the fact that this
film is another banalized version of a classic, now simplified for the masses:
‘Among the great classics of children’s literature, Raiponce (in German Rapunzel, after a popular tale by the Grimm brothers) was one of the few ones not
having been integrated into Disney’s repertoire.’ Later in the review, the
outcome is sneered at ironically: ‘The result is a movie with capes and swords
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in which the blonde hair serves as a liane and a bridge, having given animators
the chance to have fun with 3D. Let’s hear it for “Disneyzation”!’
(LM/17/11/10_23).
Finally, and as a conclusion to the qualitative close readings, it looks as if the
most popular and commercially driven cultural domains, in this case cinema
and pop-rock, have had to fight the hardest to gain artistic affirmation and legitimation. Motti Regev discusses the relationship between pop-rock and commerciality in the following way:
At its extreme ideal-typical form, the notion of autonomy in art relates to a
situation in which creativity is performed regardless of practical, utilitarian,
or any other not purely aesthetic consideration. In the case of pop-rock’s
aesthetic ideology this means, most importantly, autonomy from commercial interests and market demands.
(Regev, 2013: 72–74)
This captures well the aspirations of the pop-rock and cinema journalists to
reward artists displaying the right kinds of attitudes towards commerciality: the
importance of creativity over other aspects and the sometimes inevitable and
acceptable role of money, if combined with suitable ingenuity and talent.

Box 5.2 Indisputably commercial: the case of the Spanish music
industry
When looking at the commercial dimension of culture, there are interesting elements that deserve further analysis. One example is the development of an
interest in the business side of art, meaning that culture sections not only highlight specific commercial elements of the artistic product (the price of assisting an
event, purchasing a record, etc.), but also focus on corporate policies and industry
strategies. This interest has been particularly strong in Spain, especially in the
2000s, when culture sections suddenly started publishing increasingly business-
oriented coverage. Given the fact that Spain is, in economic terms and with the
exception of Turkey, the country with the lowest GDP per capita of the national
contexts studied, it is relevant to explore why the interest in cultural industries is
so strong.
Spain has experienced a notable economic boom since its transition to a
democracy in the mid-1970s and joining what is today the European Union in
1986. After a brief economic crisis in the 1990s, substantial economic reforms
helped it to join the Euro in 1998. The economic growth during the 1990s (the
times of ‘Smiling Spain’) was strong and led to a certain euphoria shared by both
the neoliberal-inspired government and the biggest firms. This led to a wider
interest in business news evident in El País. While El País was considered to be
politically close to PSOE (the social democratic party of Spain), the outlet was
part of a wider corporation called PRISA, a media conglomerate not immune to
the zeitgeist of the moment, especially since it made an entry to the stock market
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and started diversifying its business interests. PRISA not only purchased several
publishing companies but also invested heavily in the television sector. In the
mid-1990s, it started an aggressive expansion in Latin America (see Box 4.2), and
not unsurprisingly started to use the newspaper as part of its marketing strategy.
Therefore, the corporation became a source of news itself. However, it is in the
field of pop-rock where the proliferation of news that emphasizes the ‘economic
dimension’ of music is more noticeable: news in which multinationals, phonographic companies or PRISA have a leading role, as their mergers and agreements
help to increase market shares, the globalization of music in Spanish and so on.
For instance, a long article discusses in detail the agreement between PRISA and
Universal to promote Spanish-language artists through a record company
(Muxxic). The illustration includes a number of executives sitting around a table,
giving a vivid impression of a business atmosphere, and the text is different from
other coverage found in culture sections:
Universal owns the music corporations Decca Record Company, Deutsche
Grammophon, Polydor, Universal Records and Philips, among others. The
PRISA Group – present in over 20 European and American countries with a
major role in the publishing industry – will hold exclusive rights to exploit
and commercialize the products in Spain.
(EP/07/07/00_42)
Of course, industry interests go beyond PRISA. For instance, there is an article
about how SGAE, the controversial Spanish Society of Authors and Editors, has
created a foundation to expand their business operations in the world, made agreements with a television channel and developed new strategies to commercialize
Spanish music internationally (EP/26/01/00_46). Purely international industries
are also covered: when Apple purchased the Beatles catalogue for iTunes, not only
are the details of the operation described, including the previous conflicts between
the corporation and the band, but also the benefits for the consumer downloading
the songs (‘you can create a compilation’) (EP/17/11/10_38). This emphasis is
strong from the 1990s onwards, showing a clear trend towards commercialization.
Even when covering a festival (EP/17/12/00_42), the amount of money donated
to charity is pointed out as a success and as a natural result of a great show.
Another critical element is the Spanish language and Spanish ‘branding’.
There is a strong emphasis on the importance of a language that is widely spoken
and a country well known because of its culture, traditions and tourism. The
success of the Barcelona Olympic Games and the Seville Expo to promote a
modern image of Spain is supported by additional marketing strategies. For
instance, there is an article on how Mick Jagger promoted Spain through a video,
mentioning who is involved (managers, companies, etc.) and discussing the profits
for Spanish culture (EP/31/05/90_43). The reader gets the impression that the
interest in Spain and Spanish is huge, and therefore articles end up discussing
everything from the prospects of Latino artists in the Grammys following the
nomination of Santana (EP/01/02/00_41) to the challenges of Spanish pop abroad.
The debut album of 21 Japonesas with a British recording company is perceived as
an important event (see EP/26/06/90_37), with the band members claiming that
this proof that ‘Spanish music is becoming something to trust in’ and justifying
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how the authenticity of music can benefit from association with a multinational
business.
In sum, the marketing strategy of PRISA, reinforced by a pro-business environment, led to a magnification of the business side of art in the media, particularly
in the field of music. This was evident with the rising number of different contests
and events, many with prizes, accompanied by public and private investments,
emerging start-ups and so on (see EP/07/01/90_28). Despite the later economic
crisis, this pro-business atmosphere is still present in the culture section of El País,
though the misfortunes of PRISA, mostly the result of excessive debts and poor
management, have minimized the presence of the conglomerate in cultural
industries.

Advertising as another aspect of the commercial
dimension
Apart from the editorial content of newspapers, there is a substantial amount of
non-editorial content, comprising mostly commercial advertisements. Advertisers are at the heart of what Bourdieu (1984: 324) calls the ‘new cultural intermediaries’, central for constituting taste milieus (cf. also Featherstone, 1991).
Advertisements, assigning different values to distinct cultural products and
making them desirable for potential consumers, are definitely part of the general
‘cultural package’ of contemporary newspapers (Janssen and Verboord, 2015).
Advertisements, of course, serve to create desire in potential consumers and
to ensure the purchase of the advertised goods. In modern advertising, the
product is named and ‘transformed into a representation’ (Falk, 1997: 66) for
making it look appealing. In modern capitalism, mass-produced goods have to
be sold to the market, and advertising helps this happen. Sociologists, though,
have found other latent functions of advertisements: advertisements are not
aleatoric images of selected goods but carefully designed idealizations of desired
social life (cf. Goffman, 1979). It is for this reason that advertisements constitute a good base for studying cultural and social valuations of specific contexts.
Modern advertising started around the mid-twentieth century; before that,
advertisements were closer to classified advertisements or announcements, for
instance making known the availability of a specific product or the possibility of
seeing a specific play. It was not until the age of mass production and mass
culture that advertising started to play an important role, first in newspapers and
later in other mass media such as television (Bourdieu, 1996). The increasing
focus on advertising is of course also linked to wider macro-level transformations,
most of all a turn towards a consumption economy as an organizing principle of
society. In our era of disorganized capitalism, traditional mass culture has been
transformed into differentialized market segments with aesthetically competent
consumer-citizens and highly individualized forms of marketing and consuming.
Although the most significant changes happening in advertising are probably
taking place in the audio-visual media instead of traditional display advertising
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in ‘old media’ such as quality newspapers, magazines and outdoor advertising (cf.
Falk, 1994), it is clear that advertisements have been and still are part of the
(post-)modern flow of images. For this chapter, two randomly chosen weeks
from each year and each newspaper were selected, and all proper newspaper
display advertisements (so-called ‘classified advertisements’ were left out)
appearing in the culture sections were collected for examination. The total
number of culture section pages scrutinized is 1,991, and the final advertisement
data consists of 2,799 advertisements.6
For Figure 5.2, we scrutinized all the newspaper pages collected for the advertisement data and observed whether journalistic coverage or advertisement
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content was dominating. If the page was more than half journalistic coverage, it
was coded as ‘journalistic domination’, and vice versa. We can see that, with
the exception of 1970, there is a clear trend of journalistic content beginning to
dominate advertisements. While in 1960 less than half of the culture section
pages were dominated by editorial content, in 2010 almost 70 per cent of the
culture section pages did. Another interesting case are the fifty–fifty instances,
in which the amounts of editorial and advertisement content are similar. While
in 1960 more than a third of culture section pages were in this category, less
than one-fifth were in 2010. All in all, editorial content dominates more frequently, and culture section pages have turned from advertisement-dominated
towards being journalistically oriented. The result thus contradicts claims that
editorial content would have been replaced or outnumbered by advertisements
in culture pages (see e.g. Hallin, 2005).
Figure 5.3 shows the recoded topics of all the advertisements scrutinized. The
topic was first coded into eighteen categories (see note 6 of this chapter), but
then recoded into the following four: culture and education, personal well-
being, household products/food supplies and luxury/economy. The total number
of advertisements decreased between 1960 and 2010; there is thus expectedly no
absolute growth in any of the categories. In relative terms, though, differences
accentuate. Culture and education advertisement (comprising advertisements of
cultural events, education and courses, instruments such as pianos and finally
cultural objects such as books or records) is in general largest category and dominates in most years, but it gained a substantially bigger proportion between
1960 and 2010 (although facing some decrease between 2000 and 2010). Personal well-being (medicines and vitamins, clothes, cosmetics and sports and
well-being) is the category that lost most ground, shrinking to less than 10 per
cent in 2010 from more than 20 per cent in 1960 (facing again a large change
between 2000 and 2010). Among the original variables, medicines and vitamins
and cosmetics faced large decreases, starting at altogether almost 10 per cent of
all advertisements in 1960 and ending up with 0.3 per cent in 2010. The household/food supplies category, including mostly advertisements on food, alcohol
and cigarettes, cars and other vehicles, housewares and entertainment electronics, likewise decreased, again with a remarkable shift between 2000, marking a
milestone decrease from 24 per cent to only 10 per cent, and 2010, lifting the
proportion back to 19 per cent. The luxury and economy category (advertisements for expensive products such as watches or jewellery, flats and real estate,
economic services, trips or employment positions) faced mild but not remarkable growth.
The main conclusion to draw is that, since the 1980s, advertisements related
to culture dominate clearly, with a majority or about half of advertisements.
This can be taken as a sign of consolidation of culture sections and that the
majority of advertisements published in culture sections are about culture-
related products. It is increasingly rare, therefore, that the advertisements in
culture sections are unrelated to the manifest themes of its journalistic content.
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During the golden age of newspaper advertising, the twentieth century
(Picard, 2008), newspapers were a valuable and extremely profitable advertising
channel. With the decreasing circulation numbers of traditional print press and
the advent of digitalization and several competing advertising media, what can
be expected from the future? Berte and de Bens (2008) raise challenges but also
opportunities: new possibilities are mostly connected to the plethora of new
formats, the combination of mass market and smaller niche audiences, and
general synergy with the Internet.
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Our key findings from the advertisement data are clear: the relative number
of pages with more editorial content than advertisement content grew substantially between 1960 and 2010, and the topics of the advertisements placed in
the culture sections, still a heterogeneous mass in 1960 and 1970, became influenced by the topics present on the pages, revealing that when it comes to advertisements, the cultural pages have actually become more cultural and codified.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have focused on the fundamental tension between art and
money by using our quantitative measure of commercial dimension, close readings and finally a specific dataset on advertisements and have shown that the
tension is strong and lasting but that its characteristics change over time and
according to the cultural domain. We have seen that between 1960 and 2010,
the commercial dimension was more or less always present, growing only slightly.
Out of all art forms, popular music, film and visual arts articles stand out as
having more commercial mentions than other domains. Film is the only art form
in which the coverage had a significant increase in the commercial dimension.
However, the quantitative analysis does not tell the whole story of the commercial dimension. This is why we constructed a qualitative sample on articles
with commercial aspects; more specifically, we read all the classical music and
pop-rock music coverage with commercial dimension. We found that articles
from these two opposite poles, the former tied to formal and consecrated highbrow art and the other to more commercial values and less formal consecration,
had somewhat different systems for talking about money. In classical music
coverage, the discourses on money first tended to focus on the expenses of
making it (especially in a negative tone, emphasizing the costliness of instruments and tickets, and lamenting empty audiences) and only from the 1990s
onwards mentioning things such as sales figures and the possible profits for the
musicians. By contrast, the mentions of economic factors in pop-rock music
coverage focused much more on the openly commercial aspect of making music
since the beginning. Nevertheless, the relationship of money to pop music is far
from uncomplicated: openly commercial pop music projects are deemed dubious,
and true artistic legitimation was offered only to the artists that had the skills to
both make money and use it for ‘higher’ purposes. The ideal pop musician, at
least from the 2000s onwards, is one for whom money means, at most, a possibility to pursue real artistic consecration.
While the quest for authentic ‘aesthetic autonomy’ goes hand in hand with a
rejection of commercial success, cultural domains such as cinema have been
able to acquire legitimacy despite the fact that they have an intrinsically commercial side to them (cf. Schmutz, 2016; see also Chapter 3). In our reading,
neither classical music nor pop-rock music was free of commercial constraints:
while classical music coverage shows increasingly more tolerance to openly
commercial pursuits, pop-rock music and cinema coverage struggles with its
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explicit commercial nature and is very critical of openly economic interests,
allowing legitimacy only to enterprises with pursuits other than commercial
ones.
The results of this chapter are an essential addition to the general shift of the
cultural legitimacy hierarchies we are witnessing: while highbrow arts face a
decrease and popular culture an incredible increase in culture sections, this
rearrangement is in no way unproblematic. Popular culture coverage, pop-rock
and cinema in our reading, has to force its way through the boundaries of the
legitimate, proving that it has the right attitude towards commercialization. As
the commercial dimension inside the journalistic content is increasing, explicit
talk of money is very much influenced by a quest for and idealization of artistic,
non-commercial legitimacy and the idea that unconcealed and bold pursuit of
economic profit is not desirable. At the same time, the presence of advertisements is decreasing, and the topics of advertisements are more and more often
cultural products and services, content that is very close to what is already
present in the cultural pages. Instead of a fierce and out-of-control commercialization, we are witnessing a trend of consolidation of the cultural pages.
On a larger scale, commercialization is essentially part of the general heterogenization or ‘opening’ of legitimate culture. A point of view on this is offered
by Bourdieu, who points out in an interview that, as a mediator (or ‘ombudsman’) the journalist has to serve readers who themselves are aware of the
growing importance of commercial orientations, on the plea of openness:
To those who, after the publication of an interview with a fading pop star
by an insipid writer, I complain that Le Monde is ‘drifting into a kind of
demagogy’, he can only reply, in the edition dated 18–19 January 1998, that
his paper is ‘committed to openness’: ‘These subjects, and others’, he writes,
‘receive extensive coverage because they shed useful light on the world
around us and because, for that very reason, they interest a large section of
our readership’.
(Bourdieu 1998a, 71–72)
In the end, the culture sections are obliged to remould themselves to the cultural, socio-historical, commercial and political conditions of the context: ‘journalists are structurally condemned to produce – variably, depending on the
period and outlet – under political and/or economic constraints’ (Champagne,
2005: 50). In the next chapter, we shall see how the political context can profoundly shape newspapers and their cultural coverage.

Notes
1 However, the possible mentions of exact prices of cultural products given elsewhere
than in the body text of the article were excluded. For instance, if the bibliographic
reference given at the end vignette of a book review was accompanied by the official
price of the book, that was not counted as a commercial dimension. But if the price
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was mentioned and commented on in the body text of the review, it was included as a
measure of commercial dimension, for instance, the amounts of money mentioned in
connection with artistic prizes.
See note 11 (Chapter 3).
As Table 5.2 uses art form classifications sensitive to the Western highbrow/popular
distinction, Milliyet has been excluded from the analysis. This applies also to the qualitative analysis and the analysis of advertisements of this chapter.
At first glance, it may sound surprising that articles on television include the commercial dimension relatively rarely, but one has to remember that public service broadcasting has dominated the television markets in most of Europe, especially during the
earlier decades of our research period, and commercial television has made its breakthrough only in the 1980s and 1990s (e.g. Hellman, 1999).
See also, for example, Baumann, 2001; van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010; Janssen et
al., 2011; Regev, 2013; Schmutz, 2016; and Varriale, 2016.
In the case of ABC and The Guardian, we use only one (ABC) and three (The
Guardian) constructed weeks. All the advertisements selected for the sample were first
coded into an Excel matrix and then transferred to SPSS for analysis. In total, the
coding system included thirteen variables. Here we use the following variables: domination of editorial content/advertisement content and topic of the advertisement. The
domination of editorial content/advertisement content was likewise coded into three
categories: editorial content dominates, fifty–fifty, and advertisement content dominates. Whenever the ratio was not clear, the sizes of the sections were measured and
compared. The topic of the advertisement was coded into eighteen categories: cultural
events, education and courses, cultural products, medicines and vitamins, clothes, cosmetics, sports and well-being, food, alcohol and cigarettes, cars and other vehicles,
home, entertainment electronics, expensive commodities, flats and real estate, economic services, trips, jobs and positions and other.

Chapter 6

Beyond culture
Politics and the role of culture in a
wider socio- historical context

Introduction
What elements shape cultural hierarchies throughout time? While studies on
cultural stratification have widely emphasized the importance of the rise of new
consumers of culture, whose range of taste is significantly wider due to new
values that highlight the importance of openness, tolerance and omnivorousness (Peterson and Kern, 1996; Bennett et al., 2009), and the role that institutions (including newspapers) play in providing a framework to rank different
cultural goods (DiMaggio, 1991; Janssen et al., 2008; Daenekindt and Roose,
2015), there has been substantially less work focused on the ideological contexts
that may also help to shape such hierarchies (see, however, Cvetičanin and
Popescu, 2011; Purhonen and Heikkilä, 2017). This is not strange once most of
Western Europe and the United States have enjoyed liberal democracies where
freedom of press was guaranteed by the nature of the political system, helping to
spread ideas, fashions and tastes among different audiences of society with barely
any interference from public powers (with the exception of public funding).
Certainly, in democratic societies, there might be occasional public scandals
that involve the banning of specific works of art (the censorship of certain films,
for instance), but, in general terms, the public should find no other limits to
access culture rather than market constraints and shortcomings in terms of
funding. However, the zeitgeist in the political sphere might raise interest in
specific cultural manifestations rather than others; public funding might be
influenced by party politics and audiences of newspapers are commonly segmented by ideological lines. Newspapers and their culture sections, even in
democratic societies, develop a specific editorial line and policies.
All these elements make it worthwhile to explore the interrelation between
the cultural content in our European newspapers and their political background,
as power relationships, party constellations, governments, public funding of art
or market trends and fashions might influence notably the cultural hierarchies
of a country. Moreover, politics might be even more influential in the cultural
realm in environments where democracy is absent and autocratic governments
follow a nationalist or ideological doctrine. After all, in most of Southern and
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Eastern Europe, the turn to democracy can be still considered a relatively recent
event. Before the arrival of parliamentarism, many European countries were
ruled by authoritarian governments whose approach to the cultural sphere
rejected free speech and banned certain ideas and art movements, aiming at
engaging populations with the core ideological beliefs of their regimes. In this
sense, the famous motto of ‘art is not a mirror but a hammer’ was widely used by
these regimes to frame and shape political views through art manifestations, the
coverage of legal newspapers being relevant to this propaganda.
Therefore, views on culture and art are particularly influenced by social and
political context. Models of governance, hegemonic ideologies and power relations within different societies can all shape a wide range of cultural policies
and build specific cultural hierarchies where socio-geographical boundaries
might be very relevant (Fishman and Lizardo, 2013). National culture is, in this
sense, also the product of a specific cultural milieu where a set of national
customs, practices and traditions build national artistic products, and newspapers help to establish the boundaries and features of such art. Art and the
ways it is represented in the media can be an important aspect of nation-
building and enhancing national identity (see Box 4.1). However, the role of
arts reviewing and newspaper cultural coverage in the interplay between culture
and politics has often been ignored (cf. Hallin and Mancini, 2004; Riegert,
Roosvall and Widholm, 2015).
This chapter highlights the important connection between culture and politics through our European newspaper data. We aim to answer two main questions. First, how does cultural coverage in quality newspapers reflect political
and social issues in a society? Second, how have evaluations and their aesthetic
criteria employed in culture sections changed throughout time against the background of socio-political events and structures? Even more importantly, in this
chapter, the core idea is to point out and track the connections between cultural coverage and the specific socio-historical context of each national case and
time point, including two examples of how the political context influences the
ideas of national identity. In this sense, we will explore two specific cases that
have stood out in our research: Francoist Spain, whose later transition to democracy shaped drastically the views on how national identity is constructed, and
Turkey, with its challenges on national identity derived from its process of
Westernization. Before going into these cases, the chapter opens with an overview of the theoretical stakes of the problematic relationship between art and
politics, after which comes a section analysing the articles including the explicit
political dimension in our entire newspaper data.

Artistic valuation and politics: a complicated
relationship
When studying different fields of cultural production and arts, sociologists have
sought to understand to what extent the evaluations follow the motto of ‘art for
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art’s sake’ (i.e. arts seem to be ‘free’ and relatively autonomous, organizing an
individual field; see Bourdieu, 1996) or are constrained instead by some contextual realm that could be related to politics (Adams, 2005) or other aspects of art
production (Becker, 1982). This is far from a new debate. As already pointed
out in Chapter 5, this traces back to the Age of Enlightenment, but, at least
over the last hundred years (e.g. Lukács, 1971), discussions among scholars of
literature and fine arts about the possible political imprints of different art
objects have become ubiquitous. It is important to distinguish between philosophical questions and the sociological approach – the latter exploring the relationship between art and politics empirically. Bourdieu, for instance, approached
the relationship between art and politics with the concept of field, which
allowed him to analyse and empirically define the structure and properties (positions, actors and power relations) within each field and, importantly, to pose
the question of the relationship and struggles taking place between the fields
(Bourdieu, 1996, 2005). The crucial stake in all fields is its relative autonomy
from other fields and influences, which already brings the question of the relationship between the fields (e.g. the art field and the field of politics) to the core
of the analysis. In stark contrast to the sociological approach, one position in
contemporary debates in aesthetic theory is to question the fundamental starting point of art and politics as separate entities that could have a relationship in
the first place (e.g. Rockhill, 2014).
However, there has been less research on the question of autonomy of the
arts in newspaper cultural coverage and on whether politics might set limits or
actually frame artistic evaluations (see Riegert et al., 2015). This involves
unveiling the signs of such political interventions and identifying how different
elements, such as censorship, expectations, ideals, norms or political correctness, might influence the way art is discussed, reviewed and selected for reviews.
In non-democratic societies, censorship is the norm, but in democratic societies,
ideals, cultural norms, interests, expectations and political correctness might
play an important role in framing how art is reviewed (from the selection of cultural objects to the criteria to judge them). In this sense, studying the political
involves exploring other dimensions that threaten the autonomy of art, in the
same way as we previously examined commercialization (Chapter 5).
Moreover, as Adams (2001) claims, there has been a lack of studies examining the role of international and national political contexts of art fields.
Adams (2001, 2005) provides a detailed review of literature that has focused
not only on the nature of the state and the state’s policies as a source of change
in art but also on how art is expressed in authoritarian contexts, from both government and opposition perspectives. However, while artists, intermediaries and
buyers can become catalysts of change, it is challenging to take these issues into
consideration when looking at newspaper cultural pages. Evaluations by critics
and journalists published in the media such as quality newspapers exercise a
specific power of recognition, which is distinguishable from other types of recognition and creation of symbolic value, such as professional (e.g. awards) and
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popular (e.g. box office) recognition (see Bourdieu, 1993; Kersten and Bielby,
2012; Schmutz, 2016). Under these conditions of recognition, critical and
popular recognition might appreciate positively any kind of critical political
content that is developed under authoritarian regimes. However, those subversive pieces tend to be actually discussed in democratic periods when the change
of political regime permits a re-examination of art forms (Cushman, 1995;
Szemere, 2001). Moreover, not all repressed art is political; some might not
even belong to the sphere of the subversive (Goldfarb, 1980). In any case, the
critical point is that, in authoritarian regimes, only pro-regime art is discussed,
with occasional exceptions (usually world masters whose legacy cannot be
fully ignored, such as the case of Picasso, whose legacy was discussed (albeit
dismissed) during the Franco years in ABC), whereas in democratic periods,
repressed art is vigorously vindicated.1
Propaganda can be a tool for authoritarian states to increase their support
and legitimacy (Bonnell, 1997) and strengthen support and adhesion to the
state, but it also contains factors that help to hold together democratic societies.
Certain forms of art can be essential to frame specific political movements, such
as songs in civil rights movements (Eyerman and Jamison, 1995), and some
might be even linked to nation-building. An additional question is whether politics or the political content of art is considered to be ‘good’ or ‘bad’ for cultural
products when making aesthetic judgements. In other words, one can ask, first,
whether a politically normative (often subversive) dimension is relevant at all
to (or intertwined with) aesthetic judgements, and, second, whether it is appreciated by reviewers (whether having such dimensions elevates legitimacy and
reception of the cultural product). In fact, a recent comparative research on
‘quality TV’ discourses in Flanders and Israel hints at the role of political
content in cultural legitimation (Lavie and Dhoest, 2015). The main finding
was that: ‘the view of political critique as a sign of quality is much more prominent among Israeli television reviewers than among their Flemish counterparts,
who seem to highlight more “universal” social themes at the expense of direct
political engagement’ (Lavie and Dhoest, 2015: 72). It seems that political
content does affect the process of legitimation, but the question of which cultural fields or national contexts are more open to political influence is awaiting
empirical attention. It is also important to note that not all politics have to do
with political power, parties or ideologies, and the realm of the political might
not be that obvious: there is a commercial dimension that might be intertwined
with aesthetic and political remarks, and that deserves to be explored (Chapter
5). Connections with specific industries might also be political in a sense, for
instance Hollywood movies and the role of the United States in the world (cf.
Chapter 4). There are also dimensions of the political that might be linked to
gender issues and everyday life practices, such as the presence of kids’ culture
(which, in our data, is more abundant in Nordic newspapers than elsewhere),
and different issues of representation in society, welfare and social democracy
(including cultural policy; see Box 6.1).
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Political dimension in newspaper data:
quantitative approach
To assess the importance of societal and political aspects in our newspaper data,
we utilize a variable measuring ‘political dimension’, in a similar fashion to aesthetic and commercial dimensions (Chapters 3 and 5). More precisely, the question is whether or not each article published in our culture sections includes an
explicit political dimension, detectable from obviously political watchwords
such as ‘politics’, ‘society’, ‘power’, ‘equality’, ‘social class’ or ‘poverty’. The variable allows us to probe the degree to which apparently political content is intertwined with cultural content in our newspaper data. The downside is that the
variable based on surface-level vocabulary does not recognize which political
aspects – left or right, progressive or liberal, positive or negative, etc. – were
identified as political. Moreover, in some contexts, articles can be deeply political between the lines, without using these watchwords.2
Table 6.1 shows how the proportion of articles with explicit political dimension changes over time across the newspapers. The first thing to notice is that
only about one-quarter of all articles in our data include a political dimension,
and that this overall share remains relatively stable through time. However,
there are substantial differences in political prevalence between the newspapers.
Most importantly, Dagens Nyheter and The Guardian stand out for having the
most articles with a political dimension. That The Guardian is also ‘political’ in
its culture section is hardly surprising, as the UK is characterized by strong
‘party–press parallelism’ and thus British quality papers, The Guardian being one
of the best examples, ‘have distinct political identities’ (Hallin and Mancini,
2004: 212–213).3 The case of Dagens Nyheter is perhaps more unanticipated,
and it is discussed separately in Box 6.1. As for the other newspapers, Le Monde
shows the clearest increase in the proportion of articles including a political
dimension. What is particularly interesting, however, is that both of our cases of
Table 6.1 Articles including political dimension by newspaper and year (percentages)
1960
ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde
Milliyet
Total
(N)

15.9
54.4
38.8
10.3
14.5
18.4

1970
8.8
45.0
49.0
14.0
16.1
9.4

1980
26.0
53.4
49.3
17.4
19.3
6.7

1990
18.9
46.7
26.3
19.6
20.7
23.8

2000
14.3
53.8
44.5
15.9
21.8
22.7

2010
22.3
49.3
41.0
15.9
28.6
6.8

27.7
22.8
28.8
26.3
25.6
25.7
(406) (459) (443) (583) (782) (737)

Total

(N)

16.6 (459)
50.0 (1,262)
39.3 (684)
15.7 (444)
20.4 (390)
12.3 (171)
25.9

(3,410)

Note
Total N = 13,161, of which 74.1 per cent (n = 9,751) did not include political dimension.
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special interest in this chapter, the newspapers from Spain and Turkey, show
very modest levels of articles including political dimensions. Therefore, a qualitative approach focusing more closely on these two cases and revealing the politics behind the surface vocabulary is particularly warranted.
Before going into the case studies, however, it is worth investigating how the
proportion of political dimension varies across different art forms.4 Table 6.2
shows some important differences. Not surprisingly, literature stands out as
having the most articles including a political dimension,5 whereas music, especially classical music but also popular music, is much less often discussed in
political terms. Articles on television became less political in the 2000s, whereas
in the case of theatre (see Box 2.2) and the visual arts, the use of political
dimensions sharply increased in 2010.
It has been suggested that art, particularly the visual arts, would have experienced a paradigm shift from ‘modern’ to ‘contemporary’ (Heinich, 2014), and
one of the key parts of this change would have been the ‘social turn’ of art
(Bishop, 2012). The ‘social turn’ refers to the increased expectation that art
should be socially and politically relevant, engage in dialogue with society, and
that artists should be similarly willing to create ‘activist’, ‘collaboratory’ or ‘participatory’ art.6 Perhaps the rise in articles including a political dimension in the
visual arts and theatre has to do with this ‘inside-art’ development. Still, we
must recognize not only the limits of our variable, political dimension, but also
that our data concerns newspapers’ representations of art, not art itself.
However, it is still interesting to see that if our newspaper culture section
articles are divided into highbrow arts and popular culture (cf. Chapter 2 and
3), the result is that the proportion of articles on political dimension increases
in the case of highbrow articles and decreases in the case of popular culture
articles (Figure 6.1). This can be tentatively interpreted as supporting a
Table 6.2 Articles including political dimension by art form and year (percentages)
1960
Popular music
Classical music
Literature
Film
Theatre
Television
Visual arts
Other
Total
(N)

29.6
13.0
45.2
30.1
16.3
29.3
18.2
40.7

1970
16.1
7.4
32.0
22.8
26.5
35.8
5.7
30.7

1980
18.6
8.9
36.2
33.8
31.1
70.8
17.4
44.1

1990
13.8
8.3
39.2
22.3
27.1
28.7
19.6
37.9

2000
16.0
13.0
35.7
23.3
32.5
14.2
17.5
34.4

2010

Total

15.3
13.8
44.9
30.9
47.2
16.6
32.5
41.9

16.0
10.4
39.2
26.3
27.4
24.1
18.0
37.7

29.1
23.8
31.3
26.8
25.8
31.9
(385) (438) (429) (544) (695) (685)

27.8

(N)
(218)
(122)
(868)
(360)
(342)
(196)
(136)
(934)
(3,176)

Note
Total N = 11,412, of which 72.2 per cent (n = 8,236) did not include political dimension.
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Figure 6.1 Articles on highbrow arts and popular culture including political
dimension by year (percentages).

paradigm shift and the ‘social turn’ of art, because the shift has been thought to
characterize primarily ‘serious’ fine arts and not popular culture.
Finally, Figure 6.2 shows how the proportions of articles (reviews, interviews/
reports and news stories) including a political dimension, both aesthetic
and political dimensions, and both commercial and political dimensions evolve
over time. First, it demonstrates the significance of article type. A political
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Figure 6.2 Articles including political dimension, both aesthetic and political
dimensions and both commercial and political dimensions by year,
separately on main article types (percentages).

dimension is most present in interviews and reports, and less so in reviews and,
especially, news. Moreover, the political dimension seems to increase in the case
of interviews and reports but decrease in the case of news. Second, the political
dimension appears with the aesthetic dimension more than the commercial
dimension in reviews. However, in interviews and reports, there is almost no
difference between the articles including political and aesthetic dimensions
versus political and commercial dimensions. In news, where both combinations
are rare, articles including both political and commercial dimensions are more
common than articles having both political and aesthetic dimensions.
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Because reviews often include explicit aesthetic evaluations (and thus our
variable of aesthetic dimension), it follows that the combination of aesthetic
and political dimensions is more frequent than the combination of commercial
and political dimensions. News can be considered to be the most neutral and
journalistically oriented article type (Jaakkola, 2015), and the declining trend
of political dimension is in line with that. From the same point of view, it is no
wonder that the most normatively charged (and perhaps most dangerous) combination of an article being both aesthetically and politically normative is the
least common.

Box 6.1 Meanwhile, in Sweden: cultural policy and politics in Dagens
Nyheter
Reports, news and reviews in the cultural pages of a newspaper can obviously have
several diverging aspects of the ‘political’. They can range from openly political
proclamations to evaluations of cultural events with a more or less clear political
dimension, from news and commentaries on cultural politics to reports on the
political repression of authors, journalists and artists in authoritarian states. The
dimension coded as political in our study can thus include various aspects of the
political.
Sweden is often regarded as one of the most democratic and egalitarian societies in the world. Perhaps surprisingly, its daily newspaper, Dagens Nyheter, publishes in its culture sections more articles with a political dimension than any
other newspaper analysed. In contrast to the Spanish newspaper ABC under Franco’s times, or the Turkish Milliyet, which both had clear conservative-nationalistic
agendas loyal to the government, Dagens Nyheter’s political involvement is radically different. In addition to some actual issues of the cultural policy of Sweden,
Dagens Nyheter gives plenty of space to reviews of more or less directly political
cultural events and pays attention to the political repression of third world artists
and authors.
The culture sections of Dagens Nyheter thus offer good examples of politically
relevant cultural journalism. Based on the material at our disposal, it is difficult to
say how typical such reports or comments were in other Swedish newspapers.
However, the publicly announced political stance of Dagens Nyheter, which is
regarded as a liberal paper without any direct party affiliations, varied from 1960
to 2010 (Hadenius, 2002): for a long time it was ‘liberal’ (1924–1973), from 1974
to 1998 ‘independent’ and since 1998 it has been ‘independent liberal’. On the
one hand, Dagens Nyheter has been characterized as a pronouncedly political and
socially conscious newspaper against the overall Swedish media environment,
especially in the 1960s and 1970s (Hadenius, 2002). On the other hand, Dagens
Nyheter has been classified as only very mildly centre-left in the political spectrum
of the Swedish media (Hallin and Mancini, 2004: 182).
Some articles took up the economic consequences of the cultural policy of the
Swedish state. A longer article published in 1960 reported on changes that had
taken place in the financial compensation Swedish authors received based on the
loans of their books in Swedish libraries, a compensatory system built to support
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the authors of both fiction and non-fiction (DN/14/11/60_6). The recent reform
of the system had, according to this article, led to a situation in which authors
who had published their first book during the ongoing year could not get
any library grants. The same issue was taken up again twenty years later
(DN/14/01/80_4).
The political ‘news of the world’ in the Dagens Nyheter culture sections typically has a progressive and tolerant tone. For instance, the newspaper announced a
series of fifty authors facing political repression according to the International
PEN Club (DN/08/11/10_Kultur4), and the first repressed author presented was
Anna Politkovskaya, the journalist murdered shortly before in Moscow. Another
good example of the politically open-minded tone of the newspaper is the
coverage of the opening of the first Bosnian opera (DN/22/04/00_B4), published
along with an opera review. While not a directly political event, it had a clear
political relevance (in Bosnia, and via the immigrant population from the area,
also in Sweden). The political dimension comes up in the explanation of its
context: this was the first-ever opera in Bosnia, the story of which obviously had a
clear nationalistic and even potentially anti-Islamic message. The reader is
expected to understand without explanation what makes Bosnia at the time of the
publication of the article so special and interesting:
The spiritual life at Sarajevo has experienced somewhat of a buzz under the
last couple of weeks. […] The critical point of the poem is directed against
old traditions, but includes even some cautious critique of Islam as well as
hints to a class conflict.
(DN/22/04/00_B4)
The common reports in Dagens Nyheter about cultural products, books, art exhibitions or theatre performances with a feminist or sexual political message can be
taken up as yet another example of the political relevance of cultural journalism.
Cultural events with identity politics, and in particular gender politics, seem to
have received increasing attention in Dagens Nyheter’s cultural pages. Different
politically oriented events are strongly linked to culture: the big exhibition
arranged in connection with The Stockholm Pride is covered, and the curator’s
interview reflects well the tolerant spirit of Dagens Nyheter:
More and more queer art has come into being during the last decades which
the big institutions do not dare to present. We want to show as many as possible to open them a way to the regular world of art.
(DN/20/07/10_Kultur2)
As early as the 1990s, there was news about the lack of female artists at a big international exhibition of the Stockholm Museum of Modern Art, which gave cause
to a storm of protests from female artists. On the same page, there is an article on
the exhibition of the openly political Guerrilla Girls: ‘Guerrilla Girls Strike!
Female Artists in the Struggle Against Racism and Sexism’ (DN/28/10/90_B4).
As these examples prove, the culture sections of Dagens Nyheter promote
various politically oriented news, reviews and cultural activities. In stark contrast
to the politics found on the pages of ABC and Milliyet, and their issues of
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repression, censorship and brutal building of national identity by means of writing
and representing culture and the arts, the strong progressive and liberal political
orientation in Dagens Nyheter shows that cultural journalism is always intrinsically
linked to its socio-political context.

Spanish and Turkish national identities in the
making: political contexts
The focus now turns to two countries where the influence of politics might be
particularly interesting and deserving of attention. As shown in Table 6.1, a
total of 459 articles with a political dimension come from El País and ABC and
171 come from Milliyet. These articles comprise the subsamples we will analyse
qualitatively below.
To make sense of the interaction between the political and cultural fields,
we need to outline some key features of political affairs before and around the
period under study. It should be considered that Spain is, by European standards, still a relatively young democracy: the first free elections within the
current democratic period took place in June 1977, so the country has just
recently celebrated its fortieth anniversary as a democratic country. Before
that, Spain experienced hard times. From 1936 to 1939, civil war took place
after a period of increased political polarization and economic hardship (Carr,
1971). The conflict, in which a left-wing republican government (with limited
support from the USSR and international volunteers) tried to resist rebel army
forces supported by Italian and German fascists, ended with the collapse of the
previously short-lived republic and the establishment of a right-wing dictatorship. From 1939 to 1975, the country was ruled by Francisco Franco, whose
authoritarian rule emphasized traditional values and a national Catholic ideology, repressing liberal and leftist ideas (Payne, 1987). The fascist regime made
wide use of censorship. However, some press plurality was still allowed, linked
to different groups that supported the regime and whose political ideas differed
substantially (fascists, right-wing Christians, monarchists, etc.). This was
evident in the existence of different newspapers with distinctive editorial lines
(Ya, El Alcázar, ABC).
Since the 1960s, the country has experienced a process of economic modernization and growth, and soon a growing discontent erupted in the streets, with
young people demanding democracy and freedom. During those years, the
regime also softened the censorship rules, but control over the media was still
strong. In the beginning of the 1970s, new demands emerged, and demonstrations and strikes were common all over the country. After the death of Franco,
the dictatorship collapsed and different political groups negotiated a transition
to a parliamentary democracy, where the king would be the official head of
state. During the late 1970s, the transition to democracy was paved through free
elections, legalization of political parties and a constitution (see Carr, 1980;
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Payne, 1987; Foweraker, 1989). Among the reforms, freedom of press was established and new newspapers were founded, El País being the most successful in
terms of sales and influence, to the point of being considered to be the primary
example of ‘reference press’ (Imbert and Vidal-Beneyto, 1986). After the transition to democracy, Spain quickly became a modern democracy, joining the
EEC (later EU) in 1986 and the Eurozone in 1998, and providing a fresh image
after organizing successful events, such as the Barcelona Olympic Games in
1992, and becoming the eighth largest economy in the world by the turn of the
century. The economic euphoria and the consolidation of several global companies led to an increasing shift towards pro-market policies, led by both the
social-democratic PSOE and the conservative PP (who have held all cabinet
positions since 1982). However, certain tensions always remained, linked to
national articulation (in areas with a strong national identity such as Basque or
Catalonia), corruption and an imbalanced economy (Alonso and Fernández
Rodríguez, 2008; Royo, 2013). From 2008 onwards, the country has suffered a
deep economic crisis due to the end of a housing market bubble (López and
Rodríguez, 2011). Since then, the country has experienced a period of social
unrest with the emergence of critical views on the quality of Spanish democracy
(the 15-M movement, particularly; Sampedro and Lobera, 2015) and the recent
return of territorial tensions in regions such as Catalonia.
Box 2.3 on Turkey in Chapter 2 provides essential information about how
Turkey differs from the rest of our newspapers in terms of the topics we discuss.
Turkey is a young democracy that has been unstable since the establishment of
the new Republic. After the Republic was founded in 1923, the only available
political party was the one established and supported by the factions who had
led the Independence War following the demise of the Ottoman Republic. This
party, led by the founding figure Mustafa Kemal, initiated a large-scale modernization project, which aimed to Westernize all aspects of life, including production and consumption (Feroz, 2002; Lewis, 1961). A second political party
competed in the elections for the first time in 1946, and the founding party,
RPP, lost the elections for the first time in 1950 to the Democrat Party (DP)
that advocated a more liberal policy both in economy and politics. However,
due to various reasons (Feroz, 1977), the military organized a coup in 1960 to
take power out of the hands of the DP. Under military rule, the leading figures
of the party were hanged in 1961. It is in this period that our sample’s coverage
begins. Since the establishment of the new Republic, Turkey has experienced
two overt coups (1960, 1980), two soft coups (1971, 1997) and three failed
coups (1962, 1963, 2016).7
The 1980s in Turkey was a period of intense transformation, leading to major
changes in the way journalism and the publishing sectors operated. The liberalization process resulted in a shift in the ownership and sponsorship profiles as
well as the legal and institutional frameworks, within which newspapers worked.
Especially after the 1970s, the press began to integrate into corporate business as
big capital owners heavily invested in the sector. The relationship between
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newspapers and politicians became more complicated due to media owners’
desires to increase their chances in competitive biddings and government incentives. They also manipulated editorials to increase their profits by advertising or
publishing indirect content favouring their corporate firms (most notably
banks). The coup that took place on 12 September 1980 and the economic
restructuring that followed further challenged the independence of journalism
from the political field. After the coup, the military directly and indirectly controlled what was covered in newspapers. Several were closed down and many
journalists were jailed. Turkey began to facilitate its integration in the world
economy at the expense of social welfare policies (Önder, 2017). At the same
time, new regulations increased the price of papers directly and put pressure on
production conditions.
Direct and indirect censorship affected how newspaper sections were organized and how news was delivered during this period. To avoid confrontation on
risky topics, editors added a separate section on the economy and increased the
space for international politics. They also began to put more emphasis on the
characteristics of protagonists, such as lifestyle choices, clothing and so forth,
rather than the news story itself. To keep circulation numbers high and avoid
censorship, many newspapers chose to increase the erotic content in their news
stories and visuals (Dündar, 2016). It was typical to present announcements and
news on cultural events with photos marked by sexual aesthetics. In the 1980s,
the labour-intensive cultural content in Milliyet began to diminish even further.
Moreover, cultural news was moved to a separate sheet aimed at covering lifestyle issues and ‘magazine news’ (personal stories on artists). All these transformations led to a change in the understanding of which elements (personal
versus artistic) and forms of culture and arts (apolitical versus critical) were to
be presented to the readers. Culture had begun to be delivered as the ‘culture of
entertainment’, which inevitably changed the habits and expectations of
popular readership in relation to cultural journalism.
The complex relationship between politics and journalism continued under
Erdoğan’s conservative ‘democratic’ rule. Press freedom was supressed under the
Justice and Development Party (JDP) government in 2007–2010 and onwards
through the effective use of state power, commercial forces and self-censorship
(Yesil, 2014). For instance, one of the biggest press corporations in Turkey,
Doğan News Agency, who used to own Milliyet, was charged with a record tax
fine in 2009, raising issues around indirect political pressure. In the context of
increasing conservatism, culture and its coverage has become one of the most
contested domains. The rise of the JDP is often seen as a period when religious
factions began to find ways to accumulate economic capital and create a new
middle class and bourgeoisie parallel to their secular counterparts. There is
plenty of research demonstrating how this accumulation generated new styles of
consumption (Göle, 1999; White, 1999) facilitated by a consumption market
for religious consumers introducing the ‘Islamic’ version of many services and
products (e.g. summer resorts, restaurants, clothing). However, conservative
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factions failed to claim authority over culture and arts, which generated tensions around the production, distribution and demonstration of established arts.
As briefly described in Box 2.3, these Western arts received public funding in
the early years of the Republic through the policies put forward by secularist and
pro-Westernization cadres and have never got across to pious factions. This
political atmosphere and conspiracies regarding the systematic devaluation of
traditions enabled JDP to create a strong anti-intellectualist attitude ridiculing
and/or explicitly interfering with the events of established arts. The so-called
cultural journalism of newspapers that are known to be pro-Islamist and pro-
government reinforced the tension by provocatively informing on traditions and
cultural events ‘harmful to the Turkish culture’. For instance, the world-
renowned female Turkish pianist İdil Biret’s concert at Topkapı Palace was
announced in an Islamist newspaper by highlighting the fact that its sponsor
was a wine producer and that wine was planned to be distributed in the ‘holy’
palace. The concert was then attacked by fifty men, who finished their demonstration by performing Namaz (prayers). Many examples, ranging from breaking
artists’ public exhibitions to cancelling concerts, can be given to demonstrate
the hostility shown towards intellectuals and artists. There are no studies on
how this political climate affected cultural journalism in quality newspapers; the
scope of the pressure a two-decade-old, one-party rule had on cultural editors is
open for speculation.
What is common in these two cases, compared to the rest of the European
newspapers in our data, is that the political spheres have suffered undemocratic
interventions. Our initial review of the articles suggested that cultural coverage
was affected by these shifts more in these two cases, especially in relation to how
national culture is defined and framed. We also identified a dramatic change
over time in the way national culture is perceived, in parallel with the changes
taking place in the political sphere. The next section will unpack this theme by
drawing on our extensive close reading of articles with explicit political
content.

Continuity and change
Spain: from unicity to pluralism
The key issue on which we will focus on in this chapter is the way national
identity is framed, perceived and built. It is compelling to explore particularly
ABC as it is the newspaper that coexisted with Francoism. In the case of El País,
it is especially of interest to focus on the 1980s, when most topics of democracy
emerged.
In ABC, the idea of Spain as an abstract, deep and almost religious concept
or entity (with a very strong political intention) is present in many articles of
the culture sections. Articles emphasize the view of Spain as a country and
culture unified around the Spanish language, with little attention to the specific
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cultures of certain regions (Catalonia, Basque). Most emphasis is on nationalism, unity and the glory of an imperial past, with the word ‘Spain’ used in a very
political sense, the spiritual (Catholic) reserve of Europe. Even foreign scholars
focus on the true ethos of Spain, which according to Giscard d’Estaing (whose
son was later to become a French prime minister) leaned on ‘honour and
cavalry, making Spain the spiritual reserve of Europe’ and the traditional values
‘that differ a lot from the current youth values, as young people seem to have no
goal or direction’ (ABC/07/11/70_77). In some of these articles, it is easy to
grasp details of the dictatorship’s organizing bodies and supporters, and their
emphasis on nationalism, tradition, religion and old values. Bureaucratic bodies
(including the army), the Movimiento Nacional (the only political organization
during Franco’s regime) and the Church were key actors. For instance, in a
meeting of scientific journals, there was one workshop on ‘journals with an ideological orientation’ chaired by a priest. In the 1970s, polemical films on the
Church were mentioned (ABC/23/04/70_88). Priests colonized the cultural
sphere as well as different regime members (professors, officials, politicians),
sending a clear message of what Spain is and should be.
As in any other nationalistic regime, references to a glorious past are omnipresent. There are many references to cultural articles that deal with Spanish
history and military epics. The history of Spain is usually presented as glorious,
from the Reconquista (see mentions of Middle Ages Christian hero El Cid;
ABC/07/11/70_77) to the Spanish empire, and the praising of Franco. There
are many references to America and the conquest, with many conferences
organized around the topic (ABC/15/10/60_66). The newspaper occasionally
advocates imperialism, not only through these laudatory views on the Spanish
empire but also by justifying imperialism and colonialism. For instance, in an
incredibly racist article about the Congo (ABC/09/07/60_42), the author, the
Francoist Joaquín Arrarás, justifies the colonial domination by Belgium because
it brought ‘civilization’. There are also references to the legacy of Spain: one
article covers a memorial organized in the Philippines around one scholar in the
field of history (ABC/10/11/60_65), and another covers the struggle to keep
Spanish alive in Puerto Rico (ABC/13/02/70_47).
Authoritarian rule is supported by different writers and reviewers. Criticism
of democracy appears often. In a meeting of an international institute in Italy
(ABC/07/09/60_35), the keynote speaker, a Spanish professor, gives a talk in
which he emphasizes the need to combine freedom with authority, because
freedom without authority represents something ‘corrosive, hallucinatory, with
cannibal effects on the self ’. In general, right-wing authors are widely celebrated. A book by Neculai Totu, a Romanian soldier who joined Franco’s army
in the Spanish Civil War, is praised, and the author is considered to be a ‘patriot
who came to defend God, Spain and Romania’ (ABC/02/12/70_63). Moreover,
in ABC, it is not uncommon to find materials written by far-right authors whose
work would be considered to be unworthy of a culture section in contemporary
times. For instance, in a section called ‘Art and Artists’ (ABC/01/03/60_42),
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ABC published an open letter by the obscure ex-policeman and far-right writer
Mauricio Carlavilla (a well-known anti-Semite, anti-masonry and anti-
communist author) in which he humbly apologizes to an aristocratic family for
offending the memory of their late father. According to the letter, the writer
‘only wanted to express some criticism of the public persona of the count of
Romanones in his book AntiEspaña 1959 (Anti-Spain 1959)’. The writer offers
to omit the passages related to this person in a gesture of submission that seems
paradigmatic of the authoritarian culture of the time.
A counterpoint to Spain is the USSR, recurrently presented as the essence of
an evil government. There are several articles that discredit the repressive policies of the communist regime and emphasize dissidents such as Solzhenitsyn
(ABC/13/10/70_51). One interesting note is the careful treatment of cultural
news linked to the United States, a very important political ally. News emphasizing cooperation appears, sometimes linked to military issues. For instance, in
an event where a keynote speaker discusses trade unionism in the United States
(ABC/01/03/70_43), there is a certain subtlety in the description of the role of
American trade unions, emphasizing that they are actually very dependent on
the state (a sort of subordinate body of state for industrial relations) and trying
to link their role to the only Spanish trade union of the time, Sindicato Vertical
(free trade unions had been banned since the Civil War), which was part of the
regime and cornerstone of the corporative state.
Politics is mostly approached unconventionally, never discussing real issues.
For instance, there are reviews of books that directly tackle the issue of politics,
but atypically. It is common that those publications are historical books in
which the current state of affairs in Spanish politics was never to be discussed,
setting politics far away in time. In 1970, however, there was a bit of an
opening. Some conflicting issues, such as protests by some associations (screenwriters, exhibitors) are covered (ABC/13/02/70_74), and even critical plays
such as Castañuela 70 (ABC/23/08/70_51), which was banned later, are viewed
positively.
With the transition to democracy, the landscape changes completely, particularly regarding national identity. El País demonstrates a drastic change. Self-
criticism regarding national identity appears, and the legacy of the colonial past
is discussed critically. For instance, in 1980, the director of El País, participating
in a symposium, mentioned how badly Spain managed the former colony of
Equatorial Guinea, exploiting its resources ruthlessly and with no interest in
developing cultural activities (EP/10/12/80_35). However, there is a sort of
national pride when trying to clean the image of Spaniards, breaking from the
archaic image portrayed by other Europeans in plays or operas such as Bizet’s
Carmen, which is translated into Spanish in a ‘modernized’ version
(EP/14/06/80_33). One interesting point here is how debates about national
culture, for instance bullfighting, emerge in a different way, showing the growing
struggles that tauromaquia face due to government attempts to forbid these
events (EP/06/10/90_38). This new perspective is shown by focusing on
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different events and perceptions of Spanish history. Opposing the view of the
Reconquista, Arab influence in the country is seen with a more positive perspective. Thus, we see news such as an international workshop in praise of the
translator of Don Quixote into Arabic (EP/10/12/80_37). Occasionally, there are
references to the strategic importance of Spanish and the need to strengthen
the links between Spain and Latin America (see Box 4.2), Spanish having a
higher status as a world language and emphasizing its importance continuously,
even if the discourse is now framed on the possibility of higher economic profits
than on political domination (see support to the Brazilian policy of introducing
Spanish as compulsory language in education, EP/18/06/00_34).
A critical issue here is the emergence of new analyses of the Spanish Civil
War, the post-war and the Franco period. Therefore, new problems are examined (for instance the issue of the exiled, EP/07/09/80_26) and some profiles of
writers and other artists are rehabilitated (EP/26/09/80_32). There is a complete
turnaround, and now attention is focused on the artists repressed or banned by
Francoism, while popular writers during the Franco years are often ignored. The
transition to democracy has been studied since its beginning, and there are commentaries and articles on political issues related to art, such as the recovery of
heritage requisitioned by Franco’s authorities being slowly devolved to their
original owners (EP/24/07/80_25).
Moreover, national identity loses its homogeneity, and new issues are raised,
such as the role of different national cultures with Spain (for instance, how to
develop knowledge of Euskara among the Basque population, EP/19/03/80_30a).
Another example is the article noting that ‘there has been the production of
the first 100 per cent Andalusian film’ (EP/14/06/80_32). Occasionally, controversies emerge regarding the role of Basque or Catalonia in Spain and mutual
attacks between nationalist views. For instance, in 2000, a conflict between
different academic institutions regarding the names of places in bilingual regions
was covered in depth (EP/29/04/00_41), and in 2010 there was a report on
how political parties vote in Catalonia on the abolition of bullfighting
(EP/20/07/10_46). In general, inner politics dominate, with emphases on
sectarianism from one side or the other heavily affecting cultural policies
(EP/19/03/80_31). This is a key point as the cultural scene is gradually inflected
with politics, showing an ideologically divided country, far from the monolithic
Spain of Franco.
One surprising branch of news concerns the struggles and conflicts in
different associations and public institutions. These conflicts range from internal
disputes in associations regarding statutes (e.g. EP/01/08/80_21) to trade unions
or lobbies claiming new policies or better working conditions for their sectors
(EP/01/08/80_23). Particularly important are the struggles of Spanish cinema,
which feels threatened by US cinema and its power of distribution
(EP/25/04/90_35). In general, it is easy to notice the opening of the country in
political terms; for instance, previously banned books are being published (e.g. the
biography of Lenin; see EP/19/03/80_30b). In a 1980 El País, there is, for instance,
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a full-page discussion on a book on socialism and its possibilities in Spain
(EP/12/04/80_26). However, occasionally it is possible to find interventions from
public powers to censor certain events or books. For instance, the authorities ‘kidnapped’ one book by Galician authors because of its offensive comments on the
Spanish police (EP/26/09/80_31a), and one television programme was cancelled
amid accusations of political censorship (EP/07/09/80_29). The political profile of
artists is openly mentioned and many of the artists, particularly musicians, interviewed or covered otherwise in 1980 tend to have progressive leftist views (such
as the folksinger Víctor Manuel, EP/19/03/80_33; or Leo Ferré, EP/26/09/80_35).
International politics are examined through new lenses, and that affects the
world of culture. For example, one article examines how Chilean police
enforce repressive policies to downplay the anniversary of the leftist poet Pablo
Neruda (EP/26/09/80_31b). In general, much attention is given to artists
who were exiled because of right-wing dictatorships, such as Manuel Puig
(EP/25/04/90_37a), and leftist figures such as Sandino (EP/19/02/90_62). There
is a critique of dictatorships and excesses; views of the USSR are not positive
either, particularly regarding the Stalinist period and later, showing the political
contradictions of the regime, albeit distantly (EP/30/10/80_37), or themes such
as the role of utopia in the end of the century (EP/01/08/90_19). In any case, by
the 1990s, there were plenty of articles in El País about the perceived collapse of
the Soviet empire, with news such as the rejection by Solzhenitsyn of the Soviet
Union passport and the collapse of dictatorships in Latin America.
In later years, new political issues were raised such as feminism and racism
(covered widely when reviewing the films of Spike Lee, EP/01/08/90_18). There
is a growing attention to new phenomena such as jihadism, especially since the
fatwa to Salman Rushdie (e.g. EP/18/08/90_48). There are also discussions about
legislation and, particularly, coverage on the privatization process of the media,
which widely affects culture (EP/25/04/90_37b), whether art should be profitable and the role of the state in preserving culture (EP/06/10/90_33; see also
Chapter 5). There are even hints of consumer criticism, for instance, when
Snoopy is presented as a symbol of consumer society (EP/11/02/10_44).
Turkey: constructing and preserving a national culture
Before focusing on how the same theme has played out in the Turkish context,
it is worth noting that there is a substantial difference between the sample sizes
of each country. While Spanish newspapers devoted considerable space for cultural events and news across the time-span covered, Milliyet’s coverage remained
limited, especially in the earlier decades of our data. However, Milliyet began to
publish a separate art supplement in 1972, in which a wide range of cultural and
artistic events were covered. Several named journalists and authors published
regular columns in this Milliyet Sanat (Milliyet Art), whereas such labour-
intensive cultural journalism was not to be found in the main newspaper.
Milliyet Sanat began to be sold separately from the main newspaper after 1980.
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Within the scope of this research, and following our decision to include only
those supplements not sold separately from the core newspaper (see Box 7.1 on
supplements), these monthly supplements were not included, and the focus
remained on the main newspaper, which targets a larger readership. The editorial
decision Milliyet took regarding how to deliver a large part of ‘serious’ cultural
content as separate from the main newspaper reveals the (assumed or existing)
gap between the types of readers that are different in terms of their interests in
culture. Leaving much of the serious cultural journalism and content out of the
main newspaper meant that only those who already had the economic and cultural capital to access the rich content of the supplement, perhaps resulting in
the accentuation of the distinction between different readers later in time.
In 1960, the main newspaper was six pages long. There was not a section
titled ‘Culture’, but the announcements and commentaries on cultural events
were consistently published on page four. However, nearly half of this page in
Milliyet was filled with cartoons and advertisements of various household items.
On some days of the week, a small column by a journalist was published, but in
general, it was more common to publish direct extracts from books and short
stories. On most of the 1960 dates, the main piece on this ‘cultural page’ was an
extract from the speech Atatürk, the founding leader, delivered in 1927 at the
second congress of Republican People Party (see e.g. MIL/11/03/60_4). This
Speech (‘Nutuk’) explains the events that took place between the start of the
war and the establishment of the Republic and defined the official historical
view of the foundation of the Republic (Alaranta, 2008). It was published as a
book and was widely referred to as a source with high symbolic value by the
secular and republican factions of society. Some thirty-three years after its
delivery, sections from this book were being published regularly in Milliyet. Considering the lack of alternative cultural content, this choice demonstrates cultural intermediaries’ willingness to reinforce the feelings of national belonging
through cultural products in that time period.
Our data covers the period around the military coup of 1960. It seems as if
the political events surrounding the military’s takeover influenced the choices
of topics by editors and cultural journalists. Considering that censorship was
actively applied in other fields of social life, we can also assume that it had an
impact on how cultural products are evaluated. For instance, after giving brief
information about a regularly organized local festival, the reviewer suggests that
the performance of this year exceeded expectations thanks to the ‘military
which encouraged the development of national arts and science from the first
minutes of its “gentlemanly coup” ’ (MIL/09/07/60_4). The choice of words to
define the coup is not arbitrary; the military defined the intervention as an
attempt to restore national unity until conditions necessary for democratic politics were developed. In fact, the day the coup took place (27 May) was named a
national holiday to celebrate ‘liberty and constitution’ until the constitution
changed in 1982 with another coup. We found that pieces on culture published
in that period were in line with this discourse on the ‘coup bringing liberty and
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national unity’ in circulation. For instance, one author makes a strong point
about the power of theatre to reinforce national unity and belonging
(MIL/13/09/60_4) by giving specific cases as references from the West. More
direct censorship is also traceable through cultural news, which seems to go
through self-censorship before publication. For instance, in one comment, an
author reports on the closure of theatres because of the upcoming military coup
(MIL/03/05/60_4). However, he does not follow up on the impact of military
control in the rest of the article and instead gives an historical account of
theatre and its changing status in society.
In 1970, the political content that we identified in culture news still emphasizes national culture, albeit less strongly. Political issues came up in the extracts
editors selected from one the most prominent novelists of the time, Kemal
Tahir, who is known to represent the authenticity of the Turkish social structure and its people (MIL/30/03/70_6). There are also articles reflecting institutional attempts to create a ‘national’ field of culture. For instance, an article
published in 1970 reports how one new popular song managed to pass the strict
censorship test that assessed whether songs fit into the criteria of Turkish music.
The article suggests it was given permission after musical experts assured the
censoring committee that the song was not under influence of Indian and
Arabic rhythms (MIL/13/10/70_6).
Compared to other decades, the number of articles having political or social
content was dramatically low in 1980. This period in Turkey is known to be a
period of ‘opening’ to the outside world due to the new policies implemented by
the centre-right neoliberal party rule. Especially after the 1980 coup, and with
the effects of the social turmoil preceding the intervention, this period is argued
to be marked by a process of de-politicization. In line with this atmosphere,
culture news was pushed to the entertainment supplement called Yaşam (‘Life’)
for a period of time. The news was reduced to singers’ family quarrels (‘My
husband has not slapped me’; MIL/07/09/80_Yaşam_1) and the reporting began
to include graphic content, despite the lack of context for its use (e.g.
MIL/24/08/80_13). This shift in the way culture is portrayed is in line with the
political and economic background of the period. Interestingly enough, there
were also some articles negatively evaluating the quality of TRT (Turkish Radio
and Television), the only television channel available at the time. For instance,
a columnist criticized the broadcast policy of TRT at length for its over-
dependency on international products and for its incapacity to overcome
bureaucratic regulations working against the production of good-quality local
shows (MIL/26/09/80_4).
Milliyet’s culture and art coverage in 1990 was significantly different from the
rest of the sample, which has already been shown by the volatile changes in
‘serious’ cultural coverage from this period (Chapter 2) and growing internationalization (Chapter 4). In this period, the newspaper began to devote a
specific page to culture news and employed reviewers and well-known literary
figures to regularly write columns. The reporting of international events began
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to be taken very seriously; in fact, this is the only decade in our sample in which
elaborate reviews and news on cultural events abroad were included. Interestingly, the cultural products chosen to be reviewed and the artists interviewed
often had a critical political element. For instance, an interview published in
1990 questions whether the art world had done enough to unpack the repercussions of the 1980 coup in a critical manner (MIL/02/11/90_10). Another reports
positively on a national production of a play by a Czech writer, especially for
the emphasis it put on the negative effects of war and the military system
(MIL/06/12/90_12). Significant space was given to cultural events and artworks
highlighting gender inequality embedded in the national culture. The macho
character of Turkish intellectuals was chosen as the topic of an interview, again
written with a strong critical tone (MIL/07/01/90_10). Another long article
covered the successful story of a Turkish play on the oppression of women,
which took place at a French theatre festival (MIL/18/08/90_12). Compared to
previous decades in our sample, coverage of international cultural events in
1990 also leaned into artwork and topics with political content. Events
concerning former Soviet figures (e.g. the Leon Trotsky Museum,
MIL/24/08/90_10a) and other Western artists of political significance in their
own national contexts (e.g. Federico García Lorca, MIL/24/08/90_10b) found
ample space in this period’s culture pages.
Interestingly, in the 2000s, the theme of national identity and belonging
returned to the agenda with highly different content than in earlier decades. In
the culture section of Milliyet, we came across a number of articles and reviews
of cultural events that highlighted the ethno-cultural plurality of the country.
Especially in the field of music, concerts explicitly aiming to bridge cultures and
the ones in which Armenian and Kurdish tones were articulated to the repertoire, were reported positively (e.g. MIL/18/09/00_14). In a similar vein, a relatively long article reports on the new plays staged fully in Kurdish and asks with
a positive tone, ‘What is happening to the Turkish theatre?’ (MIL/16/02/10_5).
There is also a long article on a concert by Kurdish-Turkish left-wing folk
(protest) band Grup Yorum, whose members had been arrested and albums had
been banned several times since their establishment in 1985 (MIL/14/06/10_4).
In previous decades, there were hardly any reviews or news on cultural products
reflecting ethno-religious diversity in the country. This may be due to the rise in
such ethnically eclectic cultural products with the politically more tolerant
climate that came with the ‘Democratic Initiative’ (Kurdish-Roma-Armenian
opening) period started by Erdoğan in 2009. This so-called opening seems to
have facilitated the organization and reporting of cultural events aiming to
‘bridge cultures’. It would be interesting to see how the situation changed after
this initiative, as the general promises on democratization have generally failed.
In 2010, a substantial part of cultural coverage in Milliyet consisted of news
and announcements of television products. Political and social content appeared
especially in pieces on national soap operas. This is expected given their share
in domestic and international markets. Turkey has become a major television
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series exporter to the regional market, reaching audiences in seventy-five countries and generating a drama production with revenue of US$200 million
(Alankuş and Yanardağoğlu, 2016). Some suggest that the success comes from
a so-called ‘neo-Ottoman cool’ stemming from the JDP and Erdoğan’s attempt
at combining Islam with democracy. However, robust empirical research
demonstrates that flexibility in adaptation to neoliberal market demands in the
industry, rather than aspirations for neo-cultural imperialism, made Turkey the
main soap opera exporter in the region (Alankuş and Yanardağoğlu, 2016). In
fact, with a length of 180 minutes (including advertisements) and cross-cutting
different socio-economic statuses (Arun, 2015), soap operas occupy a central
place in the national television field as well as culture sections of the main
newspapers. In the 2000s, political content often appeared in more detail in the
coverage of a peculiar television soap opera genre, which can be directly translated from Turkish as ‘mafia shows’ (e.g. MIL/15/05/00_23). In such shows, the
screenwriters make direct references to the domestic and international political
developments and update their plots when significant new political issues unfold
in real life. Such shows have a strong male character, who fights against internal
and external enemies in the context of an inefficient legal system. For instance,
an article titled ‘Polat will save Palestine’ introduces the topic of a new spin-off
movie and explains how the latest episode, implying US and Israeli involvement in terrorist operations in Turkey, attracted attention (MIL/17/01/10_
Cadde_1). Newspaper articles with a social and political dimension also reflect
the rise of ruling conservative politicians’ concerns over traditional and religious
values. For instance, a ruling conservative JDP member of parliament maligned
television shows in which problematic family structures and male violence is
problematized for revealing and facilitating the dark and pervert character of
human beings (MIL/17/11/10_5).

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have explored the relevance of the political dimension in
the cultural coverage of quality European newspapers, presenting politics,
broadly conceived, as an element that might not only threaten the autonomy of
the arts in specific contexts (particularly authoritarian) but also have an impact
on reviews and aesthetic evaluations. The political dimension frames the impact
of politics in articles on culture and widely influences views on culture and art.
We showed via our newspaper data that a political dimension included in
articles published in culture sections vary significantly across newspapers located
in different parts of Europe, as well as between the art forms discussed, with
some of them being politicized recently as a reflection of the alleged social turn
in the art world (the visual arts and theatre, in particular). Furthermore, we
showed the relevance of the type of the article for the inclusion of explicit political vocabulary, which our measurement was able to capture. Political dimension, which sometimes appears in combination with aesthetic and commercial
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vocabularies, is overall a stable element; there is no sign of a clear trend towards
the politicization of culture and the arts in European newspapers.
To be able to go deeper into the nature of the political and how it influences
cultural content and aesthetic valuations, two historical cases were selected for
closer analysis: Spain and Turkey, the only two countries that have substantially
altered their political regimes during our research period, with the former
experiencing a transition from a fascist-inspired dictatorship to a full democracy
and the latter swinging from democracy to authoritarianism throughout the
half-century from 1960 to 2010. The main question was how these extraordinary
historical periods were reflected on the cultural pages of the leading quality
newspapers of both countries. To understand the weight of politics in the
culture sections of ABC, El País and Milliyet, we selected the issue of national
culture. Our focus on the cases of Spain and Turkey was not supposed to indicate that politics would be a relevant aspect in cultural valuation and hierarchies represented in newspapers only in such extreme national cases.
However, extreme cases make it easier to see the significance of politics, which
otherwise might remain invisible and would be taken for granted when studying
newspapers of stable democracies.
To sum up the results of our analysis of the two cases, in the early decades of
our data, the articles in which we could identify political and social content
touched upon culture in a tone clearly destined for elevating the feelings of
belonging and national identification. In the most recent decades, however, we
noticed that events highlighting the ethnic plurality and national identities of
different regions began to find a legitimate space in the cultural pages. This, of
course, does not necessarily mean that the cultural field became more pluralistic
and that cultural products would have lost their capacity to reinforce a monolithic national identity. For instance, in the Spanish case, during Francoism
there was an emphasis on uniformity and in the post-Franco era on pluralism,
but still the obsession with Spanish as an almost universal language remains.
However, it demonstrates how political background can increase and decrease
the chances of a cultural product being recognized by cultural intermediaries
and therefore be included in newspaper coverage.
In both cases, the newspaper cultural coverage clearly reflected the political
processes of the country, showing what is considered worthy of journalistic
attention and how products are properly evaluated in specific historical time
points. In this sense, our analysis of the Spanish and Turkish cases reveals the
characteristics of Hallin and Mancini’s (2004) ‘polarized pluralist model’ in a
clear way. As discussed in Chapter 2, due to little autonomy on the part of journalists and strong constraints and state pressure, the national contexts fitting to
this model exhibit the most unstable trajectories. This chapter unravelled how
exactly the changes in the political sphere affected the content of cultural
coverage produced under these volatile conditions. Moreover, it showed how
newspapers went through different periods in which their cultural coverage was
evaluated vis-à-vis their capacity to build a national identity. Overall, the focus
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on national identity has changed throughout time (exclusive nationalism versus
plurality of identities) with respect to the political changes taking place in that
period.

Notes
1 While these points are relevant in our study, as will be highlighted throughout the
chapter, it is not our focus to discuss only the status of censored art. We are not covering exclusively cultural products that have subversive political elements; articles with
pro-establishment views have been also added into the category of the political. In this
we do not only include patriotic content but also other approximations to politics that
might be subtler, for instance pro-business views, that in some cases flourish particularly in democratic periods, such as in El País.
2 See note 11, Chapter 3.
3 Hallin and Mancini (2004: 213) report that, in 1997, as many as 67 per cent of the
readers of The Guardian supported Labour, whereas only 7 per cent supported the
Conservative Party.
4 As Table 6.2 and Figure 6.1 use art form classifications sensitive to the Western
highbrow/popular distinction, Milliyet has been excluded from the analysis.
5 The fact that the category of ‘other’ in Table 6.2. has a substantial proportion of
articles including a political dimension is expected because the category includes
articles on society, philosophy and science and, most importantly, cultural policy.
6 For Heinich (1998, 2014), the paradigm shift is more profound than implied by the
idea of socially engaged, ‘participatory’ art. Rather, she refers to the change in which
artwork has come to receive meaning primarily vis-à-vis surrounding society and not
by making references to other artworks, such as those in the ‘modern’ paradigm, or
directly representing the world, as with art in the ‘classic’ paradigm. See also Roose,
Roose and Daenekindt, 2018.
7 For more details, see Gürsoy, 2017.

Part III

The place and space of
culture

Chapter 7

Packaging of culture
On the ‘crisis’ of cultural journalism
and journalistic popularization

Introduction
Since the 1960s, newspapers have shifted from public institutions to commercially oriented media institutions (Kristensen, 2010). If it is the case, as already
discussed in Chapter 5, that ‘the journalistic field is losing more and more of its
autonomy’ because ‘the weight of the economy within the field is constantly
growing’ (Bourdieu, 2005: 42), it is evident that this structural change has also
affected the presentation and packaging of published material, pushing newspapers to compete in terms of both form and content. In the current context of
economic competition, there is an ongoing struggle in newspapers to make
themselves attractive for the reader: these strategies can materialize as a more
personal, ‘human-interest’ orientation, an informal and linguistically less challenging style, different narrative forms or writing, longer stories and increasing
attention to visual attractiveness (Verboord and Janssen, 2015).
Indeed, as a specific case of the more general discourse on the crisis of journalism (e.g. Alexander, Breese and Luengo, 2016), which is mostly concerned
about the printed press and its shrinking circulations and revenues that create
more competition, the crisis of cultural journalism, too, has been discussed in
detail recently. The advocates of the crisis argue that serious cultural journalism
is given increasingly less space and importance in newspapers. Accordingly, it is
claimed that the journalistic means used in reporting about arts and culture
have popularized, that the content and topics of cultural journalism have
become too popular and commercialized, that the boundary between editorial
and advertisement content has become increasingly blurred and especially that
traditional aesthetic-normative criticism has lost space and quality on the
printed page.1 There has been a multitude of fundamental changes, which communication researchers have been able to demonstrate more objectively than
the indicators of the normative crisis itself, in how cultural journalism is organized at the editorial level of newspapers and in cultural journalists’ professional
identities. Most importantly, there has been a decreasing specialization of cultural journalism, manifested in how the role of cultural journalists has started to
resemble that of ordinary news journalists (Kristensen and Riegert, 2017) or
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how the professional identity of cultural journalists has changed from ‘aesthetes’
to ‘reporters’ (Hellman and Jaakkola, 2012).
Paying special attention to transformations within the cultural pages, the role
of culture sections within full editions of newspapers and a variety of journalistic
means through which the cultural content is packaged, this chapter will explore
whether these supposed trends in the crisis of cultural journalism and journalistic
popularization resonate with our quality European newspapers. While the main
interest of this book has not been to study cultural journalism as such but rather
to explore the changing cultural hierarchies and engage in key discussions of cultural sociology by analysing newspapers, the perspective of this chapter is arguably
closer to the level of cultural journalism than is the rest of the book.
After a brief introduction to the crisis discourse, we will concentrate on the
space allotted to cultural journalism through the years and the place culture sections have been given. In doing this, we use our newspaper data in slightly different
formats, as ‘issue data’ (n = 585) and ‘full edition data’ (n = 30), than in other chapters, in which the unit of analysis is the article.2 After examining the space and
place of culture sections, we see how the newspapers change over time in terms of
the packaging of cultural content (e.g. article type, size and illustrations). After
assessing these and other possible indicators of journalistic popularization and crisis,
we conclude by discussing cover stories in our newspapers’ culture sections. Clearly
identifiable, typically long and illustrated cover stories, which have become increasingly omnipresent in newspapers, signal increased journalistic and popular orientations, and provide an opportunity to summarize many of our main findings.

Changing cultural journalism
Cultural journalism has often been characterized as a field in a state of constant
oscillation: it always balances ‘between the journalistic paradigm and the aesthetic
paradigm’ (Hellman, Larsen, Riegert, Widholm and Nygaard, 2017: 130). Cultural journalists have been considered to be cultural intermediaries (Bourdieu,
1993), efficiently filtering newspaper content and creating symbolic value for the
evaluation and hierarchization of culture. Unlike several other journalistic fields,
there is no formal education or title for a cultural journalism; in fact, cultural journalists are often linked to the art world or are artists themselves (Jaakkola,
Hellman, Koljonen and Väliverronen, 2015; Janssen, 1997). There is also no
objective way of authenticating the veracity or validity of cultural journalists’ or
reviewers’ opinions (van Rees, 1989). In this context, it is not surprising that the
professionalization of cultural journalism is still underway (Jaakkola, 2014).
Recently, there have been debates on an alleged crisis of cultural journalism,
and there is consensus that significant changes have taken place in the field of
cultural journalism. Jaakkola’s (2014) analysis based on Scandinavian academic
research and public debates yields five frames for the crisis: elitization, popularization, commercialization, journalistification and professional apathy, all of
them perceived threats to the artistic and professional autonomy of cultural
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journalism. Elitization refers to a view in which cultural journalism caters
mainly for cultural elites, consolidating existing cultural hierarchies and giving
excessive dominance to the aesthetic paradigm. Popularization refers to the
expansion and shifting of legitimacy boundaries for topics in culture sections,
whether through the simple inclusion of popular themes, a popularly oriented
concept of quality of art or through a legitimization process of popular content
(cf. Baumann, 2007; Schmutz et al., 2010). Commercialization refers to the
growing proximity of cultural journalism and cultural industries, threatening to
influence journalistic neutrality and reduce criticism of consumer advice or
straightforward marketing (see Chapter 5). Journalistification refers to the normalization of cultural journalism, increasingly obliged to resemble other sections
of the newspaper, which is directly linked to worsening work conditions for cultural journalists, continuous demands for shorter and more news-oriented
articles and the introduction of cultural journalism to a new kind of market
logic (Hellman and Jaakkola, 2012; Hellman et al., 2017). Finally, the professional apathy discourse refers to the perceived incapability of cultural journalists
to fight against macro-level phenomena such as the loss of traditional gatekeeper roles. The underlying problem was seen as an unwillingness to change
and carry out the fundamental ethical role of the journalist.
Alongside this discursive crisis, there exists a normative crisis that in general
laments the worsening conditions and quality of contemporary journalism
(cf. Carroll, 2009; Elkins, 2003; McDonald, 2007). One of the central worries is
linked to the vision of the reviewer as a reference instead of an authority; in this
scenario, he becomes just another ‘consumer reporter […] who records his or her
likes or dislikes so that readers can use them to predict what shows, or books, or
films they will like or dislike’ (Carroll, 2009: 8). In a context of decreasing circulation numbers of Western quality newspapers (cf. Brink Lund, Raeymaeckers and
Trappel, 2011; Weibull and Nilsson, 2010), the Internet is becoming a substantial
competitor to and replacement for traditional print media (McChesney, 2011;
Verboord, 2014), which has led to numerous fears regarding the loss of traditional,
authoritative and evaluation-based reviewing: ‘The critic-as-instructor, as
objective judge and expert, has yielded to the critic who shares personal reactions
and subjective enthusiasm. If anyone can be a critic, there is hardly any need for
specialized and devoted professionals’ (McDonald, 2007: 5).
While scholarly findings on the normative crisis are ambivalent, there have
been tremendous general, macro-level changes in newsrooms and journalism.
Besides changes in professional values and working practices, the status of culture
departments has been transformed: relatively autonomous arts sections in the
2000s tied into more structured and centrally led newspaper routines (Jaakkola et
al., 2015). From an organizational perspective, cultural departments are now
located closer to other departments and encouraged to produce more news
content; reviews are more frequently outsourced to freelancers (Jaakkola, 2014).
At the same time, research has found, as shown by the findings presented
earlier, that the volume of arts and culture coverage has grown throughout
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Western countries.3 While a big proportion of the growth points towards
increasing popular culture coverage, the way popular culture is written about is
approaching discourses and categories previously reserved for highbrow culture
(Chapter 3; see also e.g. van Venrooij and Schmutz, 2010; van Venrooij, 2011).
Moreover, a multitude of interrelated trends has given rise to increased cultural
heterogeneity, the opening of legitimate culture and the erosion of the hierarchical boundary between high and popular culture (see Chapter 2). If the
readers of quality newspapers are becoming more eclectic in their product and
format consumption, it is reasonable to expect that not only the content of
newspaper culture sections but also the formats and ways of presenting culture
and the arts will become more heterogeneous and popular.
Finally, journalistic popularization and the ‘crisis’ of cultural journalism
relate to the key themes of this book because the question is of cultural legitimacy of cultural journalism itself. In the case of our quality newspapers, critics’
and cultural journalists’ capacity to act as influential cultural intermediaries
and attributors of symbolic value has been reinforced by institutionalized
media: the quality newspapers and their prestige (van Rees, 1987; Bourdieu,
1993; Verboord, 2014). According to Champagne, journalism’s ‘immanent
power of consecration – the power to say who and what is important, and what
we should think about important things and people – is based on its own legitimacy, which journalists have collectively accumulated in the course of history’
(2005: 58). Thus, if people decreasingly trust in newspapers and cease to consider cultural journalists and critics to be aesthetic authorities, or even reliable
advisors, then cultural journalism loses its position as a cultural mediator and
tastemaker.

The space of culture
The topics covered in culture sections have already passed several gatekeepers
and filters before ending up being published.4 While thus far we have examined
in detail which art forms and cultural domains are given space in our quality
European newspapers, an interesting question in its own right is how much
space newspapers have given to arts and culture in the larger context of the
newspaper issue. We have seen already (particularly in Table 1.2) that the
number of articles in culture sections increased considerably from 1960 to 2010
(with a drop between 2000 and 2010, probably due to the recession and cuts in
advertising revenue). Was there similar growth throughout newspapers, and
how much space was cultural content allocated?
We examined the newspapers in their entirety using issue data (n = 585). We
studied both the core content of the newspapers (the fixed, primary part of the
newspaper comprising established sections with little variability) and their supplements (referring to the often weekly specialized publications inside the main
publications but with a secondary role) and their interrelations (for more details
about supplements, see Box 7.1).
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Box 7.1 Choosing lifestyles: the emergence of cultural supplements
Newspaper supplements refer to publications that have a secondary role vis-à-vis a
main publication. Some supplements are physically part of the main newspaper or
magazine (e.g. The Guardian’s G2 or El País’s Babelia) and are either separate,
small volumes found inside the newspaper, usually following the newspaper’s pagination, or editorially marked and separated from the rest of the content. Other
supplements are spin-offs that carry the name of the main newspaper but are independent publications sold separately. Supplements typically specialize in areas
considered to be soft news, ‘infotainment’ or entertainment, covering culture, arts,
sports, leisure, health, home improvement and so on.
The cultural supplements linked to the newspapers used in our study cover
various cultural domains (see Appendix Table B.1). Only daily or weekly cultural
supplements published alongside the core newspaper at no extra charge were
included in the data. All the newspapers have cultural supplements, excepting
Dagens Nyheter, which has no supplements. Some supplements focus on only one
cultural domain (such as The Guardian’s Film & Music or Le Monde’s Le monde des
livres), but, especially from the turn of the millennium onwards, the supplements
are microcosms of culture, covering various topics from the highly legitimate to
the very popular (e.g. G2 of The Guardian, MP3 of El País, or NYT of Helsingin
Sanomat). In the 2000s, it became clear that supplements are the perfect outlet for
service journalism, informing consumers about cultural events (such as Listings in
The Guardian, itemizing hundreds of concerts, exhibitions and clubs) or products
(The Guardian’s The Editor, humorously offering pieces such as ‘The Digested
Read’ (GUFri280100_TE_16), which makes tempting suggestions to occupied
readers: ‘Too busy to read the hot books? Let us read them for you.’
While some supplements started to appear early (in the case of the famous
Times Literary Supplement in 1902), the number of the cultural supplements and
the proportion of cultural content in them did not grow until the 1990s. This is
linked to the growth of consumer society and wealth in general: supplements have
primarily been forums for displaying and discussing the expanding cultural supply.
In an era of declining newspaper circulation and diminishing revenues, supplements are a perfect solution for offering advertisers readily tailored audience segments. In some cases, supplements have brought in enough new advertisement
revenue to increase editorial coverage.
Supplementation has been one of the most remarkable mediatic changes of the
last few decades (Weibull and Nilsson, 2010). Many tendencies of supplements
reflect recent changes in journalism, serving the tastes of the increasingly educated and wealthy audiences with a need for quick, concrete consumer advice
(such as information on new cultural items and events) and informative lifestyle
content. Their topics and style reflect the blooming subjectivization of media in
general. In a context of tough mediatic competition with a permanent struggle to
cater to the rapidly changing tastes of reader, attractive supplements are a way of
branding individual newspapers (cf. Kristensen, 2010).
While an important outlet for diverse kinds of culture, the various supplements
included in the study have not directly served as a means for introducing new cultural domains to newspapers: most cultural domains covered by the supplements
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coexisted in the core newspapers long before supplementation. Contrary to expectations, supplements do not concentrate solely on popular culture: especially in Le
Monde and El País, several highbrow cultural domains are mainly covered in supplements (e.g. Le monde des livres and Babelia, supplements focusing on highbrow
literature covered mainly through reviews and essays). In most of the supplements
focusing on events, traditional highbrow events such as classical music concerts
and visual arts exhibitions are listed together with different popular music concerts and club gigs.
In the context of the rise of popular culture, supplements have eased the circulation of information on consumption possibilities, but their main role has been
and remains emphasizing the individualization and consumption aspect of culture
and oiling the wheels of consumer society. They have also eased readers’ choices,
especially through specialized supplements: instead of a fixed arrangement of cultural items found in culture sections, the reader can concentrate on the interesting supplement that fits best his or her lifestyle and tastes.
What will be the future of newspaper supplementation? With scenarios of rapid
digitalization and financially struggling newspapers, will supplements become even
more flooded with advertisements, losing more ground as journalistically interesting outlets of distinguished topics? Or will they manage to find footing and retain
their specialization? Amid challenges to traditional institutionalized print newspapers from quick digitalization, modified reading habits and highly differentiated
audiences, supplements might well prove to be a durable format.

Figure 7.1 shows visible growth in volume for all content of the newspapers,
especially from 1980 onwards; however, growth decreased between 2000 and
2010. Still, between 1960 and 2010, newspaper issues more than doubled their
pagination from less than forty pages in 1960 to almost 100 pages in 2010. Cultural coverage growth was even more remarkable. The overall space devoted to
culture almost tripled from approximately three pages per edition in 1960 to
approximately nine pages per edition in 2010. However, the trend is not linear;
it spiked between 1960 and 1970 and again between 1980 and 2000. While
Verboord and Janssen (2015) reported that the size of the Dutch, German,
French and US newspapers they examined increased between 1955 and 2005,
our data (which extends five years further) shows a decrease in the size of full
newspapers, likely a trend that will be even more pronounced as the rapid digitalization of media continues.
The more interesting trend is the growth of cultural coverage in culture-
related supplements. In 1960 and 1970, there was practically no coverage in
supplements, and in 1980 and 1990, only a fraction of all cultural coverage was
in supplements, accompanied by general growth in core newspapers. A peak
year for supplements was 2000: nearly half of all coverage was in supplements.
The shift towards supplements began earlier in cultural coverage than in general
content (there was some cultural content in the supplements in 1970 and 1980,
but when observing all content, almost all coverage is in the core newspaper)
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Year
Cultural pages total
Cultural pages core
Cultural pages supplements

Figure 7.1 Pages per issue (means) by year and whether the content has been
published in ‘core’ newspaper or supplement, separately on the
entire issue (left) and sections devoted to culture (right).

but happened more slowly. In 2010, the total volume of all newspaper content
declined, but the loss of pages occurred only in supplements. Cultural coverage
did not resist the declining trend, but its loss of content in supplements was not
as significant as the loss of overall content.

The place of culture
Newspapers have always published coverage of cultural topics, but culture sections were established only in the 1950s (Hurri, 1993; Jaakkola, 2015). Thus, the
consolidation of culture sections is a recent phenomenon, which we encountered
when collecting data: in the early editions of 1960, some cultural coverage was
difficult to discern simply because specific news, sports or culture sections were
not established. For instance, Helsingin Sanomat has news on culture, politics,
weather and birthdays of important people on the same page in year 1960.5
Increasing leisure time, growing wealth, a strong increase in the supply of
cultural products, increasing public and private financial support for the arts and
a growing number of intermediaries throughout Western countries were influential factors behind the expansion of cultural coverage in newspapers (Verboord
and Janssen, 2015). Besides growth in the amount of newspaper coverage on
culture and the arts, there has been an important diversification in the supply
(although, as seen in Chapter 2, cultural coverage still tends to focus on
the most canonical forms of art: literature, music, theatre and the visual arts).
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This has led to consolidated culture sections with explicit vignettes signalling
the topics covered.
Our point of departure is the idea that the hierarchy of topics inside a newspaper is indicative of the hierarchy of those topics in a given society. In other
words, we assume that if a given section is placed in the beginning of a newspaper, it is granted more symbolic value than a section placed in the middle or
at the very end of the paper, and we interpret shifts in the placement of sections
as reflecting shifts in hierarchies (Stegert, 1998). To better understand the symbolic value that culture sections have had in different years, we investigate in
detail the placement of culture sections within newspapers. Empirically, the
question of place is twofold: at what end of the newspaper has the culture
section been located in different years, and what has been its location in relation to other important sections?
To answer the first question, we divided the core newspapers into four parts
according to the full pagination using our issue data (n = 585). Then, we
inspected in which of these quarters the culture sections started.6 Figure 7.2
shows that the locations of the culture section have been far from stable. In
1960, all culture sections (with the exception of Le Monde, in which the culture
section is in the third quarter) are firmly located around the second quarters of
the newspapers. In 1960, newspapers contained approximately thirty-five pages,
meaning that the culture sections typically started well before page 10, again
excepting Le Monde. This trend was strong until 1980. The Guardian (followed
by Le Monde) was the first newspaper to move its culture section further away,
close to the last quarter of the newspaper. In all the newspapers (except Dagens
Nyheter, which kept its culture section between the first and second quarter
throughout the period), the culture sections moved towards the ends of the
newspapers over time. Thus, in 2010, the culture sections of El País, Helsingin
Sanomat, Le Monde and The Guardian were located in the third or fourth quarters of the newspapers. Here we do not pay attention to the larger processes
behind this trend (technological changes, changes in layouts, illustrations etc.),
but on a larger scale, there is a trend of the culture sections moving slowly
towards the ends of newspapers.
How, then, were the culture sections located in relation to other important
sections? To examine this, we used our full edition data (n = 30) to determine
the exact positions of the culture sections. We first separated the clusters of
national news (n), international news (i), culture (c) and sports (s), all established and recognizable parts of the newspapers. For other sections, such as economics or employment, we chose to observe closer the interplay of sport and
culture, sport – with the exception of some specific elite sports – traditionally
being linked to popular culture and culture (as the arts) to the highbrow culture.
We identified the clusters via a simple close reading of each edition, interpreting several subsequent pages about the same topic as constituting a section.
Table 7.1 shows that most of the newspapers have been loyal to their own
internal structures throughout the years, with few or no changes in the locations
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The Guardian

Figure 7.2 The quarter of the first cultural page by year and newspaper (means).
Table 7.1 The locations of culture sections in newspapers by newspaper and
year

ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

i-n-s-c
n-i-c-s
n-s-c-i
n-c-i-s
i-n-s-c

i-n-s-c
n-i-c-s
i-n-c-s
n-c-i-s
i-n-c-s

i-n-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-c-i-s
i-n-s-c

i-n-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-i-s-c
n-c-i-s
i-n-s-c

i-n-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-c-i-s
i-n-s-c

i-n-c-s
i-n-c-s
n-i-c-s
n-i-s-c
i-n-c

Notes
c = culture section; i = international news section; n = national news section; s = sports
section.
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of these four key sections. For instance, Helsingin Sanomat and Dagens Nyheter
maintained the exactly same structure between 1960 and 2000; in 2010, Dagens
Nyheter changed the internal sequence of national and international news,
keeping the culture section untouched, while Helsingin Sanomat moved it from
immediately after the national news to the last position after all other sections,
including sport. In general, the newspapers have maintained their own internal
hierarchies: Le Monde and the Spanish newspapers always used international
news as their cover stories, whereas the two Nordic newspapers started with a
section on national news (except for Dagens Nyheter in 2010, when it began
opening with international news). In 2010, the Sunday edition of Le Monde did
not have any sports section, locating sport in a supplement from the previous
day. It should be noted that we are studying only Sunday (or weekend, in the
case of newspaper with no Sunday issue) sections. It could be that Sunday editions (with larger circulations and more established readerships) are more
conservative and less prone to change than weekday editions.

The packaging of culture
In this section, we return to our main newspaper data (with the article as the
unit of analysis) and examine a crucial aspect of packaging cultural content,
namely, how our quality European newspapers’ culture sections have evolved
over time regarding published article types. In addition to article type, we will
focus on article size.
Our variable for the type of the article, the significance of which we have
demonstrated in previous chapters (see Chapters 3, 5 and 6), includes nine categories, the most relevant being review, interview, report/feature and news (see
all categories in Table 7.2).7 Table 7.2 shows overall stability regarding the
Table 7.2 Type of article by year (percentages)
1960
Review
News
Announcement/
list
Report/feature
Commentary
text
Interview
Preview
Artistic text/
fiction
Other
Total
(N)

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

25.3
24.1
19.4

20.4
34.7
22.7

34.6
21.4
14.2

30.5
17.7
20.7

31.6
20.2
17.2

32.1
19.6
19.8

29.4
22.4
19.1

12.5
5.0

8.2
3.3

15.3
6.4

15.6
7.5

14.1
6.8

10.0
7.8

12.5
6.4

1.7
6.7
5.1

2.9
6.7
0.8

4.1
3.0
0.7

4.6
2.7
0.5

5.5
3.6
0.3

6.4
2.2
0.8

4.6
3.9
1.1

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.3

0.6

1.4

0.6

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
1.0
(1,449) (1,996) (1,512) (2,187) (3,033) (2,848) (13,025)
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proportions of different types of articles in our newspaper coverage. Since 1980,
reviews have been clearly the most common article type at about one-third of
all articles.8 Similarly, since 1980, the proportion of the second-most-common
article type, news stories, has remained stable at around 20 per cent. Thus,
reviews and news seem to be counterparts, together accounting for about half of
all articles in culture sections.
The third most ubiquitous article type is announcements/lists,9 about 20 per
cent of all articles, showing no clear trend. From all other smaller article types,
only two have clear trends: interviews, which increased from 1.7 per cent to 6.4
per cent of all articles and previews, which showed an opposite trajectory.
Article size is another crucial feature that characterizes cultural content published in newspapers. We interpret that a decrease in the length of articles covering culture (cf. Janssen et al., 2008; Jaakkola, 2015) would refer to more
fragmented culture sections. Table 7.3 shows how article size has varied over
time. Our article size variable measures size in relation to newspaper pages and
has six categories, ranging from multiple pages to ‘very small’ (referring to an
article of ten lines or less). Article size measured this way encompasses both text
and illustrations.
The main result shown in Table 7.3 is that the relative number of small
articles decreased and the number of half-page, full-page and multiple-page
articles increased (though in the 2000s, the proportion was still moderate). The
relative proportion of mid-sized articles was more or less stable.
As article type and size are most likely related, adjusting the proportions of
article types presented in Table 7.2 by article sizes will reflect actual newspaper
coverage better than numbers based on relative counts of articles. Table 7.4
shows size-adjusted proportions of the four main article types.
Reviews show hardly any difference. The situation is radically different for
news coverage, which is much smaller than the number of articles indicates: the
overall proportion of news drops from 22.4 per cent (calculated by number of
articles) to 12.7 per cent (calculated by size-adjusted proportion). For both
reports/features and interviews, coverage is much larger than the number of
articles indicates. Report/feature coverage has been (with the exception of
Table 7.3 Sizes of articles by year (percentages)
1960
Very small
Smaller
Quarter page
Half page
Full page
Multiple page
Total
(N)

14.7
61.7
13.2
6.0
1.9
2.5

1970
15.2
57.7
15.5
5.0
0.9
5.7

1980
8.1
53.0
22.8
12.6
1.8
1.7

1990
8.1
46.1
25.0
17.2
2.2
1.3

2000
5.6
44.1
25.2
16.8
4.8
3.4

2010
15.6
42.9
17.8
12.8
4.9
5.9

Total
11.0
49.3
20.5
12.5
3.1
3.7

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
(1,467) (2,015) (1,538) (2,219) (3,058) (2,864) (13,161)
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Table 7.4 Coverage (size-adjusted proportion) of main article types by year
(percentages)

Review
News
Report/feature
Interview

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

Total

26.1
15.1
22.4
3.7

20.3
23.4
9.5
5.2

37.0
12.6
22.1
8.1

31.8
10.5
23.2
7.4

26.7
9.9
21.4
11.7

30.2
10.4
18.9
15.1

28.5
12.7
19.6
9.9

1970) around 20 per cent of all coverage (the number of articles indicates only
12.5 per cent), and interview coverage rose to 15 per cent in 2010, meaning
that overall coverage doubled compared to the proportion based on the number
of articles.
We can thus see that news stories are often briefer than average articles,
whereas reports/features and interviews are substantially longer. Regarding
reports/features and interviews, the differences between the numbers of articles
and coverage were particularly significant in the 2000s, meaning that they have
been especially long only recently. The length of reviews, on the other hand,
has been surprisingly stable. These results support our decision to emphasize the
role of interviews and reports/features (see Chapter 3), and to treat reports/
features and interviews as a combined category of article type contrasting both
news and reviews. Furthermore, the turn towards longer articles and an increase
in the coverage of interviews and reports/features in the 2000s suggest that there
has been a trend towards personalized styles of writing, which can be seen as
linked to the changing professional ethos of cultural journalism oriented towards
emotional appeal, human-interest aspects and storytelling (cf. Kristensen, 2010;
Akola et al., 2015).
To summarize these tendencies and relationships, Figure 7.3 shows how our
newspapers differ from each other regarding the prevalence of the main article
types when using size-adjusted proportions, and how those proportions evolve
over time. El País is the most stable of the newspapers and particularly focuses
on publishing interviews and reports/features. The Guardian and Le Monde have
given primacy to reviews and published very few news stories about culture. In
Dagens Nyheter and Helsingin Sanomat, the three main article types are closer to
each other: they have significantly published cultural news, especially in
1960–1970, but eventually the coverage of news has declined (in Helsingin
Sanomat to almost none). Finally, Milliyet is the only newspaper that has published predominantly news (in 1970–1990), but even Milliyet demonstrates the
major trend that is shared by all the newspapers: interviews and reports/features
have received increasing space, especially in the 2000s. Mostly this has happened at the cost of news reporting, not reviewing (except in The Guardian).
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Figure 7.3 Size-adjusted proportions of main article types of all articles by year,
separately on each newspaper (percentages).

Is there a ‘crisis’?
Article type and size are arguable two major characteristics that determine how
content in newspaper culture sections is packaged. However, there are also many
other possible indicators for the crisis of cultural journalism that might measure
journalistic popularization more directly than article type or size can. To answer
more thoroughly whether the discourse of the crisis is well grounded in the case
of our quality European newspapers, Table 7.5 presents trends over the years
according to eight indicators of possibly increased popularization. The indicators
touch upon visualization, personification and literary or linguistic level.
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The first three indicators measure visualization: whether the article is illustrated in the first place, whether the illustrations are large and whether the illustrations present pictures (photographs or drawings) of the artists. We expect
that a strong visualization of culture (Hartley, 1992) is a central feature of the
modern newspaper, competing for audiences through visual attractiveness
(Verboord and Janssen, 2015). Visual media outlets with large pictures are easily
scanned without the need to immerse oneself in reading. Besides possible pictures of artists, also two other indicators measure personification: whether the
author of the article is mentioned (versus anonymity); and whether the article
has been written using a first person point of view (a subjective dimension).
These indicators of personalization increase ‘emotional appeal, storytelling,
debate and entertainment’ (Jaakkola et al., 2015: 10). Finally, indicators of literary or linguistic level measure how challenging the text of the article is in literary terms: whether the article includes ‘-isms’ (e.g. surrealism, impressionism),
whether the article includes more than ten cultural references (e.g. proper
nouns of cultural products, artists’ names, brands), and whether the first paragraph is longer than fifteen lines. These indicators are linked to the crisis of cultural journalism discourse, and their strong decrease would suggest that there is
a rupture in traditional legitimate newspaper writing (cf. Carroll, 2009; Elkins,
2003; McDonald, 2007).
The results of Table 7.5 strongly support the trend of the popularization of
journalistic means used in presenting art and culture via increased visualization.
The growth of the relative number of illustrated articles is dramatic: while in
1960 only one-quarter of articles were illustrated, over two-thirds were in 2010.
This echoes the conclusions of Verboord and Janssen (2015) on their Dutch,
German, French and US newspapers. In addition to increased visualization, the
results support, with the exception of the subjective tone of texts, which did not
increase, the personification of journalism, both by artists being presented in
pictures and by naming journalists. However, no indicators of literary level show
impressive or systematic trends over time. -Isms have not become more ubiquitous since the peak-year 1980; only in 1960 and 1970 were there fewer -isms
in articles than ever since. The same is true with many cultural references,
which have no clear trend after 1980, but 1960 and 1970 show fewer cultural
references than other years. In the case of long first paragraphs, the change over
time is even less systematic.
To summarize, we can observe clear trends towards an idea of visually appealing (long, illustrated) culture sections with a slight tendency towards human-
interest or personal/storytelling-oriented articles, in line with our previous
analysis (e.g. Chapter 3). Moreover, we already know that articles are increasingly discussing popular culture over highbrow arts (Chapter 2). This may point
towards a crisis of cultural journalism, but it could also be interpreted as a solidification of culture sections: resisting obvious commercialization (Chapter 5) and
political pressures (Chapter 6), and still covering traditional highbrow cultural
domains and being almost stubbornly dominated by national culture (even if

Articles with illustration
Articles with medium or large illustrations
Articles with picture of the artist
Whether author mentioned
Subjective dimension
Includes ‘-isms’
Includes more than 10 cultural references
First paragraph at least 15 lines long

25.8
12.7
13.0
40.2
9.0
6.7
36.7
33.5

1960
19.6
10.8
13.7
34.5
6.3
7.4
31.0
23.8

1970
32.0
16.6
19.6
56.9
10.5
16.4
41.1
27.5

1980
39.7
22.4
21.7
60.2
9.8
14.1
48.4
22.9

1990
49.7
20.4
25.1
64.5
8.9
13.2
46.8
37.8

2000

Table 7.5 Indicators of the journalistic popularization of cultural content by year (percentages)

68.6
39.4
41.7
62.7
12.2
9.6
40.0
27.8

2010

42.8
22.1
24.4
55.2
9.5
11.3
41.5
29.3

Total

(5,630)
(2,909)
(3,212)
(7,265)
(1,256)
(1,491)
(4,340)
(3,853)

(N)
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the influence of American culture may be on the rise; Chapter 4), the newspapers take on cultural trends and do their best to survive in a rapidly changing
mediatic landscape.
The key question is whether articles on popular culture and highbrow arts
are similar or different in terms of journalistic means of representing and packaging culture. The result is essentially that trends in packaging cultural content
apply to both highbrow and popular culture. This is shown in Figure 7.4. If
broken down by article type, there are few differences in the proportion of long,
illustrated articles between highbrow and popular culture articles.
Review
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Figure 7.4 At least half-page long and illustrated articles on highbrow arts
and popular culture by year, separately on main article types
(percentages).
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Culture cover stories
The culture sections are not newspapers in their own right, but as they do
usually have some organizational journalistic independence, and sometimes
even their own layouts and visual images, they can be thought to form a kind of
unity inside the wider newspaper frame. In this vein, the first and usually largest
article of the culture section can be considered to be its cover story, a status that
signals that a specific topic has made it to the news agenda (Luostarinen and
Uskali, 2006: 182–183).
Because our analyses of previous chapters have indirectly suggested the
importance of cultural cover stories (those long, often illustrated articles including journalistic orientations or human-interest elements) has grown over the
years, we decided to scrutinize cover stories more systematically. Cover stories
becoming increasingly important would be a sign of growing journalistification
(and journalistic popularization). Fortunately, cover stories were detectable from
the statistical matrix by combining information from variables indicating page
numbers for articles in culture sections, locations of articles on newspaper pages
and article sizes. Cover stories constitute the first articles on the first page of
each culture section that are at least half a page long, namely, articles that fill
the upper half of the first page in culture sections.
Table 7.6 shows how cover stories have been distributed across newspapers
and art forms over the years. It also presents other key characteristics of cover
stories. The most significant finding is in the first row of Table 7.6, which shows
how the absolute number of cultural cover stories varies across the years. The
number of clearly identifiable cultural cover stories increased considerably after
1970, ending at ninety-one in 2010 (the theoretical maximum in each year
being ninety-nine). This is strong evidence showing how cultural cover stories
have become the norm in the context of packaging of cultural content in
quality European newspapers. There are some differences between newspapers,
however. The Spanish ABC had a proper cover story in all except one issue in
1960 but very rarely in 1970. El País has had a cover story in every issue since
1990. Similarly, Dagens Nyheter has had cover stories from 1980 onwards, except
not always in the last year.10 The Guardian has had a clearly identifiable cover
story the least often, the cover story becoming standard only in 2010. Cover
stories have been the norm in Helsingin Sanomat since 1990 and in Le Monde,
since 2000.
When the proportions of cultural cover stories are viewed according to the
main art forms, the results differ from art forms’ relative sizes in terms of entire
cultural coverage (see Chapter 2). This is significant, since a cover story attracts
more readers, influence and prestige than regular articles. Literature has received
the most cover story coverage of the art forms, followed by film, theatre, the
visual arts (which almost doubled its proportion in comparison to all articles)
and popular music. It is noteworthy that classical music has had surprisingly
few cover stories, less than half of its proportion of total number of articles.

53
20
14
7
7
5
1.9
5.7
18.9
7.5
15.1
0.0
11.3
39.6
37.9
71.7
17.0
54.7
66.0

Total (N)

Newspaper (N)
ABC/El País
Dagens Nyheter
The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde

Art form (%)
Popular music
Classical music
Literature
Film
Theatre
Television
Visual arts
Other

Other characteristics (%)
Domestic cultural products
Includes aesthetic dimension
Includes commercial dimension
Includes political dimension
Illustrated articles

1960

56.0
52.8
33.3
61.1
75.0

8.3
2.8
11.1
22.2
25.0
2.8
8.3
19.4

5
10
8
5
8

36

1970

53.5
49.2
36.1
68.9
82.0

6.6
1.6
37.7
3.3
8.2
1.6
9.8
31.1

14
22
9
8
8

61

1980

45.9
45.8
47.2
62.5
94.4

7.0
7.0
25.4
11.3
8.5
0.0
18.3
22.5

21
23
3
21
4

72

1990

40.6
57.1
41.7
48.8
96.4

11.0
3.7
18.3
19.5
12.2
1.2
14.6
19.5

21
20
5
20
18

84

2000

38.5
53.8
42.9
48.4
100.0

14.6
6.7
18.0
14.6
13.5
2.2
6.7
23.6

21
15
18
19
18

91

2010

44.2
54.7
38.0
56.2
88.7

8.9
4.8
21.9
13.0
12.8
1.3
11.7
25.5

102
104
50
80
61

397

Total

Table 7.6 At least half-page long first articles (cover stories) of culture sections by newspaper, art form and other characteristics and year (absolute numbers and percentages)
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Television is the most extreme case with only 1.3 per cent of all cover stories,
compared to 7 per cent of all articles (cf. Box 3.2).11
The general popularity of literature cover stories may be because literature
coverage can be conveniently tied around both a human-interest topic (the
author) and the cultural product. For instance, the Helsingin Sanomat article ‘A
Californian Boy meets Virginia Woolf ’ (HS/24/08/00_B8) is a colourful and
appealing article on Michael Cunningham upon his publication of The Hours.
First there is an author interview accompanied by a large colour picture of him
laughing, apparently during the interview, followed by a review of The Hours by
a well-known Finnish academic and translator of Virginia Woolf.
That film, theatre and the visual arts are all well pronounced in terms of cover
stories is more intuitively explained: they are visually attractive products, and
there usually are ample press pictures of films, shows, paintings or other pieces of
visual art for newsrooms to use. In 1970, theatre was the most common topic for
cover stories (e.g. DN/12/11/70_10), but in the 2000s, there were still plenty of
cover story articles on theatre, contrasting sharply to theatre’s actual coverage
in the data (a radical decrease since 1970). For instance, in 2010, half of The
Guardian’s cover stories (nine out of eighteen) focused on theatre, typically
accompanied by pictures of the play and an allusive title such as ‘Little Method
to the Madness in this Light Asylum Yarn’ (GU/11/09/10_36) or ‘Delightfully
Dotty Conchords Prove They’re Too Good to be Bad’ (GU/12/05/10_36).
Cover stories on popular music experienced a sharp increase over the years,
following the trend of general cultural coverage. In 2010, popular music was as
common for cover story material as film, surpassed only by literature. Popular
music cover stories were typically visually oriented articles on pop stars. For
instance, in a 2010 edition of Dagens Nyheter, the first page of the culture
section opened with a nearly full-page picture of Axl Rose of Guns N’ Roses and
one word serving as a title: ‘Magnetic’ (DN/14/06/10_Kultur1).
Finally, Table 7.6 shows other characteristics of cover stories, each relating
to the key variables used in the analyses presented earlier: the proportion of
domestic cultural products discussed in articles (Chapter 4); whether articles
include an explicit aesthetic dimension (Chapter 3), commercial dimension
(Chapter 5) or political dimension (Chapter 6); and whether articles are illustrated. Cultural cover stories show tremendous differences compared to total
article coverage while accentuating some key trends. The proportion of
domestic cultural products decreased after 1970, and cover stories were slightly
more often about foreign cultural products than were regular articles. The difference between cover stories and regular articles is more substantial in the case of
other indicators. An aesthetic dimension (i.e. direct vocabulary with which
aesthetically normative judgements are made) is generally more common, especially in early cover stories. Both commercial dimensions (i.e. direct vocabulary
using economic indicators) and political dimensions (i.e. direct vocabulary
using politically charged watchwords) are twice more typical in cover stories of
culture than in regular articles. Lastly, the proportion of cover stories including
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illustrations was high already in 1960, with two-thirds of cover stories being
illustrated (which is 2.5 times more often than in regular articles). The proportion rose steadily to reach 100 per cent in 2010.
The prevalence of different cultural domains in these cover stories is indicative of their status, but more than anything, they are a sign of the intensive
visual orientation of cultural journalism. For instance, the fact that culture sections are consolidating in general can be seen as the growth of pages with clear
cover stories, which serves as a cue and persuasion for the reader to continue
reading.

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have traced the trajectories of the space and place of culture
sections, examined in detail the changes in the packaging of cultural content,
observed possible indicators of journalistic popularization of culture sections and
finally examined the often long and illustrated lead articles of the culture sections of our quality European newspapers.
We have seen that the space allotted for culture expanded radically between
1960 and 2010, supplementation being an important phenomenon from 1990
onwards and especially in the 2000s, when the growth of cultural coverage was
mainly concentrated in these specialized forums. The place of culture sections
shifted between 1960 and 2010, moving closer to the ends of newspapers. At
the same time, individual newspapers have retained their own structures: in
terms of the internal order of national, international, culture and sports sections, many newspapers are surprisingly similar from 1960 to 2010. The relative
proportion of reviews and interviews grew. Large articles took over space from
small ones. When scrutinizing the size-adjusted proportions, reviews remained
stable; report/feature articles and interviews received much more concrete space
in newspapers than their actual amount would indicate. When observing indicators of popularization, we noticed that culture sections did face a shift towards
more visually attractive or eye-catching topics from popular culture domains,
and some indicators of the personal element in the texts grew as well.
The case of cover stories complements our main findings: emergent popular
culture such as television is rarely featured in the first articles of culture sections,
which favour highbrow cultural domains such as literature, theatre and the
visual arts. Again, the trend took place within highbrow arts (cf. Chapters 2 and
3). Cover stories also showed that popularization is essentially channelled by
journalistic ways of presenting and representing culture and art in culture
sections. Finally, cover stories, being longer than other articles, combine
aesthetic, commercial and political dimensions more often than average articles
(cf. Chapters 3, 5 and 6) with both highbrow and popular culture coverage (cf.
Chapter 3).
Newspaper cultural coverage has expanded between 1960 and 2010, along
with the increasing length of newspapers in general, but cultural coverage alone
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has faced more spectacular growth (which also means that culture’s relative
share within newspapers has grown). Furthermore, a large part of the growth is
due to the enormous impact of cultural supplements launched in the 1990s and
strengthened throughout the 2000s. Our findings echo other scholarly findings
on increasing cultural coverage, growing popularization, increased visual attractiveness and, in general, increased willingness to purvey coverage for the needs
of a new kind of eclectic reader-consumer that is interested in being updated
about the growing and differentiating supply of cultural flows (Verboord and
Janssen, 2015). On the journalistic level, we are certainly witnessing a change
towards a journalistic paradigm (Hellman and Jaakkola, 2012): while we do not
see an increase in direct news content, we do trace a shift towards new journalistic representational forms such as listings, star ratings and visual elements.
Contemporary cultural journalism is situated ‘in a continuum between art,
popular culture, lifestyle and consumption’ (Kristensen, 2010: 69). The same
could be said about the culture sections in newspapers. Several partly overlapping trends have all had an influence, producing a shift towards popularization and a strong move towards visualization. The development of different
information technologies and a growing competitive media market have also
had an impact. It might be better to speak of a crisis of journalism (challenges to
traditional printed press as a whole) rather than a crisis of cultural journalism,
which is only responding to the numerous challenges around it.

Notes
1 See, for example, Bourdieu, 1998b, 2005; Elkins, 2003; Hallin, 2005; Carroll, 2009;
for a review, see Jaakkola, 2015; and Heikkilä et al., 2017.
2 For details concerning issue data and full edition data, see Appendix A. Milliyet is not
included in these additional datasets because its structure has been unclear, especially
in the early years, and culture sections were generally not easily identifiable. Between
1960 and 1980, cultural content of a daily paper was dispersed among several untitled
pages. Moreover, in certain periods, the cultural content was reported in a daily supplement, which sometimes took the form of an entertainment magazine (Yaşam) or a
separate twin newspaper (Milliyet 2000) (see Appendix Table B.1). Hence, there is
no comparable way of estimating how Milliyet’s cultural content was related with
other sections of the newspaper.
3 See, for example, Janssen, 1999; Straw, 2005; Weibull and Nilsson, 2010; Janssen et
al., 2011; Jaakkola, 2015; and Kristensen and Riegert, 2017.
4 Cultural journalists and critics are just one part of a much larger chain of different
cultural mediators at varying levels. For instance, Janssen and Verboord (2015) distinguish gatekeeping, co-creating (or editing), connecting/networking, selling/marketing, distributing, censoring/protecting/supporting and ‘evaluating, classifying and
meaning making’ (Janssen and Verboord, 2015: 441–442) as different forms of mediating culture. Each can be thought to have a role in the process of deciding which
cultural products receive attention in the media.
5 See, for example, Helsingin Sanomat, 11 January 1960, p. 6. Echoing the finding that
the 1960s marks an important moment for newspaper sections, Verboord and Janssen
(2015) conclude that, as of 1955, several of their European newspapers (including Le
Monde) did not have any clear sections, unlike their American counterparts.
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6 From 1990 onwards, the core parts of Helsingin Sanomat and Dagens Nyheter have
been divided into four sections corresponding to the first four letters of the alphabet;
in these cases, the location of the first page of the culture section was not calculated
from the full pagination but directly from its position in these sections (A, B, C
or D).
7 In our codebook, we followed the definition of article types from an earlier project
(Janssen et al., 2008, 2011; Verboord and Janssen, 2015). A review is categorized as a
‘substantial report on witnessed or experienced product that is explicitly mentioned
(e.g. books, films, concerts) that generally contains both descriptive and evaluative
elements’. An interview focuses ‘on a conversation with an artist or an art related
person’. The report/feature is defined as an ‘article that provides background information on an artist, product or discipline (incl. portraits, obituaries, reportages, and personal profiles)’. Finally, a news story is an article in which ‘a topical event is signalled
and described (i.e. breaking news)’.
8 Apart from their lasting relative stability as an article type, our previous qualitative
analysis of highbrow reviews (Heikkilä and Gronow, 2018) has shown that reviews
have remained similar over the period from 1960 to 2010 when inspected through
basic components of art reviews: descriptive, analytical, entertainment, instruction
and evaluative elements (Shrum, 1991).
9 An announcement/list is defined as ‘short information about (the appearance/availability of ) a new product. Generally, announcements contain only a little descriptive
information; usually in a special section carrying brief information about new books,
exhibitions, movies, etc.’.
10 Dagens Nyheter numbers exceeding the theoretical maximum (twenty-one) are due to
cases in which there are two articles on the first page of the culture section that continue onto the following page.
11 Inside the substantial category of ‘other’, cultural policy was the largest topic (6.6 per
cent), followed by science, society and philosophy (5.9 per cent) and architecture
(3.3 per cent).

Chapter 8

Conclusion

Epilogue: the death of a philosopher- celebrity
French philosopher and author Jean-Paul Sartre, the leading proponent of existentialism and a politically active intellectual, died on Tuesday 15 April 1980.
Even though Sartre’s physical condition had been worsening for years and he
had been living mostly outside the spotlight, not having been active in philosophical debates in the 1970s, the death of a famous philosopher sparked
enormous media attention (e.g. Cohen-Solal, 1987). As with John Lennon,
who died later that same year, our newspaper data includes Thursday 17 April
1980, two days after Sartre’s death and the most plausible time for extensive
journalistic coverage of it.
Le Monde, the natural home court of Sartre, published seven full pages on
Sartre in its culture section on Thursday 17 April 1980 (pp. 13–20). The compilation of several large and smaller articles, under the title ‘La mort de Jean-
Paul Sartre’, is so enormous that it resembles an extra supplement. There are
long and serious essays about his philosophy and his importance abroad (e.g.
LM/17/04/80_14a), but a prominent part of the coverage is for easier digestion.
First, several layout techniques indicate a lightness in style, such as humorous
cartoons and small text boxes on different ‘highlight’ topics. These short texts
present, for instance, information about the massive sales numbers of Sartre’s
books, besides listings of his works (e.g. LM/17/04/80_15a). In addition, there
are sections such as ‘Quotes on Sartre’ in which other literati such as Albert
Camus, Maurice Blanchot and J.M.G. Le Clézio discuss Sartre; another section
has short aphorisms taken from Sartre’s work (LM/17/04/80_14b).
Second, the life of Sartre is replayed in its entirety under the headline ‘The
Passionate History of a Committed Intellectual’ (LM/17/04/80_17), and
important milestones (the marriage of his parents, meeting Simone de Beauvoir,
refusing the Nobel Prize, travels, publications, political troubles, hospitalization)
are listed with short explanations. Finally, and as a good example of the features
of popularization of traditional legitimate culture, there is a large article on the
first page of the Sartre coverage titled ‘I Never Read Him’ (LM/17/04/80_13).
The article comprises testimonies of Parisian university students of the time,
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barely aware of the death of the distinguished philosopher. One of them was
told by her parents that Sartre founded a journal (‘Les Temps … whatever it was
… modernes, that’s it’) and heard from the radio that Sartre was at some point a
member of the communist party. The point of the article is to show, rather
crudely, how distant and irrelevant Sartre was for young students of the time.
The coverage of Sartre’s death in Le Monde is extensive and respectful, but there
are clearly aspects of popularization of traditional legitimate culture, in both
content and, especially, format.
Of the other newspapers, the Spanish El País, perhaps culturally closest to
France, had three full pages on Sartre at the beginning of the culture section
on 17 April 1980. The first article is something of a traditional obituary
(EP/17/04/80_27), but El País also pays attention to such human-interest aspects
as the exact time of death and speculations on the funeral. Moreover, and
unlike coverage on Sartre in the other newspapers, there is a mention of Sartre’s
adoptive daughter Arlette Elkaïm-Sartre and even a short note on how she, as a
young university student, originally came to know the famous philosopher after
failing a class and asking for advice. On the second page, there are two comprehensive essays on the philosophy of Sartre (EP/17/04/80_28a and 28b) and,
finally, on the third page, a long interview with Sartre, originally published in
Le Nouvel Observateur (EP/17/04/80_29).
The other newspapers published much less on Sartre’s death. In Finland,
Helsingin Sanomat had one quarter-page translated obituary (originally published
in the New York Times), which is very traditional in style (HS/17/04/80_20).
The Swedish Dagens Nyheter had one obituary-style article (the first article in
the culture section), written by the newspaper’s own journalist, titled ‘The Man
of Constant Reassessment’ (DN/17/04/80_4). It resembles that of Helsingin
Sanomat, more conservative in format and more focused on Sartre’s professional
life than were Le Monde and El País. Interestingly, The Guardian published
nothing on Sartre on 17 April 1980 in its culture section, but elsewhere in the
newspaper there was an obituary titled ‘Intransigent Road to a Lonely End:
Jean-Paul Sartre, France’s Greatest 20th Century Philosopher, Died Without
Public Fanfare. Walter Schwarz in Paris Reports on the Final Ironies’. Similar to
the main article in Le Monde, The Guardian emphasizes that Sartre was, in fact,
already out of date, that ‘in the end he had ceased to appear relevant to the
young’. The article on Sartre’s death in Milliyet is the smallest, and, as in The
Guardian, it was published alongside general topics.
While the death of John Lennon, with which we began, is a fascinating
example of the legitimization of popular culture, showing how a rock star is
treated in the media as a genius and a true artist, the newspaper coverage of Sartre’s death illuminates the ways in which traditional highbrow culture becomes
popularized, displaying how a ‘serious’ philosopher is treated like a show business celebrity. In line with the more general picture of the process of popularization of highbrow culture created by earlier analyses, the popularizing tendencies
in the coverage of Sartre’s death are not as straightforward or conspicuous, as
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with the case of legitimization of popular culture (and Lennon). However, the
traditional ways of writing about a ‘serious’ philosopher and author are complemented by popularizing characterizations and, particularly, several journalistic
means that are used when reporting about the event. In the quest for easy
reading and human interest, the coverage of a highly legitimate figure1 has features that could be considered loans from a lighter type of writing: the use of
typographically separated text sequences, illustrations, crystallizations and entertaining commentaries.
However, this is merely one side of the story since only Le Monde and El País
showed these lighter tones in the Sartre coverage, while the other newspapers
utilized a more traditional, unrisky obituary style. Of course, the media reception of Sartre’s death can also be seen as a continuation of Sartre’s position as a
particular kind of public intellectual, who had been a regular commentator on
diverse social and political issues for decades in different quality media outlets in
France, including Le Monde (cf. Boschetti, 1988; Baert, 2015). That Sartre’s
career as a philosopher and intellectual epitomized a rare combination of highbrow and popular elements, however, does not diminish the significance of how
elements of high and popular coexisted in media reception of his death. Rather,
it is only logical, just as with Lennon, that his life and career embodied the same
elements that characterized media reception of his death.2 Furthermore, the
Sartre case is a good example of the capability of culture sections to transform
when needed; in particular, Le Monde’s huge section on the topic shows the
flexibility and potential for almost endless expansion of culture sections.

Enter culture, exit arts?
Paul DiMaggio wrote already in 1991 that ‘scholars have found it difficult to
characterize change in expressive culture at the societal level’ (DiMaggio, 1991:
133). While the following quarter-century witnessed a proliferation of cultural
sociological research touching on the question, the characterization is still
accurate, and it has been one of the motivations behind this book to contribute
to the systematic study of ‘change in expressive culture at the societal level’.
The problems faced by sociological research on the question stem from the scarcity of suitable longitudinal data sources that would allow study of cultural
change over several decades, and from the tendency of focusing on a single art
form, cultural field or even more restricted cases. Our response to these challenges has been, first, to draw on quality European newspaper data, reflective of
dominant cultural classifications and what is considered to be legitimate culture,
which has given us the ability to study cultural change in Europe over the latter
half of the twentieth century. The virtue of using such data, including critical
discourse and evaluations of culture and the arts, is that they ‘make stratification
into a cultural hierarchy explicit and public’ (Blank, 2007: 18). Second, our
research setting has allowed us to address and discuss multiple key questions in
the sociology of culture: the heterogenization, legitimization/popularization,
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globalization and commercialization of culture, as well as the changing link
between culture and politics and the packaging of reporting on culture and the
arts. Empirically, we have done this by touching upon several art forms and the
ways in which and the degrees to which they have been granted newspaper
attention.
A major argument of this book is referred to in its main title. Enter Culture,
Exit Arts? captures one of the key issues of the post-1960s cultural transformation: the expansion of ‘culture’ at the expense of ‘arts’, the culture concept being
more heterogeneous, multifaceted, open and relativist than arts, which is more
uniform, authoritative, fixed and universal. To put it plainly, we have witnessed
the following trajectory of culture from 1960 to 2010: at first, cultural content
was scarce (and ‘culture’ and ‘arts’ undifferentiated) and in some newspapers,
there were no easily identifiable culture sections. There then started the gradual
expansion of cultural content, published under clearly identified and explicitly
labelled culture sections. Finally, in the 2000s, culture was almost everywhere,
and arts became only one part of it.3
Furthermore, the main title indicates that the difference between culture and
the arts is not only due to the content, art forms or topics covered, but also that
the tone and the styles of writing, discourses, ways of valuating and evaluating,
exhibited in the articles has changed. Only using both quantitative and qualitative approaches in the analysis has made it possible to fully recognize this.
We detected a clear tendency in the 2000s that something extraordinary (or
‘extra art’) was needed to justify publishing long articles in the culture pages of
our newspapers; this applies equally to highbrow and popular culture. Human-
interest orientations have overshadowed ‘art for art’s sake’ in cultural journalism. Or, to use the conceptual distinction by Raymond Williams (1981) about
the two meanings of the concept of culture, the anthropological meaning of the
concept of culture as the ‘whole way of life’ is increasingly informing the way
cultural journalists write about culture and the arts, which is replacing, at least
partly, the traditional perspective, of culture as the arts.
This trajectory of cultural content, and the changing relationship between
culture and arts, also suggests that the period during which there have been
proper and easily identifiable culture sections focusing on culture as the arts,
something that grew into one of the essential and definitional parts of quality
European newspapers, was actually brief and historically specific. It could be
roughly said that it lasted from the 1960s (first fully appearing in our ten-year
interval data in 1970) to the end of the millennium. In the 2000s, journalistification and popularization of both the topics of cultural coverage and the ways of
writing about them were moulding the institution of culture sections (and the
culture departments of newspapers) as something new and different. Combining
these trends with the crisis of journalism (Alexander et al., 2016) and the challenge posed by online, peer-produced criticism to the traditional criticism of the
printed press (Verboord, 2010, 2014) means that the characteristics of quality
newspapers’ culture sections are currently undergoing transformation.
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Transformation and stability
We have provided new insights to facilitate the understanding of cultural transformation since the 1960s. Most prominently, we have suggested a two-way
conceptualization of processes of legitimization of popular culture and popularization of classical highbrow culture, of which legitimization has been widely
recognized and discussed by previous research (e.g. Baumann, 2007; Regev,
2013; Schmutz, 2016), whereas popularization has usually gone unrecognized
and neglected. Thus, in a similar vein as studies on legitimization have detected
‘real-world’ effects of legitimizing discourses of popular culture (e.g. by focusing
on how symbolic value has been institutionalized and built in the form of prizes,
higher education curricula or public funding), it remains to be an exciting topic
for future research to systematically investigate in different contexts whether
and how the popularized discourses on traditional highbrow arts have had
an influence outside of the evaluative discourses themselves, by tracing the
‘deinstitutionalization’ of highbrow arts’ legitimacy (cf. DiMaggio, 1991;
Daenekindt and Roose, 2015).
The transformation of cultural hierarchies characterized by the rise and legitimization of popular culture and the decline and popularization of highbrow arts
is accompanied by cultural globalization, commercialization and the changing
nature of the culture/politics link – all additional dimensions of the transformation. Consider, for example, the case of the globalization of culture, or the geographical flow of cultural objects, which we were able to analyse by measuring
the national origin of cultural products discussed in culture sections (Janssen et
al., 2008). The simple division between foreign and domestic cultural products
does not work because the category of ‘foreign’ masks how strongly the geographical mobility of cultural objects overlaps with the contrasting trajectories
of rising (heavily Anglo-American) popular culture coverage and declining
(mainly European) classical highbrow culture coverage. Thus, using the unspecific category of ‘foreign’ would not only produce no clear increase in globalization but it would also lose sight of the intertwined nature of the processes of
globalization and the transformation in the relationship between popular culture
and highbrow arts.
Moreover, and as another example, we have followed recent contributions of
‘post-Bourdieusian’ studies of (e)valuation (e.g. Lamont, 2012; Beljean, Chong
and Lamont, 2016) by showing the limits of Bourdieu’s (1993, 1996) model of
two clear-cut systems, the fields of ‘large-scale production’ and ‘restricted production’ (of which the first would operate mostly under the logic of commercial
valuation and the second would follow the ideology of ‘art for art’s sake’). This
model continues to be valuable heuristically and as an ideal-typical categorization (cf. Baumann, 2007: 174–175), but it does not hold empirically in the
2000s, when the boundaries between popular and highbrow culture had largely
fallen. Rather, it seems that in fields of ‘large-scale production’ such as pop-rock
music (that are also young art forms establishing their status as ‘art’ only recently
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after legitimization) there are clear tendencies to focus on artistic value and
downplay the commercial aspects. Similarly, in the established fields that have
the most unquestionable status of art, there seem to be no strong pressures to
avoid commercial valuation of emphasis on the ‘art for art’s sake’ ideology
anymore. It is a task for future research to continue studying the relationship
between artistic and commercial valuation in both established highbrow and
emerging popular art forms since it seems, to paraphrase Bourdieu (1993), that
the field of art as the ‘economic world reversed’ might have taken a further
twist.
However, it would be misleading to highlight only changes when summarizing the results of this study. Even if we have shown important changes in cultural classifications (the most salient ones concerning the rise and legitimization
of popular culture and the decline and popularization of highbrow arts, and the
changes in the layout and packaging of cultural content) another set of results
indicates substantial stability. The most established art forms continue to dominate cultural coverage in quality European newspapers, whereas coverage given
to entirely new art forms has remained only marginal. Where music, of the two
most widely covered art forms, exemplifies a major transformation, literature
represents stability. Reviews of highbrow arts and the evaluative criteria used
have changed only limitedly. The coverage of highbrow arts has declined only
relatively, while more or less keeping its position in absolute terms. The
coverage of national culture continues to dominate the coverage of international culture in all of our European newspapers. There is no evidence of
unambiguously increasing commercialization or politicization of culture. All
these features underlining continuity are important not only in their own right,
but also because they create the context against which changes have been discerned. Without a certain stability in the overall context, it would be even
harder to assess which changes are the most important, ultimately rendering
analysis over time unfeasible.
Finally, the results of this study concerning variation across our newspapers
located in different parts of Europe forcefully show the power and problems of
cross-cultural comparisons of this kind. Regarding the most important themes
(the rise of popular culture, the relative decline of highbrow arts coverage,
cultural globalization, commercialization and how cultural content has been
packaged in culture sections), we mostly found consistent trends across our
newspapers, except Milliyet. Legitimate culture in Turkey has historically been
very different from that of core Europe countries (making it, for instance,
meaningless to talk about the decline in the status of Western highbrow arts),
and the polarized pluralist media model (Hallin and Mancini, 2004) with
limited journalistic autonomy from political and economic pressures has
enabled the volatile trends revealed in Chapter 2 and made the case of Milliyet
exceptional. Without doubt, the story and design of this book could have
been much more straightforward by not including Milliyet in the first place.
However, by including it, we have been able to show the geographical and
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cultural limits of many of the cultural trends that have been very European
and Western in nature.
Of course, there have been differences among the rest of our newspapers.
Overall, the results suggest that Dagens Nyheter and El País represent more progressive or liberal newspapers attentive to new influences early on, whereas Le
Monde and Helsingin Sanomat represent conservative newspapers that have been
latecomers to new tendencies (however, both of them have changed rapidly
during recent decades). The Guardian falls somewhere in between these two
camps, showing tendencies of both early opening (such as the clearly earlier
loosening of boundaries between popular and classical music compared to Helsingin Sanomat, Chapter 3) and a certain amount of conservativeness (such as
continuing to publish wide coverage on highbrow arts, Chapter 2). While all
variations across the newspapers have not been systematically in line with the
expectations derived from society-level dimensions along which the countries
in which the newspapers are published differ from each other (such as size and
global position of the country, media system model or cultural policy regime),
some key differences can be seen as grounded in these. This is shown, for
example, by the already mentioned difference in the timing of the opening of
the content of legitimate culture (such as how The Guardian is different from
Helsingin Sanomat, which is in line with all three dimensions, the UK being a
global centre and characterized by a liberal media system model and cultural
policy compared to Finland’s position as a small, peripheral country with a
strong Nordic media system model and state-driven cultural policy). A further
example is the difference in the dominant position of domestic cultural coverage
(large and central countries being the most self-sufficient, as reflected in The
Guardian and Le Monde) and how shared languages and colonial histories are
shown in cultural coverage given to products originating from other parts of the
world (such as Latin America in the Spanish newspapers or the United States
in The Guardian). Another example is the political transformations in Spain
and Turkey, how they have been reflected in cultural coverage and the ways in
which culture and art have been used to construct national identities.
Overall, we have found studying cultural change through quality European
newspapers ideal in terms of both their capacity to reflect cultural legitimacy
and its changes over time and the challenges and problems that are inevitably
highlighted when conducting such study. Thus, to acknowledge the problematic
side, in the following section we will discuss theoretical and methodological
themes or dilemmas that we believe are important for cultural sociology and the
study of cultural change. Rather than aiming to solve them, we only want to
introduce them as, after the analyses of this book, we are well placed to discuss
them from the point of view of this study.
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Problems in comparative research and studying
cultural change
Problems in comparative cultural sociology have been widely discussed in recent
years, both from the perspective of cultural consumption (e.g. Katz-Gerro, 2011)
and cultural mediation and production (e.g. Livingstone, 2003). It is widely
acknowledged that comparative research, whether cross-cultural or cross-
temporal, is necessary in order to shed light on a particular empirical phenomenon under investigation; the question is whether the comparisons are made
explicitly and using systematic data from multiple cases. Similarly, sociologists
tend to agree that, in practice, comparative research is highly problematic
(Kohn, 1989; Jowell, 1998). Thus, comparative research can be seen as an
‘impossible yet necessary’ (Livingstone, 2003) research practice, something
which is better conducted explicitly rather than implicitly. Our methodological
approach, a mixed methods study combining quantitative and qualitative analysis based on a multilingual text corpus from the cultural institution of quality
European newspaper culture sections from six countries covering a fifty-year
period, has been motivated by this spirit, aiming to show both the fruitfulness
and challenges of the approach in analysing cultural change.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the purpose of this book was not to explain why
the studied cultural transformation happened. Instead, we examined the inner
dynamics, relationships and dimensions of the cultural change, rather than
reducing cultural dynamics into some superior level. Of course, we have been
interested in how the timing and thoroughness of cultural transformation varies
according to cultural and geographical location, and which art forms and
domains are more stable and which are changing most rapidly, but the associations found do not imply proper causal relationships.
From the point of view of data and the research design of this study, the
reasons to avoid the question of causal explanation are obvious. There have
been three main structural levels behind the observed changes in cultural
hierarchies (cf. Janssen et al., 2011): society-level factors concerning dimensions such as country size and global location as well as cultural policy and
media system models, field-level factors concerning different art worlds and
cultural domains and organizational factors concerning specific newspapers.4
The problem is that all three levels may change and become mixed, meaning
that all levels have the potential to influence the changes observed in the
newspaper data. Our analysis has been informed by some data from all these
levels, which are independent from the newspapers. This is a necessary
requirement when assessing their influence on the trends in newspaper data,
but it is a nearly impossible task to precisely determine the role of each level.
A more ambitious treatment of the subject would have obviously meant using
more information on newspapers’ editorial departments, policies and practices
at the level of journalistic work; information on the trajectories and resources
of separate art worlds and fields of culture in each national setting; and
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information on the myriad characteristics of countries in which the newspapers are embedded.
The paradox of such newspaper data is that newspaper culture sections are
sensitive to different trends and changes in how culture is valued and evaluated
(which is the reason to study culture sections in the first place); however, this
sensitivity can simultaneously lead to muddled results if there are large-scale and
rapid transformations occurring in the newspapers’ socio-political environments.
On the other hand, the entire premise of studying cultural change through
newspaper culture sections rests on the idea that the status and role of newspapers as institutions are relatively stable. Otherwise, it would be impossible to
use newspapers as a fixed point of departure enabling the investigation of large,
long-term processes that have been of interest to us and cultural sociology more
widely, such as heterogenization, legitimization/popularization, globalization
and commercialization of culture. The Turkish Milliyet exemplifies the social
sensitivity of newspaper data in the first sense, whereas the other newspapers
represent the relative stability of the institution, allowing us to show how the
expansion of the sphere of legitimate culture (and the two sides of the process,
legitimization of popular culture and popularization of highbrow arts) has taken
place in Europe since the 1960s, without being reducible to societal-, field- or
newspaper-level factors.
So far, the most convincing framework for a structural explanation of the
post-1960s cultural change comes from DiMaggio (1987) to substantiate his
thesis that the trend has been towards more differentiated, less hierarchical, less
universal and weaker cultural classifications.5 Going through the dimensions of
differentiation, hierarchy, universality and boundary strength, DiMaggio
presents propositions about which structural features of society either facilitate
or prevent cultural change (DiMaggio, 1987: 446–449). For instance, cultural
differentiation should be increased by ‘social heterogeneity and status diversity’,
‘range of social networks’, the complexity of ‘role structure’ and ‘access to higher
education’, and decreased by ‘structural consolidation’ (DiMaggio, 1987: 446).
The dimension of hierarchy should increase, in turn, along more consolidated
‘status parameters’, greater ‘social inequality’, ‘more humanistic and less technical’ systems of education and a more ‘internally stratified formal education
system’, and decrease along ‘more intergroup sociable interaction’ and greater
‘access to higher education’ (DiMaggio, 1987: 446–447). These are examples of
the ‘external’ structural factors that should be capable of explaining change in
cultural classification systems.6
DiMaggio’s (1987) framework of cultural classifications and how social structural features may explain them has the clear advantage that it is specific in its
propositions and empirically ascertainable. Thus, it represents a significant
improvement compared to the less specific attempts to explain post-1960s cultural changes with even wider processes (such as ‘post-industrialization’ or ‘modernization’, or other broad macro-level sociological narratives) that clearly
include not only economic and social structural but also cultural dimensions.
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Indeed, while DiMaggio’s (1987) framework has been highly influential in cultural sociology and facilitated the systematic study of cultural change, there are
very few studies that would have tried to perform causal analysis on cultural
change using longitudinal data following his suggestions. The closest examples
are studies by Janssen et al. (2008, 2011) analysing changes in cultural coverage
in Dutch, French, German and American newspapers from 1955 to 2005.
However, these studies are similar to ours in that they have faced the same challenges of distinguishing between the influence of societal-level factors (whether
based on DiMaggio’s propositions or other literature) and field-level factors
(most importantly, factors related to the newspapers themselves) (see Janssen et
al., 2011: 160; and the concluding discussion in Chapter 2). In fact, DiMaggio’s
framework has been used in previous literature predominantly to provide
hypotheses to cross-national comparisons rather than providing hypotheses to
analyse how cultural classifications have changed (e.g. van Venrooij and
Schmutz, 2010).
There are, however, also more general and foundational problems linked to
the explanation of cultural change that are not reducible to our own research
design. These problems are intimately related with varying views on what is
‘culture’ in the first place, whether it can be separated from other substances in
the world, such as ‘material’ and ‘social’, and what is meant by ‘explanation’.
While our intention here is not to go further into the methodological or ontological debates on these matters (see e.g. Reed, 2011), it is sufficient to remark
that, in general, contemporary cultural sociology has mostly rejected the explanatory frameworks of historical materialism (‘base/superstructure’) and other simplistic models, according to which culture is something superficial that must be
explained by more profound structures. One reason for this lies in the prevalence of the stance according to which culture is not considered as a property or
quality of things (material objects, structures), but as something that is constitutive of those things. From this perspective, the question of ‘explaining’ culture
by something else is inherently incorrect (Schudson, 1989).7
One additional layer making explaining cultural change complicated is that
cultural dynamics may have autonomous logic. The most notable example of
this argument is Stanley Lieberson’s (2000) study of how fashions in given
names change over time. He shows and argues that the case can be generalized
into cultural change more widely, that ‘internal mechanisms – once set in
motion – will generate new preferences indefinitely without the addition of any
external influences’, which makes it possible that ‘fashion will change […]
without the operation of any external social or cultural shifts’ (Lieberson, 2000:
xiv). Thus, from this perspective, fashions may change autonomously from
external social structures by referring to previous fashions only. However, it is
noteworthy that Lieberson does not suggest that external factors would always
be insignificant; on the contrary, he points out that they are not always required
for cultural change, which is an unorthodox view in sociology.8 Recently, new
interests have arisen around unravelling this possibility of ‘autonomous aesthetic
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logics’ in different fields of culture, the starting point being that: ‘people follow
existing tastes, but may try to move just beyond this in search of originality and
novelty. This leads to relatively autonomous patterns of stylistic change, propelled by the logics of the aesthetic system itself ’ (van der Laan and Kuipers,
2016: 66).
In any case, if the view that culture cannot be something secondary that can
be explained by social or material structures is taken to the extreme, explaining
cultural change becomes impossible. Most sociologists still agree that, while
culture is intimately related to the material and social, and even if their relationships and explanations of cultural change are complex, explaining culture is
neither wrong nor impossible if it is done situationally, by taking into account
the context and circumstances of the phenomenon in question. Thus, the critique of base/superstructure models has concentrated more on their universalistic tendencies than attempts to explain culture and treat it as separable from
other substances.
Overall, sociologists have not recently been particularly interested in presenting causal explanations for cultural change.9 One reason could be Bourdieu’s
dominant position in cultural sociology and his famous reluctance to conduct
conventional causal analysis (e.g. Bourdieu, 1984). Within the limits of this
study, aiming at causal explanations would not only have been too challenging
but also probably led to unfounded conclusions because of the multiplicity of
the dimensions involved, the multifaceted nature of causal relationships and the
constant changes to every aspect under study. This could be why so few studies
have even tried to perform causal analyses on cultural change. However, perhaps
these reasons are fair enough. Theoretically informed documentation and
descriptions of temporal changes in a way that takes into account its multiple
dimensions, at which we have aimed in this study, might be a good enough start
for sociologically understanding cultural change.
In this vein, our study also exemplifies the view that sociologists should make
use of more broad and open-minded longitudinal media and institutional sources
to better understand how cultural hierarchies and distinctions have changed.
School curricula (e.g. Daenekindt and Roose, 2015), pop-charts (e.g. Verboord
and Brandellero, 2018), elite catalogues (e.g. Denord, Lagneau-Ymonet and
Thine, 2011) and explorations of the cultural environment using digital datasets
(Bail, 2014) are all examples of imaginative and useful ways to analyse cultural
hierarchies and distinctions longitudinally. Even if the availability of good-
quality longitudinal datasets on topics such as cultural participation and tastes
improve in the future, sociologists interested in cultural change will have to use
a variety of data sources other than (usually cross-sectional) interviews and
surveys. It is our hope that this study of cultural change through the institution
of the culture sections in quality European newspapers will be extended to other
institutions and organizations creating, distributing and legitimating cultural
classifications and hierarchies.
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Notes
1 If considered against the key indicators of high cultural legitimacy (e.g. higher education curricula, prizes, public recognitions; see Chapter 2), it is fair to say that Sartre
was indeed a highly legitimate figure in France.
2 Indeed, Sartre’s life and career could be used even more broadly to exemplify the main
themes of this book, in a similar fashion as we introduced those themes by addressing
the life and career by John Lennon in Chapter 1. One could consider, for instance,
global elements (the influences from German philosophy and Sartre’s famous trip to
America after the Second World War), commercial elements (Les mains sales [Dirty
Hands] being his most-sold book with almost 2 million copies, at least in 1980, as mentioned in Le Monde on 17 April 1980; LM/17/04/80_15b) or political elements in Sartre’s work (his relationship to the communist party and the stigma of being the
‘apologist’ of the regimes of Stalin and Mao, which arguably was one reason why
remembrances and characterizations of Sartre were not free from antipathy).
3 More or less similar trajectories have been identified in other countries than the ones
included in our study; see, for example, Straw (2005: 191–194), for the evolution of
newspaper cultural coverage in Canada.
4 One could say that the first level is the most interesting from the perspective of macrosociology and stratification, the second level from the perspective of sociology of art
and culture and the third level from the viewpoint of media and journalism studies.
Moreover, cultural policy studies are mostly interested in the interrelation between
the first and second levels, whereas studies of media systems touch upon the first and
the third levels.
5 Another canonical example would be the discussion by Peterson and Kern (1996:
904–906) on the reasons behind ‘the historic shift from snobbishness to omnivorousness’, by referring to ‘structural change’, ‘value change’, ‘art-world change’, ‘generational politics’ and ‘status group politics’.
6 Besides ‘external’ factors and propositions connected to them, DiMaggio details also
‘internal’ propositions concerning the relationships between the dimensions of cultural
classifications themselves, for instance, that degrees of cultural differentiation and
hierarchy should be negatively associated (DiMaggio, 1987: 448). While the ‘internal’
propositions appear indisputable, the propositions regarding external explanatory
factors are empirical in nature. One could ask whether the external factors are really
independent and easily separable from the cultural classifications they aim to explain.
For instance, cultural differentiation could be seen as one constituent of what is understood as ‘social heterogeneity’.
7 This stance is exemplified in different ‘both and’ solutions to the binaries between
structure and agency, material and symbolic or objectivism and subjectivism, a tendency most famously reflected in Bourdieu’s (1984) notion of habitus. Despite
Bourdieu’s efforts to find a middle ground and emphasize the fact that structures are
(also) culturally constituted, it has been customary to consider him as a structural
reductionist, presenting yet another version of base/superstructure models, but operating with a vocabulary of homology, correspondence and structural similarity rather
than causality (see e.g. Santoro and Solaroli, 2016).
8 On the other hand, the view that fashions (or the sphere of culture more widely) are
not always reducible to ‘material’ or ‘structural’ causes but rather are ‘self-dynamic processes’ can be traced back to the sociology of Georg Simmel and even earlier understandings of how fashions and tastes change (see Gronow, 1997: 74–101).
9 Notable exceptions include Baumann’s (2007) identification of explaining factors of
legitimization of Hollywood films in the United States, and Fishman and Lizardo’s
(2013) explanation of divergent trajectories of omnivorous taste patterns in Spain and
Portugal after democratization.
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Appendix A: collecting and coding newspaper data
The main data used for this study comprises the culture sections of major quality
European daily newspapers between 1960 and 2010: Helsingin Sanomat
(Finland), Le Monde (France), ABC (1960–1970) and El País (1980–2010)
(Spain), Dagens Nyheter (Sweden), Milliyet (Turkey) and The Guardian (the
UK). The data was collected in 2013–2014 and coded after developing the
coding system in 2014–2015. Below, we describe these processes in detail.
Representative yearly samples of the newspapers were collected using ten-
year intervals, from the volumes of 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, 2000 and 2010. To
eliminate the seasonal variation of coverage of culture and arts in newspapers,
each year was divided into thirds (January to April, May to August and September to December) and a stratified sampling procedure was used to select random
dates to form one full week for each third of each selected year. According to
this method of ‘constructed weeks’, two weeks per year should be sufficient to
avoid problems and achieve representative samples for each year (Riffe, Aust
and Lacy, 1993); to play it safe, we collected three constructed weeks per year.
Thus, the full sample includes eighteen or twenty-one editions per year and per
newspaper, depending on whether the newspaper appeared six or seven days a
week. Dagens Nyheter, Helsingin Sanomat and Milliyet were published seven days
a week and Le Monde and The Guardian six days a week throughout the period,
whereas ABC in 1960–1970 and El País in 1980 were published six days a week,
and El País in 1990–2010 was published seven days a week. This results in 711
newspaper editions in the sample.
After determining the sample, data was collected in the form of concrete
pages of newspaper culture sections. The editions of Le Monde, Dagens Nyheter
and The Guardian were collected from the National Library of Finland directly
from microfilms, scanning the selected culture section pages into digital files.
The editions of Helsingin Sanomat were collected in the Päivälehti Archives
(maintained by the Helsingin Sanomat Foundation in Helsinki) and saved as
digital files readily scanned and digitalized by the archive. Similarly, the editions
of ABC and El País were collected from readily scanned and digitalized pages at
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the department of journalism at the Complutense University of Madrid. The
editions of Milliyet were collected from the National Library of Turkey and the
Library of the Faculty of Communication in Ankara University, by photographing physical copies of the newspapers.
The coding system was designed following the example of previous studies
(mostly Janssen et al., 2008, 2011; see also Schmutz et al., 2010; Verboord and
Janssen, 2015), but with some differences in methodological choices and theoretical frameworks informing the study (see Chapters 1 and 2). The unit for
coding was an individual article found in the culture sections of the pre-defined
dates. The data included all the journalistic content of the culture sections of
these dates: articles, lists and non-commercial announcements (advertisements
and other commercial or non-journalistic content were excluded). After designing an initial coding system with a much more restricted variety of variables
than in the final codebook, a test coding was organized by two members of the
research team in spring 2014 using only Helsingin Sanomat and The Guardian
from 1970, 1990 and 2010. The data generated from the test coding was used in
one publication (Purhonen et al., 2015).
After completing the final coding system, including forty-nine variables, six
external coders, all MA-level students at the University of Helsinki, were
recruited to help the core research team with coding. In total, the coding team
included eleven people. In August 2014, a two-week training period was organized for the full coding team, introducing the twenty-four-page codebook, clarifying unclear issues and explaining the use of ATLAS.ti software used for the
coding. After the initial training period, in which only a part of all material was
coded, the coding was carried out in a series of workshops lasting up to five days
each, organized between August 2014 and June 2015 (with the exception of the
coding of Milliyet, finished in November 2015). Subsequently, the ATLAS.ti
matrixes were transferred to Excel and SPSS. The final data for the quantitative
content analysis includes 13,161 articles.
Of the forty-nine original variables in the main newspaper data, twenty variables are used in the analyses of this book. Two are the main independent variables, year and newspaper, which were added directly to the data, meaning that
eighteen of the used variables were produced in the coding process. Standard
inter-coder reliability (ICR) tests were conducted at the end of the initial
coding workshop. The overall agreement percentage of the eighteen variables is
86.0 per cent, qualifying as good (Neuendorf, 2002: 145), and Krippendorff ’s
alpha level is 0.74, qualifying as acceptable (Krippendorff, 2004a: 241). The
reliability expectedly varied somewhat between variables. Luckily, for the most
important variables, such as primary cultural area (84.7 per cent and 0.84),
musical subgenre (91.3 per cent and 0.81), origin of the cultural product (77.3
per cent and 0.74), article type (80.7 per cent and 0.72), article size (77.3 per
cent and 0.83) and article illustration (95.3 per cent and 0.93), both the agreement percentage and Krippendorff ’s alpha are at a satisfying level. In addition,
there is a group of formal variables (such as size of illustrations), which typically
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have a higher ICR than the most important variables, but their role in the wider
context of analyses in this book is modest (they are mostly used in Chapter 7).
There is another set of variables with lower-than-average ICR, the lowest reliability characterizing the dimension variables: aesthetic, commercial and political dimensions (see note 11, Chapter 3). However, no variables are used in this
book that would have qualified below the acceptable level in terms of both
agreement percentage (threshold 0.70; Neuendorf, 2002) and Krippendorff ’s
alpha (threshold 0.67; Krippendorff, 2004a).
Moreover, additional ways to improve variables’ ICRs were employed. The
coding was organized systematically in the format of collective workshops (i.e.
several coders working at the same time in the same space), which made it possible to resolve points of potential disagreement by discussing them on the spot.
Furthermore, an important means for increasing ICR has been recoding and
merging original categories for the actual analyses (see Krippendorff, 2004b:
430). To put it simply: even if the ICR of our variable on primary cultural area
is high enough, when reclassified into a binary variable separating highbrow arts
and popular culture, the reliability of the variable will obviously be even higher.
The coding procedure was particularly designed to produce a final dataset
that allowed free movement between ATLAS.ti and SPSS from the individual
coded articles to the full statistical matrix. This was especially useful when combining qualitative and quantitative analysis tools. For instance, one can examine
how interesting variables found in one article are distributed or interconnected
on the scale of the full data, or alternatively travel from the statistical matrix
back to the individual articles and focus more carefully on delimited topics of
interest for close reading. The materials used for the qualitative analyses of this
book were constructed in the latter way, composing suitable ‘reading packs’ on,
for instance, film or jazz in Le Monde, or classical music and pop-rock music in
The Guardian and Helsingin Sanomat, by choosing the articles coded with these
variables.
Apart from the main data, several other parallel datasets were constructed
from the original newspaper data (Milliyet is not included in any of these). First,
a specific issue dataset (in which the unit of analysis is an individual newspaper
issue) was formed by the members of the core team out of the data on all the
individual newspaper issues. The variables saved from the data in this format
included the newspaper, the year, the date, the weekday, the total number of
pages, the page number of the first pages covering culture, the total number of
pages covering culture, the number of supplement pages in total and the number
of cultural pages in supplements. The issue data (n = 585) was especially
designed to pointing out the exact location of the culture sections in different
time points. Similarly, and to add information on the placement of culture sections in relation to other topics covered by the newspapers, full edition data was
collected, consisting of the full pagination of one weekend issue of each newspaper for each time point (n = 30). Reading these full editions made it easy to
see how culture sections have related to the other sections in the newspapers.
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The issue data and full edition data are used in Chapter 7 (see also Heikkilä et
al., 2017).
Advertisements were excluded from the main newspaper dataset focusing on
journalistic content only. However, in 2015, after designing a coding system of
thirteen variables, a separate dataset was coded from the advertisement content
included in the pages of main newspaper data by a research assistant under the
supervision of the core research group. The variables of the advertisement data
included, for example, the size of the advertisement, the domination of editorial
content/advertisement content per page, the topic of the advertisement and the
advertisement’s illustrations. From the main newspaper data, two randomly constructed weeks from each year and each newspaper were selected, except for
ABC (only one constructed week) and The Guardian (three constructed weeks).
These exceptions were made because ABC included clearly more and The
Guardian clearly fewer advertisements than other newspapers. Balancing the
data across the newspapers was possible as the intent was not to compare differences in prevalence of newspaper advertisements. All the advertisements
selected for the sample were coded into an Excel matrix and then transferred to
SPSS for analysis. As a result, the data includes 2,799 advertisements published
in the culture sections between 1960 and 2010 concerning two constructed
weeks per year and newspaper (with the above-mentioned exceptions of ABC
and The Guardian). Besides this, advertisement data is also analysable when the
unit of analysis is not an individual advertisement but the page of the culture
section (n = 1,991). The advertisement dataset is used in Chapter 5.
In 2019, the main newspaper dataset (in its statistical form, accompanied
with the codebook) will be deposited in the Finnish Social Science Data
Archive (FSD), from which the data will be freely available to interested students and researchers.
The obvious challenges encountered in manual data collection and coding
were not unfamiliar to this research project. Collecting and coding data is slow,
expensive and laborious. The challenges of working on multilingual text data
add another layer to the process: there is a need for language skills and deep
contextual and historical knowledge, and the research outcomes require last-
stage translations of the materials. The new computational methods of text analysis and data mining make these laborious, manual data collection and coding
methods obsolete (see DiMaggio et al., 2013). However, for this research, it was
important to use pre-defined key variables (because they were already defined in
previous research and theories, such as the art form or the national origin of the
cultural product), preserve the original layout of the cultural pages (rather than
using only digitalized text files) and employ a hermeneutic understanding of the
processes behind cultural changes and the possibilities of moving fluently
between close reading and statistical analysis. Therefore, the ‘old-fashioned’,
manual approach was the best choice.

–

Dagens
Nyheter

The Guardian –

–

–

–

–

El País

ABC

1960 1970

–

–

Artes (visual arts),
Libros (literature)

1980

2000

2010

–

Weekend (theatre, G2 (theatre, visual
film, TV)
arts, photography,
architecture, music,
film, TV), Friday
Review (film,
music), Saturday
review (visual arts,
theatre, literature),
Listings (film, live
music, b clubbing,
theatre, exhibitions,
comedy, dance,
kids), The Editor
(literature, music,
visual arts, film, TV,
theatre), New
Year TV (TV)

–

continued

G2 (theatre, visual
arts, photography,
architecture, music,
film, TV), Review
(literature), Film
and music (film,
music)

–

Artes (visual arts), Tentaciones (film, Babelia (literature),
EP3 (film, music,
En cartel (cinema) music), Babelia
literature)
(literature), El
Espectador (film),
El País semanal
(fashion, reportages,
opinion) a

1990

Table B.1 All cultural supplements included in the newspapers of this study with their main topics

Appendix B: additional tables

Notes
a	From El País Semanal, we have only collected the articles on culture.
b	In The Guardian’s Listings, live music includes rock and pop, jazz, classical music and opera.

–

–

Milliyet

Yaşam
(entertainment,
diverse domains of
popular culture)

–

–
Le monde des
livres (literature),
Le monde des
loisirs (TV, radio,
diverse pastimes
like chess and
bridge), Le monde
des spectacles
(cinema, theatre,
live music, dance)

–

Le Monde

–

–

–

–

–

Helsingin
Sanomat

1990

1980

1960 1970

Table B.1 Continued

Le monde des
livres (literature),
Television (TV)

Le monde des
livres (literature)

Cadde (lifestyle and
entertainment,
diverse domains of
arts and culture)

NYT (diverse
domains of popular
culture)

NYT (diverse
domains of popular
culture)

Milliyet 2000
(diverse forms of
arts and culture)

2010

2000

7.9
6.4
4.7
9.0
1.5
6.7

|
|
|
|
|
|

12.1
11.9
9.4
13.4
6.6
11.6

1.2
1.3
0.4
2.0
0.5
1.4

|
|
|
|
|
|

43.8
39.2
29.8
49.4
10.1
36.7

47.0
52.0
39.3
54.3
59.0
35.5

|
|
|
|
|
|

25.4
29.8
33.5
24.1
43.5
32.9

1.5
1.4
1.7
1.4
9.3
1.7

|
|
|
|
|
|

8.4
9.3
19.9
8.6
11.9
7.8

55.3
61.9
56.6
72.5
31.5
78.4

|
|
|
|
|
|

83.6
85.2
77.3
85.1
70.5
79.5

GDP per capita
Gini-index 1960 Unemployment Urbanization
(in current US$) and 2010, % d
1960 and
1960 and
in 1960 and
2010, % e
2010, % f
2010, thousands c

Notes
a	Source: Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database), except for the information on France 1960 from Annuaire statistique de la
France 1961: Resultats de 1959 et 1960 (http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k6243966k/f5.image).
b	T he information is for population aged 25 and over. Source: BBVA Research (2012) Educational Attainment in the OECD 1960–2010 (www.
bbvaresearch.com/KETD/fbin/mult/WP_1220_tcm348-357479.pdf), except Turkish data from R.J. Barro and J-W. Lee, A new data set of
educational attainment in the world, 1950–2010. Journal of Development Economics 104 (2013): 184–198.
c	Source: World Bank (http://databank.worldbank.org/data/home.aspx).
d	T he information for 1960 from Finland and France is from 1962, from Turkey from 1963, and from Spain from 1965. Source: United Nations
University, UNU-WIDER, World Income Inequality Database WIID 3.4 (www.wider.unu.edu/database/world-income-inequality-databasewiid34).
e	S ource: Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database), except for the information on 1960 from Finland, Sweden and the UK, United
Nations Statistical Yearbook 1962, and on 1960 from France and Spain, United Nations Statistical Yearbook 1971. The information on Turkey
from both years is from M. Karabacak, Major macroeconomic dynamics for labour market in Turkey, in F. Yenilmez and E. Kılıç (eds), Handbook of Research on Unemployment and Labour Market Sustainability in the Era of Globalization (Hershey, PA: IGI Global, 2017), p. 312.
f	Source: United Nations, World Urbanization Prospects: The 2011 Revision (www.un.org/en/development/desa/population/publications/pdf/
urbanization/WUP2011_Report.pdf).

5.4
64.7
46.5
9.3
72.6
62.5

4.4
45.4
30.3
7.5
27.1
52.2

Finland (Helsingin Sanomat)
France (Le Monde)
Spain (ABC/El País)
Sweden (Dagens Nyheter)
Turkey (Milliyet)
UK (The Guardian)

|
|
|
|
|
|

Population size Average years of
1960 and 2010, schooling
millions a
(15+ year olds) in
1960 and 2010 b

Country (newspaper)

Table B.2 Socio-demographic information about the countries in which the newspapers included in the study are published

14.5
3.0
3.4
16.5
18.7
2.4

|
|
|
|
|
|

9.5
1.3
3.0
9.1
8.1
1.7

Number of daily
newspapers
published per
1 million
population
1960 and
2009, % a
359
257
70
477
51
514

|
|
|
|
|
|

462
146
99
422
85
285

Newspaper
sales per 1,000
adult population
1960 and
2009 a

–7.0
–4.0
–16.0
–7.0
–16.0
–21.0

Newspaper
publishing
market decline
2007–2009, % b

40.3
22.5
17.7
36.9
–
38.4

6.4
39.4
49.2
8.1
| 26.2

|
|
|
|

Time spent ‘on
an average day’
reading newspapers and
share of nonreaders 2004,
minutes | % c

37.6
38.3
50.8
32.9
–
14.9

|
|
|
|
|
|

41.8
38.4
37.1
36.2
32.0
15.6

Persons trusting
newspapers
at least ‘quite a
lot’ 1990 and
2009, % d

Notes
a	The information includes newspapers that are published at least four times a week. Source: For the information on 1960, UNESCO Statistical
Yearbook 1963 (with information from France and Sweden from 1961); for the information on 2009, World Association of Newspapers,
World Press Trends (with information from Turkey from 2000).
b	O ECD (2010) News in the Internet Age: New Trends in News Publishing (OECD Publishing).
c	Source: European Social Survey (www.europeansocialsurvey.org).
d	T he information on 2009 France and Spain is from 2008. Source: European Values Study (www.europeanvaluesstudy.eu).

51
85
139
84
542
104

64
136
103
123
506
125

Finland (Helsingin Sanomat)
France (Le Monde)
Spain (ABC/El País)
Sweden (Dagens Nyheter)
Turkey (Milliyet)
UK (The Guardian)

|
|
|
|
|
|

Number of daily
newspapers
published 1960
and 2009 a

Country (newspaper)

Table B.3 Newspaper industry, readership and trust in the countries in which the newspapers included in the study are published

18
158
73
20
213
122

|
|
|
|
|
|

42
261
200
54
65
346

601
8,960
6,000
2,332
285
2,711

|
|
|
|
|
|

289
5,465
4,080
832
1,874
3,651

69.0
54.8
75.5
51.9
91.8
82.7

Total number of Total number of Share of 100%
national feature screens 1960
nationally
films produced and 2010 b
produced
1960 and
feature films
2010 b
2010, % b

0.1
2.9
0.9
0.4
0.4
8.1

Export of
cultural goods
2014 (billions
of euro) c

0
5
3
3
1
5

|
|
|
|
|
|

0
13
4
3
0
43

Number of Nobel
Prize laureates
in literature
and Oscar
Prizewinners
from 1960 to
2010 d

Notes
a	Source: For the information on 1960, UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1963; for the information on 2010, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2011,
Statistisk årsbok för Sverige 2012, Anuario Estadístico de España 2012, and Federation of European Publishers 2012. The information on
France 2010 is from 2000 and the information on the UK is from 2011 (and includes also revised editions).
b	S ource: For the information on 1960, UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1963 (for the number of national feature films produced in 1960, the
information on Turkey is from 1965 and the source is TCF: Turkish Cultural Foundation (www.turkishculture.org/performing-arts/film/

for the number of screens, the information is from 1959 in the case of Turkey and from 1961 in the case of all
other countries); for the information on 2010, UNESCO Institute for Statistics (http://data.uis.unesco.org); for the share of 100 per cent
nationally produced films, the information from Turkey is from 2012.
c	Source: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016.
d	N obel Prize laureates in literature on the left side and Academy Award (‘Oscar’) winners on the right side, calculated from Wikipedia listings.
Oscar winners include here only the prizes for ‘best picture’, ‘best director’, ‘best actor in a leading role’, ‘best actress in a leading role’, and,
for other countries than the UK, ‘best foreign language film’.

2.25
0.86
1.63
2.32
0.48
2.94

0.57
0.26
0.20
0.78
0.13
0.46

Finland (Helsingin Sanomat)
France (Le Monde)
Spain (ABC/El País)
Sweden (Dagens Nyheter)
Turkey (Milliyet)
UK (The Guardian)

|
|
|
|
|
|

Number of
books published
per 1,000
population
1960 and
2010 a

Country (newspaper)

Table B.4 Indicators of cultural production in the countries in which the newspapers included in the study are published

79
–
61
83
38
–

Persons reading
books in the
last 12 months
2007, % b

6
7
12
–
9
1

|
|
|
|
|
|

1.16
2.90
2.93
1.62
2.73
0.36

Number of all
film tickets
sold per capita
1960 and
2005 c
52
–
61
–
19
65

|
|
|
|
|
|

63
–
41
–
15
–

Persons going to
cinema and live
performance
in the last
12 months
2007, % d
12.8
13.2
20.5
25.5
–
16.9

|
|
|
|
|
|

9.4
5.7
3.7
11.9
–
6.5

Persons going to
pop/rock and
classical music
concerts in the
last 12 months
2001, % e
4.2
3.7
2.9
5.2
1.6
5.1

Mean household
cultural
expenditure from
total household
expenditure
2010, % f

Notes
a	Source: For the information on 1960, UNESCO (1963) Statistics on Radio and Television 1950–1960. Paris: United Nations (http://unesdoc.
unesco.org/images/0003/000337/033739eo.pdf), for the information on 2000, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2006.
b	A mong population aged 24–65 years. Source: Eurostat (http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/database).
c	Source: For the information on 1960, UNESCO Statistical Yearbook 1963 (the information on France, Spain, Sweden and the UK is from
1961; the information on Turkey is from 1959); for the information on 2005, Statistical Yearbook of Finland 2010.
d	S ource: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016. The information on cinema going on the left side and the live performances on the right side. The
information on the UK for going to cinema is from 2011.
e	S ource: Eurobarometer 56.0: Information and Communication Technologies, Financial Services, and Cultural Activities, August–September
2001 (ICPSR 3363).
f	Source: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016.

692
628
598
574
452
653

21  
41  
   8  
137  
   0.04
211  

Finland (Helsingin Sanomat)
France (Le Monde)
Spain (ABC/El País)
Sweden (Dagens Nyheter)
Turkey (Milliyet)
UK (The Guardian)

|
|
|
|
|
|

Number of
televisions per
1,000 population
1960 and 2000 a

Country (newspaper)

Table B.5 Indicators of cultural consumption in the countries in which the newspapers included in the study are published

Libraries, literature
Performing arts
Cultural heritage
Arts education
–
Cultural heritage

The main sector
where public
expenditure on
culture is directed
2000–2004 b
4.1
2.8
2.2
4.0
1.7
3.2

Cultural
employment
2011
(% of total
employment) c
42
33
36
38
28
65

Share of
self-employed
among artists
and writers
2014, % d
6,092
101,241
67,971
31,920
–
62,357

|
|
|
|
|
|

5.2
7.1
6.2
8.4
–
6.2

Cultural enterprises
2014: number and
% of total services
of the business
economy e

–
52.0
27.2
10.3
–
61.8

Turnover in
cultural sectors
2010 (billions
of euro) f

Notes
a	State spending on the left side and public spending on the right side. Source: European Parliament 2006, Financing the Arts and Culture in the
European Union (www.culturalpolicies.net/web/files/134/en/Financing_the_Arts_and_Culture_in_the_EU.pdf). The information on state spending in Finland is from 2002 and on public spending in Finland is from 2001; the information on public spending in France is from 2004; the
information on public spending in the UK is from 2003.
b	S ource: European Parliament 2006, Financing the Arts and Culture in the European Union.
c	Source: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016. ‘Cultural employment’ is defined here by including all persons working in occupations relating to
culture as well as persons in a sector defined as ‘cultural’, irrespective of whether they were employed in a cultural occupation.
d	E urostat, Culture Statistics 2016. ‘Artists and writers’ include ‘creative and performing artists, authors, journalists and linguists’.
e	S ource: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016. The information on Spain is from 2008.
f	Source: Eurostat, Culture Statistics 2016.

0.71
0.73
0.35
0.86
–
0.60

0.20
0.17
0.17
0.40
–
–

Finland (Helsingin Sanomat)
France (Le Monde)
Spain (ABC/El País)
Sweden (Dagens Nyheter)
Turkey (Milliyet)
UK (The Guardian)

|
|
|
|
|
|

State spending
and public
spending for
culture as %
of GDP 2000 a

Country (newspaper)

Table B.6 Indicators of cultural policy in the countries in which the newspapers included in the study are published

Paper

ABC
ABC
ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC
ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

ABC

Reference

ABC/01/03/60_42
ABC/09/07/60_42
ABC/07/09/60_35

ABC/13/09/60_37

ABC/15/10/60_66

ABC/10/11/60_65

ABC/13/02/70_47

ABC/13/02/70_48

ABC/13/02/70_74
ABC/01/03/70_43

ABC/23/04/70_88

ABC/23/08/70_51

ABC/13/10/70_51

ABC/07/11/70_77

7 November 1970

13 October 1970

23 August 1970

23 April 1970

13 February 1970
1 March 1970

13 February 1970

13 February 1970

10 November 1960

15 October 1960

13 September 1960

1 March 1960
9 July 1960
7 September 1960

Date

77

51

51

88

73
43

48

47

65

66

37

42
42
35

¡Otra rectificación!
Tam-tam en el Congo
Clausura de la IV Reunión del
Instituto Internacional de
Bolzano
El Ministro de Educación Nacional
portugués clausura el Congreso
Internacional de los
Descubrimientos
III Congreso de Historia de
América
Homenaje al hispanista filipino don
Claro M. Recto
‘Puerto Rico: setenta años
después’
Sede del Instituto
Hipanoamericano de Filología
Reunión de los guionistas de cine
Perspectivas del sindicalismo
norteamericano
Polémica sobre una película
italiana
‘Castañuela 70’, un feliz ensayo
juvenil en la comedia
Solzhenitsyn dispuesto a ir a
Estocolmo
El profesor Edmond Giscard
D’Estaing habla en París sobre
‘honor y caballerosidad en
España’

Supplement Page
Title
number a

Table B.7 List of references for the quoted newspaper articles

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned
not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

not mentioned

Mauricio Carlavilla
Joaquín Arrarás
not mentioned

Author

ABC

El País

El País
El País

El País

El País

El País

El País
El País

El País

El País
El País

El País

El País

El País

El País

ABC/02/12/70_63

EP/19/03/80_30a

EP/19/03/80_30b
EP/19/03/80_31

EP/12/04/80_26

EP/17/04/80_27

EP/17/04/80_28a

EP/17/04/80_28b
EP/17/04/80_29

EP/14/06/80_30

EP/14/06/80_32
EP/14/06/80_33

EP/24/07/80_25

EP/01/08/80_21

EP/01/08/80_23

EP/07/09/80_26

7 September 1980

1 August 1980

1 August 1980

24 July 1980

14 June 1980
14 June 1980

14 June 1980

17 April 1980
17 April 1980

17 April 1980

17 April 1980

12 April 1980

19 March 1980
19 March 1980

19 March 1980

2 December 1970

26

23

21

25

32
33

30

28
29

28

27

26

30
31

30

63

Totu Neculai: ‘Notas del frente
español’
Posible Junta regional de Cultura
para el País Vasco
Nueva colección de biografías
Editora Nacional servirá a la
cultura sin sectarismos
Debate sobre las posibilidades del
socialismo español
Los sectores políticos e
intelectuales elogian la figura de
Jean Paul Sartre
Desde la imaginación a la crítica
de la razón dialéctica
¿Epícuro o Antígona?
Jean Paul Sartre: ‘La izquierda
actual tendrá que encontrar
nuevos principios, o perecerá’
Julián Marías clausuró el curso de
la Cátedra de América
Primera producción andaluza
La versión española de la ópera
‘Carmen’ se estrenará en la
plaza de toros de Madrid
Cataluña recupera obras de arte
incautadas durante la guerra
Adelpha convoca asamblea general
para el próximo mes de octubre
Los socialistas piden mayor
protección para el cine español
El profesor José Luis Abellán
analiza el exilio español desde
1939
Juan G. Bedoya

not mentioned

not mentioned

Mercè Rivas

not mentioned
not mentioned

not mentioned

Celia Amorós
not mentioned

continued

Carlos Gurméndez

Feliciano Fidalgo

not mentioned

not mentioned
Rosa María Pereda

José A. Abasolo

not mentioned

Paper

El País

El País

El País

El País
El País

El País
El País

El País

El País

El País
El País
El País

El País

El País

El País

Reference

EP/07/09/80_29

EP/26/09/80_31a

EP/26/09/80_31b

EP/26/09/80_35
EP/30/10/80_37

EP/02/12/80_33
EP/10/12/80_35

EP/10/12/80_37

EP/10/12/80_40

EP/10/12/80_41a
EP/10/12/80_41b
EP/07/01/90_28

EP/19/02/90_39

EP/19/02/90_62

EP/25/04/90_35

Table B.7 Continued

25 April 1990

19 February 1990

19 February 1990

10 December 1980
10 December 1980
7 January 1990

10 December 1980

10 December 1980

2 December 1980
10 December 1980

26 September 1980
30 October 1980

26 September 1980

26 September 1980

7 September 1980

Date

35

62

39

41
41
28

40

37

33
35

35
37

31

31

29

La suspensión de ‘La clave’ puede
responder a razones de censura,
según el director del programa
Secuestrado el libro ‘Historia de
Galicia’
Control policial en la
conmemoración chilena de la
muerte de Neruda
Recitales del cantante Leo Ferré
Los ideólogos de la URSS, contra
la ‘impureza’ del cine soviético
Días de buen jazz en Madrid
Presentación del libro ‘La tribu’,
de Manuel Leguineche
50 especialistas en las II Jornadas
de Cultura Árabe e Islámica
El ex ‘beatle’ John Lennon fue
asesinado en Nueva York por
un perturbado mental que quiso
ser músico
Tantos años después
Noche inolvidable en Belfast
El ‘pop’ español se prepara para
entrar en el mercado europeo
Concierto en Sevilla del pianista
soviético Sviatoslav Richter
Pasado y presente de Nicaragua
en ‘Documentos TV’
Las distribuidoras del cine
norteamericano quieren ‘pactar’
con los exhibidores españoles

Supplement Page
Title
number a

Diego Muñoz

El País

Justo Romero

Jesús Hermida
Ian Gibson
Javier P. de Albéniz

Juana G. Ciero

B.C.

J. M. Costa
not mentioned

Enric Canals
AFP

IPS

Perfecto Conde

Pérez Ornia

Author

El País

El País

El País
El País

El País

El País

El País
El País

El País

El País

El País

El País

El País

El País

El País

EP/25/04/90_37a

EP/25/04/90_37b

EP/14/05/90_38
EP/31/05/90_43

EP/26/06/90_37

EP/01/08/90_18

EP/01/08/90_19
EP/18/08/90_48

EP/06/10/90_33

EP/06/10/90_38

EP/03/01/00_53

EP/26/01/00_46

EP/01/02/00_41

EP/29/04/00_41

EP/18/06/00_34

18 June 2000

29 April 2000

1 February 2000

26 January 2000

3 January 2000

6 October 1990

18 August 1990

1 August 1990
18 August 1990

1 August 1990

26 June 1990

14 May 1990
31 May 1990

25 April 1990

25 April 1990

34

41

41

46

53

38

33

19
48

18

37

38
43

37

37

Manuel Puig afirma que la crítica le
ha hecho mucho daño
‘¡Átame!’, calificada
definitivamente ‘X’ en EE UU
‘Rock and roll star’
Mick Jagger acepta divulgar la
cultura española
Una compañía británica lanza
internacionalmente al grupo 21
Japonesas
Spike Lee se lanza a la conquista
de Hollywood con un filme
sobre la marginación de la
sociedad negra
‘Aurrera’, Oteiza, ‘aurrera’
El Reino Unido no prohibirá una
película contra Rushdie
‘Un teatro de Estado no puede ser
nunca rentable’
El Gobierno canario no prohibirá
expresamente las corridas de
toros
Canal + recupera ‘Friends’ en
abierto
La SGAE presenta en Cannes una
fundación para difundir música
latina
Carlos Santana se declara un
rebelde, mezcla del Che, Pancho
Villa y Gerónimo
Las academias autonómicas instan
a la RAE a respetar el ‘marco
legal’ con los topónimos
Brasil decide si quiere hablar
español
Javier Moreno

Marta Nieto

Fietta Jarque

Fietta Jarque

continued

Guillermo Altares

Carmelo Martín

Joan de Sagarra

José María Gorordo
EFE

Albert Montagut

Nacho Sáenz de Tejada

Nacho Sáenz de Tejada
Nacho Sáenz de Tejada

A. M.

Diego Muñoz

17 December 2000

El País

El País

El
El
El
El

El País
El País

El País
Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

EP/07/10/00_
Babelia_22
EP/17/12/00_42

EP/11/02/10_44
EP/11/06/10_EP3_5
EP/11/06/10_EP3_6
EP/20/07/10_46

EP/24/07/10_49
EP/24/07/10_51

EP/17/11/10_38
DN/14/11/60_6

DN/18/11/60_19

DN/12/11/70_12

DN/14/01/80_4

DN/19/03/80_20

País
País
País
País

7 October 2000

El País

EP/24/08/00_29

February 2010
June 2010
June 2010
July 2010

19 March 1980

14 January 1980

12 November 1970

18 November 1960

17 November 2010
14 November 1960

24 July 2010
24 July 2010

11
11
11
20

24 August 2000

7 July 2000

El País

EP/07/07/00_42

Date

Paper

Reference

Table B.7 Continued

EP3
EP3

Babelia

20

4

12

19

38
6

50
51

44
5
6
46

42

22

29

42

PRISA y Universal crean el primer
grupo del mundo para
promocionar cantantes en
español
Jerry González y Chano
Domínguez ponen la chispa
John Zorn renueva la Tradición
Judía
9.000 personas acuden al
concierto de ‘Solidarios en el
Estrecho’ de Madrid
Memorias de un perrito pop
Nuevos reyes del estadio
La paz es objetivo
El PSC rectifica y da libertad de
voto a sus diputados sobre los
toros
La ciudad que sonaba a jazz
Ron Carter: la modestia de una
leyenda
Apple muerde la manzana ‘beatle’
Märkligaste debuten 1958 fick tolv
lånekronor 1959
Clark Gable var ‘klassisk
filmhjälte’
Kvaliténs måleridag inbringade en
miljon
När bokklubbarna förskjuter
läsvanorna
60-talets veteraner lever på gamla
låtar

Supplement Page
Title
number a

Hans Norrby

Göran Löfdahl

Birgit Olsen

wire service

Diego A. Manrique
Malice

Lino Portela
Chema García

Álvaro Pons
Xavi Sancho
Néstor Parrondo
Maiol Roger

Pablo X. de Sandoval

Federico González

Federico González

M. J. Díaz de Tuesta

Author

Dagens Nyheter
Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter
Dagens Nyheter
Dagens Nyheter

Dagens
Dagens
Dagens
Dagens
Dagens

DN/03/11/80_20
DN/10/12/80_24

DN/10/12/80_25
DN/28/10/90_B4
DN/06/12/90_B1

DN/06/12/90_B2a
DN/06/12/90_B2b
DN/22/04/00_B4
DN/15/05/00_B3
DN/11/02/10_
Kultur7
DN/05/04/10_
Kultur2
DN/05/04/10_
Kultur8
DN/23/05/10_
Kultur2
DN/14/06/10_
Kultur1
DN/20/07/10_
Kultur2
DN/11/09/10_
Kultur20
DN/08/11/10_
Kultur4
GU/30/03/60_6
GU/20/05/60_11a
GU/20/05/60_11b
GU/09/07/60_3
2
1
2
20
4

23 May 2010
14 June 2010
20 July 2010
11 September 2010
8 November 2010
30 March 1960
20 May 1960
20 May 1960
9 July 1960

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter

The
The
The
The

6
11
11
3

8

5 April 2010

Dagens Nyheter

Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian

2

B2
B2
B4
B3
7

25
B4
B1

20
24

4
13

5 April 2010

6 December 1990
6 December 1990
22 April 2000
15 May 2000
11 February 2010

10 December 1980
28 October 1990
6 December 1990

3 November 1980
10 December 1980

17 April 1980
13 August 1980

Dagens Nyheter

Nyheter
Nyheter
Nyheter
Nyheter
Nyheter

Dagens Nyheter
Dagens Nyheter

DN/17/04/80_4
DN/13/08/80_13

not mentioned

Birgitta Rubin

Styles from seven countries
Invitation concert
Television
Festival at Epidaurus

Vi ses i Moskva!

Utgivningsdatum? Ha!

J. E. McC.
Colin Mason
Mary Crozier
Ronald Lloyd

Åsne Seierstad

Jonas Thente

continued

Nanushka Yeaman

not mentioned

Magnus Knutsson
Magnus Knutsson
Zdenko Naglic
Ragnar Nordqvist
Marcus Boldemann

Per Mortensen
Ewy Palm
Ana Waldes

Håkan Lahger
not mentioned

Bengt Holmqvist
Bertil Mollberger.

Konst i fokus på årets Pridefestival Tove Leffler

Goodlyfe bjuder på svängig
såpopera
Sesongens dyraste verk under
klubban
Magnetisk

800 000

Den ständiga omprövningens man
Steve Dobrogosz. Pianist utan
gränser.
Bat Benatar väloljad bluff
Samtida om Lennon – Något har
dött
En av de stora
Guerrilla Girls slår till
På skärmen kan du byta bort ditt
liv
Artur för både vuxna och barn
Ekman reser i rymden
Premiär för Bosniens första opera
Önskas: gråt
Kaija Saariaho får Sonningpriset

The Guardian

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

The Guardian

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

The Guardian

The Guardian
The Guardian

The Guardian

GU/07/09/60_7

GU/15/10/60_5
GU/04/07/70_8
GU/23/11/70_8

GU/14/01/80_9a
GU/14/01/80_9b
GU/19/03/80_12
GU/05/04/80_10
GU/14/06/80_10
GU/24/07/80_11
GU/13/08/80_8
GU/26/09/80_9a

GU/26/09/80_9b
GU/10/12/80_10a*
GU/10/12/80_10b*

GU/15/03/90_24

GU/10/04/90_42
GU/25/04/90_45
GU/14/05/90_36

GU/14/05/90_37

GU/31/05/90_24
GU/31/05/90_25a

GU/31/05/90_25b

Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian

Paper

Reference

Table B.7 Continued

31 May 1990

31 May 1990
31 May 1990

14 May 1990

10 April 1990
25 April 1990
14 May 1990

15 March 1990

26 September 1980
10 December 1980
10 December 1980

14 January 1980
14 January 1980
19 March 1980
5 April 1980
14 June 1980
24 July 1980
13 August 1980
26 September 1980

15 October 1960
4 July 1970
23 November 1970

7 September 1960

Date

25

24
25

37

42
45
36

24

9
10
10

9
9
12
10
10
11
8
9

5
8
8

7

The Three Choirs Festival at
Worcester
Television
Cheltenham Festival
BBC Northern Symphony
Orchestra in Manchester
Blondie
Capricorn
London Sinfonietta
In person, the history of rock
Alice in a recording wonderland
Block buster
Hello to good buys
Rotten’s Public Image is on the
mend
Minder
They are going to crucify me …
The cruel and uncompromising
working class hero
Uptight vibes from the good-time
boys
The subversion of suburbia
A liberation carved in stone
Hell on earth without help from
heaven
Desire gives way to liberated
Romania
Dynastic rock’s good vibrations
A warm voice from the cold of
Siberia
A fresh and cunning little vixen

Supplement Page
Title
number a

Edward Greenfield

Adam Sweeting
Edward Greenfield

Isobel Wolff

W. J. Weatherby
Nancee Oku Bright
Stephen Moss

Robin Denselow

Peter Fiddick
Robin Denselow
Stanley Reynolds

Robin Denselow
Meirion Bowen
Hugo Cole
Robin Denselow
Edward Greenfield
Nancy Banks-Smith
Edward Greenfield
Mary Harron

Mary Crozier
Gerald Larner
Gerald Larner

Colin Mason

Author

GU/11/06/10_
FilmMusic_4
GU/11/06/10_
FilmMusic_12
GU/14/06/10_36
GU/20/07/10_G2_19
GU/11/09/10_36

GU/18/09/00_16
GU/17/10/00_23
GU/11/02/10_G2_22
GU/12/03/10_
FilmMusic_9
GU/24/04/10_50
GU/12/05/10_36

Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian

G2
Friday
Review

September 2000
October 2000
February 2010
G2
March 2010
Film Music

Film Music
Film Music

11 June 2010
11 June 2010
14 June 2010
20 July 2010
G2
11 September 2010

The Guardian

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

24 April 2010
12 May 2010

18
17
11
12

15 May 2000
16 May 2000
7 July 2000

The Guardian

The Guardian
The Guardian

The
The
The
The

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

G2
Friday
Review

36
19
36

12

4

50
36

16
23
22
9

16
14
21

36
37
37
14
19

2 November 1990
2 November 1990
2 November 1990
21 January 2000
28 January 2000

The
The
The
The
The

Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian
Guardian

37
38
44

26 June 1990
12 September 1990
6 October 1990
Weekend

The Guardian
The Guardian
The Guardian

26

GU/26/06/90_37
GU/12/09/90_38
GU/06/10/90_
Weekend_44
GU/02/11/90_36
GU/02/11/90_37a
GU/02/11/90_37b
GU/26/01/00_G2_14
GU/28/01/00_
FridayReview_19
GU/15/05/00_16
GU/16/05/00_G2_14
GU/07/07/00_
FridayReview_21

31 May 1990

The Guardian

GU/31/05/90_26

Treasured
Power and poise
Little method to the madness in
this light asylum yarn

K’naan, Daara J Family and others

Last night’s TV
Delightfully dotty Conchords
prove they’re too good to be
bad
Punk gets some shock factor back

Spanglish supremo
The quiet riot
Keynotes: In our series on
building a classical library, Tim
Ashley selects the definitive
recording of …
LPO and others
Damnation of Faust
A legend down my local
Hit me with your rhyming stick

The men from Del Amitri on song
The shrinking theatre
Vienna Philharmonic
Funk, techno and all that jazz
Power play

When too many nuns is an
extravagance
Tuesday teaser
Sonic Youth
Watching brief

continued

Lyn Gardner
Judith Mackrell
Michael Billington

Robin Denselow

Iain Aitch

Sam Wollaston
Brian Logan

Tom Service
Tim Ashley
Brian Logan
Graeme Thomson

Caroline Sullivan
Jessica Duchen
Tim Ashley

Bruce Dessau
Michael Billington
Edward Greenfield
John Fordham
Tim Ashley

not mentioned
Robert Yates
Sandy Smithies

David Rowan

Helsingin Sanomat 23 August 1970

HS/23/08/70_22a

Helsingin Sanomat 12 April 1980
Helsingin Sanomat 17 April 1980

Helsingin Sanomat 18 February 1970
Helsingin Sanomat 6 May 1970
Helsingin Sanomat 10 July 1970

HS/18/02/70_14
HS/06/05/70_18
HS/10/07/70_14

HS/12/04/80_15
HS/17/04/80_20

Helsingin Sanomat 15 October 1960
Helsingin Sanomat 27 January 1970

HS/15/10/60_11
HS/27/01/70_10

August 1970
September 1970
October 1970
November 1970

Helsingin Sanomat 21 July 1960

HS/21/07/60_11

23
27
13
23

Helsingin Sanomat 20 May 1960

HS/20/05/60_22

Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat

Helsingin Sanomat 20 May 1960

HS/20/05/60_21

Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin

17 November 2010
1 March 1960
17 April 1960
17 April 1960
3 May 1960

The Guardian
Helsingin Sanomat
Helsingin Sanomat
Helsingin Sanomat
Helsingin Sanomat

HS/23/08/70_22b
HS/27/09/70_28
HS/13/10/70_14
HS/23/11/70_12

5 November 2010

The Guardian

GU/05/11/10_
FilmMusic_9
GU/17/11/10_38
HS/01/03/60_21
HS/17/04/60_22
HS/17/04/60_23
HS/03/05/60_19

Date

Paper

Reference

Table B.7 Continued

Film Music

15
20

22
28
14
12

22

14
18
14

11
10

11

22

21

38
21
22
23
19

9

James Blunt: Some Kind of
Trouble
Paramore
Maila Hakanen
Espanjalainen kärsimysnäytelmä
Juhlakonsertti Porissa
Johnsonin kirjalle tunnustustakin
Englannissa
Off-Broadwayn virkistäviä
erikoisuuksia
Kuopion musiikkiopisto anoo
lisätiloja
Elävää suomalaista kulttuuria
laulun ja soiton voimalla
Viikon filmejä
Tshaikovski-elokuva valmistuu
Moskovassa
Ruotsin pianotaidetta
Konserttitalon sävellyskilpailu
ISCM 1970: Nykymusiikki
välivaiheessa
Rock-musiikki vyöryi kuin
hyökyaalto Turussa
Family ja Ivanhoe koulitut popparit
Kilpailunäyte
Pohjoismaista nykymusiikkia
Lontoossa kiitettiin Kullervoa ja
vieraita
Matchbox villitsee Suomea
Sartre, tuhannen asian yksinäinen
ratsastaja

Supplement Page
Title
number a

A. Heikkilä
Kauko
Salmenhaara
Arni
Markku Fagerlund
Alden Whitman, New
York Times

Julius
Olavi
Erkki
Erkki

not mentioned

Erkki Salmenhaara
Seppo Heikinheimo
Erkki Salmenhaara

Paula Talashovi
(P)

Isa Gripenberg

not mentioned

Norman Smith

Caroline Sullivan
O.K.
Toini Havu
A.
not mentioned

Michael Cragg

Author

Helsingin Sanomat 5 November 2010

NYT

Helsingin Sanomat 11 September 2010
Helsingin Sanomat 5 November 2010 NYT

23 May 2010
3 June 2010
11 June 2010
24 July 2010

HS/11/09/10_C8
HS/05/11/10_
NYT_TV5
HS/05/11/10_
NYT_25

Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat

Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin

HS/23/05/10_C1
HS/03/06/10_C2
HS/11/06/10_C3
HS/24/07/10_C2

Helsingin Sanomat 7 October 2000

HS/07/10/00_B1
17 October 2000
18 October 2000
17 December 2000
6 January 2010

Helsingin Sanomat 30 April 2000
Helsingin Sanomat 24 August 2000

HS/30/04/00_B4
HS/24/08/00_B8

Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat

Helsingin Sanomat 31 May 1990
Helsingin Sanomat 12 September 1990
Helsingin Sanomat 2 March 2000

HS/31/05/90_B9
HS/12/09/90_B9
HS/02/03/00_B13

Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin

Helsingin Sanomat 31 May 1990
Helsingin Sanomat 31 May 1990

HS/31/05/90_B10
HS/31/05/90_B8

HS/17/10/00_B6
HS/18/10/00_B10
HS/17/12/00_B5
HS/06/01/10_C1

Helsingin Sanomat 19 February 1990
Helsingin Sanomat 24 February 1990

26 September 1980
27 December 1980
7 January 1990
26 January 1990

HS/19/02/90_B9
HS/24/02/90_B3

Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat
Sanomat

Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin
Helsingin

HS/26/09/80_22
HS/27/12/80_14
HS/07/01/90_A16
HS/26/01/90_B14

25

C8
TV5

C1
C2
C3
C2

B6
B10
B5
C1

B1

B4
B8

B9
B9
B13

B10
B8

B9
B3

22
14
A16
B14

Kings of Leon: Come Around
Sundown

Teatteri naisten asialla
Talking Heads afrorytmeissä
Pop-matinea tutuilla linjoilla
Eurooppalainen taiteen historia
hajoaa ja rakentuu yhä uudelleen
Voittokulku jatkui Leningradiin
Pendereckin kolossi tukahtui
voimaansa
Pysähtynyt nykyhetki
Teatteri uhattu, elleivät päättäjät
toimi
Prokofjevin ylistys Venäjälle
Huipulle ilman kilpamenestyksiä
Hymyilevät sopraanot hyvässä
vauhdissa
“Tuleekohan konserttiin yleisöä?”
Kalifornialaispoika löysi Virginia
Woolfin
Rockin eturintamassa
kolmekymmentä vuotta
Onko Pikku Heidi jo irtisanottu?
Näin käy kirjailijalta Rock‘n’roll
Elämäni klassisin kolme sisarta
Taide teki hauraaksi ja nosti karvat
pystyyn
Sibelius selätti vihdoin Berliinin
AC/DC toistaa itseään
Kasari-idoli viihdytysmielellä
Beethoven teki sen ennen Spinal
Tapia
Salonen avaa vuotavan haavan
1,25 miljoonan dollarin mies

continued

Mikko Aaltonen

Jukka Isopuro
Satu Jaatinen

Vesa Sirén
Mikko Aaltonen
Heikki Romppainen
Vesa Sirén

Milla Autio
Karolina Blåberg
Kirsikka Moring
many authors

Jarkko Jokelainen

Hannu-Ilari Lampila
Kirsi Ranki

Olavi Kauko
Hannu-Ilari Lampila
Hannu-Ilari Lampila

Timo Valjakka
not mentioned

Seppo Heikinheimo
Olavi Kauko

Irmeli Niemi
not mentioned
Jukka Hauru
Tiina Nyrhinen

Le
Le
Le
Le
Le
Le
Le

Le Monde

Le Monde

Le Monde

Le Monde
Le Monde
Le Monde

Le Monde

Le Monde

LM/04/04/90_20
LM/17/04/80_13
LM/17/04/80_14a
LM/17/04/80_14b
LM/17/04/80_15a
LM/17/04/80_15b
LM/17/04/80_17

LM/14/06/80_31

LM/24/08/80_9

LM/10/12/80_1

LM/25/04/90_18
LM/02/11/90_11
LM/01/02/00_34

LM/22/04/00_30

LM/18/10/00_37

18 October 2000

22 April 2000

25 April 1990
2 November 1990
1 February 2000

10 December 1980

24 August 1980

14 June 1980

4 April 1990
17 April 1980
17 April 1980
17 April 1980
17 April 1980
17 April 1980
17 April 1980

9

1 January 1980

Le Monde

Monde
Monde
Monde
Monde
Monde
Monde
Monde

2

12 November 1970 Spectacles

Le Monde

37

30

18
11
34

1

9

31

20
13
14
14
15
15
17

C5
C4
12
11
8

14 November 2010
23 December 2010
10 November 1960
10 January 1970
4 July 1970
Livres

Helsingin Sanomat
Helsingin Sanomat
Le Monde
Le Monde
Le Monde

‘Chroniques martiennes’ de
Michael Anderson
‘Quadrophenia’, de Franc Roddam
’Je ne l’ai jamais lu’
Un philosophe pour l’avenir
Mots
‘Le Grand Écrivain, ce fou furieux’
L’Oeuvre
L’histoire passionnée d’un
intellectuel engagé
‘American Gigolo’, de Paul
Schrader
‘Rosy la bourrasque’, de Mario
Monicelli
La mort de John Lennon: Le rêve
est fini
Francophonie à Evry
Derrière la façade
Trois jours de joie pour ‘La Folle
Journée Bach’
Jazz: le nouvel enregistrement du
trompettiste Roy Hargrove
Voyage dans la tête d’un tueur

Optimismi voittaa tragiikan
Amerikan kotkien lento pätkii
En revoyant ‘Le passage du Rhin’
‘Underground’ et pop-music
Un genre anglo-saxon: l ‘ ‘heroic
fantasy’
Johnny Cash

Supplement Page
Title
number a

HS/14/11/10_C5
HS/23/12/10_C4
LM/10/11/60_12
LM/10/01/70_11
LM/04/07/70_
Livres_8
LM/12/11/70_
Spectacles_2
LM/01/01/80_9

Date

Paper

Reference

Table B.7 Continued

T. S.

Pierre Gervasoni

T.-M. Deffontaines
A. Lo.
M.A. R.

Claude Fléouter

Louis Marcorelles

Jean de Baroncelli

Alain Wais
R.C.
Christian Delacampagne
not mentioned
Geneviève Idt
not mentioned
Gilbert Comte

Jacques Siclier

C.F.

Jukka Isopuro
Harri Uusitorppa
Jean de Baroncelli
Claude Fleouter
not mentioned

Author

18
16
14
15
17
17 November 2010

Le Monde

Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet

Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet

Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet

Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet
Milliyet

Milliyet

LM/17/11/10_23

MIL/11/03/60_4
MIL/09/07/60_4
MIL/13/09/60_4
MIL/03/05/60_4
MIL/30/03/70_6
MIL/13/10/70_6

MIL/07/09/80_11
MIL/24/08/80_13
MIL/26/09/80_4
MIL/10/12/80_
Yaşam_1

MIL/02/11/90_10
MIL/06/12/90_12
MIL/07/01/90_10
MIL/18/08/90_12
MIL/24/08/90_10a
MIL/24/08/90_10b

MIL/18/09/00_14
MIL/16/02/10_5
MIL/14/06/10_4
MIL/15/05/00_23
MIL/17/01/10_
Cadde_1
MIL/17/11/10_5
5

14
5
4
23
1

10
12
10
12
10
10

1
13
4
1

4
4
4
4
6
6

23

24

19

Senaristlerin Suçu Ne?

Junas, pêcheur de perles newyorkaises
Robert Glasper joue le jazz de
demain
Les interminables tresses
numériques de ‘Raiponce’
Aziz Atatürk’ ün büyük eseri Nutuk
Musiki: Erdek Senlikleri
Tiyatro: Milli Birlik ve Tiyatro
Tiyatro: Serseri’den Sir’e
Büyük Mal
Ismet Nedim’in Son Bestesini
Istanbul Radyosu Programa Aldı
Selçuk Beni Tokatlamadı
Seyyal Taner Mahkemelik Oldu
Yeni Yayın Dönemi Başlarken
Beatles’tan John Lennon New
York’ta sokak ortasında
öldürüldü
Sinema Henüz 12 Eylül’e Ulaşamadı
Svayk’tan Savaşa Hayır
Maçoluklariyla Yüzleşen Aydınlar
Kadın Hep Kurban mı Olacak?
Mexico City’de Tocky Müzesi
Garcia Lorca’nin Son Çığlığı Yeni
Yankılandı
Şarkım Barış Köprüsü Olsun
Pornografi’den Kürtçe Oyuna
Yorum’ Farkı
Her Keseye bir Mafya
Filistin’i Polat Kurtaracak

Note
a	In the case of multiple-page articles, the page number indicates the page in which the article starts.

September 2000
February 2010
June 2010
May 2000
January 2010
Cadde

2 November 1990
6 December 1990
7 January 1990
18 August 1990
24 August 1990
24 August 1990

7 September 1980 Yaşam
24 August 1980
26 September 1980
10 December 1980 Yaşam

11 March 1960
9 July 1960
13 September 1960
3 May 1960
30 March 1970
13 October 1970

17 November 2010

14 September 2010

Le Monde

LM/14/09/10_24

24 July 2010

Le Monde

LM/24/07/10_19

Çağdaş Ertuna

Filiz Aygündüz
Mehveş Emin
Umut Alphan
Memetcan Demiray
not mentioned

Ayça Atikoğlu
Nemika Tuğcu
Nemika Tuğcu
not mentioned
not mentioned
not mentioned

Bektaş Türk
Sema Tuncer
Erman Şener
not mentioned

M. Kemal Atatürk
N.Ercan
not readable
not readable
Kemal Tahir
Seraceddin Zıddıoğlu

Isabelle Regnier

Sylvain Siclier

Sylvain Siclier
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